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Abstract 
 
The development of expertise in writing is a complex but important achievement 
for young children as they become literate. Writing is a critical component of literacy 
development, yet there are few accounts of change over time in early writing 
development that atend to both changes in writing behaviors and complexity of writen 
messages, and the context in which these changes occur. The inadequacy of 
descriptions of change over time is compounded by theoretical incoherence in the field 
of early writing research and the methodologies and measures used to capture change. 
The purpose of this study was to describe change over time in the complexity of 
writen messages and writing behaviors of children in a co-constructed seting. I 
described the path, rate, variability, and potential sources of change in what children 
produced, used, and did as they wrote with a teacher over the course of an early literacy 
intervention. Qualitative and quantitative analyses were employed using a microgenetic 
design for the analysis of writen messages. To capture change, the reliability and 
validity of the Early Writing Observational Rubric, a rubric designed to capture change 
in the complexity of writen messages and writing behaviors was established. 
The path and rate of change over time in the legibility, linguistic complexity, 
and conventionality of the writen messages that children produced was examined. 
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Changes in children’s writing behaviors; namely what sources of information they used 
and the problem-solving actions they took as they produced these messages in a co-
constructed seting were analyzed. To describe the breadth and variability of change in 
writen messages and behaviors, five children who characterized diferent profiles of 
progress were identified and analyses of these profiles is presented. 
The nature of change over time was idiosyncratic and proceeded in a series of 
progressions and regressions rather than moving from simple to complex. Lower-level 
transcription skils were important and lack of control of these skils appeared to 
constrain the production of more complex messages. There was litle change over time 
in the linguistic complexity of writen messages, except for linguistic texture. While 
some children did not produce more complex messages over time, they did become 
more independent in the production of these messages, this has implications for how 
writing is assessed. Children who characterized profiles of progress that did produce 
more complex messages, exhibited self-regulation of a range of writing behaviors that 
indicated they could use multiple sources of information and self-regulate strategic 
problem-solving actions as they wrote. In this co-constructed seting, teachers often 
assumed the role of editor.  
Comprehensive descriptions of change over time in the complexity of writen 
messages and writing behaviors of 24 children as they engaged in an early literacy 
intervention, and diferent profiles of progress are presented to describe the breadth of 
variability in writing development. Considerations of the factors that impel and 
constrain expertise in writing have implications for theoretical accounts of writing 
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development, instruction, and intervention. The reliability and validity of a rubric 
designed to capture these changes was established. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
Becoming a writer and developing expertise in the production of conventional 
writen messages is one of the most complex but important achievements for young 
children as they become literate (Clay, 2001). The importance of writing has been 
established in a recent meta-analysis of research about the efect of writing on reading 
(Graham & Hebert, 2012). Graham and Hebert demonstrated that writing can improve, 
and has statisticaly significant positive efects upon, students’ learning of content, 
reading skils, and comprehension. In itself, writing encourages children to make 
explicit and communicate their thoughts and feelings (Graham, Gilespie, & McKeown, 
2013). To be expert in writing demands fundamental basic skils such as speling and 
transcription but also requires that students use writing to shape ideas, acquire new 
knowledge through and communicate ideas to others in writing (Freedman, Dyson, 
Flower & Chafe, 1987, p.3).  
Understanding how children develop expertise in writing is important. 
McNaughton (2011) stated that studying any aspect of literacy over time afords 
researchers a beter understanding of the developmental properties of a process, the 
nature and pathways of their orchestration and integration and, crucialy, the conditions 
in which they occur. Knowledge about how changes over time in writing occur can be 
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used to optimize learning and instruction and to understand the nature of dificulties that 
children experience in writing (Beard, Myhil, Riley & Nystrand, 2009, p.4). 
Confirming or disconfirming how writing development proceeds, therefore, is essential 
to understanding the development of writing, which in turn informs efective instruction, 
evaluation, and intervention (Read, 2009, p.268). 
Knowledge about the development of writing, a critical element of literacy, is 
particularly relevant for children in kindergarten and first grade. Evidence from research 
has demonstrated that students who experience literacy dificulties in the first years of 
school are more likely to experience negative academic and social consequences in later 
life (Reynolds, Wheldal, & Madelaine, 2010; Every Child a Chance Trust, 2009, 
Stanovich, 1986; Juel, 1988). In this study, therefore, I describe change over time in the 
writing development of first grade children participating in an early literacy 
intervention. This wil make a contribution to a more nuanced understanding of the 
processes involved in the development of writing at this critical juncture in children’s 
literacy development. 
Statement of the Problem 
I suggest that the field of writing research is theoreticaly incoherent and that 
this has resulted in dichotomized perspectives about skiled writing, writing 
development, methodologies used to study, and assessments used to capture change 
over time in writing. While the importance of writing in terms of its contribution to 
general literacy achievement has been wel established (Graham & Hebert, 2012, 
Graham & Perin, 2007), the teaching and research of writing, particularly early writing 
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development, has received considerably less atention than reading and has resulted in 
theoreticaly disjointedness (Dunsmuir & Blatchford, 2004; Beard et al., 2009). 
Theoretical incoherence in the field of writing research. Research about the 
nature of skiled writing and the processes involved in learning to write emanates from a 
broad and diverse range of competing theoretical perspectives. These include, but are 
not limited to, cognitive, Piagetian, and social perspectives. Although the variety of 
perspectives is a rich resource to the field of writing research it has also resulted in a 
sense of theoretical incoherence. Freedman et al. (1987), in a discussion about the future 
of writing research nearly 20 years age, stated that progress in the field is hampered by 
this theoretical incoherence and has resulted, in turn, in studies that have separated 
writen messages or products from writing processes and context from cognitive 
processes (p.4).  
This theoretical incoherence is particularly evident in terms of theories or 
models about the development of writing as children in the first years of formal 
schooling transition towards writing conventional messages. Research about the 
development of writing is relatively young in comparison to reading development 
research and is as theoreticaly incoherent as the field of writing research in general 
(Beard et al., 2009). Models, therefore, that provide metaphors for how children 
develop expertise in writing are scant. A predominant viewpoint is the cognitive 
processing perspective that posits that lower-order developmental skils are related to 
writing competency in the early stages of writing development prior to the engagement 
of higher-order compositional processes (Berninger et al., 1992). This perspective, 
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however, does not account for the fact that lower order skils may occur in tandem with 
the engagement of higher-order compositional skils. 
In contrast to the cognitive processing perspective proposed by Berninger et al. 
(1992), other researchers from a cognitive processing perspective postulate that 
development occurs in a more multifarious manner. Torance and Galbraith (2006), for 
example, suggested that higher and lower-level processes operate in an interactive 
manner that is dependent on task demands. Writing research, from a cognitive 
processing paradigm, operates primarily at the level of the individual and rarely 
examines the afective side of writing and the context in which it occurs (Hidi & 
Boscolo, 2006). Tolchinsky (1996) argued that cognitive descriptions of writing 
development are reductionist and that framing writing as merely a cognitive event 
neglects the notion that writing is also a social event as writers convey meaning to an 
audience through text (Watanabe & Hal-Kenyon, 2011). 
An alternate perspective about writing development is informed by the corpus of 
research conducted by Fereiro and Teberosky (1982). This Piagetian psychogenetic 
epistemology, driven by a stage-like conceptualization of development, shifts the focus 
of inquiry about writing development from cognitive processes to how 
conceptualizations about writing develop (for example, the functionality of print). The 
distinct focus of atention, from this perspective, on conceptual development has 
permited a more refined understanding of children’s reflections about language and 
awareness of its properties. It has neglected, however, to interogate the interactive 
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nature of the organization of cognitive problem-solving strategies and lower-order skils 
that were foregrounded in cognitive processing perspectives. 
 Unlike the cognitive processing perspectives and the psychogenetic research of 
Fereiro and Teberosky (1982), other researchers, informed by social perspectives, 
focus instead on interactions and actions in writing development (context, practice, and 
the community of practice in which development occurs), or on the tool or modality of 
the writen system (cf. Dyson, 1985, 2009; King & Rentel, 1981; Rowe, 1994). Writing 
research from a social perspective has applied a particular focus on the importance of 
the role of context, including but not limited to aspects of performance to an audience 
and the various ways that adults colaborate to assist children in writing (Grundlach, 
McLane, Stot, & Dowling-McNamee, 1985). While I agree that the role of context is of 
vital importance to understanding how writing development proceeds, I concur with 
Hayes’ (2009) assertion that a satisfactory and comprehensive model of writing 
development needs to atend to both the development of cognitive skils and the context 
in which it occurs. 
In summary, it is evident that the theoretical orientations that inform research 
about skiled writing and writing development are broad and diverse. I agree, however, 
with Glasswel and Kamberelis’ (2007) statement that, while the epistemological 
diversity in the field of writing research provides a rich variety of ways to conceptualize 
writing, that the nature of the landscape is fissured and, therefore, incoherent. Despite 
the abundance of research, there is a distinct dearth of research that proposes models or 
theories about the development of writing in school age children. This has resulted in 
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the perpetuation of theoretical incoherence in the field, particularly about the 
development of writing at a critical juncture in literacy learning. The dichotomy of 
perspectives in writing research, described in this brief summary, has also resulted in a 
lack of empirical research that interogates the nature of development beyond stage-like 
conceptualizations and that considers the development of cognitive processes involved 
in writing and the context in which they occur (Beard et al, 2009). 
Extant methodologies are unsatisfactory. Theoretical perspectives about 
writing, writing development, and how writing changes over time al have significant 
implications in terms of methodologies used to study change over time. Methodologies 
wil dictate the tasks used, sources of data colected, the context of the study, the 
atention to group or individual diferences, the role of the researcher, and the methods 
used to analyze data. The chaotic nature of the conceptualizations of writing 
development described in the previous section is also reflected in the methodologies 
used to study change over time in writing. 
A large body of research about early writing development utilizes cross-
sectional designs to examine snapshots of development at diferent points in time to 
make inferences about changes in developmental processes (Ho, O’Farel, Hong & 
You, 2006; McNaughton, 2011). Cross-sectional designs provide useful information 
about various aspects of writing (sub-skils, observable changes in behavior, or 
interactional paterns) between groups and the nature of general factors that promote 
knowledge changes and inter-individual variability (Chinn, 2006, p.440). A 
disadvantage of this methodology is that variability is studied at the group level over 
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wide time points. This, in turn, precludes examination of smal changes in individual’s 
development. 
In contrast to cross-sectional studies, longitudinal designs trace the development 
of writing for one group to permit identification of common paterns and individual 
diferences in development (Ho et al., 2006). Many of these studies about writing 
development, however, have focused on change over time from grade to grade (cf. 
Abbot, Berninger, and Fayol, 2010) and utilized Piagetian clinical interviews to tightly 
control the task to the neglect of context (cf. Fereiro & Teberosky, 1982). Thus, the 
descriptions of change over time in writing provided from these longitudinal studies are 
often devoid of context and describe change over large expanses of time. 
A microgenetic design involves an elevated density of observations with event-
by-event analysis during a period of rapid change with events typicaly repeated (Chinn, 
2006; Laveli, Pantoja, Hui-Chin, Messinger, & Fogel, 2006). This design, therefore, 
can be used to focus on the processes through which subjects learn and to consider how 
strategies employed change over short spaces of rapid change capturing both 
progressions and regressions in learning (Siegler, 2006, p.469). Kamberelis (2002), for 
example, used a microgenetic case study framework to identify at what point children 
coordinated reading and writing competencies by tracing smal changes in both reading 
and writing over a short space of time. Sharp, Sinatra, and Reynolds (2008) and Ritle-
Johnson and Siegler (1999) also used a microgenetic design to study speling 
development. To date, however, researchers have not used a microgenetic design to 
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trace changes in both writing behaviors and a more holistic conceptualization of writen 
messages. 
Case studies, on the other hand, have been used to document change over time 
in individual children’s writing development (cf. Sipe, 1998; Dyson, 1993, 1985, 1988; 
Graves, 1973). These case studies often focused on the social and contextual aspects of 
writing development and have provided rich and detailed naratives of writing 
development. Many, except for Sipe (1998), neglected to atend to the interactions of 
cognition, context, writing behaviors, and message or products. Sipe’s study focused on 
the writing development of one child and revealed litle, therefore, about individual 
diferences in writing development. In addition to this, in this study growth in 
complexity of the writen messages as the child’s writing behaviors changed over time 
was not examined. 
It is evident, from this brief review of extant methodologies used to study 
change over time in writing that many aspects of writing development are foregrounded 
and foreshadowed as a result of the methodologies used and the theoretical orientations 
that inform them. This reflects the fissured landscape of theoretical orientations about 
writing described by Glasswel and Kamberelis (2007). There is also a definite scarcity 
of empirical research that utilize methodologies that permit atention to the interactive 
nature of cognition and context and that examine change over time during short yet 
critical periods of literacy development, like the first years of formal schooling. 
Microgenetic designs, however, ofer promising possibilities to atend to both writing 
behaviors, writen messages or products, and smal changes over time. 
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Extant assessments of writing are unsatisfactory. Developmental orientations 
about writing are reflected in the assessments that are used to capture writing 
proficiency (Slomp, 2012). In a comprehensive review of the constructs assessed by 
twenty extant measures, I found that many only captured certain dimensions of writen 
messages, did not involve observations of the writer in action, or consider children’s 
problem-solving actions as they write (see Appendix A) 
Researchers informed by a linguistic orientation to writing development focus 
the development of increasing complexity in syntactic structures (Slomp, 2012), 
whereas those informed by social orientations emphasize the development of discourse 
community knowledge (for example, audience awareness and genre knowledge)(p.86). 
Holistic rubrics like that NAEP (National Assessment Governing Board, 2011) writing 
task and analytic rubrics like the Oregon 6+1 rubric (Crawford, Tindal & Carpenter, 
2006) are examples of smal and large-scale assessments of writen messages. The 
constructs in both rubrics are theoreticaly founded on both linguistic and social 
orientations towards writing in that they assess micro-levels (for example, sentence 
structure and word choice) and macro-levels (for example, rhetorical choices) of 
language organization and audience awareness. 
Curiculum based measures (Ritchey, 2006) assess lower-level transcription 
skils like production and accuracy. Norm-referenced assessments like the Woodcock 
Johnson (Schrank, McGrew & Woodcock, 2001), WIAT II (Wechsler, 2005), and Test 
of Writen Language (Hayward, Stewart, Philips, Noris & Lovel, 2008) assess both 
lower level-level transcription skils and complexity of composition and would reflect, 
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theoreticaly, the component skils perspectives of writing development (cf. Berninger 
et al., 1992). These assessments are unsatisfactory, however, as they are insensitive to 
the change over time that occurs in early writing. 
Capturing early writing is dificult because, as early writers transition towards 
orchestrating al the skils and knowledge involved in producing a sentence, the 
production is variable according to task demands and often this production is done in 
co-construction with an adult. Capturing what a child can use or do in writing a message 
in an independent context may not capture the entirety, or orchestration of, the tentative 
behaviors a child may exhibit in the construction and composition of a message in the 
context of instruction. 
Many researchers have relied on assessments that focus on proxy measures of 
writing ability (for example, writing vocabulary or name writing) or rubrics with limited 
information about reliability and validity (cf. Watanbe & Hal-Kenyon, 2011). Others 
have used a batery of assessments to capture the development of separate sub-skils 
involved in writing like phonological and orthographic skils (for example, dictation). A 
dictation task, however, does not capture growing control over composition. Writing 
vocabulary tasks neglect to capture how a child constructs a meaningful message. 
Rating writen messages alone neglects to capture the important behaviors like 
monitoring and revising that signal that the child is self-regulating the writing process.  
Some assessments focus on conceptual development in writing alone (for 
example, concept of word) or on intentionality and message content (cf. Rowe, 2013) 
These measures are unsatisfactory as they capture only slices of writing and neglect to 
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atend to the integration of what a young writer uses and does as he or she writes and 
the final writen message. 
As explained previously, many of these extant measures neglect to consider that 
development in writing often occurs within particular activities that transpire in co-
construction with a more expert other (McNaughton, 1995). Wood (1998) stated that a 
child’s potential for learning is revealed and realized in interaction with more 
knowledgeable others (p.26). This places the interactions that a teacher has with a child 
as central to this conceptualization of thinking and learning. Glasswel (1999), in her 
study of low and high progress writers, found that it was these contexts and the 
interactions that occured within them that were related to diferences or ‘Mathew 
efects’ in writing development. How the child engages in the task of writing and the 
writen messages he or she produces in this seting may, therefore, provide valuable 
information about what constrains or accelerates development. Despite this, there are no 
extant measures that capture a child’s development in writing as they operate within this 
context. 
In conclusion, writing is a critical component of literacy development and a 
more nuanced understanding about the nature of its development is imperative, as it wil 
contribute to both instruction and intervention. The lack of theoretical coherence in the 
field of writing research is a substantial problem and has resulted in a miscelany of 
dichotomized perspectives about skiled writing and writing development. The chaotic 
colection of perspectives is reflected in both the methodologies used to study change 
over time and the assessments used to capture change. 
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Purpose of This Study 
Nearly twenty years ago, Freedman et al. (1987) stated there was a need for 
integrative research that atended to the writing process, writen messages, and the 
context in which it occurs. They suggested that this could bring order to the diferent 
perspectives described in the previous section. Alamargot & Fayol (2009) argued that 
developmental models of writen production should predict both the course of the 
writing processes involved and the characteristics of the end message or message and 
yet, despite a large body of research about writing, such a model does not exist (p.23). 
Beard et al. (2009) reiterated this cal by stating that conceptualizations of writing 
development needed to be more theoreticaly synergistic and coherent. 
This study is theoreticaly informed by literacy processing theory (in Doyle, 
2013). This theory proposed by Clay (2001) considers how children develop expertise 
in both reading and writing and how this changes over time from simple to complex. 
This theory is comprehensive, as it considers not only the sources of information that 
children use as they develop expertise but also the actions that they take and the nature 
of their orchestration. Literacy processing theory fits with my theoretical orientation to 
writing as I consider writing to be a complex problem-solving process that involves 
generation of an idea that is then purposefuly constructed and communicated from 
leters, words, and sentences and involves orchestration and control of directional and 
strategic behaviors, phonological and orthographic coding, and fine motor skils (Clay, 
2001; Alamargot & Fayol, 2009; Graham & Haris, 2009). Development would be 
evidenced by changes in what readers use and do as they write. This development can 
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only be captured by applying, as Clay (2001) described, an unusual lens and capturing 
detailed data about what children use and do as they engage in the process of writing 
continuous text over time (p.42). A consequence of such a perspective is that there is an 
urgent need for a tool that captures both the growing complexity of the writen message 
and changes in observable writing behaviors exhibited by children as they develop 
expertise in writing. 
The purpose of this study was to describe change over time in the complexity of 
writen messages and writing behaviors of children aged six in a co-constructed seting 
with a more expert other (a teacher) during a Reading Recovery series of lessons. 
Change over time in the complexity of writen messages that children produced was 
analyzed using a microgenetic design to examine change in terms of the path and rate of 
the legibility, micro-levels (linguistic complexity, texture, punctuation, and 
capitalization), and macro-levels of language (organization and message intent). I also 
captured and described change over time in children’s writing behaviors, namely what 
sources of information diferent children used and the problem-solving actions they 
took as they engaged in co-constructed writing over two or three time points during the 
course of the early literacy intervention as potential sources of change in writing. To 
describe the breadth and variability of change, I identified and described change over 
time in the writing behaviors and complexity of writen messages of five children that 
characterized diferent profiles of progress. 
As no extant measures of early writing were satisfactory, from a literacy 
processing perspective, I used and established the reliability and validity of a researcher 
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designed analytic rubric, The Early Writing Observational Rubric (see Appendix B) to 
capture change at diferent time points over the course of the study. I suggest that the 
use of an analytic rubric was advantageous as it facilitated valid judgments about the 
complex competencies involved in authentic writing tasks and the complexity of the 
writen message that the child produced (Jonsson & Svingby, 2007). 
 Theoreticaly, I consider that writing involves the orchestration of a wide variety 
of complex processes and that development occurs in interaction with a more expert 
other. An analytic rubric permits evaluation of the complexity of the diferent 
dimensions of children’s writen messages and control of the writing process resulting, 
therefore, in a more authentic assessment that reflects students’ actual ability in writing 
(Ammer, 1998). A limitation of using this rubric was that it had not been used before. 
To counteract this limitation, I established the reliability and validity of the rubric to 
provide information on the basic psychometric properties of the tool. 
Research Questions 
The questions that guided my inquiry were: 
1) How do the writen messages that children produce in a co-constructed 
seting change over time and how does this change vary for children with 
diferent profiles of progress? 
2) How do the observable behaviors exhibited by children as they compose 
and construct writen messages in a co-constructed seting change over 
time and how does this change vary for children with diferent profiles of 
progress? 
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3) What are the basic psychometric properties in terms of the reliability and 
validity of a rubric designed to capture early writing development from a 
literacy processing perspective? 
Significance of the Study 
This research is significant, as it provides a more nuanced description of change 
over time in early writing. I described change over time in the complexity of writen 
messages and the observable writing behaviors of children in first grade as they 
transitioned from writing a few words to producing simple sentences. From a literacy 
processing perspective, writing involves the orchestration of many processes and 
sources of knowledge to make meaningful messages. Change from this perspective is 
also idiosyncratic as the child travels through many progressions and regressions as they 
take diferent pathways to becoming literate (Clay, 1998). The path, thus, that diferent 
children took to becoming conventional writers was distinctive. It is the journey they 
took, and the diferences between diferent profiles of progress in writing, that is 
crucialy important in explicating individual diferences in literacy development and 
subsequently informing early literacy interventions. Using a microgenetic design, I was 
able to examine the paths of progress, including information about the path, rate, and 
breadth of the routes that children took towards developing expertise in writing. 
In the field of writing research, there is a lack of comprehensive descriptions 
about how writing changes over short periods of time and that attend to writing 
behaviors, messages, cognition, and context. By providing rich descriptions of difering 
profiles of progress and capturing change over time with the Early Writing 
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Observational Rubric, my research wil contribute to a more nuanced and holistic 
description of change over a short period of time during a critical juncture in literacy 
development. By creating and establishing the reliability and validity of a rubric, I have 
provided a resource that can be used to support more research in writing development 
and that could potentialy make a contribution to the somewhat incoherent field of early 
writing assessment. The tool provides a lens that can be used in future research to 
capture complexity in children’s writen messages and the behaviors that they exhibit as 
they write that is sensitive to change over time. 
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Definition of Terms 
Writing. Writing is a complex problem-solving process that involves generation 
of an idea that is then purposefuly constructed and communicated from leters, words 
and sentences and involves orchestration and control of directional and strategic 
behaviors, phonological and orthographic coding, and fine motor skils (Clay, 2001; 
Alamargot & Fayol, 2009; Graham & Haris, 2009). Graves (1973) stated that many 
linguistic variables, communication paterns, and learning behaviors participate in a 
child’s atempts to write and the final writen message. This complex problem solving 
occurs in a social and cultural context and, as is often the case for the beginning writer, 
in interaction with more expert others. 
The production of a writen message. I define production of a writen message 
as the generation of an idea, the translation of that idea into language, and transcription 
of this idea or message into a conventional written form. 
A writen message. A writen message is the final physical writen message 
produced by a writer that conveys a message in print. 
Conventionality in writing. I concur with Sulzby’s (1996) description of 
conventionality in writing. Sulzby stated that writing is conventional if it is connected 
discourse that another person can read without too much dificulty and that the child can 
reread conventionaly. 
Reading Recovery. Reading Recovery is an early literacy intervention that is 
provided by a trained Reading Recovery Teacher. Reading Recovery is ofered to 
children who, after one year of formal schooling, are experiencing the most dificulties 
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in becoming literate. The intervention is one-to-one and short term with a series of 
lessons generaly taking 12-20 weeks. The purpose of Reading Recovery is to reduce 
the number of children experiencing literacy dificulties and to support individual 
children to return to the average band of literacy learning compared to their peers. The 
elements of the lesson include writing and reading of continuous text and leter and 
word work. 
Co-constructed writing. Co-constructed writing is writing that occurs in 
interaction with a more expert other. In this case, the child’s production of conventional 
messages occurs within a context where a teacher scafolds, or provides more or less 
help, as needed, as the child constructs his or her writen message. 
Complexity in writen messages. Complexity in writing is evidenced by the 
length, linguistic complexity, and level of conventionality (Sulzby, 1996) of the 
message writen. Growth in complexity would include use of increasingly more 
complex punctuation, organization of ideas, longer, and more legible messages. 
Strategic Processing. Strategic processing is the in-the-head neural activity of 
searching, monitoring, finding helpful information, and deciding on a course of action 
that occurs as a child problem solves on text. The observable behaviors exhibited by the 
child that a teacher could notice as they write provide possible signals about these 
cognitive activities. Acts such as stopping or pausing indicate that a child has monitored 
or noticed a mistake. Editing a misspeled word indicates that a child has not only 
monitored or noticed but has also searched for information to fix the mistake and 
decided on a course of action.  
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 Analytic rubric. A rubric is a type of matrix that provides descriptors of 
dimensions and sub-dimensions of a type of performance in a given property. The 
dimensions are described in the rows of the matrix. In the column the rater using the 
rubric is able to rate the relative quality or mastery of the given dimension or sub-
dimension (Alen & Tanner, 2006). An analytic rubric provides a separate score for 
each sub-dimension of a task. 
Microgenetic design. A microgenetic design is characterized by three main 
atributes: (1) it spans a period from the beginning of a process until change occurs, (2) 
the density of observations is dense, and (3) intensive trial by trial analysis to examine 
qualitative or quantitative changes is conducted (Granot & Parziale, 2002, p.6). Siegler 
(2002) stated that the benefit of microgenetic designs is that they can yield rich data for 
the examination of the processes of change. 
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Chapter 2: Review of the Literature 
 
In this chapter, I review extant literature that is pertinent to this study of change 
over time in co-constructed writing. This chapter is divided into four sections. I start 
broadly, providing a theoretical review of how diferent conceptualizations about 
thinking, learning, and language inform major perspectives about skiled writing and 
early writing development. In particular, I consider what factors these perspectives 
foreground. Then, I review the methodologies that have been used to study change over 
time in writing, highlighting each one’s constraints and afordances. Next, I review 
scholarship on the assessment of early writing, considering constructs of early writing 
assessments and critiquing extant writing assessments. Finaly, I synthesize my 
findings, to examine how writing is defined according to diferent perspectives, how it 
has been studied, and what assessments have been used to evaluate early writing. 
Theoretical Perspectives on the Development of Thinking and Learning 
The field of writing research, particularly in terms of the development of 
writing, is relatively young compared to the field of reading research, and is not 
theoreticaly coherent (Beard et al., 2009). Therefore, models that provide metaphors 
for how children develop expertise in writing are scant, and many researchers rely on 
models of skiled writing to infer what might occur as children learn to write. 
Confirming or disconfirming how writing development proceeds, however, is essential 
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to understanding the development of writing, which in turn underlies efective 
instruction, evaluation, and intervention (Read, 2009, p. 268). 
In this section, I provide a broad review of diferent theoretical orientations 
toward children’s thinking, learning, and language. Where feasible, I link these 
orientations to models of skiled writing and of early writing development. I also 
discuss what factors are important to consider, from each respective perspective, in a 
study of writing development. This is important because these perspectives influence 
how writing is defined, studied, and assessed.  
Learning and thinking is similar to information processing. Drawing on the 
work of Immanuel Kant, conceptualizations of thinking as information processing 
describe knowledge as inputed, organized, retained, and outputed by the mind 
(Alexander & Fox, 2013). Researchers theoreticaly informed by this perspective 
generaly concentrate on the individual cognitive operations a child engages in as he or 
she thinks and learns. Wood (1998) stated that information-processing theorists 
primarily conceptualize children’s learning by considering cognition as a system 
organized to process information, in order to adapt, learn, and understand (p. 32). 
Inherent to this view is the exploration of the child’s capacity to perceive, atend to, 
process, and store information. Likewise, studies from this perspective consider how 
learners become experts at developing strategies to retrieve and process information 
(Wood, 1998). 
A key tenet of this perspective is a focus on the individual child’s mind, and not 
on the contextual and cultural influences on the processing of information, particularly 
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linguistic information, or on how language mediates learning (Alexander & Fox, 2013, 
p. 13). As Bruner (1992) asserted, information-processing theories fail to deal with the 
“thickness” of culturaly situated encounters (p. 77). In general, the nature of instruction 
and the teacher appear to be foreshadowed by the mind as an individual entity. This 
perspective, however, has significantly influenced the few models of writing 
development that exist in the field of writing research. There are two predominant 
conceptualizations of skiled writing and writing development informed by information 
processing theory. The first focuses on the separation of the component skils in writing, 
and considers that these skils proceed in a linear order. Other researchers, also 
informed by information processing theory, suggest that the development of the 
knowledge and sub-skils involved in writing proceed in a far more complex manner.  
The component skils perspective. A cognitive processing perspective that 
focuses on the component skils and processes involved in skiled writing has been 
proposed by the likes of Emig (as cited in Nystrand, 2006) and Flower and Hayes 
(1977). Nystrand (2006) stated that the foci of both models are the cognitive aspects of 
composition and the orchestration of component skils like planning, reviewing, and 
translating thoughts into text, not the processes involved in the transcription of the 
message (p. 18). The influential model of skiled writing proposed by Bereiter and 
Scardamalia (1987) emphasizes the mental activities involved in composition, and not 
the physical act of writing, among adolescent writers. They suggested that novice 
writers engage in a less sophisticated knowledge teling, or transcription-type of 
writing, compared to expert writers who engage in a more sophisticated knowledge- 
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transforming form of writing that indicates audience awareness. They had no empirical 
evidence for this assertion, however, and it is arguable that, based on research that is 
theoreticaly informed by sociocultural orientations to learning (cf. Dyson, 1993; Rowe, 
2009), beginning writers have a sense of audience awareness as they write even the 
simplest of messages. 
Berninger and Swanson (in Alamargot & Fayol, 2009) proposed one of the few 
developmental models of beginning writing, the Simple View of Writing, building on 
Juel (1988) and Flower and Hayes’ (1977) model by adding the processes involved in 
transcription. They suggested that text formulation involved two processes, text 
generation and transcription, which involves phonological and orthographic coding, text 
segmentation and fine motor skils (Alamargot & Fayol, 2009). This is a stage-like 
model of writing development, in that control of lower-order transcription skils 
precedes and frees up memory resources to engage in higher-order compositional skils.  
This perspective is best exemplified by the research of scholars such as 
Berninger et al. (1992), where the authors drew on a theoretical model of developmental 
constraints and neurodevelopmental theory, positing that certain lower-level 
developmental skils must be controled prior to engagement of higher-order language 
skils in writing. They tested this empiricaly by using a cross-sectional design to 
examine these higher-order and lower-order skils, and by employing corelation and 
regression analyses to explore the relationship between these factors across time. The 
authors found that automatic leter naming, rapid orthographic coding, and speed of 
finger spreading tasks best predicted speling. They concluded, therefore, that later 
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ability to translate ideas into text was dependent  on control of these lower order skils. 
From this perspective, early writing development is best characterized as a movement 
from contol of lower order skils preceding compositional processes. This research 
contributes to the field by explicating what factors are predictive of later writing ability. 
The complex cognitive processing perspective. There is a smaler body of 
research that conceptualizes writing development from a complex cognitive processing 
perspective. Torance and Galbraith (2006), for example, suggested that higher- and 
lower-level processes in writing operate in more complex inter-related systems, and do 
not switch from one low-level process to another high-level process. Accordingly, they 
suggested that the demand and use of the processes involved in writing depends on the 
task. Kamberelis (2002) posited that the emergence of literacy, and particularly writing, 
does not proceed in a stage-like progression. Rather, he identified points featuring an 
increased frequency of cognitive reorganization when children move from emergent to 
conventional literacy. 
 Two influential applications of complex cognitive processing are overlapping 
waves theory (Siegler, 2002) and literacy processing theory (Doyle, 2013). Siegler 
(2002) suggested that the simple cognitive processing perspectives depict cognitive 
change using a staircase metaphor, implying that children think in a certain way before 
moving on to a higher plane of thinking (p. 32). In contrast, Siegler posited that 
cognitive change proceeds in a series of overlapping waves. 
The overlapping waves theory frames learning as highly variable, characterized 
by adaptive choices and gradual changes in strategy use that can be influenced by the 
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adoption of new approaches (Ritle-Johnson & Siegler, 1999, p.332). Consider, for 
example, a child learning how to assemble a jigsaw puzzle. At first he may approach the 
task using a variety of strategies to finish the puzzle, perhaps at first puting together 
pieces with distinguishing features, like a face, before approaching the rest of the task. 
With instruction he may be exposed to a more eficient strategy (like making the frame 
first), and over time may choose to use this strategy more often and the other, less 
reliable strategy may fade. When assembling a puzzle with more pieces, however, he 
may revert to the earlier strategy. Siegler (2005) also suggested that learning, from this 
perspective, should be analyzed along five dimensions: path, rate, breadth, source, and 
variability (Siegler, 2005). 
Overlapping waves theory, applied to writing research, has tended to focus on 
one aspect of writing: speling (cf. Ritle-Johnson & Siegler, 1999; Sharp et al., 2008) or 
conceptual development (cf. Kamberelis, 2002; Tardibueno, 2007). Sharp et al. (2008), 
for example, found in their microgenetic analysis of ten children’s speling development 
that development occured in overlapping waves, as opposed to a stage-like 
progression. Specificaly, they found that there was a reciprocal relationship between 
speling strategy use and developing orthographic knowledge, and argued that 
developments in orthographic knowledge were related to more sophisticated strategy 
use. 
Clay (in Doyle, 2013) proposed a literacy processing theory to provide a 
theoretical explanation of the process of becoming literate, particularly emphasizing the 
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specific perceptual and cognitive behaviors involved in reading. Clay stated that reading 
was; 
A message-geting problem-solving activity that increases in power and 
flexibility the more it is practiced. Within the directional constraints of print, 
perceptual and cognitive behaviors are purposefuly directed in some integrated 
way to the task of extracting meaningful sequences of information (Clay, 2001, 
p. 1). 
Clay’s (2001) literacy processing theory drew on two existing information-
processing models of skiled reading. First, she drew on Rumelhart’s (2013) notion of 
multiple, interactive sources of information. She proposed that reading started with 
perception or looking, and that perceptions of the visual features of print at many levels 
of language are evaluated against semantic and syntactic information, in a simultaneous 
process that involves hypothesis generation, evaluation, and decision making (Doyle, 
2013, p. 647). According to Clay (2001), the working systems proposed by Holmes and 
Singer (1961) helped to explain what readers do as they read. Doyle (2013) described 
how complex perceptual and cognitive working systems are operationalized to engage 
in the task demands of reading text. 
Clay (2001) theory also accounted for how literacy processing changed over 
time from a child’s first encounters with print. Drawing on Bruner’s (in Lyons, 2003) 
idea of a skiled action, Clay proposed that reading was a skiled action that changed 
from simple to complex, increasing in power and flexibility, or self-extending, the more 
it was practiced (Clay, 2001, p. 1). Central to literacy processing theory is the notion 
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that, from the start, children have to learn to integrate sources of knowledge, in addition 
to knowing foundational concepts about print, and work with the complexity of 
information to come to decisions (p.137). One result of this view is that children wil 
take diferent paths to skiled reading. 
In summary, to describe literacy processing theory, Clay (2001) drew on two 
key ideas. Firstly, she contended that children use certain sources of knowledge as they 
problem-solve with writen text. She also suggested, drawing on Holmes and Singer 
(1961), that children employ working systems or “do” certain things as they problem-
solve, and link invisible paterns of oral language with visible symbols in print (Clay, 
2005a, p. 1). 
It is important to note that, according to Clay (2001), literacy processing theory 
should encompass both reading and writing. Clay, however, dedicated most of her 
writing and her empirical research to change over time in reading. While it could be 
suggested that change over time in writing would similarly move from simple to 
complex tasks, featuring increasingly more sophisticated integration of information 
sources and strategic actions, there is a sharp need for more empirical research that 
articulates what change over time in writing looks like. As Clay stated, “we curently 
know less about the strategic processing of the child learning to write than we do about 
reading” (2001, p.35). 
Boocock, McNaughton, and Par (1998), in one of the few empirical studies 
about writing that drew on literacy processing theory (Doyle, 2013), examined change 
over time in writing and concluded that message writing demands atention at lower and 
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higher levels (in terms of cognitive demands) at once. Using a cross-sectional 
descriptive design, Boocock et al. observed and coded the writen messages and 
behaviors of 120 children ranging from first to third grade. Their results implied that 
while more atention was paid to lower-level components of writing like motor 
knowledge, young children were simultaneously exhibiting higher-level behaviors that 
implied they were using strategic activities like revising and reviewing. In sum, 
Boocock et al. (1998) described the writing process as occuring as a complex 
interaction and progression of higher order and lower order skils that became less 
hesitant more fluent over time. 
It is evident that writing research informed by both component skils and 
complex cognitive processing perspectives foreground certain sources of knowledge 
and processes, but scholars perceive and describe their development and interactions in 
diferent ways. Sources of knowledge included phonological and orthographic 
encoding, visual motor integration, and higher-order skils like text formation and 
ideation. Strategic activities, as implied by observable behaviors, are also important 
particularly processes like revision, eror detection, and eror corection (Chanquoy, 
2009). Both perspectives, however, tend to neglect the contextual constraints and 
afordances provided by instruction, and the social influences in terms of message 
communication. 
Piagetian orientations to learning and writing development. In contrast to 
the theory that learning is akin to information processing is the idea that thinking and 
learning are constructive acts, shaped by both cognition and experiences. This is best 
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characterized by a constructivist orientation to thinking and learning, like that proposed 
by Piaget (1964). Tracey and Mandel-Morow (2012) described constructivism as a 
theory of learning that emphasizes the active construction of knowledge and suggested 
that constructivist theorists posit that learning can often take place without any external 
indicators. For instance, Edgar (2012) suggested that the results for every learner would 
be diferent based on the learner’s experience. In this section, I wil describe and 
criticaly evaluate the central tenets of Piagetian theory, and show how this theoretical 
orientation has substantialy influenced writing development research. 
Jean Piaget was a Swiss biologist who developed an interest in children’s 
development (Tracey & Mandel-Morow, 2012). Learning, according to Piaget (1964), 
is provoked by situations, and development is the sum of discrete learning experiences 
(p. 176). Piaget (1964) stated that to know an object or an event is to act upon it, and 
described these acts, or sets of acts, as operations (p. 176). Children actively construct 
their knowledge of the world and this requires action on the part of the child (Wood, 
1998). Thus, from a Piagetian perspective, activity on the part of the child was an 
essential component of the learning process. As Piaget (1964) stated, “learning is only 
possible when there is active stimulation” (p. 185). 
Central to Piaget’s theory were the notions of maturation, learner activity, 
assimilation, accommodation, equilibration, and stage-like development. Development, 
according to Piaget, could be partly atributed to maturation. Tracey and Mandel-
Morow (2012) described how maturation, from this perspective, was viewed as 
biological and was directly atributed to an individual’s genetic heredity. This, in my 
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opinion, would mean that some aspect of growth would be atributed to genetic 
heredity. 
Along similar lines, assimilation is the integration of any sort of reality into a 
structure, and is fundamental to learning (Piaget, 1964, p. 185). Wood (1998) described 
how objects become known to a child in terms of the actions that serve to assimilate 
them into a specific scheme. For instance, Wood described how a botle becomes 
known, or assimilated, in terms of the activity of grasping and drinking, but that to 
assimilate this knowledge the child is required to accommodate, or fit this knowledge 
into, an existing scheme (p. 53). Equilibration is the child’s search for cognitive balance 
when cognitive dissonance occurs (Tracey & Mandel-Morow, 2012). Wood (1998) 
described how cognitive structures, according to Piaget, were driven towards achieving 
a state of equilibrium; this drive helps to bring about the next stage of development. 
Perhaps one of the most influential elements of Piaget’s constructivist theory is 
his stage-like characterization of development. Piaget proposed four qualitatively 
diferent stages, each characterized by inherently diferent types of thinking (Tracey & 
Mandel-Morow, 2012; Wood, 1998): the sensorimotor stage, preoperational stage, 
concrete operational stage, and the formal operational stage. Movement from stage to 
stage was influenced by maturation, experiences, social transmission, and equilibration 
(Piaget, 1964, p. 178). 
The concept of readiness has important implications for conceptualizations of 
learning and thus teaching from this perspective. Wood (1998) stated that, from a 
Piagetian perspective, the status and significance of what a child learns is a direct 
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function of his or her stage of development (p. 52). As Piaget (1964) stated, “learning is 
subordinated by development” (p. 184). Therefore, from this perspective a child cannot 
learn a new concept or participate in and learn from an activity, for example, until he is 
at the appropriate stage, or ready, to learn the new concept. Learning wil only occur 
when the child undergoes a conceptual change, so teachers can only influence 
development and provide materials: it is up to child to explore, and he or she wil learn 
when he or she is ready (Wood, 1998, p.26). 
While Piaget’s theory is considered foundational in terms of the development of 
certain skils in literacy and mathematics, and in terms of classroom practice (Tracey & 
Mandel-Morow, 2012), it has faced criticism from diferent theorists. First, while 
Piaget acknowledged that language and social interactions played an important role in 
development, he placed such experiences as secondary in his theory (Wood, 1998). In 
fact, Piaget (1964) stated “the child can receive valuable information via language or 
via education directed by an adult only if he is in a state where he can understand this 
information” (p. 180). Therefore, I propose that according to this perspective, readiness 
supersedes language. Language, from a Piagetian perspective, wil exert no formative 
efects on the structure of thinking, although it may facilitate its emergence (Wood, 
1998). Yet, ironicaly, one of the key methodologies Piaget used to explore a child’s 
thoughts was the clinical interview (Ginsberg, 1981). Wood (1998) described criticisms 
of this method citing, for example, the repeated questioning in the Piagetian clinical 
interview might suggest to the child that the answers they are providing are incorect. 
Similarly, he suggested a lack of cognizance about the social aspect of these 
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interactions, in that the unfamiliar tasks and interviewer may influence a child’s 
responses. 
Another aspect of Piaget’s theory that has been questioned is the notion of 
development proceeding in qualitatively diferent stages. Siegler (2005) suggested that 
children could generate highly variable paths and rates of change in learning. As 
detailed earlier, Siegler believed that cognitive development could be more accurately 
characterized by a patern of overlapping waves, a metaphor that takes into account 
variability, choice, and change beter than qualitatively diferent stages (Siegler, 2006, 
p.478). Finaly, Siegler (2006) argued that Piaget’s relegation of learning as subordinate 
to and distinct from development has shifted atention away from learning. According 
to Siegler, this shifted atention away from the processes through which children 
acquired knowledge, or what they did, to their skils and knowledge at particular ages or 
what strategies they used (Siegler, 2006, p.463). 
Piagetian orientations to development have informed a large corpus of research 
about writing development. It is important to note that writing development research, 
from this perspective, focuses largely on the development of concepts about print and 
the function of writing. In particular, Fereiro and Teberosky (1982) stated that Piaget’s 
psychogenetic epistemology was particularly pertinent to the study of developmental 
processes in writing, as it provided a theoretical framework for understanding how 
knowledge is acquired (p. 14). Central tenets of this orientation towards learning are 
that learners are active, actions are the origins of al knowledge, and that obtaining 
knowledge is a result of learner activity, regardless of teaching method (Fereiro & 
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Teberosky, 1982, p.15). Fereiro and Teberosky conducted a cross-age study of children 
aged four, five and six years that focused on identifying the underlying cognitive 
processes involved in the construction of knowledge about writen language. They 
analyzed the data qualitatively by assigning levels to their writing. They found that the 
print children wrote on the page might reveal underlying conceptual changes. Fereiro 
and Teberosky's contribution to descriptions of change over time in writing 
development rests in their description of conceptual development. They concluded that 
conceptual awareness was linked to children's ability to produce conventional text more 
so than grapho-motor dificulties (p.278).  
Pontecorvo and Zucchermaglio (1988) also drew on Fereiro and Teberosky’s 
(1982) work to ascertain at what age children began to diferentiate between writing and 
drawing. They interviewed 40 children three times over the course of a school year 
about familiarity with writen materials. They used frequency counts over time to 
indicate that children's ability to diferentiate between text and drawing occured on an 
age related continuum. 
According to Tardibueno (2007), from this perspective writing development was 
not a cumulative process of learning about leters and sounds, but rather a complex 
series of conceptualizations that changed over time as the child assimilated new 
knowledge into existing schemes. Yaden, Smolkin, and McGilivray (1993) likewise 
asserted that this perspective, which draws heavily on Piaget’s notion of cognitive 
development being spured to more sophisticated understanding by processes of 
assimilation and accommodation, is particularly wel suited to uncovering children’s 
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emergent understanding of the writen language system. A name-writing task is a 
practical application of a Piagetian perspective in that the purpose of this task is to 
uncover whether a child understands that a set of leters can be used to represent his or 
her name in print. 
In sum, research from this perspective focuses on describing one aspect of 
writing development: conceptual awareness. The empirical evidence from the studies 
cited suggests that conceptual awareness precedes a child's ability to demonstrate this 
awareness in print. In other words, a child can be aware that print represents spoken 
word before being able to physicaly represent the word in print. 
Social perspectives. Departing from the perspectives described previously, a 
wider body of research frames writing development within a socio-cultural perspective, 
encompassing a wide variety of viewpoints like social practice, social constructivism, 
and social semiotics. I have grouped these perspectives, although unique in how they 
conceptualize thinking and learning, in a manner that might be conceived as crude. I 
suggest, however, that this grouping has utility in that it distinguishes them from 
cognitive processing and Piagetian perspectives.  
Prior (2006) asserted that socio-cultural theory is the dominant curent paradigm 
for curent writing research. Broadly speaking, sociocultural theorists argue that 
activities are situated in concrete interactions that are local and mediated by tools and 
practices (Prior, 2006, p. 55). While some researchers focus on interactions and actions 
in writing development, others focus on the context, practice, or community of practice 
in which development occurs, or on the tool or modality of the writen system. In this 
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section, I describe the perspectives that have been influential in terms of writing 
development research, and provide examples of empirical research that has been 
theoreticaly informed by each perspective. 
Social Constructivism. Jerome Bruner, similar to Piaget, theorized that action 
and problem solving lay at the heart of thinking and learning, argued that abstract 
thought emerged from concrete experiences, and emphasized the role of biological and 
evolutionary constraints in development (Wood, 1998). But unlike Piaget, Bruner also 
emphasized the roles of culture, language, instruction, and social interaction in learning 
(Wood, 1998). Bruner (1965) described how the outside world assists growth of the 
mind or how a culture or society assists the individual (p. 1007). He is thus refered to 
as a social constructivist. 
Key tenets of Bruner’s conceptualization of thinking and learning include his 
interest in the processes of cognition, grounded in information theory (Wood, 1998), the 
role of language, and social interaction in learning. His interest in cognitive 
development is exemplified by his proposed six-stage process in infants’ learning of a 
skiled action (in Lyons, 2003): it starts with atention and anticipation, folowed by a 
process where the infant engages in a series of clumsy, highly variable actions that are 
gradualy refined to skiled, less variable performance based on feedback and 
reinforcement (Lyons, 2003). According to Bruner (in Wood, 1998), learning involves 
the search for paterns, regularity, and predictability, and instruction and tutoring (the 
external) have an important role to play in the formation and discovery of such paterns 
(p. 38). Bruner (1973) stressed the importance of culture and history in learning and 
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stated that intelect was not individual, but could be expanded or empowered by the 
culture that surounds the individual (p. 7). He went on to describe how cultural and 
linguistic variation results in variation in modes of thoughts and can “push” cognitive 
development: language, for instance, can be used to explain or clarify a concept (p. 53). 
Lev Vygotsky, a social constructivist Russian psychologist, believed that 
learning was developmental and constructive but, unlike Piaget, his work mainly 
focused on the efects of social interaction, language, and culture on learning (Fosnot & 
Pery, 2005). Wood (1998) described how social constructivists argue for the cultural 
relativity of learning processes, and assigns social practices and sign systems a causal 
role in cognitive development (p. 50). Vygotsky fits in this category as he placed 
language, communication, and instruction at the heart of learning (Wood, 1998, p.10). 
Wood (1998) also described how, similarly to Piaget, Vygotsky emphasized activity as 
the basis of learning, but underscored the role of communication, social interaction, and 
instruction in determining the path of development. He placed less emphasis on the role 
of biology than Bruner (Wood, 1998). Accordingly, we can juxtapose the three thus: 
Piaget emphasized the role of biology and evolution in development, which was 
propeled by the individual as he or she engaged actively in learning experiences that he 
or she was ready for; Bruner acknowledged the role of language, social interaction, and 
cognition; and Vygotsky placed more emphasis on culture and language. Wood (1998) 
suggested that Bruner’s theory stood between that of Piaget and Vygotsky, building on 
the work of both theorists (p. 39). 
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Co-constructed learning. The key tenets of Vygotsky’s theoretical orientation 
toward thinking and learning include social interaction, instruction, and language. 
Alexander and Fox (2013) described how, from this perspective, learning stemmed 
from mutual understanding as a result of social interaction, and this interaction is a key 
tenet of Vygotskian theory about learning. Wood (1998) stated that a child’s potential 
for learning is revealed and realized in interaction with more knowledgeable others (p. 
26). Accordingly, the interactions that a teacher has with a child are central to this 
conceptualization of thinking and learning. As Vygotsky (1987) asserted, “the actual 
movement in the development of a child’s thinking occurs not from the individual to 
some state of socialization but from the social to the individual” (p. 76). 
Vygotsky placed a strong emphasis on instruction, and argued that the capacity 
to learn through instruction was a fundamental feature of human inteligence (Wood, 
1998, p. 26). He put forward the idea that readiness, in a sense, was a combination of 
where the child was at and his capacity to learn with help from a more expert other 
(Wood, 1998, p. 27). This is refered to as the zone of proximal development, and is one 
of the most influential contributions of Vygotskian theory to the theorizing of teaching 
and learning. A Piagetian orientation to learning would suggest that instruction is not 
useful unless it is pitched at where the child is developmentaly, and that development 
wil not occur without the child’s active assimilation, accommodation, and equilibration 
of knowledge (Wood, 1998). Vygotsky (1987), in contrast, stated “instruction is only 
useful when it moves ahead of development. When it does it impels or wakens a whole 
series of functions that are in a stage of maturation lying in the zone of proximal 
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development” (p. 213). Applied to writing, I take this to imply that development in 
writing can occur within the zone of proximal development, in that the act of co-
construction with a more expert other impels development. Pursuing this further, what 
the child produces and the observable behaviors in writing that occur within this zone 
might be key “levers” that impel or constrain development. 
Language was essential in the development of higher functioning thinking, from 
a Vygotskian perspective. According to Vygotsky, speech initialy serves a regulative 
and communicative function for the young child, but later language can transform the 
ways children learn, think, and understand the world around them (Wood, 1998, p. 29). 
As children learn to speak, Vygotsky (1987) described the function of speech as social 
and communicative. Later, language mediates learning experiences, socializing children 
to become, for example, more expert readers and writers (Par, Jesson, & McNaughton, 
2009). Vygotsky (1987) suggested that thinking conceptualy is not possible without the 
sign (language) to direct and master the mental processes (p. 126).  
Vygotsky’s views on thinking and learning have had a significant influence on 
education. The notion of the zone of proximal development stands in contrast to 
Piaget’s idea of readiness. This chalenges educators to look at the capabilities of 
learners in terms of what they can achieve with help and in cooperation with an adult, as 
opposed to on individual tasks (Fosnot & Pery, 2005). Educators, however, are also 
chalenged to conceptualize how big the zone of proximal development is for each 
individual child. In a sense, in the absence of specificity, the level of potential 
development cannot be defined in any precise way (Wertsch, 1999, p. 67). Similarly, 
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Wertsch (1999) asserted that activity within this zone demands a certain level of inter-
subjectivity between, for example, the student and the teacher. 
In summary, from a Vygotskian perspective, when studying the changes in the 
complexity of children’s writen messages it would be important to examine work 
which is produced in a co-constructed seting. Contrast, for example, two hypothetical 
examples of children engaged in co-constructed writing with an adult. On one hand, 
there is the child who on daily basis writes a simple ‘I like…’ sentence, with guidance 
and talk that revolves around the secretarial aspects of writing (like legibility) and high 
levels of adult help to the child. On the other hand, there is a child who progressively 
writes varied complex and compound messages with a noticing teacher, who compels 
the child to atend to multiple aspects of the writing process and who gives more or less 
help as needed. Both children wil potentialy have distinct profiles as writers due to the 
instruction they have received. 
Glasswel (1999), in her study of low and high progress writers, suggested that it 
was these contexts in which development occured that contributed to diferences or 
“Mathew efects” in writing development. In other words, contextual systems and 
teacher support contributed to children’s writing development. Glasswel operated from 
a co-constructionist framework, in that she posited that teachers’ and learners’ ideas 
were components of a system of activity that both contributed to the learning system. 
Social interaction is important from this perspective on learning and 
development, in that learning to write is embedded within and develops from social 
interactions with others, and children are socialized to become more expert writers 
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through meaningful literacy activities (Par et al., 2009, p. 247). For example, early 
writing involves an element of co-authoring, with the teacher perhaps assuming a 
dominant authorial role (Prior, 2006, p. 58). This notion that writing occurs through 
mediated social interactions has profound implications for research, as it must therefore 
occur in the social world where the action occurs (Dyson, 1993). 
Taking action, according to Vygotsky (as cited in Dyson, 1993), or learning to 
manipulate the writen system to manipulate the social world, is central to the process of 
becoming literate. Doing so is inherently a social action (Prior, 2006). This implies that 
the unit of analysis in research on writing should be the mediated action of writing, and 
not merely the message or an observation of the action, to the neglect of the context or 
that which mediates the action (Dyson, 1993). 
Learning as a Social Practice. Another social perspective on learning is social 
practice theory proposed by Jean Lave (1996), who posited that learning is social and 
colective as opposed to an individual and psychological endeavor (p. 149). The 
theorists discussed in the previous section privileged behaviors, the mind, the 
individual, or language. In my opinion, social practice theorists like Lave place the 
activity or event where learning occurs at the foreground of the process of thinking and 
learning. Roth (2007) noted that, whereas Vygotsky placed an emphasis on language as 
a mediator in the process of thinking and learning, social practice theorists privilege the 
activity.  
Social practice theorists argue that learning is an aspect of participation in 
socialy situated practices within a community of practice (Lave, 1996, p. 150). Lave 
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discussed how there are ways of participating that are integral to considering how an 
individual learns, and in a sense learning could be considered as changes in 
participation (Lave, 1996). From this perspective, learning and development occur 
when individuals become socialized into ways of doing and thinking that are inherently 
cultural and social (Nasir, 2005). Social practice theory chalenges educators to consider 
how the events, participation, and communities of practice that the learner participates 
in shape, or even lay down bariers to, the development of thinking and learning. 
Nasir (2005) stated, however, that the specifics of the learning process, and the 
nature of the cognitive work or structuring of the individuals participating in the 
practice, are rarely articulated. I would suggest that this lack of specificity is unhelpful 
when dealing with individual learning needs. In my opinion, it could be a rather dificult 
task to structure events or contexts that invite participation or are culturaly relevant for 
al members of a learning community. 
Some researchers focus on writing as a social practice rather than the social 
action of writing. Kostouli (2009) suggested that research exploring the view of writing 
as a social practice focuses on how meanings are negotiated within a community of 
practice, how registers or genres are used in writen texts, and how meditational tools 
shape writing practices and not on the social action of writing. Rowe (2009) asserted 
that, from this perspective, writing begins when children participate in social practices 
related to writing, and that al writing practices are local and rooted in particular 
communities. 
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Haris, Fitzsimmons, and McKenzie (2004) proposed a social model of writing, 
drawing on the idea that writing is a social practice that occurs in context. In addition to 
drawing on grapho-phonics, syntax, and semantics, they claim writers draw on practices 
as text encoders, participants, users, and analysts. They also suggest that as writers use 
these sources of knowledge and enact these practices as they write, their practices are 
surounded by broader social practices as they draw on funds of knowledge (life 
experiences in and out of school), cultural capital, and social capital (Haris et al., 2004, 
p. 29). 
Social semiotics. Finaly, research that operates from a social semiotic 
perspective is another perspective that has contributed significantly to the field of 
writing research. These scholars are also concerned with the social and cultural aspects 
of learning, and explore the connections between writing and other sign systems to try 
to understand the multi-modal nature of children’s texts (Rowe, 2009, p. 219). Research 
on the development of writing, from a semiotic perspective, is concerned with 
understanding how children begin to co-ordinate the social potential of multi-modal 
texts (Rowe, 2009, p. 225). Researchers also draw on the work of Haliday and Hassan 
(1976), who were concerned with the ideational functions of text. From this perspective, 
development in writing occurs when children sense that oral and writen discourse 
difer, and it is evident in, for example, more sophisticated uses of cohesive ties and 
textures in writen text (King & Rentel, 1981). 
Harste, Burke, Woodward, and Boufler (1983) conducted a study of young 
children as writer-readers that was theoreticaly informed by a semiotic perspective. 
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They argued that language is context dependent, and described writing development 
with particular atention to relationships among intentionality, social actions, situational 
context, and the text. King and Rentel’s (1981) study of how children learn to write 
likewise drew on both socio-cultural and social semiotic theory, as they were 
particularly interested in the ideational functions of writen text. 
In summary, it is evident that there are a wide variety of theoretical orientations 
that inform diferent perspectives about writing development. Some of these 
orientations inform the few extant models of early writing development, while others do 
not propose a specific model. Likewise, some orientations privilege cognitive acts to the 
neglect of context, while others privilege the practice but neglect the cognitive 
processes or sources of knowledge that go into writing a text. 
Theoreticaly, I agree with Freedman and coleagues’ (1987) assertion that 
cognition and context interact in early writing development. Perhaps, therefore, there is 
a need for a more balanced view, similar to that proposed by Glasswel (1999), which 
acknowledges that learning to write is a cognitive practice that often occurs within a co-
constructed seting, and that learning is variable to task demands and constraints that 
occur within these situations. An implication of such a perspective is that it is both 
feasible and necessary to study individual cognitive changes within the context where 
they occur. 
Extant Approaches to Studying Change over Time 
It is evident from this theoretical review that models of skiled writing and 
writing development are diverse in terms of theoretical orientation. These 
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conceptualizations are tied to the methodologies used to provide empirical evidence 
about how writing develops. A researcher’s epistemology influences decisions about 
what kinds of knowledge are legitimate, and what designs or methodologies are 
adequate to answer a particular line of inquiry (Gray, 2004). 
Cross-sectional, longitudinal, or a mixture of both designs have been used 
extensively to study atributes of developmental change in literacy (McNaughton, 
2011). In this section, I wil consider how researchers from diferent theoretical 
orientations have used these designs, paying specific atention to task, context, 
individual diferences, and the role of the researcher, and the afordances or constraints 
of such designs. I also consider the implications for using diferent methodologies for 
theory building, in terms of conceptualizing writing development. 
Cross-sectional designs. Cross-sectional studies examine snapshots of the 
development of diferent age or grade groups at the same point in time, and are used to 
make inferences about change over time in a given aspect of development (Ho et al., 
2006; McNaughton, 2011). Berninger et al. (1992), informed by a cognitive processing 
perspective, used a cross-sectional design to examine relationships between lower-level 
transcription and higher-level text generation skils. Neurodevelopmental, linguistic, 
and cognitive skils were assessed by a vast batery of standardized assessments that 
were administered to three cohorts of children in grades 1, 2, and 3, and the results were 
analyzed using corelational and regression statistical analyses. As described in the 
previous section, the authors concluded that development in writing related to increased 
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mastery of lower-order skils. The assessment of higher levels skils, however, was 
only captured by used of a five point scale along one construct. 
 Boocock et al. (1998) used a cross-sectional descriptive design to explore 
children’s writing development from a literacy processing perspective (Clay, 2001). The 
overt writing, oral language behaviors, and resource use of 120 children from across 4 
grade levels were observed by the researchers for five minutes each as the children 
wrote independently in class. Writen messages were coded using a researcher-
developed coding scheme, and were assessed for quality using a holistic rubric 
(Boocock et al., 1998). Informal observations were made of the classroom context, and 
the writing task occured as a normal part of the school day. Statistical analysis was 
applied to the measures of total words writen. Boocock et al. (1998) concluded that the 
development of strategic activities like rereading in writing alowed children to self-
extend their literacy processing systems, freeing them to write more complexity. 
Issues of reliability and validity were atended to by Boocock et al. and 
Berninger et al. (1992) but, other than demographics, neither study discussed the 
context, particularly the cognitive load of the vast batery of assessments used by 
Berninger et al., or the role of the researcher. Similarly, litle emphasis was placed on 
the communicative or social function of writing. Individual diferences were examined 
in terms of variability at grade level. 
Glasswel (1999) studied the paterning of diferences in writing development 
from a socio-cultural perspective, using a cross-sectional design. Glasswel’s main 
focus was on the circumstances in which development occurs, and multiple sources of 
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data were used to study development in writing in years 1, 5, and 8 in New Zealand 
classrooms. Data colected included semi-structured interviews, child interviews, 
learner profiles, class observations, field notes, and video observations of children’s 
independent, joint, and ambient (shared) writing activities. A conference analysis 
framework was used to examine the texts produced and participation levels of the child 
and teacher in joint writing activities. Glasswel paid particular atention to her role as 
an observer, and framed the writing development of individuals by presenting three case 
studies ilustrating the paterning of diference between three diferent teachers and six 
writers (p.vii). From this data, Glasswel (1999) identified 27 poor and 27 good writers 
across grades, and used qualitative and quantitative analysis to identify paterns of 
diferential progress in writing that could be atributed to diferences between good and 
poor writers in interaction paterns, ideas, and actions. Glasswel concluded that change 
over time, and particularly diferential progress, was influenced by the interaction 
paterns and types of support that were provided by the teacher. These diferences 
became more pronounced by year 7 (p. 349).  
In summary, cross-sectional designs provide useful information about various 
aspects of writing (sub-skils, observable changes in behavior, or interactional paterns) 
between age and grade groups. Chinn (2006) stated that this design provides useful 
information about the nature of knowledge changes and inter-individual variability, as 
wel as the general factors that promote them (p. 440). This information, from my 
theoretical perspective, is unsatisfactory as variability is studied at the group level over 
wide time points. While the cognitive processing studies described provided valuable 
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descriptive or predictive information about the relationships between certain sub-skils 
in writing or writing behaviors observable at particular age points, I agree with Chinn’s 
(2006) suggestion that the “grain size” of measures is too coarse to address changes in 
the details of how learning occurs (p.444). Additionaly, Raudenbush and Bryk (2002) 
suggested that the methods of analysis used to examine change over time in cross-
sectional studies (for example, examination of pre- and post-intervention tests) is simply 
inadequate if a researcher is interested in studying the nature of change over time and, 
in particular, individual diferences in change over time. 
Glasswel’s (1999) study was richer in that she used multiple sources of data to 
explicate how and in what circumstances the paterning of diference occured, and she 
provided case studies of teachers and good and poor writers to further examine the 
paterning of diference in writing development. Overal, however, I suggest that the 
major shortcoming of the cross-sectional designs cited in this section is that they cannot 
identify individual developmental trends (Ho et al., 2006). 
Longitudinal studies. In contrast to cross-sectional studies that compare age or 
grade groups and infer what changes over time, longitudinal studies trace one group’s 
development of writing over time, and alow identification of common paterns and 
individual diferences in development (Ho et al., 2006). From a cognitive processing 
perspective, Abbot et al. (2010) conducted one of the few longitudinal studies of 
writing development that examined the relationship between levels of language in 
writing and transcription skils, and relationships between reading and writing from 
grades 1 through 5 for one cohort and grade 3 to 7 for a second cohort. Students were 
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assessed annualy with two standardized reading and writing assessments. While 
atention was paid to the reliability of the assessments, litle atention was paid to the 
role of the researcher and the context (other than demographics) in which the research 
occured. Abbot et al. (2010) utilized structural equation modeling to analyze 
relationships between individual diferences in writing across time. The$results$
demonstrated$that$there$were$positive$correlations$and$predictive$relationships$
between$diferent$sub6skils$involved$in$writing$(like$speling)$and$reading$(word$
reading)$that$varied$across$diferent$time$points. 
From a Piagetian psychogenetic perspective, four studies exemplify how 
longitudinal designs have been used to explore the change over time in children’s 
conceptual diferentiations between drawing and writing (Pontecorvo & Zucchermaglio, 
1988), their ideas about orthographic conventions (Pontecorvo & Zucchermaglio, 
1989), and their developmental interpretations of general writing and name writing 
(Yaden & Tardibuono, 2004; Tardibuono, 2007). The researchers drew on Fereiro and 
Teberosky’s (1982) Piagetian-inspired clinical interview, repeated over diferent time 
points, to explore the aspects of conceptual change described. 
Yaden and Tardibuono (2004) interviewed 47 children as they administered 
Fereiro and Teberosky’s general writing and name-writing task at three time points 
over a five-month period. In particular, the researchers found that children had higher 
levels of understanding about writing than was evidenced in actual writing tasks. Their 
results also demonstrated that children in their study in Los Angeles had higher levels of 
literacy than the Argentinian children in Fereiro and Teberosky's (1982) original study. 
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 Tardibuono (2007) in her microgenetic study of conceptualizations about print 
found that children moved from lower to higher levels of conceptualizations but that 
there was considerable variation as this changed over time. The level of variation 
decreased as they moved towards conventional writing. Growth was non-linear and 
included regressions and progressions (p.153). Name writing was important and 
children had higher conceptualizations of name writing prior to name writing. Results 
indicated that figurative aspects (i.e. how writing looks) are not a good indicator of 
children’s conceptual development in writing (p.154).$ $
The writing tasks administered by Pontecorvo and Zucchermaglio (1988, 1989), 
Yaden and Tardibuono (2004), and Tardibuono (2007) al involved controled 
interactions between the child, an object of knowledge, and a problem to be solved, 
using Fereiro and Teberosky’s (1982) Piagetian clinical interviews and levels of 
writing assessment to evaluate the task. Context in these studies was explored only in 
terms of demographics and the instructional context that the children were taught in. No 
atention was paid to the role of the researcher, or the social dynamics of the clinical 
interview. 
I agree with Wood’s (1998) assertion that the nature of the tasks and the 
language used to question children in Piagetian studies could be considered artificial 
and unfamiliar, and could influence the accuracy of the inferences made about 
conceptual development. Analysis of data was generaly made at the group level, 
although individual exchanges with the researcher and writen messages were used as 
ilustrative examples. For example, descriptive statistical analyses were applied to 
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explore frequencies of conceptualizations at diferent time points at an individual level 
by Tardibuono (2007). 
Kamberelis (1992) conducted a longitudinal study of markers of cognitive 
change during the transition to conventional literacy, evaluating 46 kindergarten 
students as they moved to first grade. He drew theoreticaly on the work of Fereiro and 
Teberosky (1982) but also considered the work of Ann Haas Dyson and Elizabeth 
Sulzby (p. 369). This more socio-cultural slant, I believe, theoreticaly informed the 
tasks that Kamberelis used in his study. 
In this study, each child worked individualy with an adult, but rather than being 
asked to write a set number of words or sentences that he was questioned about, the 
child was prompted to write a story on a broad topic and then to reread it twice. The 
writing and rereading were classified according to Sulzby’s writing and rereading 
classification scheme (in Kamberelis, 1992) to ascertain times of cognitive change, 
when children moved from having low to high awareness of reading or writing. 
Kamberelis found that children who had mixed levels awareness (for example, high 
awareness in reading and low awareness of writing) did demonstrate improvement in 
reading and writing but this improvement was not statisticaly significant. In other 
words, a disparity between reading and writing development was not detrimental in 
terms of overal literacy development. 
Atention was paid to the nature of the context of the interview and, again, while 
results were presented in terms of group changes, individual cases were used for 
ilustrative purposes. While this study provided information about when children 
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transitioned towards more conventional forms of writing, it did not provide information 
about how this occured. 
In summary, the longitudinal studies described folowed the progress of groups 
of children as their writing developed. Tasks administered varied according to 
theoretical orientation, and thus provided diferent information about diferent aspects 
of development in writing like conceptual development. Varying degrees of emphasis 
were placed on the role of context and the researcher, and I suggest that the tasks used 
by Kamberelis (1992) were the closest in nature to the real task of writing. While 
ilustrative exemplars at individual levels were provided, in general, litle statistical 
analysis occured at individual levels.  
Mixed longitudinal and cross-sectional studies. Longitudinal studies can 
sufer from problems such as atrition, while cross-sectional studies do not represent 
individual change (McNaughton, 2011). McNaughton stated that a mixture of both 
designs could capitalize on the strengths of both, and compensate for their weaknesses. 
For example, King and Rentel (1981), theoreticaly informed by both socio-cultural and 
social semiotic theory, conducted a two-year longitudinal study of 36 children from 
kindergarten to grade 1 and 36 other children from grades 1 to 2. This alowed King and 
Rentel to conduct both cross-sectional and longitudinal analyses. The tasks used 
included story reteling, dictation, and writing tasks, and samples of language (oral and 
writen) were analyzed using Haliday and Hassan’s cohesion in English scheme and 
Propp’s functions that provided evidence of story elements (in King & Rentel, 1981). 
There was a clear link, in my opinion, between the tasks, their analysis, and the social 
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semiotic theory that framed the research. Close atention was paid to context, both that 
of the study and of task administration, but the role of the researchers atracted less 
atention. Data were analyzed qualitatively and quantitatively, using MANOVA to 
describe change at group level and grade level, and according to sex, dialect, and 
school. King and Rentel found that change over time in writing in terms of use story 
elements was variable according to dialect. 
Fereiro and Teberosky’s (1982) influential study devoted significant atention 
to the underlying cognitive processes involved in children’s construction of knowledge 
about writen language. In the cross-sectional part of the study, three diferent age 
groups of children, ranging from four to six years of age, were interviewed at three time 
points over the school year. During these classical Piagetian interviews, the nature of 
which was discussed previously, the children were asked to write and were questioned 
about a variety of words, from their name to labels for pictures, to discover their 
conceptual understandings about the writen system (Fereiro & Teberosky, 1982, p. 
179). 
In the longitudinal part of the study, 28 children were interviewed at three time 
points during their first grade year, and asked to perform a variety of tasks that 
progressed in dificulty over time, from writing words to sentences. The writing task 
data were qualitatively analyzed to assign a level, and paterns and paths at group level 
were described, using ilustrative examples to show changes in levels of conceptual 
change. While the sample size was smal in this study (averaging about nine students 
per age group) and exemplars of conceptual change were provided for individual 
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students, when developmental change was discussed it was at a group level.  The major 
finding from this study was that conceptual change in writing preceeded actual change 
in writen products. 
Constraints and afordances of longitudinal and cross-sectional studies. In 
considering the adequacy of the research designs discussed in this section to describe 
change over time, I am chalenged by two factors. First, if one considers that 
development in writing is idiosyncratic and highly variable, a cross-sectional design is 
unsatisfactory since it does not permit identification of individual developmental trends 
(Ho et al., 2006). The second factor is that litle information is gathered about what 
happens between the widely spaced times of testing (Chinn, 2006, p.440). This, I 
suggest, is critical in a study of change over time for a kindergarten or first grade class, 
a time of rapid change in terms of literacy development (Snow, Burns & Grifin, 1998).  
 The tasks and atention to context from some of the studies described, however, 
could prove useful as elements of a relevant framework to study change over time. 
Glasswel (1999), Boocock et al. (1998), and Kamberelis (1992) used writing tasks that 
captured children’s writing in various setings, from independent to co-constructed. I 
suggest that this provides information both about children’s independent literacy 
processing and the support that propels this development. King and Rentel’s (1981) 
analysis of text cohesion could likewise prove useful in capturing change over time in 
message complexity.  
Microgenetic designs. Longitudinal and cross-sectional studies provide 
information about change over widely separated periods of time, how the nature of 
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knowledge changes, variability between individuals, and general factors that promote 
change, but they cannot describe moment by moment changes or what influences these 
changes (Chinn, 2006, p. 440). In essence, studies that use such designs consider change 
at a macro-developmental level, which may be useful in describing global 
developmental trends but not so useful in describing how exactly development occurs or 
goes awry (Granot, 2002). Siegler (2006) described how Piagetian conceptualizations 
of development and information processing theories have utilized such designs to focus 
primarily on the skils and knowledge present at particular ages in static states, rather 
than on the processes through which children acquire these skils and knowledge 
(p.467).  
By utilizing a microgenetic design instead, a researcher can focus on the 
processes through which subjects learn, and consider how their strategies may provide 
transitions to growing expertise in other areas over short spaces of rapid change, thereby 
capturing both progressions and regressions in learning (Siegler, 2006, p. 469). The key 
tenets of this design are an elevated density of observations with event-by-event 
analysis during a period of rapid change, with events typicaly repeated (Chinn, 2006; 
Laveli et al., 2006). Microgenetic research designs have been employed to study 
change from diferent theoretical orientations and perspectives on development, and 
employ both quantitative and qualitative data analyses. In essence, microgenetic designs 
are longitudinal in nature but difer as a consequence of the elevated density of 
observations and focus on individual diferences. 
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 Many microgenetic designs have been conducted in laboratory setings. Chinn 
(2006) argued, however, that employing the design within classroom contexts permits 
analysis of learning in context. From a Vygotskian perspective on development, macro-
developmental changes arise from the process of micro-developmental changes 
observed in the context of social interactions (Laveli et al., 2006). The microgenetic 
method, according to Laveli et al. (2006), provides opportunities to explore the social 
and cultural mechanisms that structure the organization and development of a child’s 
cognitive development. For example, Jones (1998) used a microgenetic framework to 
determine whether peer relationships had consequences for children’s use of literate 
language in writing. Jones (1998) hypothesized that social contexts and interactions 
would influence writing development, and drew on the work of Haliday and Hassan (in 
Jones, 1998) by suggesting that development would be evident through the production 
of more linguisticaly cohesive texts. Dyads of friends and non-friends were created to 
work on colaborative story writing tasks, and were observed four times over an eight-
week period. Writen naratives were scored for evidence of cohesive elements, and the 
children’s talk around writing was coded for metacognitive terms. ANCOVA and 
ANOVA analyses were applied to the data. While atention was paid to the social 
context of the colaborative story-writing task, litle was paid to the role of the 
researcher. The results of this study supported the prediction that naratives composed 
by those who working in close proximity to friends elicited more use of metalinguistic 
language (p.229). 
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 Kamberelis (2002) similarly applied a microgenetic case study framework to 
map the change in children’s overt actions and infered cognitive processes while 
working on literacy tasks (p. 229). Close atention was paid to the role of the researcher 
in this case, as Kamberelis spent two months in the classroom prior to conducting his 
study. During the actual study, the researcher met weekly with 24 children over 4 
months mid-way through first grade, and engaged each child in a task that, similar to a 
normal classroom writing task, involved the oral teling, writing, and re-reading of a 
story based on a broad topic. Kamberelis located two sessions where the child 
coordinated reading and writing competencies (encoding and decoding), and he 
conducted descriptive analyses of developmental speling paterns, concept of word, and 
metalinguistic awareness a month before and after these sessions. Results demonstrated 
that variance around the mean in terms of measures decreased as children began to co-
ordinate both reading and writing. He also found that children's metalinguistic talk 
about smal units of speech spiked when children began to co-ordinate competencies. 
Kamberelis was thus able to show change over time and the relationship between 
diferent processes in reading and writing (p. 240). 
Ritle-Johnson and Siegler (1999) suggested that an overlapping waves model of 
development could best characterize speling development, and hypothesized that 
children use a variety of strategies depending on the dificulty of the task. For example, 
some children revert to sounding out words when the speling is more dificult. Sharp et 
al. (2008) utilized a microgenetic approach to study whether the development of 
children’s orthographic knowledge could be characterized as developing in overlapping 
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waves. In this study, 31 first-graders who were identified as being at risk of reading 
failure, were assessed at baseline and at six other time points over the research period 
(midway through 1st grade), using speling inventories. The authors used qualitative 
analysis to examine speling erors and to compare paterns of growth, and quantitative 
analysis (hierarchical linear modeling to analyze variance, adaptability, and rates of 
growth) to determine relationships between speling strategy use. Based on their 
findings, the authors suggested that orthographic knowledge did indeed proceed in 
overlapping waves, as children adaptively applied their growing speling knowledge (p. 
223). Litle atention was paid to the role of context or of the researcher in this paper. 
Constraints and afordances of microgenetic designs. Using a microgenetic 
method to study change over time in writing development is resource intensive but 
provides, in my opinion, several afordances. First, unlike longitudinal studies that 
provide snapshots of development, a microgenetic method could provide a picture of 
development more akin to the continuous flow of a movie (Laveli, 2006, p. 41). Next, 
the design facilitates frequent observations of individual change, during a time of rapid 
change in a competence of interest (Siegler, 1996). The design also alows study of 
change at an individual level within the context that the change occurs. For example, 
individual trajectories of strategy use, via quantitative analysis of trial-by-trial data, can 
be iluminated by detailed qualitative presentations of cases (Chinn, 2006, p.449). The 
atention paid by Kamberelis (2002) to the nature of the tasks and researcher is helpful, 
in my opinion, when the nature of tutorial support is a concern of the researcher.  
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Within the confines of a microgenetic design it is possible to employ diferent 
quantitative and qualitative methodologies that can help to describe individual change.  
For example, with the elevated density of observations it is possible to employ 
hierarchical linear modeling to model change.  This method of statistical analysis of 
data from multiple time points permits the researcher to study the structure and 
predictors of change (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002).  
The nature of the elevated density of data colected during a short time span 
means that qualitative analysis can also be employed to examine the nature of change. 
Miles, Huberman & Saldana (2014), for example, propose that condensed data or 
narative analyses of events can be displayed in time ordered matrices to enable analysis 
of phases, stages and cycles of change across cases and events (p.194). 
The employment of a microgenetic design necessitates frequent and repeated 
observations, which is an intensive use of resources. In addition to this, one can never 
be quite sure whether the event or process of interest to the researcher wil occur during 
the lifetime of the data colection period, although this could be true of any study. 
Some researchers suggest that microgenetic studies conducted in laboratory setings 
would not be generalizable to the classroom but, as described previously, this design 
has been used by many researchers within the context that change occurs. 
Case studies and ethnographies. In contrast to the research designs described 
previously, case study and ethnographic methodologies have been used by researchers, 
informed by social perspectives about thinking and learning, to describe how children’s 
writing changes over time, with close atention to the role of context, task, and the 
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researcher. It is hard to separate case studies from ethnographies, as researchers often 
used case studies to exemplify a particular phenomenon from a larger ethnographic 
study. Sipe (1998) asserted that these more naturalistic studies add to existing 
knowledge about both the social and cultural contexts in which a child learns to write 
(p. 360). In this section, I wil consider case studies by Graves (1973), Sipe (1998), and 
Dyson (1983; 1985; 1988) as ilustrative examples of how a case study methodology 
has been used to study change over time of aspects of children’s writing.  
 Whereas the cross-sectional, longitudinal, and microgenetic research designs 
discussed in the previous section generaly focused on controled tasks, in the case 
studies described here the tasks were not controled. Dyson (1983) stated that controled 
tasks are isolated from personal intentions, and could lead to inaccurate conclusions 
about a child’s actual writing ability. Dyson (1988), in a multiple case study of the 
space and time dimensions of eight children’s composing, observed journal entry 
writing once a month over a two-year period. Sipe (1998) similarly observed journal 
and assigned writing events over the course of year, in his case study analysis of one 
child’s transition towards conventional writing in first grade. Graves (1973) observed 
the writing episodes of fourteen focal children in the classroom to “gain a more valid 
view of their writing processes” (p. 36). In al these studies, the naturaly occuring 
composing event was the unit of analysis. Dyson (1983) stated that observations of 
writing events were critical to studies of change over time, as analysis of writen 
messages alone cannot capture children’s intentions or variability in their approaches to 
the task. 
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 Great atention was paid to the context in which the studies occured. Graves 
(1973), Sipe (1998), and Dyson (1985; 1988) provided rich descriptions of the physical, 
social, and organizational environment, in addition to population demographics. 
Multiple sources of data (observational notes, writing folders, field notes, transcripts, 
child and teacher interviews, and artifacts) were colected, and the manner in which 
they were colected was likewise described in detail. For example, Dyson (1985; 1988) 
was a participant and observer in both studies, and thus detailed how she colected data 
as she participated in writing center activities with the children in her study. 
 Dyson (1983; 1985; 1988) reflected deeply about her role as a participant 
observer and her interactions with the children she researched in the classroom seting. 
In her study of the role of oral language in early writing processes, Dyson (1983) spent 
three weeks observing and participating in writing center activities, and engaged in 
writing activities with the children as an “interested non-threatening adult” (p. 5) so 
they could develop comfort in her company. Dyson did not conduct any interviews with 
children until the end of her time in the field, so as not to alter children’s perceptions of 
her role. Graves (1973) and Sipe (1998), other than outlining data colection procedures 
and their atempts to remain unobtrusive, did not appear to consider the impact their 
presence would make both in the classroom and on individual children. 
 Individual diferences were central to al these case studies. Sipe’s (1998) study 
considered the composing behaviors unique to an individual child. Dyson (1988) chose 
specific children based on the diversity of writing behaviors they presented in her initial 
observations, and in consultation with their classroom teacher. Dyson suggested that 
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choosing children that presented with a diversity of behaviors alowed her to detect 
paterns and categories of behaviors that yielded a more comprehensive description of 
composing behaviors (p. 359). 
 Dyson's (1988) used inductive analysis and found that writen product analysis 
does not consider intention and masks variation in composing. Graves (1973) found that 
significant individual  diferences existed  between children as they  grappled  with 
orchestrating the composition of messages that was aided by interactions about the act 
of  writing. Sipe’s (1998) case study, in  my  opinion, is the  most comprehensive 
documentation of change over time. Through a process of coding composing behaviors 
and infered strategic actions, Sipe identified seven areas where the case study child’s 
behaviors shifted  over time. For example, talies and exemplars  of the child’s  use  of 
resources revealed a shift in  how  often and to  what extent  he sought assistance in 
writing. It is harder to ascertain the shifts over time in Dyson’s work: though it traces, 
for example, the role of oral language in early writing, it is less clear how this changes 
over time. 
While some of Dyson’s work focused on case studies of particular children as 
their writing changed over time, a significant amount of her early research career was 
dedicated to ethnographic research of literacy in classroom contexts. In Social Worlds 
of Children Learning to Write (Dyson, 1993), for example, she researched writing 
development in the context of the social world that children occupied. Theoreticaly, 
Dyson was also influenced by Bakhtin’s notion of texts embedded in social dialogue, 
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and by Vygotskian theoretical conceptualizations of the role of the adult as a mediator 
and more expert other (Dyson, 1993). 
Rowe (1994) authored an ethnographic study of change over time in 
preschoolers’ authoring within a social context. Rowe was influenced by socio-cultural 
views of learning, and framed literacy from a semiotic perspective in that she viewed 
conventional writen language as just one of many literacies (p. 27). Rowe distinguished 
her work from case studies in that she focused on tracing the common paterns and 
events across a community of learners, as opposed to tracing the individual child as a 
case, and when she used cases she did so to identify paterns across them (p. 229). 
Rowe concluded that conversations were critical in terms of developing literacy 
concepts and that authoring permited children to assume roles as author to relate 
personal experiences. 
 The sources of data were similar to those used in the case studies described 
previously. Great atention was paid to the physical, geographical, and social context 
that the studies took place in. Similar atention was paid to the role of the researcher and 
the eforts made to become members of the classroom community and achieve an 
insider perspective. Common to both the case studies and ethnographies described is the 
manner in which the data were analyzed. Sipe (1998), Dyson (1983; 1885; 1989; 1993), 
and Rowe (1994) al utilized a constant comparative method and analytic induction to 
analyze the multiple sources of data colected. 
Constraints and afordances of case studies and ethnographies. These case 
studies of writing provide rich and detailed naratives of children’s development in 
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several aspects of writing development, based on multiple sources of data and 
observations of tasks that occured naturaly in the elementary classroom. In the studies 
that reported on multiple cases, the focal children chosen ilustrated diversity in terms of 
the research focus. From my theoretical perspective, I am interested in the interaction of 
cognition and context and, except for Sipe (1998), I was left unsatisfied in terms of how 
the research contributed to my understanding of the change over time of what children 
did and used as they wrote. I agree, however, with Laveli et al. (2006) that a 
microgenetic design would be enhanced with case study analysis, as it would place the 
quantitative analysis within a contextual, inherently social and cultural, whole (p. 52).  
In summary, it is evident from this review that similar to the diverse theoretical 
orientations to writing development, a wide range of methodologies have been used to 
research the development of writing. Longitudinal and cross-sectional designs are more 
commonly used in the field of writing research, but many of the studies are not fine 
grained enough to capture individual changes over time, particularly during times of 
rapid change. Case studies have been used efectively to examine the contexts in which 
change over time in writing occurs, but often neglect to atend to individual cognitive 
changes. Microgenetic designs, in contrast, have several afordances that include the 
possibility to integrate quantitative details about individual change during periods of 
rapid change, along with qualitative information about the contexts in which these 
changes occur.  
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The Assessment of Early Writing 
To capture change over time in early writing one needs a satisfactory assessment 
tool, which can capture and be used to facilitate comprehensive descriptions of changes 
over time, with a good degree of reliability and validity. In this section of the chapter, I 
first provide an overview of the constructs, or characteristics, of early writing and how 
they are measured in writing assessments. I use three broad categories - cognitive 
processing, Piagetian, and linguistic orientations - to describe the constructs in terms of 
the theoretical orientation they are most commonly associated with, cognizant that the 
constructs may span several categories. I describe each construct and how it is 
commonly measured. I then consider how high or low progress in writing is framed, and 
how this has informed writing assessments according to each respective perspective. I 
conclude by considering extant assessments that are commonly used to measure early 
writing, and identify curent gaps in the field of early writing assessment. 
Theoretical orientations in the assessment of writing. As described 
previously, theoretical orientations prevalent in the field of literacy research include 
stage-like cognitive processing (Berninger et al., 1992) or complex cognitive processing 
(Clay, 2001), Piagetian (Fereiro & Teberosky, 1982), socio-cultural (Dyson, 2009), 
social practice (Rowe, 2009), and social semiotic orientations (King & Rentel, 1981). 
According to Slomp (2012), these developmental orientations mold the constructs that 
are used in writing assessments in their own images. 
In the field of writing assessment, many assessments draw on broad theoretical 
orientations (like social semiotics and socio-cultural perspectives) to focus on the 
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development of linguistic complexity of text writen down. Slomp (2012) described, for 
example, how more linguistic orientations wil frame ability around development of 
increasing complexity in syntactic structures, while socialy situated models wil also 
emphasize the development of discourse community knowledge, such as audience 
awareness and genre knowledge (p. 86). In the folowing section, I examine the 
constructs that are foregrounded according to each theoretical perspective, and the 
implications this has for the framing of ability and assessment. 
 Cognitive processing orientations. Common to al cognitive models of the 
writing process is the identification of the sub-processes involved in the task of writing: 
message generation, translation to text, and revision of text until accurate (Beard et al., 
2009). As described in the first section of this chapter, cognitive processing perspectives 
focus on the in-the-head skils employed to write a message. A predominant view, in 
terms of early writing, is that lower-order developmental processes are criticaly 
important and predictive of later achievement in higher-order compositional processes 
(Berninger et al., 1992, p. 259). Another more complex perspective suggests that the 
interaction of these high and low processes is more variable and task dependent (cf. 
Clay, 2001; Torance & Galbraith, 2006). In this section, I examine and describe 
constructs commonly identified, in terms of lower-order processes and higher-order 
processes. 
 Lower-level processes. Lower-level processes could be defined as the skils or 
sources of knowledge that are used to transcribe a text from oral to writen form. 
Researchers theoreticaly informed by cognitive processing perspectives employ a wide 
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variety of assessments that include some, or al, of the folowing constructs of early 
writing development: neuromotor function, speling or use of visual information, 
phonetic encoding, morphological encoding, phonological awareness, production, and 
legibility. 
Neuromotor function. In very young children, visual motor-integration has been 
found to corelate strongly with the ability to copy leters, and low levels of fine motor 
control have been implicated in first grade writing erors (Dinehart, 2015). Neuromotor 
function is assessed by tasks like finger lifting and spreading. These tasks, which 
capture a child’s sensory motor integration, have been employed by the likes of 
Berninger et al. (1992) to examine neuromotor function as a critical lower level 
developmental skil involved in early writing.  
Speling. Speling, or use of visual information, is the ability to accurately 
encode a word into writen textual form, taking into account the constituent sounds of 
words and orthographic paterns (Ehri & Wilce, 1987). Speling involves the integration 
of multiple forms of information, including leter-sound corespondences, orthographic 
features, and morphological features (Read, 2009). Speling therefore is both an aural 
and visual task. Learning to spel has been found to contribute significantly to early and 
later reading development (Ehri & Wilce, 1987; Fletcher-Flinn, Shankweiler, & Frost, 
2004; Foorman & Petscher, 2010). Many tasks are used to assess a child’s ability to 
spel corectly, and it is a sub-task that is often included as part of larger standardized 
assessments like the Woodcock Johnson II (Schrank, McGrew, & Woodcock, 2001) 
and the Test of Early Writen Language (Hammil & Larsen, 1996).  
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Phonological encoding. Because speling involves the orchestration of multiple 
sources of information, researchers often divide the construct of speling into several 
sub-constructs. Phonological encoding is sometimes isolated from the broader construct 
of speling. This characteristic captures a child’s ability to both hear a phoneme and 
record an acceptable grapheme in writing. This is important because, as Ehri and Wilce 
(1997) suggested, phonemic segmentation in speling contributes to superior results in 
overal speling and word reading. In an assessment of phonological encoding, like the 
‘Hearing and Recording Sounds in Words’ task of the Observation Survey of Early 
Literacy Achievement [OSELA] (Clay, 2013), a child receives credit for each phoneme 
heard and recorded with an acceptable coresponding grapheme, even if the resulting 
speling is incorect, e.g. writing “cum” to represent “come.” 
Morphological Encoding. Another sub-construct that constitutes part of the 
broad construct of speling is morphological encoding. Morphological encoding is the 
ability to encode the smalest meaningful part of a word into writen form. Examples of 
morphemes include inflections, verb forms, and past tense. Nunes, Bryant, and 
Bindman (2006) found that speling morphemes predicted morphological awareness and 
that speling measures predicted morphological awareness. The authors suggested that 
speling with morphemes provides children with the opportunity to think more deeply 
about language. Some scholars have assessed morphological encoding by scoring erors 
of omission or commission (incorect use) of morphemic units (Green et al., 2003). 
Phonological awareness. Phonological awareness is the awareness of the sounds 
of spoken language (Clay, 2001). It is wel accepted that phonological awareness is a 
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predictor of later reading ability (cf. Carol, Snowling, Hulme, & Stevenson, 2000). 
Phonological awareness also has an important role to play in speling, and thus is often 
assessed as part of research studies into the underlying processes involved in writing. 
Clay (2001) stated that in writing, the child must learn to hear the sounds in spoken 
words and translate them to print. To do this, however, they also must first learn to 
segment phonemes eficiently as an oral task. 
Vernon and Fereiro (2000) suggested that while phonological awareness is 
known to be predictive of reading ability, writing, often a neglected variable in terms of 
the development of phonological awareness, could also help the child become more 
aware of the sound structure system of language. They stated that writing could be seen 
as both an end to itself and an instructional tool to achieve specific language 
knowledge, namely knowledge of the sound structure of language (p. 411). 
Production. Word production is a common construct in early writing 
assessments, and is measured and utilized as a proxy measure for skil in writing. One 
could assume that the amount of writing produced by a child is subject to the 
orchestration of both higher and lower level processing skils. In other words, increased 
control of handwriting and accurate phonological and orthographic coding wil result in 
a longer writen message. High progress would be indicated by fluent text generation 
procedures (McCutchen, 1988). Clay’s (2013) ‘Writing Vocabulary’ task, part of the 
OSELA, is an example of a timed text production task that captures the child’s ability to 
produce accurately speled words. High progress in this task would be indicated by 
production of a high volume of accurately speled words. It does not, however, capture 
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the child’s ability to produce at the text or message level. Production can also be 
measured by observing the number of corectly speled words in a piece of text that a 
child produced independently. 
Legibility. Essential to the task of writing is the physical act of representing the 
leters and words in a form that can be read by others. A legible writen message is the 
result of increased refinement of grapho-motor skils, visual-motor integration, and fine 
motor writing (Dinehart, 2015). Dinehart suggested that there is a link between 
handwriting and literacy achievement because fluency of handwriting frees up cognitive 
resources to atend to higher-order processes, more legible text is beter received by 
teachers, and children who experience dificulties with writing by hand are less likely to 
be motivated to write. Haney, Bissonnete, and Behnken (2003), in rating the legibility 
of name writing, suggested that one should consider whether leters are recognizable 
and formed corectly, as wel as the size, evenness, and alignment of leters. McKenzie, 
Scul, and Munsie (2013), in a rubric designed to assess early writing, similarly suggest 
that handwriting could be considered in terms of leter formation, size, spacing, 
position, placement, and ease of reading. 
Higher-order processes. Other processes that are considered constructs from 
cognitive processing perspectives include observable behaviors that imply strategic 
activity or problem-solving on the part of the writer, and the skils involved in the oral 
composition of a message to be writen.  
Strategic activities implied by observable behaviors. Clay (2005b) used the 
words “strategic activity” to refer to the fast brainwork that a learner cals upon to 
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problem-solve a task (p. 103). In learning any new process, like driving or cooking, 
problem solving of a task could be at first characterized as slow and halting. Often the 
learner does not initiate the steps necessary to cary out the process without prompting 
or significant input from a more expert other. As the learner develops inner control of 
the process these actions become more fluent and less halting, and the learner demands 
less help from the teacher, often initiating parts of the process without help. Strategic 
activity can be implied by the observable behaviors the learner engages in as he or she 
works on a given process. In writing, these observable behaviors include revising, 
editing, re-reading, and pausing. 
Revision or editing. Revising or editing, in particular, has been commonly 
regarded as central in both developing and skiled writing (Fitzgerald, 1987). Fitzgerald 
(1987) described the complex process of revision as involving identification of a 
discrepancy, diagnosis of a next step to remediate the discrepancy, and ultimately 
making the change. In other words, the writer must monitor the accuracy of the message 
at the leter, word, and discourse level. Then the writer must search for additional, more 
accurate information and finaly the writer must self-corect the eror. Observable 
behaviors like editing, pausing, checking, asking for help, and rereading are al possible 
indicators of “in-the-head” activities like searching, monitoring, finding additional 
sources of information, and ariving at a decision (Clay, 2005b). 
Fitzgerald (1987) described how early research on revision generaly involved 
asking writers to write in pencil and to make revisions in another color, which were then 
subsequently coded. Think-aloud protocols were also commonly used, as wel as 
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interviews. Observational research like that of Graves (1973) also involved rich 
naratives of children’s writing behaviors. There are few assessments, though, that 
atempt to code in a reliable way the revision behaviors of beginning writers. Boocock 
et al. (1988), in their cross-sectional study examining changes in behaviors like editing, 
observed and coded the frequency of such behaviors as children wrote. Although they 
atained inter-observer reliability between the researchers, they did not create or use an 
assessment that could be utilized by other researchers. Think-aloud protocols have been 
used in studies of skiled writers’ revising behaviors (cf. Fitzgerald, 1987) but such 
protocols are dificult to conduct with younger writers. 
Composition. Composing a message is a complex task. According to Bereiter 
and Scardamalia’s (1987) model of skiled writing, writers move through stages where 
their composed messages could be constituted as knowledge teling or knowledge 
transforming. Composing is not an easy task for the young writer, and generating an 
idea to write about involves the synthesis of content from in the head to a writen form 
that can be understood by others (Galbraith, 2009). Many researchers posit that the 
cognitive load involved in thinking of an idea to write, constructing it, and transcribing 
it constrains the composition of more complex texts (Hayes, 2009). Composition is 
often measured in terms of the linguistic quality of the message, and rarely by observing 
the composition process. For example, to measure composition, Berninger et al. (1992) 
provided children with a story starter, alowing the children to write for five minutes. 
The piece was subsequently rated in terms of number of words writen and number of 
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clauses as a proxy for linguistic complexity. I wil discuss measures of linguistic 
complexity in more depth in the section on language. 
Self-regulation. In terms of observable behaviors, the halmarks of the 
development of inner control of the writing process would be characterized by ever 
increasing speed and self-regulation of processes like planning, monitoring, and 
evaluating one’s own writing (Lyons, 2003). For example, the beginning writer may 
have a poor concept of word and directionality. This might be characterized by large 
writing without respect to the rules of how print works. Contrast this to the more expert 
writer, who anticipates the need to leave spaces between words and who plans to return 
to a new line when he or she runs out of space. 
Diaz, Neal, and Amaya-Wiliam (1990) suggested that the origins of self-
regulation in learning start initialy as an interpersonal act between an adult and child, 
with the adult as the “regulator.” This would mean that in writing, regulation or noticing 
would at first only occur in joint activity with the adult, perhaps with the child noticing 
that he needs to leave a space between words. Learning occurs, and self-regulatory 
capacities grow, as the child takes over the regulatory function and the teacher gradualy 
withdraws from the act until the child is independent (Diaz et al, 2003). 
I frame the constructs or categories of many of the observable behaviors and 
skils described in this section as occuring on a continuum from being regulated by the 
adult to being self-regulated. The increased self-regulation of the writing process, 
however, is rarely measured. It is, in a sense, a characteristic of any process that 
intersects bilateraly with another skil over time. For example, a child may exhibit 
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faltering control of use of visual information that over time solidifies as the process 
becomes more self-regulated. 
 It is evident from a cognitive processing perspective that a greater volume of 
production and accuracy in terms of phonological and orthographic coding wil indicate 
high progress. As McCutchen (1988) stated, skiled writers have fluent text generation 
procedures. Low progress writers, in contrast, wil have inaccurate speling that is 
ilegible, and wil produce text that has litle atention to higher-level processes with 
litle organization (McCutchen, 1988). 
 Many of the constructs described in this section are separated out into individual 
assessments. Take for example Berninger and coleagues’ (1992) study, where al 
participants were assessed once using measures of orthographic coding, neuromotor 
function, visual motor integration, verbal inteligence, sylable-phoneme segmentation, 
word finding, non-word reading, handwriting, speling, and composition over a one-
hour time frame. Clearly, assessments like this neglect to consider how a writer (skiled 
or developing) deals with the orchestration of the task. Although tasks do atend to the 
notion of text generation, few take account of how the art of composition is hard and 
can afect text formation. 
 Piagetian orientations. As described previously in this chapter, there is a large 
body of writing development research that is rooted in Piagetian psychogenetic 
conceptualizations of thinking. Researchers operating from this perspective also 
consider many of the constructs described previously. The concept of conceptual 
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change in writing, however, can mainly be atributed to Piagetian-informed researchers 
like Fereiro and Teberosky (1982), with some exceptions that wil be discussed. 
These changes are stage-like and there is an interest, from this perspective, in 
understanding more about the phases of cognitive dissonance that precede cognitive 
reorganization or movement to another stage (Kamberelis, 2002). This focus on 
conceptual change could be divided into two distinct areas: concepts about print rules 
and features (spacing and directionality), and conceptual awareness of the function of 
print (what print actualy represents). While this focus is distinctly Piagetian, this is not 
to say that researchers from other perspectives are not also interested in conceptual 
change. For example, Clay (1975), theoreticaly informed by literacy processing 
theory, conducted an analysis of children’s development of perceptual awareness of the 
customs of writen English by describing children’s understanding of concepts about 
print principles over a two-year period (p.2). 
Concepts about print rules and features. Children demonstrate conceptual 
awareness of print features in writing by folowing the directional conventions of print, 
e.g. moving left to right, capitalization, and spacing words corectly. Conceptual 
awareness of print rules and features is generaly captured by reading tasks like 
Concepts about Print (Clay, 2013). Some researchers suggest that a child’s conceptual 
awareness about print might not be revealed in writing due to the cognitive load 
involved in transcribing text (Bradley, 1988). In other words, these demonstrations of 
understanding could be tempered by a child’s lower level transcription skils. Yet if a 
child has a wel-defined concept of, for example, the rule that you need to start a new 
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line if you run out of space, it would seem less and less acceptable to change direction 
when writing a word at the end of a line, as is often seen in children’s early writing. 
Conceptual awareness of the function of writing. Conceptual awareness of the 
function of writing has been researched extensively from a psychogenetic perspective 
(cf. Yaden & Tardibueno, 2004; Fereiro & Teberosky, 1982; Pontecorvo & 
Zucchermaglio, 1988). In many of the tasks used, the child is asked to write his or her 
name or a dictated sentence and is probed about his or her conceptual understanding, 
bearing in mind understanding may precede production, of what he or she had writen 
and what it represents. Fereiro and Teberosky (1982) assigned levels to children’s 
writing and their responses, ranging from 1 to 5. Level 1 would indicate that the child is 
writing in scribble form and does not realize that writing represents speech writen 
down. As they learn more about the function of writing, children move accordingly to 
realizing writing means diferent things (level 2), and that leters represents sylables 
(level 3). At level 4 children begin to show awareness of the alphabetic principle, 
although this may be imperfect, and finaly at level 5 the child understands and can 
write a word to demonstrate complete control of the alphabetic principle. These tasks 
have been criticized, as previously described in this chapter, as the tasks were controled 
and did not include genuine writen messages, and because children were vulnerable to 
the interpretation of the questions the researcher asked (Wood, 1998). 
Conceptual awareness about print is one element of a literacy processing system 
that wil change over time. It is subject to variation, of course, by control of 
transcription and by the type of support a child might receive while writing, and it must 
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be remembered that conceptual awareness may precede evidence of it in a writen 
message. From a Piagetian perspective, a halmark of high progress would be 
demonstration of a good awareness that print represents a word, and representation of 
this word in print using corect leter-sound corespondence. Productions of scribble 
forms that do not use leters or show variation in any form for diferent words 
demonstrate low progress, from this perspective. Children with poor concepts about 
print would not place spaces between words, or folow the rules that print must be read 
left to right and return to a new line when needed. It is evident that researchers 
operating from this theoretical orientation show a keen interest in conceptual awareness 
and how it develops. 
Linguistic orientations. Beard et al. (2009) stated that the cognitive and social 
demands of writing are underpinned by linguistic experiences and language resources 
(p. 20). In the field of writing assessment research, therefore, there are many 
assessments that focus solely on the linguistic qualities of writen text. Many 
researchers, from various theoretical orientations (cognitive, social, and linguistic) 
atend to the linguistic features of the writen message to describe change over time. 
From this perspective, the spotlight rests solely on the writing message and not the 
actions of the writer, but the constructs contained in such assessments are commonly 
those used to mark progress in writing from many perspectives. From a cognitive 
perspective, researchers would posit that changes in linguistic complexity imply that 
children are gaining more control over lower-order processes, to free up their working 
memory to work on these higher order skils. From a social perspective, researchers 
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would suggest that growth in linguistic complexity indicates increased audience 
awareness and genre knowledge.  
One of the most obvious changes that wil occur as children gain control of the 
writen system is that the messages they write wil become more complex, as wil the 
language they use. From a social semiotic perspective, King and Rentel (1981) 
suggested that development in writing occurs when children sense that oral and writen 
discourse difer, and is evident in an increased sophistication of the use of, for example, 
cohesive ties and textures in writen text. Haris et al. (2004) suggested that children 
must choose a register of language in writing that wil communicate meaning, and that 
as writers develop expertise; this competence in making the meaning of a message 
explicit to the audience becomes more refined. Haris et al. drew on the work of 
Michael Haliday and Ruqaiya Hassan (1976) to frame their perspectives on the role of 
language in writing. King and Rentel (1981) also referenced the work of Haliday and 
Hassan by suggesting that an important step in the development of expertise in writing 
is becoming aware of the interpersonal, ideational, and textual functions of language. 
This implies that children must develop an understanding that, in writing, they can 
communicate specific content and that this content must make a coherent whole in 
itself. 
There are a variety of constructs, or characteristics, that are used to identify the 
linguistic complexity of messages, and they can be delineated into two broad categories 
(as suggested by Donovan, 2001); (1) micro-level features and (2) macro-level features 
of language. 
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Micro-level features. Micro-level features of text refer to linguistic features at 
the word and sentence level. Linguistic texture, for example, is measured by words that 
would provide meaning within and between sentences (Donovan, 2001). Growth would 
therefore be demonstrated by an increased use of words that provide this cohesive 
element to text or cohesive ties (Haliday & Hassan, 1976). Cohesive ties involve 
referents (demonstrative, personal, or comparative), temporal connectives, logical 
connectives, conjunctions, substitutions, and reiterations. Kamberelis (1999) described 
these ties as linguistic features of texture. Increased occurence of words that could be 
classed as cohesive ties create text that is more unified. In other words, more cohesive 
text has increased occurence of temporal connectives (words like “then,” “next,” and 
“before”), logical connectives (words like “at,” “because,” and “in order to”), and 
cohesive or co-referential ties (words that refer to something mentioned previously in a 
sentence, e.g. “Dan is my friend. He is funny.”). 
Syntactic complexity. Syntactic complexity refers to the level of complexity of 
the syntax used in the writen message. Beers and Nagy (2009) stated that a number of 
measures evaluate syntactic complexity by measuring the number of words per 
sentence, number of words per clause, and the ratio of subordinate clauses to al clauses. 
Another common measure is the T-unit or “minimal terminal unit” proposed by Kelogg 
Hunt (in Beers & Nagy, 2009). A t-unit refers to the smalest group of words that would 
be grammaticaly acceptable to terminate with a capital leter and a period (Hunt, 1970). 
Syntactic complexity can be determined by the mean number of words per t-unit, 
although Hunt (1970) stated that the minimum number of words per unit would be 
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seven, and only used this measure on skiled writers and with age groups in 4th grade or 
above. 
Macro-level features. Macro-level features of text refer to linguistic complexity 
at a more global level. While micro-levels of language may be evident in the simplest of 
sentences or when children begin to write two or more sentences, evidence of growth in 
macro-levels of language may only appear when the child is producing multiple lines of 
text. Donovan (2001) described how macro-levels of text refer to the overal structure of 
elements like the seting, the sequencing of events, and the presentation of the topic. 
There are many of these types of measures, an example of which would be Stein and 
Glenn’s story grammar or Propp’s functions (in King & Rentel, 1981). 
From a linguistic perspective, high progress in terms of the writen message 
would be indicated by texts that are grammaticaly more accurate, with a variety of 
word choice, and that are syntacticaly more complex. Kamberelis (1999) stated that 
more complex texts are more lexicaly and syntacticaly dense. There is, however, a 
tipping point in terms of linguistic complexity and quality. A text may be more lexicaly 
dense but at a certain point may become so dense it is hard to understand. What these 
linguistic measures do not take into account is the processes or actions that lie behind 
the growth in the complexity of the message. 
In summary, it is evident that a wide variety of constructs or characteristics are 
considered important in the assessment of early writing development. Some focus on 
sources of knowledge used by the young writer, or on linguistic features of the writen 
message. Other constructs focus on the actions that young writers take. Al constructs 
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have their roots in different theoretical orientations to thinking, learning, and language. 
In the next section, I discuss how these constructs are actualized in extant writing 
assessments, and criticaly interogate both the nature and gaps in extant writing 
assessments. 
Extant writing assessments. There is a wide variety of writing assessments 
that draw on the constructs described in the previous section, from across diferent 
theoretical domains. I reviewed 20 representative assessments and considered the 
constructs assessed, the target age range, and the theoretical orientation of these 
measures (see Appendix A). It was evident from this review that many writing 
assessments focus on the linguistic features of messages, to the neglect of actual 
observation of a writing event. 
 Holistic rubrics like the NAEP (National Assessment Governing Board, 2011) 
writing task and analytic rubrics like the Oregon 6+1 (Crawford et al., 2006) writing 
rubric are commonly used in both smal- and large-scale assessments of writen 
messages, and are examples of assessments that focus on more linguistic orientations 
towards writing. For example, both assess micro-levels (sentence structure and word 
choice) and macro-levels (rhetorical choices) of language organization and audience 
awareness. 
Other common assessments focus on constructs that are informed by cognitive 
processing orientations. Curiculums based measures (Ritchey, 2006), for example, are 
more cognitively oriented and assess lower level transcription skils like production and 
accuracy. Norm referenced assessments like the Woodcock Johnson (Schrank et al., 
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2001), WIAT II (Wechsler, 2005), and TOWL (Hayward et al., 2008) generaly assess 
both lower level-level transcription skils and composition complexity that would 
reflect, theoreticaly, the Simple View of Writing (Juel, 1988; Berninger et al., 1992). 
In terms of early literacy, there are many assessments that focus on proxy 
measures of writing ability (for example, writing vocabulary or name writing), or on 
phonological and orthographic skils (for example, dictation). Other assessments 
emphasize conceptual development in writing (for example, concept of word). From a 
social practice perspective, Rowe’s (2013) Write Start assessment focused on 
intentionality and message content. 
Helpful rubrics have been provided by the likes of Haris et al. (2013). This 
rubric, suitable for children in year 1 in Australian primary schools, considers the 
folowing features of text: text structure, sentence structure, speling, punctuation, and 
legibility. These six dimensions are rated along six levels of competence. For example, 
in terms of text structure the lowest rating would indicate there was no clear message, 
while a level six rating would be reserved for a text that showed strong evidence of 
genre, purpose, and audience (Haris et al., 2013, p. 383). While this rubric is 
comprehensive and considers several constructs in terms of early writing development, 
it does not have any observational element to consider the actions the young writer 
takes to produce such a text, nor is information provided about its reliability and 
validity. 
Watanbe and Hal-Kenyon (2011) also developed a rubric to use as a tool for 
assessing the writen messages young children produced during an intervention to 
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improve their writing by use of story structure instruction. Items were rated along a 
three-point scale, and included linguistic organization, message, concepts about print, 
speling conventions, and high frequency words. The authors, however, provided no 
information about the reliability and validity of the rubric. In addition to this, the rubric 
included no observational items that considered the actions the young writers took as 
they wrote. 
Why extant measures are unsatisfactory. Capturing early writing is dificult. 
Unlike reading, the writen message that is produced is linked in many ways to the 
writer that produced the piece, and the actions that the writer took. The “imperfection” 
of the early writer’s writen message, however, may not reveal the actions that the 
writer took. A developmental model of writen production should predict both the 
course of the writing actions involved and the characteristics of the end message, and 
yet despite a large body of research about writing, such a model does not exist 
(Alamargot & Fayol, 2009, p. 23). 
In my review of extant assessments (see Appendix A) many standardized 
assessments tapped certain constructs, but there is a dearth of assessments that consider 
the actions writers take in addition to evaluating the writen message. Extant rubrics 
tend to lack information about reliability and validity. Many measures focus largely on 
linguistic features of text and use a batery of sub-tasks to consider the other processes 
involved in early writing development. 
If one adopts a literacy processing perspective, however, early writing involves 
conscious atention to and orchestration of diverse sources of knowledge, problem-
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solving actions, and multiple systems (conceptual awareness of print, phonological, 
orthographic, semantic, syntactic, visual-motor integration) (Hil, 2011) in a complex 
meaning-making process. The complexity of the writen message, often just one 
sentence, would therefore be assessed by capturing in some way the level of 
sophistication of the diferent constructs involved. Unfortunately, there is curently no 
tool, particularly one that has established reliability and validity, which captures the 
complexity of early writen messages and the concomitant observable writing 
behaviors. 
While I am theoreticaly informed by literacy processing theory in terms of 
literacy development, I also consider that this development occurs within co-
constructed setings. I concur with McNaughton’s (2002) assertion that knowing where 
a child ‘is at’ in terms of learning and development is as much about knowing where the 
co-constructor ‘is at’, in his words ‘a meeting of minds’. Therefore, valuable 
information about writing development and the child’s zone of proximal development 
can be gleaned from these events. I, therefore, also agree with Dyson’s (1983) statement 
that observations of writing events, critical elements of studies of change over time, 
permit the description of the variability of children’s approaches to the task. 
Existing tools are not satisfactory, theoreticaly, in that they: (a) neglect to 
consider both the sources of knowledge a young writer uses and the actions that he or 
she takes and the orchestration of these systems, (b) lack empirical research about their 
reliability and validity, (c) are not sensitive to smal changes over time in early writing 
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development, or (d) neglect to account for the actions young writers take in a co-
constructed seting. 
Consideration of message and writer actions. Despite the fact that writing 
behaviors like editing, revision, and composition are generaly considered to be 
important factors in writing development, there are few observational assessments that 
consider the level of control of these actions that a child exhibits as he or she writes (see 
Appendix A). In terms of writing development research, there has been an unwavering 
focus on the assessment of the writen message, to the neglect of observations of the 
development of the self-regulation of young writer’s actions. 
In many studies about writing development, researchers use a wide plethora of 
assessments (cf. Berninger et al., 1992) to assess the wide variety of sources of 
knowledge that children are purported to use as they write, and to assess their control of 
many of the sub-processes they engage in during the act of writing (like phonological 
awareness and neuro-motor function). What is not considered, however, is an 
observation of the orchestration of these many facets as they occur during the act of 
writing itself. 
Reliability and validity. The popular Oregon 6+1 trait rubric (Crawford et al., 
2006) is an example of an early writing rubric with weak evidence about reliability and 
validity. While acceptable levels of inter-rater reliability can be established with the use 
of the six-trait rubric, there was a distinct lack of peer-reviewed empirical studies of the 
technical characteristics of this particular rubric (Gansle, Van Der Heyden, Noel, 
Resetar, & Wiliams, 2006, p. 438). Similarly, many of the rubrics that have been 
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designed to capture early writing lack any information about inter-rater reliability 
beyond percentage agreement (cf. Watanbe & Hal-Kenyon, 2011). There is a distinct 
of lack of information about other indices of reliability or validity. 
Sensitivity to change over time. Calkins (2013) has created a rubric, aligned with 
her writing curiculum, which captures change from kindergarten to grade 2 in terms of 
macro-levels of language and language conventions. I suggest, however, that this rubric 
would not be helpful for capturing smal changes over time, particularly for the message 
complexity produced by struggling writers. For example, according to Calkin’s (2013) 
rubric by Grade 1 the child is expected to be writing a story with a beginning, middle, 
and end, and to have established control of directional movement. In this case, the 
rubric would not be sensitive to the changes over time that occur for a beginning writer, 
or indeed a struggling writer, who is stil controling directionality and writing only one 
sentence with help. I suggest that in order to provide evidence of learning that wil be 
helpful in identifying learning needs and plan instruction (Wiliam & Thompson, 2007), 
assessments need to be sensitive to smal changes in learning. 
The actions of the writer in a co-constructed seting. From a socio-cognitive 
perspective, development occurs within co-constructed setings. For young children, the 
task of writing is cognitively demanding and, like walking, the initial first steps into 
writing occur within a co-constructed seting. These setings are particularly influential, 
and can act to constrain or impel learning according to the type of support that is 
provided (Glasswel, 1999). It is feasible, therefore, that observations of young writers 
within these contexts would provide valuable information about the level of control a 
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child possesses, in terms of his or her control of multiple aspects of the writing process, 
within a context that permits orchestration of these aspects. Such an assessment tool, 
however, does not exist. 
In summary, from diferent theoretical perspectives diferent constructs have 
been measured that take into account important elements of the writing process. For 
example, from a Piagetian perspective, conceptual awareness is foregrounded and thus 
is measured in tasks. Tasks informed by a cognitive processing perspective highlight the 
notion that writing develops or proceeds with the gradual control of lower-order skils, 
which free up the child to engage in higher-order skils like message making. If one 
adopts the stance that from an early age children are communicating meaning in writing 
as they orchestrate “lower order skils,” then meaning making is an important construct 
to measure. This is particularly important when writing occurs in a co-constructed 
seting, where the more expert other can scafold, as appropriate, the child’s eforts to 
make meaning. 
There is a need for an observational instrument that takes into account the 
linguistic complexity of a message, the level of conceptual awareness of print as 
evidenced in writing, production, strategic activity on text, and phonological and 
orthographic encoding. In addition to this there is a critical need for an assessment that 
includes an observational element that accounts for the orchestration of these activities 
from teacher regulated to self-regulated, that takes into account the assistance the child 
receives as he or she writes. 
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Conclusion 
In this chapter, I have provided a broad review of several theoretical orientations 
to thinking and learning that have been influential in the field of writing development 
research. I then described and considered the constraints and afordances of the wide 
variety of methodologies that have been used to study change over time in writing. 
Finaly, I considered the common constructs used in writing assessments, and the gaps 
that exist in terms of their assessment of early writing. 
 Based on my review of the literature, I suggest that there is a critical need to 
explore and describe the development of writing in a more synergistic manner. This 
synergy should be reflected in; (a) consideration of the orchestration of both the sources 
of information the young writer uses and the actions that he or she takes, (b) the writer 
in action and the message that is produced, (c) a writing assessment that considers both 
what a child uses and does as he or she writes and the final writen message, and (d) that 
could be used in a co-constructed seting. 
 Likewise, I suggest that descriptions of change over time in early writing need 
more precision, as there has been a relentless use of cross-sectional methodologies that 
only describe change with very broad brush-strokes and do not take account of the 
variability of change over time at an individual level. Descriptions of individual change 
over time, at an individual level and in a co-constructed seting, would help to build a 
theory about the development of writing that is more synergistic, nuanced and, perhaps, 
a more accurate reflection of actual change over time in writing. 
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Chapter 3: Research Methodology 
 
The purpose of this study was to capture change over time in children’s writing 
messages and behaviors in a co-constructed seting. In other words, I sought to describe 
the path, rate, breadth, variability, and potential sources of change in what children 
produced, used and did as they wrote within a co-constructed instructional seting. To 
do this, I employed both qualitative and quantitative analysis using a microgenetic 
design for the analysis of the complexity of writen messages. 
As no extant measures were satisfactory, I designed the Early Writing 
Observational Rubric (EWOR) and established the initial reliability and validity of this 
tool as one of my lines of inquiry. To describe change over time in the complexity of 
writen messages, I employed a microgenetic design in that: observations spanned a 
period of potentialy rapid change, these observations were dense relative to the rate of 
change, and the observations were analyzed intensively (Flynn, Pine, & Lewis, 2006). 
Every writen message produced by 24 children over the course of an early literacy 
intervention, Reading Recovery, was rated in terms of complexity and subsequently 
analyzed for overal group path and rate of change. The path, rate, breadth, and 
variability of change for five children who characterized diferent profiles of progress 
were examined. 
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I also sought to describe change over time in children’s actions as writers in 
terms of the variable ways children’s writing behaviors change and as a potential source 
of their change in writing. To do this, I observed and rated videos of a co-constructed 
writing event for each participant at two or three diferent time points. To describe 
change over time in writing behaviors I examined general changes over time and then 
employed qualitative analysis of change over time in the writing behaviors of the five 
children that represented diferent profiles of progress.  
In this chapter, I wil describe the participants and context of this study, each 
source of data and the rationale for its inclusion. Next, I wil describe how the data were 
analyzed. Finaly, I wil describe how I took into account issues of reliability, validity, 
credibility, and trustworthiness of the study. 
Description of Participants and Context 
Participants. This research was conducted with an extant data set. The data 
included the daily writen messages of 24 students taught by 22 teachers, pre- and post-
intervention OSELA (Clay, 2013) literacy assessments, and videos of a writing lesson at 
two or three time points during the intervention. There were 22 teachers because 2 
teachers taught 2 students each in the study. The students were selected by their schools 
to be provided with a Reading Recovery intervention by a Reading Recovery teacher in 
fal of first grade. At the beginning of first grade, these children were identified as the 
lowest achieving by their schools, in terms of literacy learning. The identification was 
confirmed as a result of assessment using the OSELA (Clay, 2013).  
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Choice of participants. This dataset was particularly suited to a microgenetic 
study of change over time in writing. Al children were identified as experiencing 
literacy dificulties through the process of screening and assessment. Although there 
were diferences between what each child could write, many were unable to write much 
beyond their name or a few simple words and, therefore, were similar in terms what 
they knew and could do in writing at the beginning of the study. Al children engaged in 
daily, one-to-one individualized instruction that included a writing component and 
teachers used similar procedures to support the child’s transition to independent writing. 
Crucialy, what the children wrote about was not controled in terms of topic or 
message and yet the literacy instruction delivered was similar in terms of procedures 
and pedagogical approaches. This was an ideal context, therefore, to have a uniform 
instructional approach that did not control, to a great extent, children’s writing 
intentions. I hypothesized, therefore, that not controling writing intentions would 
permit a more accurate analysis about a child’s actual writing ability, as suggested by 
Dyson (1983). I also hypothesized that, similar to Sharp et al.’s (2008) study about the 
development of orthographic knowledge, this intense period of acceleration during a 
time when many changes may occur in literacy development (during a daily intensive 
literacy intervention) would be an optimal period to capture smal changes over time in 
writing development. 
The students. The participants in the study included 14 girls and 10 boys (see 
Table 1). The majority of students were Black (n=16), the other students were White 
(n=8). One quarter of the participants (n=6) spoke English as an additional language and 
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al were entitled to free school lunches. The OSELA total score (D’Agostino, 2012) was 
computed for each student pre- (entry) and post-intervention (exit) in addition to their 
overal gain in total score (see Table 1). This score is obtained by totaling the raw 
scores in the six OSELA (Clay, 2013) and converting to a standard score. Each task is 
equaly weighted. D’Agostino (2012) reported that the total score was created using 
one parameter IRT model, has high levels of reliability and validity, and that the total 
score yields a more comprehensive assessment of a student’s overal literacy 
achievement (p.11). 
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Table 1 
Student Race, Language Spoken at Home, Sex, and Literacy Achievement 
Student* Race Language Spoken at 
Home 
Sex OSELA Total Score** 
    Entry Exit Total 
Gain 
Niamh Black English Female 393 511 118 
Bela White English Female 357 518 161 
Paul White Spanish Male 325 498 173 
Lily Black English Female 372 476 104 
Josh Black English Male 317 483 166 
Robert Black English Male 342 436  94 
Emma Black English Female 336 492 156 
Ciara White Spanish Female 400 440  40 
Jim Black English Male 313 465 152 
Katie Black English Female 341 493 152 
Melissa Black English Female 384 506 122 
Angela Black Somali Female 387 542 155 
Joanna Black English Female 393 490  97 
Marie Black Somali Female 344 468 124 
Ryan White English Male 338 505 167 
Ruth Black English Female 341 445 104 
Sean Black English Male 375 476 101 
Patricia White Spanish Female 352 499 147 
John Black English Male 398 544 146 
Vanessa White English Female 326 433 107 
Ronan White Spanish Male 485 551  66 
Chris Black English Male 333 489 156 
Joe White English Male 420 527 107 
Mary Black English Female 312 513 201 
*Al names are pseudonyms, **(D’Agostino, 2012) 
It was evident that this group of students was, on average, experiencing 
significant dificulties in literacy learning on entry to the intervention. Average entry 
and exit OSELA (Clay, 2013) scores are provided in Table 2. The average entry total 
score (M=361.8, SD=40.6) and exit total score (M=491.7, SD=33.2), placed the 
participants, on average, in the 9th percentile, before the intervention, and in the 29th 
percentile, after the intervention, compared to a national random sample of their peers. 
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It is not known how children compared to their peers at a local level folowing the 
intervention. 
 
Table 2 
Average Entry and Exit Intervention OSELA (Clay, 2013) Scores 
 
Task 
 
Maximum Score 
 
 n 
 Entry   Exit 
 M  SD M SD 
Leter Identification  54 24 45.6 7.9 52.5 1.4 
Ohio Word Test  20 24 3.3 3.2 13.9 3.8 
Concepts About Print  24 24 9.9 3.7 17.0 2.9 
Writing Vocabulary       NA* 24 8.5 6.3 37.1 11.9 
Hearing and Recording 
Sounds in Words 
 36 24 15.4 10.1 33.5 3.3 
Text Reading Level  16 24 1.4 2.1 10.3 4.5 
Total Score 800 24 361.8 40.6 491.7 33.2 
*There is no maximum score for this task. 
 
 The teachers. The teachers varied in experience in terms of years teaching but in 
general were experienced elementary school teachers with an average of 17.45 
(SD=6.2) years of experience teaching (see Table 3). 19 teachers were in the training 
year of the Reading Recovery professional development certification and 3 teachers had 
trained in the previous year. The teachers were al female, five of whom were Black and 
17 were White. 
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Table 3 
Teacher Race, Years of Experience Teaching, and Reading Recovery Training 
Teacher Years’ Experience Reading Recovery trained/in-training  Race 
1 28 Trained White 
2 17 Trained White 
3 12 Trained Black 
4  4 In-training White 
5 14 In-training Black 
6 21 In-training Black 
7 20 In-training White 
8  9 In-training Black 
9 15 In-training White 
10 20 In-training White 
11 15 In-training Black 
12 20 In-training White 
13 24 In-training White 
14 22 In-training White 
15 15 In-training White 
16 13 In-training White 
17 20 In-training White 
18 17 In-training White 
19 15 In-training White 
20 16 In-training White 
21 33 In-training White 
22 14 In-training White 
 
Context. In this section, I describe the schools where the children were taught 
and the nature of the Reading Recovery intervention. 
Schools. The students were taught in 22 schools from one urban school district 
in a mid-west city in the United States of America. The schools were, on the whole, 
serving children that were considered as economicaly disadvantaged and racialy 
diverse (see Table 4). In terms of overal literacy achievement in schools, I considered 
the percentage of children meeting a state mandated minimum score in standardized 
testing to alow advancement to 4th grade, known as the 3rd grade guarantee. I also 
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considered the percentage of children meeting state indicators, as indicated by a 
minimum of eighty percent of children scoring proficient or above in reading and 
mathematics per grade level. It is evident from the data provided in Table 3 that the 
level of academic achievement, in general, was very low. 
 
Table 4 
School Profiles: Economic Disadvantage, Academic Achievement, and Racial Profile 
 
 
 
School  
 
 
% Economicaly 
disadvantaged 
Academic Achievement Ethnic/ Racial Profile (%)  
% met 3rd 
grade 
guarantee 
% State 
indicators 
met 
 White Black  Hispanic Other 
1 96.5  92.9  11.1 45.7 42 5.6 6.7  
2 30.4  98.6  57.1 63.5 23.4 3.7 9.4  
3 90.8  87.3   0.0 13.5 73.9 4.4 8.2  
4 78.7  89.1  14.3 52.3 17.8 16.3 13.6  
5 94.6  72.2   0.0 67.1 21.9 3.2 7.8  
6 92.0  95.2   0.0 13.3 73.2 5.1 8.4  
7 80.5  93.8  14.3 21.8 32.3 33.3 12.6  
8 92.3  80.6   0.0 88.4 4.7 0.0 6.9  
9 91.7  79.5   0.0 6.5 84.1 3.1 6.3  
10 78.4  86.8   0.0 16.8 44.6 23.4 15.2  
11 86.7  87.9   0.0 5.0 64.5 25.7 4.8  
12 86.0  79.5   0.0 21.6 65.8 3.3 9.3  
13 96.6  89.3   0.0 33.6 56.7 0.0 9.7  
14 82.1  90.3   0.0 3.9 72.0 15.4 8.7  
15 91.3  77.4   0.0 4.4 69.2 21.1 6.7  
16 94.4  85.7   0.0 13.3 53.6 26.1 5.3  
17 92.3  92.9  14.3 57.8 25.1 8.7 7.0  
18 93.3  47.5   0.0 5.7 88.0 0.0 8.4  
19 68.7    100.0      0.0 13.0 73.5 6.4 6.3  
20 91.4     89.9   0.0 18.8 39.0 15.3 7.1  
21 81.4    100.0     0.0 38.8 45.0 8.2 26.9  
22 90.6     94.3     0.0 47.9 30.6 4.8 8.0  
 
The intervention. The Reading Recovery intervention consists of daily one-to-
one half hour lessons that includes reading and writing of continuous text and leter and 
word work. A typical tutoring session in Reading Recovery folows a similar format but 
each lesson is individual designed according to each child’s strengths and needs (Clay, 
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2005a). The format includes the reading of two or more familiar books (previously 
read), a rereading of the new book from yesterday’s lesson during which the teacher 
takes a running record. This reading section of the lesson is folowed by work with 
leter identification and word work. Next, the child composes a message, with teacher 
support, and the message is co-constructed. The teacher uses this writing part of the 
lesson, which I describe in more detail in the next paragraph, to work on phonological 
and orthographic analysis and to help the child learn to write words or to develop a 
writing vocabulary. Folowing writing, the teacher writes the student’s message on a 
strip of card into phrases, words or word parts, according to a particular teaching 
emphasis at a particular time, and the child reconstructs the message. The cut-up 
sentence provides opportunities for the child to link reading to writing to speaking 
(Clay, 2005b, p.81). The lesson concludes with the introduction of a new book and a 
first read of this book with instruction as appropriate.  
In each lesson, the teacher initiates a conversation with the child, based on al 
she knows about the child and what the child may be interested in (Clay, 2005a, p.54). 
During the conversation the teacher works with the child to formulate a message that he 
wil write. The message is writen in a blank leter size book that is orientated in a 
portrait manner (see Appendix C). The child writes what he or she can independently on 
the botom half of the book (the writing page) and the teacher may write into the story 
what she judges might be too hard for him (Clay, 2005a, p.57). If the teacher judges that 
the child needs help she uses the top half of the book (the practice page) for the child to 
work on words or leters. The child and teacher work together, or co-construct, the 
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writen message. The teacher scafolds the child during the composition and writing 
process by ofering more or less help when needed. Ultimately, the goal of this section 
of the lesson is that, over the course of the series of lessons, the child wil be enabled to 
compose and write two or three sentences fluently and independently. Support in 
writing is provided by using the folowing procedures: 
(a) Elkonin (sound boxes). Elkonin boxes are used if the teacher makes an 
instructional decision that it would be useful for the child to analyze the 
sounds in a word. In this case, each box represents a sound (see 
Appendix C). The teacher articulates the word slowly for the child, 
draws the boxes and asks the child what he can hear. The child wil be 
encouraged to say the word slowly and to write what he can hear in the 
corect box (Clay, 2005a, p.75). 
(b) Speling Boxes. Speling boxes are used if the teacher makes an 
instructional decision that it would be useful for the child to not only 
listen for sounds but to think about speling or orthography (Clay, 2005a, 
p.77). In this case the teacher wil draw a box for every leter and work 
with the child to hear and record sounds while paying atention to 
speling paterns. 
(c) Analogy. The teacher may use the practice page to (or encourage the 
child to) write a word the child knows that wil help him write a target 
word in his message. She wil then support him to write the target word 
(for example, if he knew ‘look’ this would help him write ‘cook’). 
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(d) Words to fluency. The teacher might decide that it would be useful for a 
child to learn a word in the message he is writing or to ‘bring the word to 
fluency’. In this case, the teacher wil write the word on the practice page 
for the child to see. The teacher wil then encourage the child to study 
the word and then write it multiple times so that he can learn the word in 
detail and add it to his writing vocabulary. 
Sources of Data 
I used several sources of data to provide rich and varied sources of information 
to answer my research questions. In this section, I describe the sources of data used for 
the study. 
Writen messages. I scanned and catalogued every writen message produced 
by each participant over the course of his or her Reading Recovery intervention. This 
totaled 1,150 messages with an average of 47.91 messages per child. 
Literacy assessments. Each student had pre- and post-intervention assessment 
data. Children were assessed using the OSELA (Clay, 2013). The OSELA (Clay, 2013) 
consists of six tasks that include; leter identification, hearing and recording sounds in 
words, word identification, writing vocabulary, concepts about print and a running 
record of text reading. It is a standardized assessment and there are norms available for 
use in the United States, the United Kingdom, Canada and New Zealand. In the United 
States, the OSELA (Clay, 2013) has received the highest ratings from the National 
Center on Response to Intervention (2012) as a tool to screen students for response to 
intervention. This rating considers classification accuracy, generalizability, reliability, 
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validity, in addition to disaggregated reliability, validity, and classification 
(D’Agostino, 2012, p.53). 
Videos of writing segment of the Reading Recovery lesson. For 24 student-
teacher dyads there were 52 videos of the writing segment of the child’s Reading 
Recovery lesson (20 students videoed at two times points and 4 students videoed at 
three time points during the series of lessons). For each dyad, the videos were 
approximately 7-10 minutes long and were recorded at week 5, 10, 15 or the last week 
of the intervention (see Table 5). These videos were taken by the teacher without 
researchers present, which ensured that the recording was as unobtrusive as possible. 
 
Table 5 
Timing of Videos of Writing Segment of Lesson 
 Week 5 Week 10 Week 15 Last 
week 
Total 
Students with observations at 2 time points n=6   6 
Students with observations at 2 time points n=3  n=3  3 
Students with observations at 2 time points  n=5  5 
Students with observations at 2 time points   n=4 4 
Students with observations at 2 time points  n=2  n=2 2 
Students with observations at 3 time points n=3  3 
Students with observations at 3 time points  n=1 1 
Total Number of Students 24 
 
Rubric ratings for writing messages and observation of writing behaviors. 
For each child, every writen message they wrote during the intervention and al writing 
event videos were rated using the EWOR (see Appendix B). As described in chapter 1, 
one of the major problems that I faced trying to capture change over time in writing was 
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the lack of a satisfactory tool that would capture the multidimensional aspects of the act 
of writing in addition to the writen message produced in a co-constructed seting. I, 
therefore, designed a rubric that was theoreticaly satisfactory from a literacy processing 
perspective and that permitted me to address my questions about change over time in a 
comprehensive and reliable manner. 
Description of the EWOR. In this section, I describe the design of the rubric, 
how it is scored, initial piloting, and the constructs and sub-constructs of the domain to 
be considered by raters using the rubric. I explicate the rationales for the inclusion of 
each construct and sub-construct in the rubric, what high and low ratings might indicate, 
how the rubric is scored, and details of its initial piloting. 
Design of the rubric. Faced with the chalenge of the unsatisfactory nature of 
extant writing measures, I designed a rubric that would capture the multiple dimensions 
of what writers use and do as they engage in the act of writing. The rubric is designed to 
be sensitive enough to capture complexity in the simple one to three sentences that an 
early writer could produce. In line with my theoretical orientation towards literacy 
development, the test domain includes both what writers use and do as they write 
(writing behaviors) and the message that they produce (message)(see Table 6). 
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Table 6 
Constructs and Sub-constructs of the Early Writing Observational Rubric 
Element of Rubric Construct Sub-construct 
Part A: Writing Behaviors   
(i) Using 
 
Composition 
Encoding 
Use of language to compose a message 
Use of visual information 
Use of leter-sound relationships 
Conceptual Awareness about Print 
 
Concept of Word 
Directionality 
Production Writing Vocabulary 
 
(i) Doing 
  
Strategic Activity on text Searching 
Monitoring/ Crosschecking 
Self-correcting 
Fluency 
  
Part B: Writing 
Message 
 
Transcription 
 
Legibility 
Micro-levels of language Linguistic Complexity 
Linguistic Texture 
Punctuation and capital leters 
 Macro-levels of language Organization of message. 
 
The constructs rated in the EWOR: Part A. Part A of the EWOR was used to 
rate the observed behaviors of the child as they engaged in the writing process in a co-
constructed seting. In line with Clay’s (2001) literacy processing theory, this section is 
divided into two sub-sections; (i) using and (i) doing. ‘Using’ refers to the sources of 
information or knowledge that the child used to write continuous text. ‘Doing’ refers to 
the observed behaviors that implied strategic processing or problem-solving actions on 
the part of the child. In part A of the EWOR, across each sub-construct the rater 
considers how the child moves from not initiating a particular sub-construct of the 
writing process to self-initiating use of sources of knowledge or a problem-solving 
action in a fast and eficient manner.  
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Using. The first construct in this section of the rubric is composing or how the 
child used language to compose a message. In writing, the child must choose a register 
of language and communicate meaning in writing that an audience can read and 
understand (Haris et al., 2004). Hil (2011) described how, in composing, young 
children have to pay conscious atention to the structure of the message they wil write 
and that this involves choices to do with semantics and syntax in addition to print 
convention and speling (p.171).  
Many assessments and research studies neglect the dimension of composition or 
control the topic that the child wil write. For example, the Test of Early Writen 
Language (Hresko, Heron, & Peak, 1996) provides a picture prompt to measure the 
child’s ability to construct a story. Composing or finding a message to write and 
deciding how to construct this message so that it can be writen, however, is a task that 
the child is faced with daily in independent and guided writing in the classroom. 
Constructing a message to be writen could be likened to a negotiation where the child 
and the teacher decide on a topic to write and consider how to construct it (Fulerton & 
DeFord, 2001). Using the rubric, the rater must consider the child’s independence in 
composing. The ratings move from a low rating if the child does not initiate or decide 
on the message he wil write to a high rating if the child was in control of the 
conversation and was flexible to make changes to the composition if necessary. 
The next construct considered in this section of the EWOR is encoding. In 
writing, the child must encode spoken language into writen text. The process of 
encoding involves the orchestration of several sub-skils that I have separated out into 
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two sub-constructs that account for phonological and orthographic encoding: use of 
knowledge about leter-sounds relationships and use of orthographic information.  
First, the rater considers the extent to which the child uses knowledge about 
leter-sound relationships to hear and record sounds in words. Hearing sounds 
demonstrates phonological awareness. Phonological awareness refers to the skils 
involved in atending to, thinking about and manipulating the sound structures of words 
(Scarborough & Brady, 2002). 
Phonological awareness could be considered as one of the underlying processing 
systems involved in both reading and writing. This process involves the ability to 
manipulate and segment parts of words (Ehri, Satlow, & Gaskins, 2009). The child must 
then use his knowledge about the sounds of words and leter-sound relationships to find 
and record a coresponding grapheme that wil represent the phoneme that he hears. In 
the rubric, the rater considers the behaviors that signal that the child is developing 
independence in this process. The lowest rating in this sub-construct of the rubric 
indicates that the child did not initiate slow articulation of the word and could not hear 
or records sounds without help. A rating of 1 indicates, in line with Snowling and 
Hulme’s (1994) description of the development of phonological awareness, that the 
child heard and recorded dominant consonants. A rating of 2 indicates that the child 
heard and recorded sounds from the beginning to end of a word with minimal help. The 
highest rating would indicate that the child heard and recorded sounds accurately 
without assistance.  
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 The second sub-construct included in the encoding section of the rubric is use of 
knowledge of visual information or the orthographic properties of words to encode 
language. Orthography is the writing or speling system of a language and orthographic 
awareness is an awareness of how speech is represented by print. Orthographic 
awareness is particularly important in English, as it is an iregular language. Ehri (1989) 
described how, in speling, a child must rely on knowledge about the speling system, 
memory for specific words and knowledge of leters. The English speling system also 
demands knowledge of how to segment words and the acceptable lexical sequences of 
leters within words (Ehri, 1989). Thus, orthographic awareness is a demanding and 
complex evolving process. 
A low rating on this sub-construct of the rubric would indicate that the child did 
not exhibit any awareness of the orthographic features of words in writing. For 
example, the child may be observed writing ‘luk’ for ‘look’ or the teacher may 
contribute al information for the child when knowledge of a speling patern was 
demanded. Increased demonstration of awareness of speling paterns wil result in 
higher ratings on the rubric. The highest rating is reserved for a child that is observed to 
have speled most words accurately and eficiently. 
The next construct considered in the EWOR rubric is conceptual awareness 
about print. In this part of the rubric, the rater considers how the child used knowledge 
about how print works while writing. I have divided this into two sub-constructs, 
concept of word and directionality. As children’s literacy processing changes over time, 
Clay (2001) suggested that they exhibit a gradualy more refined conception of how 
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print works, from knowing merely that print represents a message to understanding that 
a colection of leters represents a word and each word is separated by spaces. A child 
might exhibit awareness of this fundamental rule of print by placing spaces between 
words. Use of knowledge about this concept is rated along a continuum on the rubric. A 
low rating would indicate that the child left no spaces between words without teacher 
support. Higher ratings would be achieved if the child were observed spacing 
occasionaly, with minimal intervention, or left spaces with fluency and without 
assistance.  
 The other sub-construct considered in terms of use of conceptual awareness of 
print, is directionality. Writen English text is governed by rules that demand the leters, 
words and text are writen left to right and that, when faced with no space at the end of 
the line, the writer must return back to the left hand side of the page to continue writing. 
In Clay’s (2013) Concepts About Print task the teacher reads a text to the child and asks 
questions that probe this conceptual awareness. Using this rubric, the rater observes and 
considers whether the child initiated movement from left to right with constant 
assistance, exhibited some independence in the area, required minimal intervention or 
could obey directional conventions without any assistance.  
The next construct considered in the rubric is production of known words. 
Production of writen words, or the use of a writing vocabulary that the child knows 
how to write quickly and eficiently, is a dimension of writing that is commonly used in 
writing assessments. Production of words speled corectly is considered an indicator of 
general writing performance in curiculum-based measures (Ritchey, 2006; Gansle et 
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al., 2002). McCutchen (2006) stated that fluent text production is supported by mastery 
of lower level transcription processes which alows the writer to engage in higher level 
processes such as planning and reviewing (p.126). In the OSELA writing vocabulary 
task (Clay, 2013), the child is asked to write as many words as he can independently in 
ten minutes. By using this rubric to rate writen production, the child’s ability to do this 
is considered within the context of the production of a co-constructed sentence. In other 
words, the rater must consider whether the child could not write any words 
independently, whether he could write at least one word or some words independently. 
The highest rating indicates the child could write al words in the message quickly and 
eficiently without any help. 
Doing. In this section of part A of the rubric the rater considers the observed 
problem-solving actions of the child while writing. Central to Clay’s (Doyle, 2013) 
literacy processing theory is the notion that children employ working systems to 
problem-solve the tasks of reading and writing continuous text. These in-the-head 
activities of searching for information, monitoring the task, crosschecking sources of 
information and self-corecting erors are implicated by observations of particular 
behaviors. It is dificult to explicate whether these are diferent cognitive processes but 
the observable behaviors difer in nature. As the child develops expertise in writing, the 
observable behaviors move from tentative and faltering to faster and more eficient and 
the more skiled a writer becomes the less they need teacher intervention (Boocock et 
al., 1998). Boocock et al. found that over time children exhibited increasing refinement 
of the processes of monitoring and searching as evidenced by the observable behaviors 
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of rereading and editing. In my review of extant writing assessments (see Appendix A) 
there was only one assessment that considered the observable behaviors that a child 
exhibited as they wrote text.  
In the EWOR rubric, observable behaviors that imply strategic activity on the 
part of the child and its gradual refinement are represented by four sub-constructs. The 
first sub-construct considered is searching. I define searching in writing as an 
observable behavior that indicates the child is looking for the next piece of information 
to write, this could be the next leter, leter cluster, or word. Observable behaviors that 
imply that the child is searching for more information might include using the teacher as 
a resource to tel him the next word or leter, using a word he had already wrote to help 
him write words or leters, or rereading the sentence up to the point of the last writen 
word to search for meaning or structure to help write the next word (Boocock et al., 
1998). If the rater considered that the child is rereading in order to generate the next 
word or leter this is a searching behavior. Along this row of the rubric, the rater 
considers whether the teacher consistently tels the child what to write next and how to 
write it or whether the child initiated searching on at least one occasion or some 
occasions. The highest rating is reserved for the child who was observed to consistently 
anticipate what was to be writen next and if stuck initiated a strategy that helped him 
search for meaning or structure (by rereading) or by using visual information (by using 
analogy).  
Monitoring and crosschecking is the next sub-construct in the rubric. Although 
monitoring and crosschecking imply two diferent things and were separated out in the 
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piloting of the rubric, the initial piloting of the rubric demonstrated that the items were 
highly corelated in terms of scoring on the rubric and it was dificult for raters to 
separate the two items as both often involved re-reading. Monitoring is implied by 
behaviors like rereading and noticing if there were erors in text writen or pausing. It is 
important to note that monitoring does not imply that the child corected the eror. 
Rather it indicates that the rater observed the child noticing an eror.  
Crosschecking is a behavior that implies that the child is using one source of 
information against another as they write. Flower and Hayes (in Chanquoy, 2009) refer 
to this process as reviewing of the intended text against the writen text (p.81). For 
example, crosschecking would be indicated by a child rereading a sentence he was 
writing (using meaning and structure) and noticing that what he wanted to say did not 
match what he wrote (using visual information). In contrast to re-reading to search for 
the next word or leter, rereading what is already writen indicates crosschecking. In the 
rubric, the lowest rating would indicate that the child did not exhibit any crosschecking 
or monitoring behaviors and did not initiate any rereading or notice any erors of 
speling or word choice without help. The highest rating would indicate that the child 
noticed and consistently checked that what he was writing made sense and looking right 
and was fast and eficient in rereading and noticing erors without help.  
Self-corecting, revising or editing is the final sub-construct considered in terms 
of strategic activity on text. It is a behavior that has been wel considered in extant 
literature on models of writing development (cf. Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1987; Flowers 
& Hayes, 1977). To self-corect, the writer must examine the text produced and folow 
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this examination with a corection or modification of the text writen (Chanquoy, 2009, 
p.80). Evidence of self-corection is rated in the rubric by considering how often this 
behavior was exhibited (from never to consistently fixing every eror).  
The last sub-construct of the observational element of the rubric that the rater is 
asked to consider is fluency. Expert writers have fluent text generation and production 
procedures (McCutcheon, 1986). Graham et al. (1997) found a positive relationship 
between fluency in transcription and level of composition. It is assessed in many proxy 
measures, like writing vocabulary (Clay, 2013), by the number of words a child can 
write in a given time span. Fluency, in this rubric, refers to the speed that the child 
wrote leters, words, and text. Raters are asked to consider the fluency of the child’s 
transcription of the message. A high rating of 3 reflects fast and fluent transcription 
whereas a rating of 0 reflects slow and labored writing that demanded high teacher input 
to form leters and words. 
The constructs rated in the EWOR: Part B. The constructs rated in part B (the 
writen message) of the EWOR are used to evaluate the quality of the young writer’s 
writen message. The first sub-construct on part B of the rubric is legibility of 
transcription. The sub-skils of neuro-motor function, visual-motor integration and 
handwriting are al essential skils in writing that need to be gradualy refined over time 
(Berninger et al., 1992). Clay (1975) stated that as writing develops children gradualy 
refine key concepts about and physical acts of writing from gross approximations to 
more exact representations with assistance. As children develop control of the process 
of transcription and their fine motor functions refine, their writing wil become more 
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uniform and legible. I suggest that quality of transcription wil be evidenced by quality 
of legibility. In other words, how easy it is to read.  
I drew on and adapted the rating scheme for legibility in the rubric produced by 
McKenzie et al. (2013). McKenzie et al. included legibility in their researcher-designed 
rubric and stated that the construct included leter formation, size, spacing, position, 
placement, and apparent fluency (p.381). In the EWOR: Part B raters considers the 
quality of legibility along a scale of 0 to 3 in terms of the legibility, uniformity and 
accuracy of formation of the leters. Contrary to McKenzie et al. (2013), I suggest that 
spacing and placements of words is more reflective of conceptual awareness of print 
conventions. I also propose that fluency is best observed by observation of the writing 
event.  
The next construct considered in part B of the EWOR is levels of language. 
From a linguistic and semiotic perspective, many researchers have drawn on the work 
of Haliday and Hassan (in Haris et al., 2004) to frame development in writing in terms 
of refinement of the language used in writing. King (1980) suggested that an important 
step in the development of expertise in writing is to become aware of the interpersonal, 
ideational, and textual functions of language. Using Donovan’s (2001) frame for 
examining texts in terms of the refinement of the language used in writing, the rater wil 
examine the writen message along two constructs; micro-levels of language and macro-
levels of language. 
 Micro-levels of language include three sub-constructs that include linguistic 
complexity, linguistic texture and use of punctuation and capitalization. Hunt (1970) 
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stated that growth in syntactic and linguistic complexity is related to growth in writing. 
Linguistic complexity in pieces of prose can be assessed by use of t-units but this 
measure requires sentences longer than eight words (Hunt, 1970). As young children 
can very often only write a short one or two sentence message these measures would 
not be sensitive to change over time in sentence complexity. In the rubric, therefore, the 
rater is asked to simply consider whether the mesage could be considered an 
incomplete sentence (a rating of 0), whether it is a simple complete sentence (a rating of 
1), a long sentence or two simple sentences (a rating of 2), or that the message was two 
sentences or more and included a compound sentence (a rating of 3). 
The presence of linguistic texture and use of punctuation are the two other sub-
constructs in the micro-levels of language section of the rubric. Linguistic texture is 
evidenced by cohesive ties or use of referents in sentences that provide meaning both 
within and between sentences (Donovan, 2001). From a semiotic perspective, 
development in writing occurs when children sense that oral and writen discourse difer 
and is evident in an increased sophistication of the use of cohesive ties and textures in 
writen text (King & Rentel, 1981). Kamberelis (1999) stated that more complex texts 
are lexicaly and syntacticaly dense. Examples of cohesive ties include use of personal 
pronouns, demonstratives, comparatives, temporal connectives, and logical connectives 
(Kamberelis, 1999; King & Rentel, 1981, p.4). To rate the linguistic texture of the 
writen message the rater must consider the extent to which the message contains 
cohesive ties (see Appendix D). The rater considers if the sentence contains no ties, one, 
two, or three or more cohesive ties and assigns a respective rating of 0, 1, 2, or 3. 
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Separately the rater is asked to consider the extent to which the child uses 
punctuation and capital leters. If there is no punctuation or capital leters the rater 
assigns a rating of 0. A sentence with either one example of punctuation or capital 
leters is assigned a rating of 1. A sentence with accurate use of both capital leters and 
punctuation receives a rating of 2. A rating of 3 is assigned to a message that is two 
sentences or longer with accurate use of both capital leters and punctuation. 
Donovan (2001) described macro-levels of language as global elements of text 
features like setings, events, resolutions and topic choice. The constructs of 
organization and development of ideas, rhetorical choices, voice, and coherence are 
commonly included in assessment of writing like the Oregon 6+1 Trait Writing Rubric 
(Coe, Hanita, Nishioka, & Smiley, 2011) and the Weschler Individual Achievement 
Test (Wechsler, 2005). In general, these assessments require raters to consider a piece 
of prose and to rate the prose in terms of the sophistication of these constructs. They 
would not, therefore, be sensitive to change over time in the simplest writen messages.  
Using the rubric, raters are asked to consider whether the message could be 
understood or whether it was organized in a somewhat logical manner. If the message 
could not be understood the rater assigns a rating of 0. A rating of 1 is assigned to a 
message that, although not logicaly organized, is comprehensible to the reader. A 
rating of 2 is assigned to a logicaly organized one-sentence message. The highest rating 
of 3 would be awarded to a writen message in which the child managed to develop an 
idea over two or more sentences. 
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How the rubric is scored. The observer rates each sub-construct along a scale of 
0 to 3. The maximum raw score in the writing message element of the tool is 15. The 
maximum score in the writing behaviors element of the rubric is 30. A score of 0 in 
both the writing message and writing behaviors element of the tool would indicate 
writing that is simpler, less accurate and that needed high levels of teacher regulation. A 
score of 3 would indicate that the child wrote 2/3 sentences that were more 
linguisticaly dense and complex and that the child was self-regulating the writing 
process. Self-regulation would be indicated by flexibility in composing, self-corecting 
and self-initiate of helpful writing behaviors (like slow articulation in speling and 
spacing words accurately). Anchor samples are provided with rationales for rating to aid 
raters in assignment of rating the writen message (see Appendix E). 
Initial piloting. The process of devising this rubric was preceded by an extensive 
review of extant measures of writing, review of theories and models of writing 
development, and careful construction of the rubric. I piloted the rubric by rating 15 
videos of a writing segment of a Reading Recovery lesson and 15 samples of writing. 
The mean total score in Part A was 14.53 (SD=5.43) and was slightly negatively skewed 
in a histogram of score frequencies. The mean total score in Part B was 9.47 (SD=2.56) 
and was slightly positively skewed in a histogram of score frequencies. Internal 
consistency of the scores I assigned were calculated and the alpha coeficients were .87 
(α=.87) for part A and .83 for part B (α=.83). This showed that the scores I assigned had 
good internal consistency. During the process of the piloting phase, folowing use of the 
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rubric and in consultation with coleagues, I refined the language used in the rubric and 
amalgamated the crosschecking and monitoring items.  
Writing ratings. For each child 2 or 3 videos at diferent time points (see Table 
2) were rated using the EWOR Part A. Every daily writen message was rated using the 
EWOR Part B. The ratings started at the 11th lesson of the child’s Reading Recovery 
series of lessons to include every daily lesson until the conclusion of the intervention. 
The first ten lessons of the series of lessons are caled Roaming around the Known 
(Clay, 2005a) where the teacher does not teach and instead works with what the child 
knows. The writing samples, therefore, may have been variable and were not included 
in analysis. Given that mean number of sessions in 2012-2013 was 61 per intervention 
(International Data Evaluation Center, 2014), for 24 children I expected to have 
approximately 50 messages to rate totaling approximately 1,200 writen messages. The 
final total of writing samples was slightly lower than this and totaled 1,150 with an 
average of 47.91 messages writen per child. I entered every score into SPSS (Version 
22.0) statistical software. There was one line of data per student and scores for each 
sub-construct, total score for message rating, total score for process rating and total 
overal score were entered into columns for each student. 
Descriptive statistics. Using SPSS statistical software, I calculated descriptive 
statistics of the ratings obtained for the writing message and writing behaviors elements 
of the rubric. Measures of central tendency and variability for each sub-construct rated 
in the rubric were calculated. In addition to this, I calculated similar descriptive 
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statistics for the total scores in the message and sub-total and total scores in the writing 
behaviors elements of the rubric.  
Message exemplars and narratives. I provided message exemplars for each 
possible rating along each item (see Appendix E). I described key features of the 
writen message and provided rationales for the rubric rating of the writen message.  
For each profile of progress student, I gathered one writing sample and writing 
message rubric rating for weeks three, five, ten, fifteen and the last week of their 
Reading Recovery intervention. Identification of these students is described later in this 
chapter. For each sample, I described the key features of the writen message and 
provided rationales for the rubric rating of the writen message along each sub-construct 
and recorded this information into an event matrix (see Appendix F). 
Writing behaviors exemplars and narratives. For each profile of progress 
student, I described the key features of their literacy processing in writing at each time 
point in an event matrix (see Appendix F). Vignetes from the observed videos 
supplemented this narative for ilustrative purposes. 
Field notes of observations of writing process. In using a rubric to rate the 
student’s control of the writing process it is inevitable that some important aspect of the 
writing process may have been foregrounded or missed entirely by focusing on the sub-
constructs identified in the rubric. Having identified the students that exhibited 
particular profiles of progress, I re-observed the videos of the profiles of progress 
students again. These direct observations were used to complement and support the 
other sources of data colected and subsequent analysis of change over time. My 
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rationale for direct observation was to find out more about what was going on in this 
particular co-constructed seting (Robson, 2002). I structured my non-participant 
observations by detailing and describing the student’s verbal and non-verbal behaviors 
in the co-constructed context. In other words, my observations were a description of al 
that the child did and said. I wrote my field notes according to the guidelines proposed 
by Lofland, Snow, Anderson and Lofland (2006) by first handwriting jots as I observed 
the videos paying atention to write what I actualy saw and not what I thought about 
what I saw. I then typed these jots into fuler field notes immediately folowing each 
observation of each video. 
Reflective summary of observations. In lines with Miles and Huberman’s (in 
Glesne, 1999) suggestion I also wrote reflective passages among the observation notes. 
It is at this point that I wrote my thoughts and feeling about what I saw (Lofland et al., 
2006). 
Data Analysis: Research Questions 1 and 2 
Change over time in writing. At the heart of this study was a focus on 
understanding more about how children’s literacy processing and the complexity of 
their writen messages changed over time. In investigating change I wanted to know 
what behaviors exhibited during the writing process and features of the writen message 
emerged anew, faded, and stayed the same over time as young children developed 
expertise in writing. I used a microgenetic design to understand more about change over 
time in the complexity of children’s writen messages. Using a microgenetic design 
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alowed me to devote my analysis to diferent aspects of change, namely: the path, rate, 
breadth, variability and sources of change.  
Given the limitations of many of the extant methodologies used in the research 
of developmental processes in writing, I agree with Glasswel’s (1999) assertion that 
integrating diferent methods in my study reflect a theoretical orientation to writing that 
assumes that writing is a multidimensional activity that involves the interaction of 
cognition and context. The use of diferent methods provide a range of diferent sources 
of information that can then be triangulated to provide a rich and detailed description of 
change over time in writing (Glasswel, 1999, p.68). I used qualitative analysis, 
supplemented by quantitative analysis from rubric ratings, to describe how the writing 
of children, in general and for those exhibiting difering profiles of progress, changed 
over time.  
General changes over time. I examined general features of children’s writen 
messages by calculating measures of central tendency to ascertain the variability in 
terms of the legibility, linguistic complexity, linguistic texture, punctuation and 
capitalization, and organization of their messages. I also calculated measures of central 
tendency for each item measured by the EWOR: Part A in terms of writing behaviors at 
time 1, 2, and 3 for the group. 
The path of change in the complexity of writen messages: empirical growth 
plots. I ploted individual growth curves, or empirical growth plots, for each student to 
provide a visual representation of the path of change in terms of the complexity of 
writen messages for each child. For each week of the intervention I ascertained the 
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mean weekly writing message total score. Using the weekly score meant that this score 
was less prone to eror and would be a more accurate reflection of the general quality of 
the child’s writen message at that point in time. Time (by weeks) were ploted on the x-
axis and writing message scores were ploted on the y-axis to visualy inspect the path 
of change over time in each construct measured in the writing message as wel as the 
total score (Singer & Wilet, 2003). This information provided a visual representation 
of the change over time in the writen message of each student.  
The rate of change: hierarchical linear modeling. To calculate a rate of change 
for the group I used multi-level growth modeling. As described in chapter 2, many 
studies of change over time are limited by the use of data from wide points over time. 
Raudenbush and Bryk (2002) stated that such studies provide an inadequate amount of 
data to truly represent individual growth and suggest that this limitation can be 
overcome by (a) using data from multiple observations and (b) using multi-level 
modeling to provide a more integrated representation to model individual and group 
change over time. 
To prepare data for analysis in HLM (Version 7.0) I organized the data using 
SPSS (Version 22.0) in person period format. In other words, there was a line of data 
per observation or day that the child wrote a message. In considering writen message 
complexity the folowing variables were entered; student identification number, writen 
message identification number, EWOR Part B items scores, total score, and time. Time 
was coded as zero to corespond with the first writen message the child produced in the 
first formal lesson of the Reading Recovery series, each subsequent message was coded 
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sequentialy. To analyze change over time in writing behaviors the folowing variables 
were entered; student identification number, observation number (first or last), EWOR 
Part A item scores, sub-total scores, total scores, and time (coded as zero for the first 
observation and one for the last observation). 
I used HLM software (Version 7.0) to run a random-coeficients regression 
model to model growth over time for each item on the EWOR parts B (writen message) 
and A (observations of writing behaviors), the total scores for the EWOR Parts B and 
A, and the sub-total scores for the EWOR Part A. Observations were entered into the 
model at level 1 with time as an un-centered predictor variable (coded zero for the first 
observation and sequentialy for each subsequent observation) and these were nested 
within children at level 2. 
 Using this method of model estimation, I was able to estimate mean intercepts 
(or average base scores) for the group and mean slopes (or average rates of growth) for 
the group on both the complexity of writen messages and in terms of writing behaviors. 
Examination of the summary statistics, alowed for consideration of the nature of 
deviations for the individual growth trajectories from the mean curve and whether there 
were significant individual diferences between base rates and rates of growth between 
children (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002, p.165). 
I also estimated individual rates of growth. In using HLM (Version 7.0) 
software to create multi-level models for change, it is possible to create a residual file 
that contains additional sumary statistics for case-by-case analysis. Taylor (2012) 
described how residual files are useful for several purposes, in particular examination of 
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individual growth trajectories that are nested within a group in a multilevel model. In 
particular one can find summary statistics for each case that includes; Empirical Bayes 
(EB) residuals, ordinary least squares (OLS) residuals, Mahalanobis distances, and 
posterior variances and covariances (Institute for Digital Research and Education, 
2015). I created residual files for the random co-eficients regression models for the 
EWOR: Part A and Part B total scores and item scores to calculate a rate of growth for 
each child in terms of change over time in writing messages and writing behaviors.  
To further examine the nature and relationship between aspects of growth in 
terms of writing behaviors I examined the corelations between the rate of growth in 
terms of the sources of information children used (as measured by the EWOR: Part A 
sub-total score for using) and their problem-solving actions as writers (as measured by 
the EWOR: Part A sub-total score for doing) and total overal score. In summary, this 
quantitative analysis method permited me to calculate a rate of growth in writing 
message and in writing behaviors for both the group and individuals and to examine 
relationships between some aspects of growth. 
Change Over Time in Writing: Breadth, Variability and Source of Change 
Identification of profiles of progress. Having colected data on each student’s 
progress in the complexity of the writen message that they produced and ratings of 
observations of writing behaviors exhibited in a co-constructed context, I examined the 
data to identify students that exhibit particular profiles of progress. The detailed 
analyses of these students’ data was used to present an in-depth analysis of their path 
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and rate of change in addition to three other aspects of change, namely; the breadth, 
variability, and potential sources of change over time in writing. 
To identify children that exhibited diferent profiles of progress, I engaged in 
several analytic steps. First, I visualy inspected the growth plots for each participant in 
the study and noted the path of change over time in my field notes. Next, I calculated 
the rate of change for each child in terms of the complexity of his or her writen 
messages using hierarchical linear modeling (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002). As described 
in the previous section, by using HLM (Version 7.0) software to create multi-level 
models for group change, it was possible to output a residual file that contains 
additional summary statistics about each student for analysis. 
Raudenbush, Bryk, Cheong & Congdon (2015) suggested that by adding the 
OLS residuals found in this residual file to the coresponding fited values that it is 
possible to obtain the OLS estimate of the coresponding level-1 coeficient for 
individuals. To estimate a rate of growth for each child I examined the residual file 
created to fit a mean growth trajectory in EWOR: Part B total scores. To estimate a 
base score for each child’s EWOR: Part B message total complexity rating I added the 
estimated OLS residual for the intercept (βoj) to the fited value for the intercept based 
on the level-2 multi-level model for change. (βoo)(Institute for Digital Research and 
Education, 2015). To estimate a rate of growth for each child (β1j), I added the OLS 
residual to the fited value for the slope (β10) based on the level-2 multi-level model. 
I then calculated the rate of change over time and the total gain in terms of 
writing behaviors as measured by the using sub-total score, doing sub-total score, and 
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overal total score in the EWOR: Part A. To estimate a rate of growth for each child I 
examined the residual file created to fit a mean growth trajectory in EWOR: Part A total 
scores. To calculate individual rates of change in writing behaviors I used the EB 
estimates of the level-1 coeficients, as there were less only 2 or 3 observations over 
time. Raudenbush and Bryk (2002) stated that using these estimates are more 
advantageous in this case as they have smaler mean-squared erors than OLS estimates 
and, therefore, provide beter prediction for extreme cases. To estimate a base score for 
each child’s EWOR: Part A writing behavior ratings I added the estimated EB residual 
for the intercept (βoj) to the fited value for the intercept based on the level-2 multi-level 
model for change. (βoo)(Institute for Digital Research and Education, 2015). To estimate 
a rate of growth for each child (β1j), I added the EB residual to the fited value for the 
slope (β10) based on the level-2 multi-level model. 
To identify diferent profiles of progress which would permit description of the 
breadth of change, I examined the rates of change for each participant in terms of the 
complexity of their writen messages and writing behaviors. Then, I considered their 
total gain in terms of using sub-total score, doing sub-total score, and overal total score 
in the EWOR: Part A. Finaly, I displayed this data in a matrix format with a row for 
each child (see Appendix F).  
Theoreticaly, I was interested in changes in both children's writen messages 
and their actions as they wrote across a range of writing behaviors that included changes 
in the sources of information they used and the actions they took (what they did) as they 
wrote). I therefore, organized the data described in the previous paragraphs in terms of 
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similarities. The data were organized and re-organized to permit analysis of similarities 
and paterns that spanned both writen messages produced and observed behaviors.  
I noted three distinct groups; (1) children that made positive synchronous 
progress in what they wrote and increased self-regulation of their actions as writers, (2) 
children whose products did not become more complex over time but who became more 
independent in the writing of these simple messages, and (3) a group whose writen 
messages did not become more complex and whose writing behaviors became less self-
regulated or fluctuated in an eratic manner over time.  
As, theoreticaly, I was interested in individual change I choose five children 
that represented diferent paterns of progress to present a rich descriptive analysis of 
the diferent paths of progress children took as their writing changed over time in a co-
constructed seting. In particular, I chose the child that made the most synchronous 
progress in terms of writen messages and writing behaviors, the child that made the 
most asynchronous progress in terms of writen messages and writing behaviors (a large 
disparity between gains in complexity of the writen message produced and self-
regulation of observed writing behaviors), and three other children at random from each 
group. 
Profiles of progress: Analyses of change over time. Wolcot (1994) stated 
that having colected multiple sources of data; researchers are faced with the task of 
what to do with it or how to transform the data. Wolcot proposed three ways to present 
and analyze data (description, analysis and interpretation) and I used these three ways to 
frame my qualitative analysis. I described and analyzed data from three sources (the 
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message ratings, the process rating and field notes from observations). Then, I 
interpreted these analyses by presenting integrative profiles of progress for students that 
exhibited difering pathways of change over time in writing. 
Description involves staying close to the data originaly colected to answer the 
question, “What is going on here?”(Glesne, 1999). The rubric ratings could be 
interpreted as predefined codes but without analysis they lack meaning. Miles and 
Huberman (in Glesne, 1999) asserted that there is a need to display the data colected in 
such a way that it organizes the assembly of information that would permit conclusion 
drawing (p.141). I chose to use an event-listing matrix (Miles et al., 2014) to support 
description, analysis and interpretation of the data in a meaningful way to capture 
change over time.  
Miles et al. (2014) stated that this method of data display permits a researcher to 
preserve the chronology of events and iluminate the processes that are occuring 
(p.194). I displayed multiple sources of data in event-listing matrices to combine both 
descriptive statistics (the average weekly subtotals in each sub-construct in the message 
and process ratings) and the narative descriptions of the key features from the message 
exemplars for each child (see Appendix F). Each sub-construct of the rubric formed the 
rows of the matrix and the columns represented the time points. Each cel was 
populated with the rubric rating and narative of key features identified in the 
exemplars. Such a display of data was a visual representation of the changes that 
occured over time for each student that characterized a particular profile of progress.  
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Wolcot (1994) proposed that, in an efort to build upon the organization and 
description of data, one needs to expand and extend upon simple description to 
systematicaly identify key features of the data (p.10). Glesne (1999) specified that this 
method entails extending description to the identification of essential features and the 
ways in which they interact. To do this, I visualy inspected matrices with three 
questions in mind namely: what has changed, what has stayed the same, and what has 
emerged anew and examined paterns from time-point to time-point and over the course 
of the intervention. I looked across each sub-construct with these three questions in 
mind and wrote rich descriptions about emerging paterns in narative form. I annotated 
the notes with symbols to ilustrative a positive progression (as represented by +) or a 
regression (-) in the sources of information the child used or what he did. 
Interpretation. Having described and analyzed the two areas (writing message 
and writing behaviors) I had two pictures or naratives of change over time for each 
profile of progress: change over time in the complexity of writen messages and change 
over time in writing behaviors. At this point I was faced with the task of engaging in 
Wolcot’s (1994) third step, that is interpretation. For each profile of progress, I 
presented a rich description of the paterns of change over time in writing process and 
writing behaviors, supplemented by vignetes, exemplars and descriptive statistics and 
linked my findings to theory (Glesne, 1999). My aim in doing this was to pul together 
multiple sources of information and analysis to present a comprehensive description of 
the nature of change over time and the conditions in which it occurs for children who 
characterized diferent profiles of progress and to atempt to ascertain diferent factors 
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could be identified as potential sources of change (McNaughton, 2011). The profiles of 
progress integrate message, process, cognition and context as suggested by Freedman et 
al. (1987). 
Data Analysis: Research Question 3 
Reliability and validity of the Early Writing Observational Rubric. My third 
line of inquiry was to establish the reliability and validity of the Early Writing 
Observational Rubric. In essence, I sought to ascertain the degree of reliability of the 
scores obtained and the degree to which the scores are a valid reflection of the 
constructs rated in the rubric.  
Inter-rater agreement. A first step was to ensure that my ratings were reliable 
and to do this I established inter-rater agreement with two other coders. Both coders 
were experienced literacy teachers and graduate students in reading and literacy. I 
shared the rubric with both coders and demonstrated how to use the rubric. We then 
used 5 writing samples and 2 videos to practice using the rubric. During this period, I 
calculated the percentage of absolute agreement with both raters and where there was 
discordant scoring I met and discussed this with the raters and scored additional practice 
items, as suggested by Graham, Milanowski, & Miler (2012). In particular, based on 
feedback from this trial session, I provided a coding guide-sheet to be used to help 
record the child’s actions as he wrote (see Appendix G) and guide-sheet that provided 
examples of cohesive ties in text (see Appendix D). The two coders then rated twenty 
percent of a random selection of videos (11 videos) and approximately ten percent (100 
samples) of the writing messages each. I calculated the percentage of absolute 
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agreement between raters. I also calculated Cohen’s Kappa and the intra-class 
corelation (Robson, 2002) using SPSS statistical software (Version 22.0) to examine 
the extent to which the ratings I assigned were similar to the two other raters. The 
coder’s ratings were used to establish reliability but only my own ratings were used in 
al other aspects of the study. 
Descriptive statistics. The descriptive statistics I calculated as part of the data 
colection procedures became part of the data used to establish the basic psychometric 
properties of the EWOR. I provided descriptive statistics of the ratings obtained for the 
writing message and writing behaviors elements of the rubric. I presented measures of 
central tendency and measures of variability for each sub-construct rated in the rubric. I 
also presented similar descriptive statistics for the total scores in both the message and 
writing behaviors element of the rubric and mean overal scores.  
Reliability. The concept of reliability is closely associated with consistency 
(Traub & Rowley, 1991). To help ascertain the reliability of the rubric I analyzed the 
internal consistency, or the general agreement between the multiple sub-constructs of 
the rubric. Using SPSS statistical software (Version 22.0), I created an inter-item 
corelation matrix and calculated an alpha coeficient (Tavakol & Dennick, 2011) as a 
measure of the internal consistency of the scores obtained in the rubric. In addition to 
the alpha coeficient, I also calculated Pearson’s corelation coeficients between (1) 
each sub-construct, (2) between sub-constructs and total scores and sub-total scores, and 
(3) between mean process and message total scores of the rubric. 
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Validity. Validity refers to the extent to which evidence and theory support 
interpretation of test scores and involves the accumulation of diferent sources of 
evidence (Robson, 2002). Criterion validity could be obtained if the results of this 
assessment could be compared to an extant assessment with established reliability and 
validity (Cronbach & Meehl, 1955). This, of course, was dificult and was one of the 
motivating factors in designing the rubric. I was, at a minimum, able to explore the 
corelation between growth in the items on the rubric that purported to measure 
constructs similar to those measured in some of the tasks in the OSELA (Clay, 2013). In 
particular, I examined the corelations between rates of growth on the item on the 
EWOR: Part A that measured production of a writing vocabulary with the Writing 
Vocabulary Task of the OSELA (Clay, 2013) and the rates of growth on the items that 
measured ability to use leter sound relationships, and ability to use visual information 
with the Hearing and Recording Sounds in Word task of the OSELA (Clay, 2013). 
Cronbach and Meehl (1951) suggested that a good strategy, in the absence or 
lack of a number of valid criterion upon which one could establish validity, would be to 
establish construct validity to consider whether the measures obtained could be 
interpreted as a measure of the atributes described (p.282). Construct validation is 
important in that it needs to be established that the measure that I designed does indeed 
measure the construct or constructs that I suggest that it does. Cronbach and Meehl 
(1955) suggested a framework of experiments to investigate the construct validity of a 
test and I used this framework to guide part of my exploratory analysis. 
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In my evaluation of the reliability and validity of the rubric, I started the process 
of establishing construct validity of the writing message and process elements of the 
rubric by calculating whether indeed the rubric was sensitive to change over time or 
whether there is ‘change over occasions’ (Cronbach & Meehl, 1955). I calculated group 
mean scores in the writing process elements of the rubric for the students at two time 
points. I calculated if the diferences between group means at diferent time points were 
statisticaly significant. My nul hypothesis was that there was no diference between 
the group totals scores at their first and last observations. My alternative hypothesis was 
that there was a diference between the group total scores at their first and last 
observations. In other words, I ascertained if the writing behaviors element of the rubric 
was sensitive enough to group change over time. If sensitive to change over occasions, 
then this is one piece of evidence that would contribute to a conclusion of construct 
validity. The empirical growth curves and data about rates of change derived from 
multilevel modeling also provided information as to whether the message element of the 
EWOR is sensitive to change over time. 
In summary, through the processes of data analysis described I atempted to 
establish the basis psychometric properties of the EWOR. This is important because, as 
Nunnaly and Bernstein (1994), stated, results obtained from measures need to be both 
meaningful and useful in that they can measure can be reliably used, in diferent 
contexts and with diferent groups, to produce a meaningful result (p.5). 
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Issues of Reliability, Validity, Credibility, and Trustworthiness.  
In this study, I used mixed methodologies to elucidate the answers to my 
research questions. As Greene and Caraceli (in Smith, 2006) suggested, I engaged with 
multiple sets of assumptions, models, and ways of knowing to gain a more complex and 
nuanced understanding of the nature of change over time in writing. Meriam (2009) 
described this aptly as a process akin to crystalization in that the data can be viewed 
from diferent angles, highlighting and iluminating diferent perspectives of the nature 
of change over time.  
Lincoln and Guba (in Robson, 2002) stated that is necessary to consider issues 
of credibility and dependability to establish the trustworthiness and transferability of 
research findings. In undertaking this research I employed several strategies to ensure 
that my findings were credible or possessed internal validity and that the research 
findings matched reality (Meriam, 2009). 
First, multiple sources of data were used as described in the data sources section 
of this chapter. Meriam (2009) suggested that use of multiple sources of data includes 
use of diferent data sources at diferent time points. I used every writing sample 
(n=1,150), field notes of these observations, message exemplars, transcripts, and 
narative descriptions of change over time. I chose to use every writing sample rather 
than sample from diferent time points to ensure that the quantitative analyses of 
growth, were as robust and eror free as possible.  
In addition to these sources of data, I used EWOR rubric ratings for every 
writing sample, and EWOR rubric ratings of observations at writing behaviors at two or 
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three time points, The reliability and validity of the EWOR was established by the 
process of piloting, establishing inter-rater reliability, and conducting analyses of the 
reliability and validity of the rubric itself. In particular, my establishment of the 
reliability and validity of the EWOR rubric has helped to ensure that the conclusions I 
arived at were trustworthy. This also ensures that other researchers using this measure 
should obtain similar results. 
 Second, I employed multiple methods of data analysis as described in the 
analysis section of this chapter by employing quantitative and qualitative data analysis 
methodologies to describe change over time. I used results from multiple sources to 
identify the children who characterized diferent profiles of progress including rates of 
growth in writing messages and behaviors and raw score gains in terms of these two 
areas. In other words, I established converging lines of evidence to try to ensure my 
findings regarding profiles of progress were as robust as possible (Yin, 2006, p.115). 
 Third, I achieved observer triangulation by inviting two coders to rate writing 
processes and messages using the EWOR and obtained inter-rater reliability with each 
coder. I also searched for negative cases within the data. In other words, having 
established paterns of change over time I devoted time and atention to search for 
instances that disprove or disconfirm my theory (Robson, 2002). 
 Next, I presented a highly descriptive, detailed presentation, as suggested by 
Meriam (2009), of the change over time in children’s the complexity of writen 
messages and behaviors. Lincoln and Guba (in Robson, 2002) suggested that thick 
description could, in some way, help to achieve a form of external validity or 
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transferability of the results of this study. The provision of thick description in multiple 
ways (with the narative exemplars, event matrices, and the profiles of progress) to 
provide rich accounts of profiles of progress wil add to the transferability of the data.  
While the cases I presented were specific to the context and this study seting, I 
suggest that these descriptions of diferent profiles of progress are useful to researchers. 
Meriam (2009) suggested that paying atention to the variation of the sample would 
alow for the possibility of a greater range of application of results to consumers of 
research (p.227). I suggest that by atending to the diferent profiles of progress 
characterized by the children in this study I have atended to this issue.  
Finaly, I provided a comprehensive audit trail by providing examples of coding 
schemes, event matrices for each child, and typed notes about change over time for 
every child in a comprehensive set of appendices. I also ensured to discuss my research 
regularly with peers to guard against researcher bias in my interpretations of the data. 
Conclusion 
The purpose of this study was to describe change over time in the complexity of 
writen messages and writing behaviors of 24 children in a co-constructed seting. The 
rate and path of change over time in terms of the legibility, complexity of language, and 
use of punctuation and capitalization of the children’s daily writen messages were 
analyzed quantitatively. Children’s writing behaviors were also rated at two or three 
time points over the course of the early literacy intervention. To examine the breadth, 
variability, and potential sources of change, profiles of progress were identified. 
Change over time in writing messages and behaviors of these children who represented 
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diferent profiles of progress were analyzed qualitatively. Numerous strategies were 
employed to ensure the reliability, validity, trustworthiness, and credibility of the results 
obtained and the measure used in this study. 
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Chapter 4: Findings 
 
 The purpose of this study was to describe change over time in the co-constructed 
writing of children in the instructional context of Reading Recovery, a first-grade 
literacy intervention. Specificaly, I described the nature of change in these children’s 
writen messages and observable writing behaviors, and ascertained the reliability and 
validity of the Early Writing Observational Rubric (EWOR), an analytic rubric designed 
to capture changes in early writen messages produced within a co-constructed seting, 
and in the associated writing behaviors. 
In this chapter I present my findings, based on my analysis of the changes in the 
complexity of children’s writen messages and their observable writing behaviors over 
the course of the early literacy intervention. To describe this change, I present general 
findings about the group. I also present findings about change over time in the writing of 
five children who characterized diferent profiles of progress to explicate the variety of 
ways that students’ writing changed. The findings are structured around the three 
research questions that guided my inquiry: 
1. How do the writen messages that children produce in a co-constructed seting 
change over time and how does this change vary for children with diferent 
profiles of progress? 
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2. How do the children’s observable behaviors change over time as they compose 
and construct writen messages in a co-constructed seting, and how does this 
change vary for children with diferent profiles of progress? 
3. What are the basic psychometric properties, in terms of reliability and validity, 
of a rubric designed to capture early writing development from a literacy 
processing perspective? 
 In describing change over time, I am theoreticaly informed by perspectives 
about learning and literacy that conceptualize cognitive changes in literacy learning as 
complex and non-linear (Clay, 2001; Siegler, 2006) and perspectives about 
development as occuring, being impeled or constrained, within co-constructed setings 
(McNaughton, 1995). For the first two research questions, I present findings about the 
overal paterns of change for al participants in the study, and then concentrate my 
analysis on the variability in paterns of change over time for children with diferent 
profiles of progress. For the third research question, I present my findings in terms of 
the reliability and validity of the EWOR: Parts A and B. 
Change Over Time in Writen Messages  
In this section, I first describe general changes in the writen messages produced 
in a co-constructed seting, by evaluating general paterns in measures of central 
tendency and variability. I then describe general paterns in the path of change by 
examining empirical growth plots for each participant. Next, I present results about the 
rate of change for each child. Finaly, I present an in-depth analysis of the path, rate, 
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breadth, and variability in change over time for children who exhibited diferent profiles 
of progress. 
General changes in message complexity. The writen messages analyzed in 
this study were co-constructed by the child and his or her teacher from lesson 11, the 
first day of formal instruction, through to the last lesson of the child’s series of Reading 
Recovery lessons. The nature of instruction in the writing segment of the Reading 
Recovery lesson is described in detail in Chapter 3. The data for this research question 
stem from the 24 children’s combined writen messages (n=1,150). There are also 1,150 
EWOR: Part B rubric ratings, one for each message writen. Analyses of these data 
include measures of central tendency, empirical growth plots, estimates of group 
growth, and individual growth for each participant in the study. 
Writen message complexity is defined as increased sophistication in micro- and 
macro-levels of language, punctuation, and legibility of the message. My primary goal 
in reporting the results of this study is to focus on the diferent paths children took to 
enhance the complexity of their writing. It is useful, however, to devote some 
preliminary atention to the general paterns of change over time, and to measures of 
central tendency and growth for the group. Overal, the mean total score for the group 
was 9.13 (M=9.13, SD=1.78) (see Table 7). The total possible score was 15. The 
possible scores for each item range from 0 to 3. 
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Table 7 
Means and Standard Deviations on EWOR: Part B 
Item n M   SD 
Legibility 1,150 1.79  .64 
Linguistic Complexity 1,150 1.53  .53 
Linguistic Texture 1,150 1.91  .90 
Punctuation and Capitalization 1,150 1.87  .48 
Organization 1,150 2.03  .31 
Total Score 1,150 9.13    1.78 
 
It should be noted that among the 24 study participants, many only ever wrote 
one sentence per day, as indicated by the average organization rating of 2.03 (SD=0.31). 
There was not much variation in terms of mean scores except in terms of linguistic 
texture (see Table 7). The lack of variation is disappointing but not surprising, given 
that many children only wrote one sentence every day. The lack of variation in legibility 
may be due to the fact that, within this co-constructed seting, children were supported 
by the teacher to produce a legible sentence and thus many children did not receive a 
very low score across the rubric on this item. 
The greatest amount of variation appeared in the item that measured linguistic 
texture, which refers to the frequency of use of words that can be categorized as 
cohesive ties. This includes words such as personal referents, conjunctions, lexis, and 
substitutions. This means that although the linguistic complexity of messages co-
constructed by the Reading Recovery children and teachers did not vary much at a 
macro-level (discourse level), there was more variation in the linguistic texture of their 
messages at sentence and word level. These mean scores taken together, however, tel 
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litle about change over time, particularly the rate and path of change for individual 
children. 
Path of change over time. The empirical growth plots (see Figure 1) ilustrate 
that, over time, the path of growth in the writen message of the 24 study participants 
progressed and regressed. None of the children showed evidence of a linear path of 
growth. Similarly, for some children whose results progressed and regressed, litle 
seemed to change over the course of the early literacy intervention. In other words, 
although average weekly total scores were not stable, pre- and post-intervention total 
scores changed litle. 
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Figure 1. Change over time in complexity of writen messages. 
 
Rate of change over time. These empirical growth plots provide only a visual 
representation of the path of change over time in the complexity of writen messages, 
based on average weekly ratings. Another way to look at overal change over time is to 
calculate the rate of change using hierarchical linear modeling (Raudenbush & Bryk, 
2002) for both group and individual change. In essence, using this method one can 
calculate the estimated rate of growth for the group in terms of each item of the rubric 
and overal score. At Level 1 development is represented by a growth trajectory, the 
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outcome of which is considered at Level 2, and observations are nested within each 
person (Raudenbush and Bryk, 2002). Time was entered un-centered as a level 1 
predictor. The time of the first writen message was coded as zero to corespond with 
the first time the child produced in the first formal lesson of the Reading Recovery 
series, each subsequent message produced was coded sequentialy. 
 Using HLM as a method of estimation, or linear growth model, also permited 
analysis of the statistical significance of the variability of the intercepts (where children 
started) and the statistical significance of the variance of the slopes (the rate of growth). 
In other word, in addition to calculating a rate of change over time, one can ascertain, 
whether there were significant individual diferences between participants in the study 
in both their initial ratings and rate of growth over time. 
Using HLM (Version 7.0), I ran a random-coeficients regression model for 
growth using ful maximum likelihood for model estimation to estimate a growth model 
for overal growth in terms of message complexity total scores and for each item as 
measured by the rubric. This model provided useful empirical evidence for determining 
a proper specification of the individual growth equation and baseline statistics 
(Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002, p.164). The resulting equation for the model was:  
Level$1:$Yti=$π01 + π 1i (time) +eti 
Level 2:π01 =$β00$+$r0i 
$π1i = β10$+$r1i 
Drawing on Raudenbush and Bryk’s (2002) suggested interpretation of this model, the 
resulting statistics for the model for overal growth demonstrate that the estimated mean 
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intercepts, or best estimate for average base score, was β00=8.89 (see Table 8). The 
estimated mean growth rate was β01= .01, and this rate of growth was statisticaly 
significant (p<.05). This means that children in the study were, on average, gaining a 
tenth of a scale point every tenth writing lesson. 
In terms of individual growth trajectories, I considered the nature of the 
deviations of the individual growth trajectories, as suggested by Raudenbush and Bryk 
(2002, p.165). The results in terms of the estimates for the variances of the individual 
growth parameters, π01 and π1i, were 1.01 and .02 respectively. The results demonstrate 
that statisticaly significant variability existed in children’s baseline scores (χ2=136.46, 
df=23, p<.001) and in their rate of change over time (χ2=66.97, df=23, p<.001) 
 
Table 8 
Linear Model of Growth in Complexity of Writen Messages (Unconditional Model) 
Fixed Efect Coeficient se t Ratio p value 
Mean initial status, β00 8.89 .22 40.31 <.001 
Mean growth rate, β10  .01 .01  2.25 <.05 
     
Random Efect Variance Component df Χ2 p value 
Initial Status, r0i 1.01 23 136.46 <.001 
Growth rate, r1i  .02 23  66.97 <.001 
Level-1 eror, e1i         2.38    
     
Reliability of OLS Regression Coeficient Estimate 
Initial Status, π01          .84    
Growth Rate, π1i          .61    
 
The results of the random-coeficients regression model for growth in terms of 
message legibility scores demonstrated that the estimated mean intercept, or best 
estimate for average base score in linguistic complexity, was β00 =1.71 (see Table 9). 
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The estimated mean growth rate was β10 =.00, and this rate of growth was not 
statisticaly significant. This means that children in the study were, on average, gaining 
litle over the time span of the study. 
In terms of individual in growth trajectories, I considered the nature of the 
deviations of the individual growth trajectories, as suggested by Raudenbush and Bryk 
(2002, p.165). The results in terms of the estimates for the variances of the individual 
growth parameters, π01 and π1i, were .01 and .01 respectively. The results demonstrated 
that statisticaly significant variability existed in children’s baseline scores (χ2=206.57, 
df=23, p<.001) and in their rate of change over time (χ2=90.46, df=23, p<.001). 
 
Table 9 
Linear Model of Growth in Message Legibility (Unconditional Model) 
Fixed Efect Coeficient se t Ratio p value 
Mean initial status, β00 1.72 .09 20.10 <.001 
Mean growth rate, β10  .00 .00  1.88 ns 
     
Random Efect Variance Component df Χ2 p value 
Initial Status, r0i  .01 23 206.57 <.001 
Growth rate, r1i  .01 23  90.46 <.001 
Level-1 eror, e1i  .49    
     
Reliability of OLS Regression Coeficient Estimate 
Initial Status, π01  .89    
Growth Rate, π1i  .71    
 
The results of the random-coeficients regression model for growth in terms of 
linguistic complexity scores demonstrated that the estimated mean intercept, or best 
estimate for average base score in linguistic complexity, was β00 =1.42 (see Table 10). 
The estimated mean growth rate was β10 =.01, and this rate of growth was statisticaly 
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significant (p<.05). This means that children in the study were, on average, gaining a 
tenth of scale point every tenth writing lesson. 
In terms of individual in growth trajectories, I considered the nature of the 
deviations of the individual growth trajectories, as suggested by Raudenbush and Bryk 
(2002, p.165). The results in terms of the estimates for the variances of the individual 
growth parameters, π01 and π1i, were .05 and .00 respectively. The results demonstrated 
that statisticaly significant variability existed in children’s baseline scores (χ2=84.30, 
df=23, p<.001) and in their rate of change over time (χ2=50.93, df=23, p<.001). 
 
Table 10 
Linear Model of Growth Linguistic Complexity (Unconditional Model) 
Fixed Efect  Coeficient  se     t Ratio   p value 
Mean initial status, β00 1.42 .05 26.79 <.001 
Mean growth rate, β10  .01 .00 3.40 <.05 
     
Random Efect  Variance Component df Χ2  p value 
Initial Status, r00  .05 23 84.30 <.001 
Growth rate, r1i  .00 23 50.93 <.001 
Level-1 eror, e1i  .49    
     
Reliability of OLS Regression Coeficient Estimate 
Initial Status, π01       .72    
Growth Rate, π1i       .48    
 
The results of the random-coeficients regression model for growth in terms of 
linguistic texture scores demonstrated that the estimated mean intercept, or best estimate 
for average base score in linguistic complexity, was β00 =1.91 (see Table 11). The 
estimated mean growth rate was β10 =.00, and this rate of growth was not statisticaly 
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significant. This means that children in the study were, on average, not gaining per 
observation, or lesson, over the time span of the study. 
In terms of individual in growth trajectories, I considered the nature of the 
deviations of the individual growth trajectories, as suggested by Raudenbush and Bryk 
(2002, p.165). The results in terms of the estimates for the variances of the individual 
growth parameters, π01 and π1i, were .13 and .00 respectively. The results demonstrate 
that statisticaly significant variability existed in children’s baseline scores (χ2=66.31, 
df=23, p<.001) but not in their rate of change over time (χ2=34.08, df=23, p=.06). 
Table 11 
Linear Model of Growth in Linguistic Texture (Unconditional Model) 
Fixed Efect Coeficient se t Ratio p value 
Mean initial status, β00 1.91 .09 22.39 <.001 
Mean growth rate, β10  .00 .00   .15 ns 
     
Random Efect Variance Component df Χ2 p value 
Initial Status, r00 .13 23 66.31 <.001 
Growth rate, r1i .00 23 34.08 .06 
Level-1 eror, e1i .49    
     
Reliability of OLS Regression Coeficient Estimate 
Initial Status, π01       .67    
Growth Rate, π1i       .36    
 
The results of the random-coeficients regression model for growth in terms of 
punctuation and capitalization scores demonstrated that the estimated mean intercept, or 
best estimate for average base score in punctuation and capitalization, was β00 =1.81 
(see Table 12). The estimated mean growth rate was β10 =.00, and this rate of growth, 
however, was statisticaly significant (p<.05). This means that children in the study 
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were, on average, not gaining per observation, or lesson, over the time span of the 
study. 
In terms of individual in growth trajectories, I considered the nature of the 
deviations of the individual growth trajectories, as suggested by Raudenbush and Bryk 
(2002, p.165). The results in terms of the estimates for the variances of the individual 
growth parameters, π01 and π1i, were .05 and .00 respectively. The results demonstrated 
that statisticaly significant variability existed in children’s baseline scores (χ2=87.83, 
df=23, p<.001) and in their rate of change over time (χ2=43.40, df=23, p<.01). 
Table 12 
Linear Model of Growth in Puntuation and Capitalization (Unconditional Model) 
Fixed Efect Coeficient se t Ratio p value 
Mean initial status, β00 1.81 .05 35.76 <.001 
Mean growth rate, β10  .00 .00  2.01 <.05 
     
Random Efect Variance Component df Χ2 p value 
Initial Status, r00  .05 23 87.83  <.001 
Growth rate, r1i  .00 23 43.40 <.01 
Level-1 eror, e1i .19    
     
Reliability of OLS Regression Coeficient Estimate 
Initial Status, π01       .76    
Growth Rate, π1i       .39    
 
The results of the random-coeficients regression model for growth in terms of 
message organization scores demonstrated that the estimated mean intercept, or best 
estimate for average base score in punctuation and capitalization, was β00 = 2.03 (see 
Table 13). The estimated mean growth rate was β10 =-.00, and this rate of growth was 
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not statisticaly significant. This means that children in the study were, on average, not 
gaining per observation, or lesson, over the time span of the study. 
In terms of individual in growth trajectories, I considered the nature of the 
deviations of the individual growth trajectories, as suggested by Raudenbush and Bryk 
(2002, p.165). The results in terms of the estimates for the variances of the individual 
growth parameters, π01 and π1i, were .01 and .00 respectively. The results demonstrated 
that statisticaly significant variability existed in children’s baseline scores (χ2=61.61, 
df=23, p<.001) and in their rate of change over time (χ2=76.27, df=23, p<.01). 
Table 13 
Linear Model of Growth in Message Organization (Unconditional Model) 
Fixed Efect Coeficient se t Ratio p value 
Mean initial status, β00 2.03 .03 76.40 <.001 
Mean growth rate, β10 -.00 .00   -.03 ns 
     
Random Efect Variance Component df Χ2 p value 
Initial Status, r0i .01 23 61.61 <.001 
Growth rate, r1i .00 23 76.27 <.001 
Level-1 eror, e1i .09    
     
Reliability of OLS Regression Coeficient Estimate 
Initial Status, π01       .60    
Growth Rate, π1i       .68    
 
Overal, the results, in terms of mean growth and base scores demonstrated that 
there was significant variation in the mean EWOR: Part B total and item scores at the 
start of the Reading Recovery intervention for al participants.  The reliability of the 
estimates the results demonstrate that participants did not change in a linear manner and 
that suggest that development occured in a more linear manner. There was significant 
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variation between children in the rate of change over time for the total score and in al 
items except for the item that considered linguistic texture of the message produced. 
The rate of growth was significant in terms of overal message complexity, linguistic 
complexity, and punctuation and organization.  In Table 14, I provide a summary of the 
rate of growth (as demonstrated by the co-eficient value), the statistical significance of 
the value, and the predicted rate of growth per ten lessons. 
 
Table 14 
Rates of Growth on EWOR Part B, Statistical Significance, and Predicted Growth per 
Ten Lessons 
Item Co-eficient t-ratio p value Predicted scale score gain 
per ten writing sessions 
Legibility .00 1.88 ns No predicted gain 
Linguistic Complexity .01 3.40  <.05 One tenth 
Linguistic Texture .00  .15 ns No predicted gain 
Punctuation and 
capitalization 
.00 2.01 ns No predicted gain 
Organization .00 -.03 ns No predicted gain 
Overal Message 
Complexity 
.01 2.25  <.05 One tenth 
 
Profiles of Progress: The Variability of Change Over Time in Writen Messages 
There appeared to be subtle change over time in the average complexity of 
children’s writen messages. There was, however, variability between children in terms 
of the paths, rates, and breadth of change over time in their writen message complexity 
with litle change in macro-levels of language. To describe this variability I identified 
children that exhibited diferent profiles of progress. 
Identification of children. In order to identify and classify these profiles, I 
looked across ratings of both the complexity of writen messages and writing behaviors. 
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I first calculated the average weekly total score and ploted an empirical growth plot for 
each of the 24 participants (see Figure 1), ploting the average total EWOR: Part B 
score over time. I visualy inspected these growth plots and noted the path of change 
over time in my field notes. Next, I calculated the rate of change for each child in terms 
of the complexity of his or her writen messages using hierarchical linear modeling 
(Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002). In using HLM (Version 7.0) software to create multi-level 
models for group change, it is possible to output a residual file that contains additional 
summary statistics for analysis. I used this file to calculate a rate of change for each 
child in terms of rate of growth in writen message complexity and writing behaviors. 
This method is described in detail in Chapter 3. 
Finaly, I displayed these data in a matrix format with a row for each child (see 
Appendix H). My interest lay in the changes over time in both children’s writen 
messages and their actions as they wrote across a range of writing behaviors that 
included uses of sources of information (composing, use of leter-sound information, 
orthography, and directionality) and their actions as writers (monitoring, editing, 
searching for more information, and the fluency with which they orchestrated these 
actions). These data were organized and re-organized to permit analysis of similarities 
and diferences across children, in terms of their paterns of progress. 
Based on this analysis I determined three broad paterns of change: 
• Synchronous Progress: Children who made positive growth in both the 
complexity of their writen messages and their self-regulation of their 
actions as a writer (n=5). 
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• Asynchronous Progress: Children who exhibited litle change in the 
complexity of their writen messages, but had positive changes in the 
self-regulation of their actions as a writer (n=12). 
• Eratic Progress: Children who exhibited eratic paterns of change or 
gradual positive change over time in the complexity of their writen 
messages, but whose actions as a writer became less self-regulated 
,stayed the same, or fluctuated in an eratic manner (n=5). 
Two other children in the sample had few samples of writing, so it was dificult 
to identify a patern of change in the complexity of their writen messages. In other 
words, despite the fact that each day the children should have writen a new message the 
number of writen messages was significantly below the number of lessons they had. 
This perhaps might have indicated that the teachers were not folowing standard 
protocols in terms of Reading Recovery teaching procedures. Namely, the children 
should have been writing a new message every day. Within these three broad profiles 
there were significant individual diferences between children, but the broad categories 
were helpful to ensure that the children chosen to represent diferent profiles of progress 
were representative of broad paterns of change.  
Specificaly, from these three groups, I chose the child that made the most 
synchronous positive progress of the entire cohort in both writen message and writing 
behaviors (Paul), I chose the child that made the most asynchronous progress in terms 
of a disparity between overal gain in the complexity of her writen messages and 
writing behaviors (Emma). In other words, Emma had the greatest disparity between 
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growth in her writing behaviors and the complexity of her writen messages in this 
group. I chose at random another three other child to represent each of the three profiles 
of progress: one with synchronous progress (Angela), one with asynchronous progress 
(Joanna), and one with eratic progress (Patricia). I acknowledge that these 5 children 
may not be representative of the variety of ways that children’s writing may change but 
suggest that they are representative of broad paterns of change. 
In this section, I present an in-depth analysis of the path, rate, breadth, and 
variability of change over time for each representative child. I present measures of 
central tendency, paths and rates of change for each student. Paths of change are 
presented in visual form by ploting empirical growth plots for EWOR Part A total and 
items scores. I also calculated average weekly item and total scores on the EWOR: Part 
A at times 3, 5, 10, 15 and the last week of the intervention for each child characterizing 
a profile of progress. Message exemplars with coresponding rating are presented in 
figure format. These data, along with writing message exemplars and rubric ratings, 
were also displayed in an event matrix (Miles et al., 2014). I then conducted an analysis 
across time points to ascertain what changed, what stayed the same, and what emerged 
anew over time between each of the time points. These results were then analyzed and 
emerging themes of change over time were identified and are presented in the folowing 
descriptions of profiles of progress. 
Paul: marked growth in length and complexity. Paul exhibited a 
synchronous profile of change over time in writing, in that he exhibited positive 
progress in both the complexity of their writen messages he co-constructed and his 
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actions as a writer. Paul spoke English as an additional language and had a fifteen-
week, 48-lesson Reading Recovery intervention, and over the course of his intervention 
he co-constructed 38 writen messages. Paul’s OSELA (Clay, 2013) total score on entry 
was 325 (placing him in the 2nd percentile of first graders in Fal). His total score on 
exit was 498 (placing him in the 34th percentile of first graders mid-year). 
There was growth in his overal total EWOR: Part B total scores over time, and 
his average weekly total score rating was 9 (M=10.89, SD=2.02). Like many of the 
children in this study, the greatest variation existed in Paul’s linguistic texture score 
(M=2.42, SD=0.68). Unlike many of the children in this study, however, over time Paul 
wrote longer and more complex messages at both a macro- and a micro-level. In 
particular, 26% of the messages he wrote (n=10) were longer than one sentence (see 
Table 15). 
 
Table 15 
Paul: Measures of Central Tendency, EWOR: Part B 
Item N M SD Minimum Maximum 
Legibility 38 2.16 .59 1 3 
Linguistic Complexity 38 1.87 .58 1 3 
Linguistic Texture 38 2.42 .68 1 3 
Punctuation 38 2.18 .56 1 3 
Organization 38 2.26 .45 2 3 
Total Score 38 10.89 2.02 7 15 
 
I used HLM (Version 7.0), and ran a random-coeficients regression model to fit 
a mean growth trajectory in EWOR: Part B total scores for the 24 participants in the 
study group with writing samples nested within children. In this model, as previously 
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described, the best estimate for average base score was a total score of 8.89 on the 
EWOR: Part B (βoo=8.89) with an estimated mean growth rate of β10=.01.  
In using HLM (Version 7.0) software to create multi-level models for change, it 
is possible to output a residual file that contains additional summary statistics for 
analysis. Taylor (2012) described how residual files are useful for several purposes in 
particular examination of individual growth trajectories that are nested within a group in 
a multilevel model. In particular one can find summary statistics for each case that 
includes; Empirical Bayes residuals, ordinary least squares (OLS) residuals, 
Mahalanobis distances, and posterior variances and covariances (Institute for Digital 
Research and Education, 2015). 
Raudenbush, Bryk, Cheong & Congdon (2015) suggested that by adding the 
OLS residuals to the coresponding fited values that it is possible to obtain the OLS 
estimate of the coresponding level-1 coeficient for individuals. To estimate a rate of 
growth for Paul I examined the residual file created to fit a mean growth trajectory in 
EWOR: Part B total scores (see Table 8). To estimate a base rating for Paul’s EWOR: 
Part B message total complexity rating I added the estimated ordinary least squares 
residual for the intercept (βoj) to the fited value for the intercept (βoo) based on the 
level-2 multi-level model for change. (βoo)(Institute for Digital Research and Education, 
2015). To estimate a rate of growth (β1j) I added the ordinary least squares residuals 
(β1j) to the fited value for the slope (β10) based on the level-2 multi-level model. The 
resulting equation was: 
Paul: Rate of Growth  = [βoo + βoj]+[β10+ β1j] (time) 
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= [8.89+.42]+[.01+.08] (time) 
= 9.31+.09 (time) 
This result demonstrated that the best estimate for Paul’s base score was 9.31, 
which is slightly higher than the group estimate. The best estimate for his rate of 
growth was an increase of .09 in ratings of the complexity of his writen messages on 
each occasion, which is also greater than the group estimate. Two estimates of level-1 
variability were also provided. Drawing on Raudenbush et al.’s (2015) suggested 
analysis, the natural logarithm of the total standard deviation was .71 and the natural 
logarithm of the residual standard deviation within each unit (writing samples nested 
within the child) based on ordinary least squares regressions was .60. 
In terms of his path of progress, his growth in overal ratings over time were 
between an average weekly rating of 9 and 11 from first week of instruction through to 
week 11 (see Figure 2). It peaked at week 11 with an average weekly rating of 12.9, 
after which his average weekly ratings fluctuated between 13 and 10 up until the end of 
his intervention. 
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Figure 2. Paul: change over time in average weekly EWOR: part B total score. 
 
 The analysis of the path of his average weekly ratings and rate of change reveal 
litle about the ways in which Paul’s writing changed or which dimensions increased 
and declined. Accordingly, in the next section I present more detailed analysis of the 
changes in the complexity of Paul’s writen messages. I used an event matrix to display 
the data (see Appendix I) and qualitative analysis to address the individual changes. 
Stability in legibility, punctuation, and capitalization. Paul used capital leters 
and punctuation corectly in both the one- and two-sentence messages that he produced 
(see Figure 3), and both constructs changed or fluctuated litle over time. The legibility 
of his messages was also steady until week 8 of his intervention, with leters mostly 
uniform in height and width. Between weeks 8 and 10 this only regressed slightly. 
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Figure 3. Paul: change over time in average weekly EWOR: part B item scores. 
 
Organization of linguisticaly more complex messages. From week 3 to week 5 
Paul wrote simple, short messages that were logicaly organized into one sentence and 
had two or three cohesive ties within them. For instance, the exemplar message for 
week 3 contained two cohesive ties (“and” and “the”) and the exemplar message for 
week 5 contained three cohesive ties, al personal pronouns (“I,” “my,” and “my”) 
(Figure 4). At week 10, the same point when his writing became more legible, he 
moved to writing two simple sentences, which were logicaly organized in terms of the 
ideas he was expressing. See for example, the exemplar for week 10: “I like the yelow 
car. It has keys for the door” (Figure 4). It also contained four cohesive ties: the first 
sentence included the personal referent “I” and three demonstratives (“the,” “it,” and 
“it”) verbaly pointing to a specific yelow car, and then the second sentence pointed 
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back towards the first sentence, refering to the car twice as “it.” Such sentences are 
good examples of increased sophistication and texture, as described by Haliday and 
Hassan (1976). 
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Week 3  Week 5 
 
 
 Item Score  Item Score 
Legibility 3  Legibility 2 
Linguistic Complexity 1  Linguistic Complexity 1 
Linguistic Texture  2  Linguistic Texture  3 
Punctuation and Capitalization 2  Punctuation and Capitalization 2 
Organization 2  Organization 2 
Total Score 10/15  Total Score 10/15 
     
Week 10  Last Week 
 
 
 Item Score  Item Score 
Legibility 3  Legibility 2 
Linguistic Complexity 3  Linguistic Complexity 3 
Linguistic Texture  3  Linguistic Texture  3 
Punctuation and Capitalization 3  Punctuation and Capitalization 3 
Organization 3  Organization 3 
Total Score 15/15  Total Score 14/15 
 
Figure 4. Paul: message exemplars and EWOR: part B ratings. 
 
By the last week of his intervention, Paul was producing even more 
linguisticaly complex messages. Consider the exemplar for the last week of his 
intervention, lesson 48 (see Figure 4). He wrote, “I have a Christmas tree with lights on. 
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I have stickers in my bathroom for Christmas.” Here he wrote two sentences that were 
both expanded: he wrote about the Christmas tree and added extra detail about lights, 
then wrote about stickers in his bathroom and added extra details about them being for 
Christmas. So over two sentences, he logicaly organized his thoughts about what he 
had for Christmas. He also used three personal referents and a demonstrative reference 
to point back towards the Christmas tree he had described earlier in the sentence. 
Overal, it is evident that over time the complexity of Paul’s written messages 
grew, the rate of this growth was significant, and although the path of this progress was 
not straight it did grow steadily over time. Some constructs like capitalization and 
punctuation remained stable and corect over time. Mid-way through his intervention 
there appeared to be a slight peak in legibility, micro and macro-levels of language. It 
was as if, in a sense, that these three areas grew in tandem with each other al working 
in a reciprocal manner to enable Paul to start to produce gradualy more complex 
sentences. It also might be that the teacher constructed writing events and, crucialy, 
conversations that encouraged and promoted expansion and description in his writing. 
Angela: growth of linguistic texture within the boundaries of one-sentence 
messages. Over time, Angela’s change as a writer in a co-constructed seting was also 
synchronous, in that she exhibited positive changes in the complexity of her writen 
messages and in her actions as a writer. Angela’s OSELA (Clay, 2013) total score on 
entry was 387 (placing her in the 20th percentile of first graders in Fal). Her total score 
on exit was 542 (placing her in the 75th percentile of first graders mid-year). 
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In this section, I describe the change over time in the complexity of her writen 
messages. As she co-constructed messages with her Reading Recovery teacher, there 
was gradual growth over time in the complexity of Angela’s messages, as measured by 
her total EWOR: Part B scores (see Table 16). Overal, her mean total score was 10.19 
(M=10.19, SD=1.39). Like many of the children in the study, Angela tended to write 
one-sentence messages. The most variation in her writing occured in terms of linguistic 
texture. 
 
Table 16 
Angela: Measures of Central Tendency, EWOR: Part B  
Item n      M       SD Minimum Maximum 
Legibility 54 2.30 .46 2 3 
Linguistic Complexity 54 1.76 .43 1 2 
Linguistic Texture 54 2.24 .87 0 3 
Punctuation 54 1.85 .45 1 3 
Organization 54 2.04 .19 2 3 
Total Score 54 10.19 1.39 7  14.00 
 
 The path of change for Angela was generaly flat but rose gradualy over time, 
with some smal progressions and regressions that were variable towards the end of the 
intervention (see Figure 5). 
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Figure 5. Angela: change over time in average weekly EWOR: part B total scores. 
 
To estimate a rate of change over time in the complexity of Angela’s writen 
messages, I examined a residual file with summary statistics about individual change 
that was created while fiting a multilevel model for group change in writen message 
complexity (see Table 8) using HLM (Version 7.0). To estimate a base score for 
Angela’s EWOR: Part B message total complexity rating I added the estimated ordinary 
least squares residual for the intercept (βoj) to the fited value for the intercept (βoo) 
based on the level-2 multi-level model for change. (βoo)(Institute for Digital Research 
and Education, 2015). To estimate a rate of growth (β1j) I added the ordinary least 
squares residuals (β1j) to the fited value for the slope (β10) based on the level-2 multi-
level model. The resulting equation was: 
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Angela: Rate of Growth = [βoo + βoj]+[β10+ β1j](time) 
    [8.89+.56]+[.01+.02](time) 
9.46+.03 (time) 
This result demonstrated that the best estimate for Angela’s base score was 9.46, 
which is slightly higher than the group estimate. The best estimate for her rate growth 
was an increase of .03 in ratings of the complexity of her writen messages on each 
occasion, which is also greater than the group estimate. Two estimates of level-1 
variability were also provided. Drawing on Raudenbush et al.’s (2015) suggested 
analysis, the natural logarithm of the total standard deviation was .33 and the natural 
logarithm of the residual standard deviation within each unit (writing samples nested 
within the child) based on least squares regressions was .29. 
These estimates of rates and paths of change were, of course, approximations 
and reveal litle about what changed, what stayed the same, or what emerged anew in 
her co-constructed messages over time. Nearly every day, over the course of her 
Reading Recovery intervention, Angela wrote a one-sentence message that had accurate 
punctuation and capitalization. Her mean rating in terms of organization was 2.04, with 
very litle variation (M=2.04, SD=.19) throughout the intervention, as ilustrated in the 
empirical growth plots of average weekly item scores (see Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. Angela: change over time in average weekly EWOR: part B item scores. 
 
Growth in micro-levels of language. To examine what changed, stayed the 
same and what emerged anew, message exemplars and ratings were displayed in an 
event matrix (see Appendix J) and an empirical growth chart considering average 
weekly item rating over time was graphed. Figure 6 revealed that, within these one-
sentence messages, however, the linguistic complexity of the messages writen grew 
from week 1 to 6 and then fluctuated between a weekly average rating of 1.5 and 2, as 
ilustrated by the red line in Figure 6. In other words, the sentences were becoming 
longer, and some could have been parsed into two sentences but this fluctuated due to 
progressions and regressions in linguistic complexity. Take, for example, the message 
that Angela co-constructed in lesson 56: “I played on my computer and I watched a 
movie with my mom and dad” (see Figure 7). So although Angela was co-constructing 
one sentence messages, they were becoming qualitatively longer and more complex. 
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Week 3  Week 5 
 
 
 
Item Score  Item Score 
Legibility 2  Legibility 2 
Linguistic Complexity 2  Linguistic Complexity 2 
Linguistic Texture  3  Linguistic Texture  3 
Punctuation and capitalization 2  Punctuation and capitalization 2 
Organization 2  Organization 2 
Total Score 11/15  Total Score 11/15 
     
Week 10  Week 15 
 
 
 
Item Score  Item Score 
Legibility 3  Legibility 3 
Linguistic Complexity 2  Linguistic Complexity 2 
Linguistic Texture  3  Linguistic Texture  3 
Punctuation and capitalization 2  Punctuation and capitalization 2 
Organization 2  Organization 2 
Total Score 12/15  Total Score 12/15 
     
Last Week 
 Item Score 
Legibility 2 
Linguistic Complexity 2 
Linguistic Texture  3 
Punctuation and capitalization 2 
Organization 2 
Total Score 12/15 
Figure 7. Angela: message exemplars and EWOR: part B ratings. 
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 Comparing Angela’s writing from weeks 3, 5, 10, 15 and the last week revealed 
a notable patern of growth in terms of the linguistic texture of her sentences. Linguistic 
texture refers to the use of personal referents, demonstratives, comparatives, 
substitution of items with linguistic marks, conjunctions, and lexis (Haliday & Hassan, 
1976). More precisely, while there was only slight growth in terms of quantity and 
higher levels of Angela’s language at the sentence and clause level, there were greater 
fluctuations in the texture of her sentences at the word level. 
The exemplar message that Angela wrote during her first week of formal 
instruction contained three cohesive ties, and used two personal referents (“I” and 
“my”) and one additive conjunction (the word “and”) (see Figure 7). Her average 
weekly rating for linguistic texture stayed the same in week 5. In the exemplar message 
provided for week 10, however, she used four cohesive ties: two additive conjunctions 
(both “and”) and two instances of the word “he”, a personal referent. 
By week 15, Angela’s messages had become even more linguisticaly textured. 
In that week’s message, she used six cohesive ties, al of which are either personal 
referents or additive conjunctions: “I,” “my,” “and,” “I,” “my,” and “and.” In the last 
week of her intervention, the exemplar text demonstrates her increased use of 
demonstrative referents (“the”). In other words, she is specifying or ‘verbaly pointing’ 
to specific things outside the text. This is more complex because it simply wasn’t any 
“tiger” that “stepped in paint”; it was “the sloppy tiger.” She also used two additive 
conjunctions and two personal referents.  
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The inter-play between language and legibility. Given the empirical growth 
chart (see Figure 6) of the change over time in the linguistic complexity, punctuation 
and capitalization, and legibility of Angela’s co-constructed messages, it is evident that 
there were fluctuations in her average ratings for linguistic texture. One interesting 
patern that became evident after week 9 of her intervention was that whenever there 
were regressions in her average weekly linguistic texture ratings, there were 
coresponding progressions in her average legibility ratings, and vice versa. It could be 
tentatively concluded, therefore, that when Angela produced messages that were more 
legible and uniform, the linguistic texture of her messages decreased, while less 
legibility led to greater linguistic texture. 
In summary, within the confines of the one-sentence messages that Angela 
wrote, the path and variability of her macro-, or sentence, levels of language changed 
litle. These messages also demonstrated, however, an increasing use of cohesive ties of 
diferent varieties. This patern fluctuated over time, and progressions in average 
weekly legibility ratings coresponded with regressions in the number of cohesive ties. 
This change coresponds with an overlapping wave theory of learning (Siegler, 2006) 
that posits that atention to new or novel aspects of learning can upset control of 
previously controled aspects of a process. 
The two children described, Angela and Paul, are both ilustrative of 
synchronous profiles of progress in writing. In other words, positive growth in the 
complexity of their writen messages, both in terms of rate and path, was reflected in 
their actions as writers (which wil be discussed in a later section). In the next section, I 
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present an analysis of change over time in the complexity of writen messages that was 
asynchronous. Specificaly, for the two children I analyzed, their writen messages grew 
litle, but this patern was not reflected in their actions as writers. 
Emma: subtle changes but litle growth. Emma’s progress as a writer is an 
example of an asynchronous patern of change over time, in that she exhibited litle 
change in terms of the complexity of her writen messages but quite a lot of change in 
terms of her actions as a writer. Emma had a twenty-week Reading Recovery 
intervention (72 lessons), and over the course of her intervention she co-constructed 61 
messages with her teacher. Emma’s OSELA (Clay, 2013) total score on entry was 336 
(placing her in the 3rd percentile of first graders in Fal). Her total score on exit was 492 
(placing her in the 29th percentile of first graders mid-year). 
There was litle discernible growth in her overal total score over time. Her 
average weekly total score rating was 9 (M=9.00, SD=1.75) (see Table 17). Like many 
of the children in this study, the greatest variation existed in Emma’s linguistic 
complexity score (M=1.69, SD=0.87). On al but one of her Reading Recovery lessons, 
she wrote messages that were one sentence in length. 26% (n=16) of the messages that 
she wrote had erors in terms of punctuation and capitalization, and were consequently 
assigned an EWOR: Part B punctuation and capitalization rating of 1. 20% (n=12) of 
the messages she wrote were deemed to have large leters with iregular formation, with 
a lack of uniformity in height and width. 
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Table 17 
Emma: Measures of Central Tendency, EWOR: Part B 
Item n M SD Minimum Maximum 
Legibility 61 1.84 .45 1 3 
Linguistic Complexity 61 1.70 .46 1 2 
Linguistic Texture 61 1.69 .87 0 3 
Punctuation 61 1.75 .47 1 3 
Organization 61 2.02 .13 2 3 
Total Score 61 9.00 1.39 7 12 
 
By fiting a multilevel model for group change, a residual file was created with 
summary statistics about individual change. Using this file, I estimated a rate of growth 
for Emma. To estimate this rate of growth, I examined the residual file created to fit a 
mean growth trajectory in EWOR: Part B total scores (see Table 8). To estimate a base 
score for Emma’s EWOR: Part B message total complexity rating I added the estimated 
ordinary least squares residual for the intercept (βoj) to the fited value for the intercept 
(βoo) based on the level-2 multi-level model for change. (βoo)(Institute for Digital 
Research and Education, 2015). To estimate a rate of growth (β1j) I added the ordinary 
least squares residuals (β1j) to the fited value for the slope (β10) based on the level-2 
multi-level model. The resulting equation was: 
Emma: Rate of Growth = [βoo + βoj]+[β10+ β1j] (time) 
 [8.89+.25]+[.01+(-.02)] (time) 
9.14 - .01 (time) 
This result demonstrated that the best estimate for Emma’s base score was 9.14, 
which is slightly higher than the group estimate. The best estimate for her rate growth 
was a decrease of .01 in ratings of the complexity of her writen messages on each 
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occasion, which is lower than the group estimate. Two estimates of level-1 variability 
were also provided. Drawing on Raudenbush et al.’s (2015) suggested analysis, the 
natural logarithm of the total standard deviation was .33 and the natural logarithm of the 
residual standard deviation within each unit (writing samples nested within the child) 
based on least squares regressions was .34. 
Emma’s rate of growth was ‘flat’. This ‘flatness’ was reflected in the empirical 
growth plot that reflected her path of progress (see Figure 8). Visual inspection of the 
plot demonstrated that her average weekly ratings mainly fluctuated between 8 and 9.5, 
progressing slightly in the middle of her intervention at week 11, with an average 
weekly rating of 11.25, before plateauing between 8 and 9. This overal score, however, 
revealed litle about where change might be occuring and what might be mediating that 
change. 
 
 
Figure 8. Emma: change over time in average weekly EWOR: Part B total scores. 
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Inspection of the empirical growth plot (see Figure 9) that ploted time against 
average weekly raw scores for each item on the EWOR: Part B provided a more 
detailed visual representation of where, how, and when change occured, in terms of 
micro- and macro-levels of language, legibility, and punctuation and capitalization. 
Overal, although there were some peaks in writen message complexity, particularly in 
terms of linguistic texture, there was litle change in the dimensions assessed by 
EWOR: Part B. To examine what changed, stayed the same and what emerged anew, 
message exemplars and ratings were displayed in an event matrix (see Appendix K) In 
this section, I provide a narative analysis of the paterns of progress that emerged from 
my analysis, providing exemplars that ilustrate the path and variability of change. 
 
 
Figure 9. Emma: change over time in average EWOR: Part B weekly item scores. 
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Tenuous control of legibility and concepts about print. In writing, I suggest, 
children reveal both their fine motor-control and understandings about how print 
functions: that capital leters have a distinct function, and that punctuation serves a role 
in parsing speech. The physical appearance of the message in terms of legibility is a 
miror in which the child reflects his or her motor control but also his or her 
understanding of the form and function of leters. 
Throughout the Reading Recovery intervention, Emma indiscriminately used 
capital leters incorectly. For example, in the exemplar provided in Figure 10 (week 15, 
lesson 60) she used a capital leter at the beginning of the sentence, but she also used a 
capital leter when she began writing again on the second line. This may indicate a 
misconception about how print works, and is typical of many of Emma’s writen 
messages throughout the intervention. 
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Week 3  Week 5 
 
 
 Item Score  Item Score 
Legibility 2  Legibility 1 
Linguistic Complexity 2  Linguistic Complexity 1 
Linguistic Texture  3  Linguistic Texture  2 
Punctuation and capitalization 2  Punctuation and capitalization 1 
Organization 2  Organization 2 
Total Score 11/15  Total Score 7/15 
     
Week 10  Week 15 
 
 
 
Item Score  Item Score 
Legibility 2  Legibility 2 
Linguistic Complexity 2  Linguistic Complexity 1 
Linguistic Texture  1  Linguistic Texture  2 
Punctuation and capitalization 2  Punctuation and capitalization 1 
Organization 2  Organization 2 
Total Score 9/15  Total Score 8/15 
     
Last Week 
 Item Score 
Legibility 1 
Linguistic Complexity 1 
Linguistic Texture  1 
Punctuation and capitalization 1 
Organization 2 
Total Score 6/15 
Figure 10. Emma: message exemplars and EWOR: part B ratings. 
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In terms of legibility, while Emma’s writing was often mostly legible and 
uniform with leters formed corectly, her leter size and height often fluctuated. For 
example, the exemplar provided for her last Reading Recovery intervention (see Figure 
10) received a legibility rating of 1, as the leters were quite large and not uniform in 
height and width. 
At the macro-levels of language Emma’s writing rarely changed. She rarely 
wrote more than one sentence, and although the one-sentence messages were logically 
organized they were generaly short and quite simple, with litle extension. There was 
some variation over time, however, in terms of the linguistic texture of her messages but 
the cohesive ties that she did use were quite simple. By and large, she used personal 
referents (like “I” and “my”) and demonstrative referents (like the word “the”). Her 
texture ratings steadily grew from week 4 (M=1.0) to week 11 (M=2.75) before 
plateauing again. Essentialy, these increases drove her average weekly ratings up, as 
there was so litle growth in other dimensions of her writing. 
Overal, the patern of change over time in Emma’s writen messages was 
unremarkable. Her path and rate of progress were both quite flat, and there was litle 
breadth or variability in the messages she co-constructed with her teacher. Despite 
having writen 61 messages over twenty weeks, on a daily basis, litle changed about 
what she wrote. This could of course, in the co-constructed seting, have been a 
reflection of the instructional expectations of her teacher. Her writen messages also 
suggest that she had some basic misunderstandings about print concepts like capital 
leters, and the legibility of her messages fluctuated. Likewise, litle changed about her 
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language at the macro- or micro-level. This flat patern of progress, however, was not 
reflective of her actions as a writer, as wil be discussed later in this chapter. 
Joanna: decline in lower-level transcription skils. Joanna was another child 
who exhibited a profile of progress that was asynchronous, in that she made litle 
positive growth over time in the complexity of her writen messages, but this patern did 
not hold in her actions as a writer. Joanna had a sixteen-week Reading Recovery 
intervention, and over the course of her series of lessons she co-constructed 41 
messages with her teacher. Joanna’s OSELA (Clay, 2013) total score on entry was 393 
(placing her in the 23rd percentile of first graders in Fal). Her total score on exit was 
490 (placing her in the 28thth percentile of first graders mid-year). 
Her messages stayed static over time in terms of language, legibility, 
capitalization, and punctuation, however, remained quite low with litle improvement 
(see Table 18). Like the majority of children in this study, Joanna wrote mainly one-
sentence messages. But unlike other children, her ratings in what could be termed 
“mechanics” demonstrated that even her co-constructed writing had consistent erors. 
For example, 43% of her writing samples (n=18) received a rating of 0 due to 
ilegibility, lack of spacing, and incorect formation of leters. 85% of her writing 
samples (n=35) received a rating of one for punctuation and capitalization, as she had 
incorectly used capitals and/or punctuation. 75% of her writing samples (n=31) had 
less than two cohesive ties. 
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Table 18 
Joanna: Measures of Central Tendency, EWOR: Part B  
Item n       M  SD Minimum Maximum 
Legibility 41 .56 .08 0 1 
Linguistic Complexity 41 1.39 .08 1 2 
Linguistic Texture 41 1.90 .14 0 3 
Punctuation 41 1.10 .06 0 2 
Organization 41 1.95 .07 1 3 
Total Score 41 6.90 .19 4 9 
 
To ascertain Joanna’s rate of progress I examined a residual file that was created 
when I fited a multi-level model for group change in overal writen message 
complexity (see Table 8). To estimate a base rating for Joanna’s EWOR: Part B 
message total complexity rating I added the estimated ordinary least squares residual for 
the intercept (βoj) to the fited value for the intercept (βoo) based on the level-2 multi-
level model for change. (βoo)(Institute for Digital Research and Education, 2015). To 
estimate a rate of growth (β1j) I added the ordinary least squares residuals (β1j) to the 
fited value for the slope (β10) based on the level-2 multi-level model. The resulting 
equation was: 
Joanna: Rate of Growth = [βoo + βoj]+[β10+ β1j] (time) 
 [8.89+(-1.87)]+[.01+(-.02)] (time) 
7.02 - .01 (time) 
This result demonstrated that the best estimate for Joanna’s base score was 7.02, 
which is lower than the group estimate. The best estimate for her rate growth was a 
decrease of .01 in ratings of the complexity of her writen messages on each occasion, 
which is also lower than the group estimate. Two estimates of level-1 variability were 
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also provided. Drawing on Raudenbush et al.’s (2015) suggested analysis, the natural 
logarithm of the total standard deviation was .21 and the natural logarithm of the 
residual standard deviation within each unit (writing samples nested within the child) 
based on least squares regressions was .22. 
This result suggested a ‘flat’ rate of change over time in total score, but did not 
provide suficient information about what change, if any, occured over time in diferent 
facets of Joanna’s writing. In the next section, I provide an analysis of her overal path 
of change over time using an empirical growth curve, and then I present the path of 
growth over time in each construct, accompanied by a narative analysis using 
exemplars from analysis of an event matrix (see Appendix L). The event matrix was 
examined to ascertain what changed, stayed the same and what emerged anew over 
time, using message exemplars and ratings. 
 As described previously, Joanna had very limited growth in terms of her 
message totals: her overal ratings averaged 6.9 (M=6.9, SD=.19) with very litle 
variation. Between week 7 and 9 her ratings regressed to as low as 4.7 in week 9 before 
stabilizing as per her previous earlier ratings (see Figure 11). It was evident that the path 
of change over time in average weekly EWOR: Part B total scores were flat and, 
although it regressed mid-way through the lesson series, varied very litle.  
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Figure 11. Joanna: change over time in average weekly EWOR: part B total scores. 
 
Constrained by errors in lower-level skils. One question that drove my analysis 
was “what stays the same over time?” A patern that emerged from this analysis 
revealed that Joanna’s legibility stayed the same in that ratings were low. In particular, 
in weeks 3, 5, 10, 15, and the last week of her intervention, most of her writing samples 
received a rating of 1 (see Figure 12). This implies that her writing was legible but that 
the height and width of leters were not uniform, or that some leters were formed 
incorectly, and that spacing was not uniform. In fact, looking at the sample exemplar 
from week 15 it is apparent that her leters were less uniform in height and width than 
those from the previous exemplar weeks (see Figure 12). By the last week of the lesson 
series the writing sample had no spacing between words at al.  
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Week 3  Week 5 
 
 
 
Item Score  Item Score 
Legibility 2  Legibility 1 
Linguistic Complexity 1  Linguistic Complexity 1 
Linguistic Texture  3  Linguistic Texture  1 
Punctuation and capitalization 1  Punctuation and capitalization 1 
Organization 2  Organization 2 
Total Score 8/15  Total Score 6/15 
     
Week 10  Week 15 
 
 
 Item Score  Item Score 
Legibility 1  Legibility 1 
Linguistic Complexity 1  Linguistic Complexity 1 
Linguistic Texture  2  Linguistic Texture  2 
Punctuation and capitalization 2  Punctuation and capitalization 1 
Organization 2  Organization 2 
Total Score 8/15  Total Score 7/15 
     
Last Week 
 Item Score 
Legibility 1 
Linguistic Complexity 2 
Linguistic Texture  2 
Punctuation and capitalization 1 
Organization 2 
Total Score 8/15 
  
Figure 12. Joanna: message exemplars and EWOR: part B ratings. 
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 Similarly, in terms of capitalization and punctuation, although Joanna used a 
capital leter to start her sentences and ended them with a period, she indiscriminately 
used capital leters throughout the text for al exemplars except week 10. Given that 
capital leters have a function in text, one could conclude that in terms of her concepts 
about print, these texts provide evidence of a less than solid understanding about 
spacing, capitalization, and punctuation. Figure 13, which maps the path of change over 
time in terms of average weekly raw score along each construct, ilustrates how low, 
with litle variation, her average weekly raw score ratings were.  
 
 
Figure 13. Joanna: change over time in average weekly EWOR: part B item scores. 
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Litle change in linguistic complexity. Another way to look at writen messages 
is to consider their linguistic complexity, such as sentence complexity and linguistic 
texture. Similarly, writen messages can also be analyzed in terms of macro-level 
linguistic complexity to ascertain if the child is organizing messages into logicaly 
organized sentences. At the macro-level, there was virtualy no change over time in 
Joanna’s writing. In fact, at the beginning of the intervention, her messages were not 
even organized logicaly into one comprehensible sentence. Once, toward the end of the 
intervention, she wrote a two-sentence message, causing a rating peak for this construct 
(see Figure 13), but this was an exception. Her micro-levels of language were slightly 
more variable over time, but not to any great degree. For example, in terms of sentence 
complexity she tended to write short simple messages that contained one thought, like 
the message she wrote on week 15: “I want to do my Grinch.” Occasionaly, she added 
an extra detail to extend the message, like the sentence she wrote in the last week of the 
intervention: “After lunch, I am going to do math centers.” 
For other children in this study, linguistic texture reflected the greatest 
variability in their messages. Likewise, an examination of Joanna’s change over time 
revealed that there are far more peaks and troughs in her linguistic texture ratings than 
for any other variable. To evaluate this construct, a rater considers whether there were 
no cohesive ties in the text (a rating of 0), at least one cohesive tie (a rating of 1), two 
cohesive ties (a rating of 2), or three or more cohesive ties (a rating of 3). For Joanna, 
her ratings fluctuated between a weekly average of 2.5 and .5. Over time, her linguistic 
texture was limited to personal referents like “I” and “my.” In fact, most of her 
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sentences were writen in the first person and described something she did or wanted to 
do. Every sentence started with “I” folowed by a verb, except for the last sentence, 
where she added a temporal tie (“after”). 
In summary, over time Joanna’s writing, even though writen in a co-constructed 
seting, had several erors indicating a lack of awareness or misunderstanding about the 
rules governing print. In terms of language, although there were some microscopic 
changes in terms of the quantity of cohesive ties in her texts, qualitatively this element 
changed litle. These smal changes in the micro-levels of language were the only 
variations over time in a series of 41 messages, which varied litle in macro-levels of 
language or indeed of topic. Her change over time was asynchronous in that while her 
message improved litle, she did make some positive growth in the sources of 
information she could use as a writer, but not in terms of her strategic activities in text. 
Patricia: erratic growth over time constrained by linguistic complexity. The 
four children described previously exhibited profiles of progress that characterized 
either litle or positive change over time, in terms of the complexity of the writen 
messages they produced. In this section, I present an analysis of change over time for 
Patricia, a child who exhibited what can be best characterized as an eratic profile of 
progress. Patricia, like the majority of the students in this study, wrote mainly one-
sentence messages over the course of her literacy intervention, and the change over time 
in both the complexity of her writen messages and her actions as a writer were 
somewhat inconsistent. 
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Patricia’s OSELA (Clay, 2013) total score on entry was 352 (placing her in the 
6th percentile of first graders in Fal). Her total score on exit was 499 (placing her in the 
34th percentile of first graders mid-year). Over time, Patricia’s growth in writen 
message complexity, as measured by the EWOR: Part B grew in terms of her total 
scores. This growth was most noticeably fueled by growth in linguistic texture and 
complexity, but there appeared to be litle patern or regularity to this change. In this 
section, I provide a summary of her overal ratings and then describe features of specific 
changes over time. I then provide a narative description and analysis of change over 
time in the complexity of Patricia’s writen messages, using message exemplars and 
ratings from weeks 3, 5, 10, 15, and the last week of her Reading Recovery intervention 
as a result of analysis of an event matrix (see Appendix M). 
Overal, Patricia’s mean total score for 43 messages writen was 7.51 (M=7.51, 
SD=1.47). Legibility, linguistic complexity, organization and punctuation ratings were 
quite similar over time and there was litle variation in scores (see Table 19). The most 
variation occured in terms of the linguistic complexity of her messages. 
 
Table 19 
Patricia: Measures of Central Tendency, EWOR: Part B 
Item n Mean SD Minimum Maximum 
Legibility 43 1.33 .47 1 2 
Linguistic Complexity 43 1.21 .41 1 2 
Linguistic Texture 43 1.21 .86 0 3 
Punctuation 43 2.00 .45 0 2 
Organization 43 1.95 .21 1 2 
Total Score 43 7.51 1.47 5 11 
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In terms of general growth over time, visualy represented by the empirical 
growth plot in Figure 14, Patricia’s overal total score increased from an average total 
score of 5.33 in the first week of instruction to an average weekly score of 8.98 in week 
18, the last week of her Reading Recovery intervention. To estimate a rate of growth for 
Patricia, I examined the residual file, created to fit a mean growth trajectory in EWOR: 
Part B total scores (see Table 8) for the group. To estimate a base rating for Patricia’s 
EWOR: Part B message total complexity rating I added the estimated ordinary least 
squares residual for the intercept (βoj) to the fited value for the intercept (βoo) based on 
the level-2 multi-level model for change. (βoo)(Institute for Digital Research and 
Education, 2015). To estimate a rate of growth (β1j) I added the ordinary least squares 
residuals (β1j) to the fited value for the slope (β10) based on the level-2 multi-level 
model. The resulting equation was: 
Patricia: Rate of Growth =  [βoo + βoj]+[β10+ β1j] (time) 
[8.89+.-2.54]+[.01+.04] (time) 
6.35 + .05 (time) 
Patricia had an estimated base score of 6.35, the lowest for al the children who 
were selected to describe diferent profiles of progress and lower than the group 
estimate of 8.89. For every lesson that passed in her series of lessons her predicted rate 
of gain in total score was .05 per lesson. Two estimates of level-1 variability were also 
provided. Drawing on Raudenbush et al.’s (2015) suggested analysis, the natural 
logarithm of the total standard deviation was .39 and the natural logarithm of the 
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residual standard deviation within each unit (writing samples nested within the child) 
based on least squares regressions was .28. 
It should be noted, however, that the total possible score on the overal rating is 
15 and, I suggest, Patricia’s restricted total score range was compounded by the fact that 
there was litle variation in her production of one-sentence messages (see Figure 14). In 
the next section, I present a qualitative analysis of what elements in her writing did 
change over time. 
 
 
Figure 14. Patricia: change over time in EWOR: part B total scores. 
 
Fluctuations in the complexity of language. As described previously, Patricia 
rarely co-constructed more than a one-sentence message with her teacher during the 
writing segment of her Reading Recovery intervention. These sentences were always 
comprehensible and logicaly organized, although it must be noted that many of them 
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were grammaticaly incorect. In fact, except for the message she wrote on lesson 40, 
every sentence provided in the exemplars was grammaticaly incorect (see Figure 15). 
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Week 3  Week 5 
 
 
 
Item Score  Item Score 
Legibility 1  Legibility 2 
Linguistic Complexity 1  Linguistic Complexity 1 
Linguistic Texture  0  Linguistic Texture  3 
Punctuation and capitalization 1  Punctuation and capitalization 2 
Organization 2  Organization 2 
Total Score 5/15  Total Score 10/15 
     
Week 10  Week 15 
 
 
 Item Score  Item Score 
Legibility 2  Legibility 1 
Linguistic Complexity 1  Linguistic Complexity 1 
Linguistic Texture  1  Linguistic Texture  3 
Punctuation and capitalization 2  Punctuation and capitalization 2 
Organization 2  Organization 2 
Total Score 8/15  Total Score 9/15 
     
Last Week 
 Item Score 
Legibility 2 
Linguistic Complexity 2 
Linguistic Texture  3 
Punctuation and capitalization 2 
Organization 2 
Total Score 11/15 
Figure 15. Patricia: message exemplars and EWOR: Part B ratings. 
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In terms of linguistic complexity, which considers sentence length, complexity, 
and number of sentences, there was no growth in average weekly ratings up until week 
7 of the intervention (see Figure 16). At that point it began to progress and then 
fluctuate at an average rating of 1, indicating that Patricia began to expand, ever so 
slightly, the complexity of her writen messages. For example, in the first week her 
sentence was “Nick sat in a horse,” a simple one-sentence message that contained one 
thought. By the last week of lessons, her message contained one thought with an 
expansion: “Jordan kick the bal and the boys got it.”  
 
 
Figure 16. Patricia: change over time in average weekly EWOR: part B item scores. 
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linguistic texture fluctuated from 0 to 1.5 to 2 to 0 again, indicating that her messages 
contained, on average, few cohesive ties. From this point on and until the end of her 
Reading Recovery intervention, there were cohesive ties present in her messages, 
although this varied. During week 10 her average weekly rating for linguistic texture 
was 1.33. For example, her week 10 sentence featured one cohesive tie (the word 
“the”), a demonstrative referents where she “verbaly pointed” to a particular teacher. 
By week 15, her average weekly rating for linguistic texture was two. In the exemplar 
provided (see Figure 15) she used two demonstrative referents and a personal pronoun. 
By the last week (week 18), her average weekly rating for cohesive ties had dipped 
slightly to 1.66. The exemplar sentence, however, provided evidence of four cohesive 
ties: three demonstrative referents and an additive conjunction. 
The legibility of Patricia’s messages over time varied from an average weekly 
rating of 1 to 1.66 out of possible total score of 3. Her messages were legible overal, 
with most leters formed corectly, not overly large, and with mostly uniform height and 
width. It is notable though that as Patricia’s messages became more linguisticaly 
textured between weeks 11 and 18, their legibility deteriorated. For example, in the 
exemplar message provided for week 15, many leters were not formed corectly and 
the height and width of leters were not uniform (see Figure 15). 
In summary, it seems for Patricia there was a positive rate of growth over time, 
fueled partly by her growing use of cohesive ties. There was litle growth, however, in 
terms of the linguistic complexity of her messages, particularly at the macro-level of 
language, in terms of organizing her messages into anything longer than one sentence. 
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Similar to some other profiles of progress, the emerging presence of more linguistic 
texture in text seemed to coincide with fluctuations in the legibility of her messages. 
This, perhaps, may have been compounded by the grammatical incorectness of her 
messages. 
Summary  
 In this section, I have presented an analysis of the path, rate, breadth, and 
variability of change over time in the complexity of writen messages that were co-
constructed by children engaged in an early literacy intervention. For many children, 
there was litle change in the macro-level dimensions of their language. In other words, 
many did not write messages that were longer than one sentence. In terms of the 
children chosen to represent diferent profiles of progress, a patern across al children 
was fluctuations in control of legibility. For Paul, growth in legibility coresponded with 
growth in linguistic complexity. For Angela and Emma, progressions in legibility often 
coincided with regressions in linguistic texture or punctuation and capitalization, and 
vice-versa. These findings wil be discussed further in Chapter 5.  
This study is informed by a literacy processing perspective, and thus the actions 
that a child takes as he or she learns to read and write are of central importance in 
assessing change over time in writing. Accordingly, in the next section, I present an 
analysis of change over time in terms of the participants’ actions as writers, and wil 
explore the variability of this change for the children selected to represent diferent 
profiles of progress. 
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Change Over Time in Children’s Writing Behaviors 
General changes in writing behaviors. The second aim of this research was to 
examine change over time in children’s observable writing behaviors as they composed 
and constructed writen messages in a co-constructed seting, and to consider the 
variability in this change for children exhibiting diferent profiles of progress. In this 
section, I first provide a general description of change over time for al participants. 
Then, I present the results of a qualitative analysis of change over time for the children 
in this study who represented diferent profiles of progress.  
Changes in observable behaviors as children wrote were assessed using the 
EWOR: Part A at two time-points for al children. For five children, there was also a 
third observation time point. Children’s writing behaviors were rated on a scale of 0 to 3 
in terms of 10 items that captured their control of use of certain sources of information 
and actions that would imply strategic activities like searching, monitoring, 
crosschecking, and self-corecting. 
It is evident that overal, there was improvement over time in terms of the 10 
items (see Table 20). Ratings of how wel the children controled directional movement 
and exhibited control of concept of word (by placing spaces between words) 
demonstrated that, for the children in this study, these were behaviors they controled 
wel from the start of the intervention. For example, the mean rating for concept of 
word was 2.58 (SD=0.50) at time one and 2.58 (SD=0.58) at time two. Self-corection 
was a behavior that was rarely seen in this co-constructed seting and changed litle over 
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time. For example, the mean rating for self-corection at time one was 0.17 (SD=0.48) 
and at time two was 0.46 (SD=0.88). 
 
Table 20 
Measures of Central Tendency EWOR: Part A, Time 1, 2, and 3 
Item   Time 1  Time 2   Time 3 
 n M SD M SD n M SD 
Composition 24 1.71 .55 2.08 .72 4 2.75 .50 
Leter-sound relationships 24 1.25 .44 1.67 .57 4 1.75 .96 
Visual information 24 .63 .58 1.29 .75 4 1.50 .58 
Writing Vocabulary 24 1.58 .58 1.67 .64 4 1.75 .50 
Concept of Word 24 2.58 .50 2.58 .58 4 3.00 .00 
Direction 24 2.88 .34 2.96 .20 4 3.00 .00 
Searching 24 1.42 .58 1.58 .58 4 1.50 .58 
Monitoring/Crosschecking 24 1.29 .55 1.46 .51 4 1.25 .50 
Self-corecting 24 .17 .48 .46 .88 4 .50 .58 
Fluency 24 1.50 .72 1.88 .68 4 2.00 .82 
Sub-total Using 24 10.63 1.74 12.25 2.15 4  13.75 1.71 
Sub-total Doing 24 4.38 1.74 5.38 1.91 4 5.25 2.06 
Total Score 24 15.00 3.09 17.63 3.69 4  19.00 3.65 
 
Rate of change in writing behaviors. As there were not as many time points in 
terms of observations of writing behaviors compared to writing samples an analysis of 
paths of change could not be conducted. I did, however, use hierarchical linear 
modeling to estimate a rate of growth over time on each item, sub-total, and total score 
of the EWOR: Part A. I also calculated a rate of growth for each individual participant 
(see Appendix H) using a residual file created using HLM software (Version 7.0). 
To ascertain the rate of change in writing behaviors I used hierarchical linear 
modeling (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002). Using HLM software (Version 7.0), I ran a 
random coeficients regression model to estimate a rate of growth over time for the total 
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score for the EWOR: Part A (see Table 21). In this model first and last observations 
were nested within children. Time was entered as a predictor variable and coded as zero 
(first observation) and one (last observation)The resulting equation for the model was:  
Level$1:$Yti=$π01+π 1i (time) +eti 
Level 2:π01 =$β00$+$r0i 
$π1i = β10$+$r1i 
The model for the rate of growth for the entire group was: rate of change over 
time in writing behaviors=15.03+2.54 (time). In other words, the best estimate for base 
score was 15.30 with an estimated increase of 2.54 in total score between time-points 
and this rate of change was statisticaly significant (p<.001). In terms of individual in 
growth trajectories, I considered the nature of the deviations of the individual growth 
trajectories, as suggested by Raudenbush and Bryk (2002, p.165). The results in terms 
of the estimates for the variances of the individual growth parameters, π01 and π1i, were 
5.40 and .74 respectively. The results demonstrated that statisticaly significant 
variability existed in children’s baseline scores (χ2=40.85, df=23, p<.01) but not in their 
rate of change over time (χ2=.54, df=23, p>.5) 
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Table 14 
Linear Growth Model in EWOR: Part A Total Score (Unconditional Model) 
Fixed Efect Coeficient Se t Ratio p value 
Mean initial status, β00 15.03 .6 22.70 <.001 
Mean growth rate, β10  2.54 .58  4.38 <.001 
     
Random Efect Variance Component df Χ2 p value 
Initial Status, r00 5.40 23 40.85  <.01 
Growth rate, r1i  .74 23   .54   >.5 
Level-1 eror, e1i 2.35    
     
Reliability of OLS Regression Coeficient Estimate 
Initial Status, π01 .60    
Growth Rate, π1i .07    
 
The rates of change for the group in item scores revealed interesting paterns 
(see Table 22). There was variability in mean first observation scores, except for self-
corection, concept of word, use of visual information and leter-sound relationships. 
This is demonstrated by the statistical significance of the β00 values. Self-corection was 
rarely observed within this co-constructed seting and this varied litle between children. 
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Table 22 
Linear Growth Models in EWOR: Part A Items (Unconditional Models) 
Item 1: Composing     
Fixed Efect Coeficient se t ratio p value 
Mean initial status, β00 1.69 .11 15.13 <.001 
Mean growth rate, β10  .44 .15  3.00  <.01 
     
Random Efect Variance Component df Χ2 p value 
Initial Status, r00 .21 23 67.99  <.01 
Growth rate, r1i .35 23 69.34   <.01 
Level-1 eror, e1i .33    
     
Reliability of OLS Regression Coeficient Estimate 
Initial Status, π01 .66    
Growth Rate, π1i .65    
 
Item 2: Use of visual information 
   
Fixed Efect Coeficient se   t ratio  p value 
Mean initial status, β00 .65 .10 6.07 <.001 
Mean growth rate, β10         .58 .09   6.40 <.001 
     
Random Efect Variance Component df Χ2 p value 
Initial Status, r00 .14 23 31.26 .12 
Growth rate, r1i .03 23 18.03  >.50 
Level-1 eror, e1i .21    
    
Reliability of OLS Regression Coeficient Estimate 
Initial Status, π01 .42    
Growth Rate, π1i .09    
 
Item 3: Use of leter-sound relationships 
 
 
 
Fixed Efect Coeficient se t ratio p value 
Mean initial status, β00 1.27 .09 13.45 <.001 
Mean growth rate, β10  .33 .11  2.97  <.01 
     
Random Efect Variance Component df Χ2 p value 
Initial Status, r00 .02 23 20.14 >.5 
Growth rate, r1i .03 23 20.77   >.5 
Level-1 eror, e1i .24    
     
Continued 
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Table 22: Continued 
Reliability of OLS Regression Coeficient Estimate 
Initial Status, π01 .07    
Growth Rate, π1i .07    
 
Item 4: Production 
    
Fixed Efect Coeficient se t ratio p value 
Mean initial status, β00 1.59 .11 13.37 <.001 
Mean growth rate, β10 .05 .13   .43 ns 
     
Random Efect Variance Component df Χ2 p value 
Initial Status, r00 .26 23 88.28  <.01 
Growth rate, r1i .23 23 71.21   <.01 
Level-1 eror, e1i .10    
     
Reliability of OLS Regression Coeficient Estimate 
Initial Status, π01 .74    
Growth Rate, π1i .60    
 
Item 5: Concept of word 
   
Fixed Efect Coeficient se   t ratio  p value 
Mean initial status, β00        2.54 .11 25.23 <.001 
Mean growth rate, β10         .12 .11   1.15 ns 
     
Random Efect Variance Component df Χ2 p value 
Initial Status, r00 .08 23 25.10 .35 
Growth rate, r1i .01 23 11.13  >.50 
Level-1 eror, e1i .23    
    
Reliability of OLS Regression Coeficient Estimate 
Initial Status, π01 .23    
Growth Rate, π1i .02    
 
Item 6: Concept of directionality 
  
Fixed Efect Coeficient se t Ratio p value 
Mean initial status, β00 2.88 .06 47.70 <.001 
Mean growth rate, β10  .07 .05  1.30 ns 
     
Random Efect Variance Component df Χ2 p value 
Initial Status, r00 .04 23 53.01 <.01 
Growth rate, r1i .03 23 40.35  <.01 
Level-1 eror, e1i .22    
   continued 
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Table 22: Continued 
Reliability of OLS Regression Coeficient Estimate 
Initial Status, π01 .52    
Growth Rate, π1i .28    
 
Using Sub-total 
    
Fixed Efect Coeficient se t Ratio p value 
Mean initial status, β00 10.58 .35 30.35 <.001 
Mean growth rate, β10  1.74 .3  5.28  <.001 
     
Random Efect Variance Component df Χ2 p value 
Initial Status, r00 1.86 23 40.14 <.01 
Growth rate, r1i  .31 23 15.68  >.5 
Level-1 eror, e1i 1.84    
     
Reliability of OLS Regression Coeficient Estimate 
Initial Status, π01 .51    
Growth Rate, π1i .04    
    
Item 7: Searching    
Fixed Efect Coeficient se t Ratio p value 
Mean initial status β00 1.42 .11 12.38 <.001 
Mean growth rate, β10  .15 .09  1.63 ns 
     
Random Efect Variance Component df Χ2 p value 
Initial Status, r00 .18 23 46.75 <.01 
Growth rate, r1i .00 23 20.92  >.5 
Level-1 eror, e1i .17    
    
Reliability of OLS Regression Coeficient Estimate    
Initial Status, π01 .53    
Growth Rate, π1i .01    
 
Item 8: Monitoring/crosschecking 
  
Fixed Efect Coeficient se t Ratio p value 
Mean initial status, β00 1.32 .10 12.56 <.001 
Mean growth rate, β10  .09 .09  1.09 ns 
     
Random Efect Variance Component df Χ2 p value 
Initial Status, r00 .14 23 44.88 <.01 
Growth rate, r1i .01 23 21.54  >.50 
Level-1 eror, e1i         .15    
   continued 
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Table 22: Continued 
Reliability of OLS Regression Coeficient Estimate 
Initial Status, π01 .48    
Growth Rate, π1i .01    
 
Item 9: Self-correcting 
    
Fixed Efect Coeficient se t Ratio p value 
Mean initial status, β00 .19 .11 1.73 ns 
Mean growth rate, β10 .21 .10 2.07 ns 
     
Random Efect Variance Component df Χ2 p value 
Initial Status, r00 .07 23 15.57 >.5 
Growth rate, r1i .09 23 10.91   >.5 
Level-1 eror, e1i .39    
     
Reliability of OLS Regression Coeficient Estimate 
Initial Status, π01 .15    
Growth Rate, π1i .01    
 
Item 10: Fluency 
   
Fixed Efect Coeficient se    t Ratio p value 
Mean initial status, β00 1.50 .15 10.24 <.001 
Mean growth rate, β10          .37 .16 2.35  <.05 
     
Random Efect Variance Component df Χ2 p value 
Initial Status, r00 .44 23 127.43 <.01 
Growth rate, r1i .41 23  90.75  <.01 
Level-1 eror, e1i .10    
    
Reliability of OLS Regression Coeficient Estimate 
Initial Status, π01 .82    
Growth Rate, π1i 71    
 
Doing Sub-total 
  
Fixed Efect Coeficient se t Ratio p value 
Mean initial status, β00 4.46 .38 11.86 <.001 
Mean growth rate, β10  .76 .31  2.47  <.05 
     
Random Efect Variance Component df Χ2 p value 
Initial Status, r00 1.86 23 40.14 <.01 
Growth rate, r1i  .31 23 15.68  >.5 
Level-1 eror, e1i 1.84    
   continued 
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There was significant variability in rates of growth, as evidenced by the β10 
values, in most behaviors that would indicate control of use of certain sources of 
information. Specificaly, there was significant variability between children in terms of 
mean rates of growth in composition, production, concept of directionality (see Table 
22). The rates of growth in terms of composing, use of visual information, use of leter 
sound relationships were statisticaly significant. There was not significant variability 
between children in terms of the rates of growth in use of leter-sound relationships and 
use of visual information. 
In terms of what children did, or behaviors (monitoring or searching) that would 
imply in-the-head strategic activities; the rates of growth were not significant and there 
was not significant variability in the rate of growth on these items. There was, however, 
significant growth and variation between children in rates of growth over time of 
Table 22: Continued 
Reliability of OLS Regression Coeficient Estimate 
Initial Status, π01 .51    
Growth Rate, π1i .04    
 
Total Score 
    
Fixed Efect Coeficient se t Ratio p value 
Mean initial status, β00 15.03 .65 23.24 <.001 
Mean growth rate, β10  2.54 .56  4.53 <.001 
     
Random Efect Variance Component df Χ2 p value 
Initial Status, r00 5.39 23 40.85# <.01 
Growth rate, r1i  .54 23 20.42  >.5 
Level-1 eror, e1i 5.50    
     
Reliability of OLS Regression Coeficient Estimate    
Initial Status, π01 .50    
Growth Rate, π1i .07    
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fluency and sub-total and total scores. In summary, more variance in rates of growth 
was estimated in items of the rubric measuring use of sources of information. This may 
be an artifact of the teaching emphasis in this co-constructed seting. 
The relationship between using and doing in writing behaviors. To further 
explore the rate of growth in writing behaviors, I examined the relationship between 
diferent aspects of growth in writing behaviors. In particular, I examined whether there 
was a corelation between growth in the sources of information that children grew to 
use over time (as measured by using sub-total score) and growth in their actions or what 
they did (as measured by doing sub-total). 
I found a negative corelation between growth in using and growth in doing (r=-
.65, p<. 01) as measured by the EWOR: Part A. Growth in using would be characterized 
by a child hearing and recording sounds in sequence, speling accurately, composing 
independently, folowing directional rules, leaving spaces between words, and by 
writing more words in the message accurately. Growth in doing would be characterized 
by increased observations of the child searching for information, pausing, monitoring, 
editing, and writing with increased fluency. One would assume that increased 
observations of these behaviors would herald increased expertise in writing.  
Given that there was not much change in the complexity of the writen 
messages, however, it would seem that children were writing simple messages with 
more accuracy. It would folow, therefore, that if children were writing simpler 
messages with more accuracy, one would not observe self-corection, pausing, re-
reading or repeating words. Essentialy, the texts produced became easy to produce and 
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provided less observation of overt problem solving. This finding is ilustrated in a 
scaterplot that graphicaly represents the relationship between growth in uses of 
sources of information (using) and problem-solving actions (doing) (see Figure 17). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 17. Scaterplot of the relationship between growth in using and growth 
in doing. 
 
Profiles of Progress: Change Over Time in Observable Behaviors 
These overal paterns, though helpful, do not tel much about the paths of 
progress that individual children took as they composed and constructed messages with 
their teachers. Specificaly, they reveal litle about the variability and breadth of change 
for individuals, about the children’s strategic activities as they wrote, or about the 
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diferent ways the children began to develop control of the use of sources of 
information they used as they constructed messages. 
In this section, I revisit the children whose writen messages I analyzed in the 
previous section of this chapter. Two children, Angela and Paul, represented a 
synchronous profile of progress in that they made positive growth in terms of the 
complexity of their writen messages and their actions as writers. Two others, Emma 
and Joanna, represented diferent profiles of asynchronous growth, in that their flat rate 
of growth or decline in writing was not reflected the change over time in the actions that 
they took in writing. Finaly, Patricia represented an eratic profile of progress because 
she demonstrated a decline in her actions as a writer. 
In the next section of this chapter I present a qualitative analysis of change over 
time for each child. These children were selected based on analysis of both parts (A and 
B) of their EWOR ratings. These data, along with observations from field notes, were 
displayed in an event matrix (Miles, Huberman & Saldana, 2014), and analysis was 
conducted across time points to ascertain what changed, what stayed the same, and what 
emerged anew over time. Emerging themes are described in the folowing descriptions 
of profiles of progress. 
Paul: Synchronous growth in using and doing as he writes. Paul exhibited a 
high rate of growth in his writing, and unlike many of the children in this study, he 
ended his intervention writing two sentence messages. His growth in terms of the 
complexity of his written messages was mirored in his actions as a writer. He exhibited 
a patern of change over time that could be best described as taking control of the 
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sources of information he used and what he did as he wrote in a synchronous manner. In 
other words, his development of control of the writing process seemed to progress and 
gather strength in al areas. In the folowing section I describe his overal gains and then 
discuss two themes of change over time in his actions as a writer: (1) moving from 
tentative to almost independent orchestration of information sources over time, and (2) 
taking control of his actions as a writer. 
 Paul’s writing behaviors were observed on 3 occasions: week 5 (lesson 25), 
week 11 (lesson 40) and week 17 (lesson 61) of his Reading Recovery intervention. He 
received low overal ratings in the first observation (9/30 total score, 7/18 using subtotal 
score, and 2/12 doing sub-total score). This grew gradualy in the second observation to 
a 19/30 total score (14/18 using sub-total score, and 5/12 doing sub-total score). By the 
last observation Paul’s total score rating and sub-total ratings had al increased: 22/30 
total score, with 15/18 using sub-total score, and 7/12 using sub-total score (see 
Appendix N). In the next section, I present results of my qualitative analysis of what 
changed, what stayed the same, and what emerged anew over time in Paul’s actions as a 
writer. 
Tentative to almost independent orchestration of sources of information. Over 
time, Paul exhibited growing control in the use and orchestration of the diferent 
sources of information in text, as he co-constructed messages with his teacher: use of 
language to compose a message, a writing vocabulary, direction, leter-sound 
relationships and visual information, and concept of word. 
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In the first observation of Paul’s composition of a message (week 5), the 
teacher, after inviting Paul to talk about his litle sister, a topic related to a book he read, 
ended up suggesting a message based on the limited contribution Paul made to the 
conversation. This is ilustrated in the folowing vignete: 
Teacher: Let’s look at this book, My Litle Brother. They’re talking about 
al the things that he does with his brother. What do you think 
you could write about today about what you can do with your 
litle sister? 
Paul:  Um 
Teacher: (opens book) eat an apple, play with blocks, read, give hugs? 
What could you do with your litle sister?  
Paul:  I play 
Teacher: I play…. 
Paul:  To the… the  
Teacher: Okay tel me the whole sentence before I write it down. I play to 
the what? 
Paul:  Cars 
Teacher: Do you mean I wil play with the cars with my sister? 
Paul:  (nods) 
Teacher:  I wil play with cars with my sister. Okay. 
(Week 5, Lesson 25) 
 
It is evident from this example that Paul exhibited very litle control of the 
message, and while he contributed the main idea (that he played with cars with his 
sister) the teacher ended up taking control of the construction of the message. The 
nature of the co-composition of the message was similar in the second observation, in 
that the teacher initiated the conversation, but this time Paul was more responsive. In 
the vignete that folows, he ultimately decided on the message that he wanted to write: 
 
Teacher: I heard that you have some very good news at your house. What 
happened at your house?  
Paul:  My baby cried.  
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Teacher: Your baby cried? Did you just have a baby at your house?  
Paul:  (smiles) My mom. 
Teacher: Your mom just had a baby at your house. What should we write 
about your baby? 
Paul:  I love my baby too much. 
Teacher: I love my baby too much. I bet you do. You waited a long time to 
have a sister.  
Paul:  And my dad 
Teacher: I love my baby and my dad too much? Or I love my baby too 
much and my dad does too.  
Paul:  I love to much and my no. I love my baby sister and my dad.  
Teacher: I love my baby sister and my dad. 
Paul:  Yeah.  
Teacher: That’s what we’re changing it to? 
Paul:  Yeah.  
Teacher:  I love my baby sister and my dad. Okay 
(Week 11, Lesson 40) 
 
This time, although the teacher controled the conversation in terms of the topic 
she and Paul talked about, unlike the previous observation Paul ultimately constructed 
the message on his own. This was despite the fragmented way he used his words to 
make the message, and despite faltering over the construction. By the final observation, 
although the teacher again brought a writing topic “to the table” Paul decided that he 
did not want to write about it. In the vignete below, Paul changed the topic of 
conversation and constructed a two-sentence message about his new pencils. 
Teacher: The Bily Goats like to eat green, green grass, don’t they? So they 
go over the bridge every day, so they always have green, green 
grass to eat. What are you going to eat? 
Paul:  I don’t like to eat- 
Teacher: You don’t like to eat grass, I know.  
Paul:  Yes.  
Teacher: Wel what do you like to eat? 
Paul:  Um.  
Teacher: What do you think we can write?  
Paul:  No (inaudible) pencils. I know what - pencils to write.  
Teacher: What do you know to write? 
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Paul: I have a lot of pencils in my pencil box. I work with my pencil at 
my house and at the school with every stuf.  
Teacher: I work with my pencils 
Paul:  Every stuf 
Teacher: What? On everything you mean? 
Paul:  Yes.  
Teacher: Okay, I have a lot of pencils in my pencil box. I work with my 
pencils at home and at school.  
Paul:  And at my…. and at my house.  
(Week 17, Lesson 61). 
 
In contrast to the first observation, Paul not only exhibited control of the topic of 
conversation but he also constructed the message in a more independent manner. 
Similarly, although he stil faltered in terms of grammar and choice of words, his 
control of the use of language to compose a message had changed dramaticaly since the 
first observation. 
 This gradual patern of more eficient use of information sources was echoed in 
Paul’s concepts of word and directionality. In the first observation, Paul needed a 
reminder to leave a space between words, but by the second and third observation he 
controled this behavior independently. Similarly, while in the first observation he could 
move left to right, the teacher intervened when he reached the end of the line to show 
him how to recommence writing on a new line. By the second and third observation he 
moved left to right and switched independently to a new line when needed. 
 In terms of the use of leter sounds and visual information, in the first 
observation Paul could hear and record the initial and final sounds in words, but needed 
high teacher support at times to hear sounds in a sequence. His teacher also contributed 
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al the unusual speling paterns. This is exemplified in the folowing interaction, where 
Paul tries to spel the word “play”: 
Teacher:  Let’s try to do play. Can you push the sounds up? (teacher drew 
speling boxes). 
Paul:  /p/ /a/ /l/ 
Teacher: Try it again. Pllaaay 
Paul:  /p/ /ay/ 
Teacher: pllay. Pllay 
Paul:  P.  
Teacher: Okay can you write the P in the box? 
Paul:  (writes P in first box) 
Teacher: /p/ /ll/ /a/ /y/ what sound- 
Paul:  L.   
Teacher: Good. Yeah.  
Paul:  (writes L in second box) 
Teacher: Say the sounds?  
Paul:  /p/ /p/ /uh/ 
Teacher: pllaaay 
Paul:  A 
Teacher: Write your A.  
Paul:  (writes A in third box) 
Teacher: And this one has a Y that you realy don’t hear (writes y for 
Paul). Can you practice it right here? Play. 
(Week 5, Lesson 25) 
 
It is evident from this example that although Paul could hear dominant sounds, 
he did not hear them in sequence and needed high teacher support, in terms of 
articulating the sounds and directing what he should write to construct the words. In 
addition to this, she contributed the leter “y.” This patern was similar in the 
construction of other words in the rest of the message. 
In contrast, by the second and third observations, Paul was contributing 
orthographic information (like the “e” in “love” and “have”). When he wrote the word 
“sister’s” in week 10 he heard and recorded the leters in order and exhibited an 
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awareness of the “er” ending, although he wrote it in the wrong order, writing 
“s/i/s/t/r/e.” 
Similarly, Paul moved from writing one word independently in the first 
observation to writing six words independently in his second message, and five in his 
last message. Overal, Paul started the intervention needing high teacher support to 
compose a message and to use sources of information to construct his messages. By the 
final observation, however, he had control not only of the composition of his message 
but also of his accurate use of leter-sound relationships, speling paterns, direction, and 
had a vocabulary of words that he could write quickly with no assistance. Over time, 
Paul exhibited an almost synchronous growth in use of multiple sources of information 
to write his messages. 
Exhibiting control of his actions as a writer. Paul showed growing control and 
use of multiple sources of information in text writing. This was accompanied by a 
gradualy more frequent exhibition of behaviors that implied he was monitoring and 
crosschecking sources of information as he wrote, but also searching for these sources 
of information in print. 
 As Paul wrote his message for the first observation, the teacher told him each 
word to write, and only once did he contribute the next word to be writen himself. He 
did not monitor the construction of the message, and when he made an eror by reading 
(and writing) “wil” instead of “with” his teacher corected him instantly. It is hard to 
ascertain whether he could have noticed these inaccuracies with prompting, but within 
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this co-constructed seting the teacher assumed the role of monitoring and searching for 
Paul. 
 By the second and third observation, Paul was actively searching for the next 
word as he wrote with minimal intervention. He exhibited behaviors that implied he was 
monitoring by questioning his teacher as they co-constructed the message. For example, 
as he wrote the word “with” he asked the teacher, “I don’t need an f?”, and as he wrote 
the word “pencils” he said, ‘I don’t need an S at the end of pencils?”, to which she 
replied he did (see Appendix O). He also realized he made an eror by adding a capital 
T at the end of the word “lot,” and looked to his teacher for some tape to cover the 
eror. Overal, however, his opportunities for monitoring where somewhat limited by 
the teacher feeding him the next word as he wrote. The glimpses showing that he was 
somehow monitoring and engaging as he wrote were mostly provided by the questions 
he asked, and by the fact that as he wrote (when the teacher did not intervene) he was 
searching for the next word to write. 
 Most noticeable overal was the fluency with which Paul wrote his messages. 
His writing speed increased over time, from slow to faltering to fast and fluent 
throughout. He exhibited this growth synchronously with his understanding of how he 
used sources of information in print, and the actions he took implied that he was 
actively monitoring the writing process. My observations of the extent to which he 
could monitor were tempered somewhat by teacher intervention. Among al the 
participants in this study, Paul exhibited the greatest gains in ratings on both elements 
of the rubric: both in terms of actions as a writer and in terms of his writen message. 
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Angela: subtle refinements and growth in fluency. Analysis of the change 
over time in the complexity of Angela’s writen messages revealed increases in 
linguistic texture that fluctuated according to the legibility of her messages. Angela’s 
actions as a writer were also observed on two occasions: week 15 and week 20, the last 
week of her intervention (see Appendix P). Despite the short space of time between the 
observations, Angela changed over these two time points from being hesitant and 
needing teacher assistance to becoming more fluent and independent in her use of 
certain sources of information in print. This independence was powered; it seems, by 
active searching, monitoring, and crosschecking as she wrote. 
From hesitant to fluent use of sources of information. At both points Angela 
controled directional movement, and she demonstrated a solid understanding of the 
concept of a word by placing spaces between words with no reminders to do so by her 
teacher. Over time, however, she was also observed to become more independent in her 
use of leter-sound relationships, visual information, writing vocabulary, and language 
to compose a message. 
 In terms of what changed, one notable patern was the growth in her ability to 
hear and record sounds in sequence from the beginning to the end of a word, and pay 
atention to speling paterns at the same time. Take, for example, this vignete from the 
first observation, when Angela tried to write the word “water” on her own. She starts by 
writing the leters “W” and “T” on the writing page but the teacher intervenes, and 
draws her to the practice page to work on the word.  
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Angela: W- T 
Teacher: Hold on. Let’s try water up here. (points to practice page). 
What’s the first leter? 
Angela: W 
Teacher: We’l do it together, yeah.  
Angela: (writes W in story) 
Teacher: This one’s kind of tricky.  
Angela: L 
Teacher: You to hear an L don’t you.  
Angela: (nods) 
Teacher: But A is the next sound in water.  
Angela: A (writes A in story) 
Teacher: That’s one that’s together 
Angela: (writes something incorectly) 
Teacher: Hold on (gets out white tape to cover it). You’re quicker than me 
today. 
Angela: T 
Teacher: Yes T.  
Angela: (writes T) 
Teacher: Now what’s the /er/ sound at the end. 
Angela: R 
Teacher: Before you write it.  
Angela: R 
Teacher: What’s the /er/ sound 
Angela: A-R 
Teacher: Close 
Angela: E-R 
Teacher: E-R 
(Week 15, First Observation) 
 
In this vignete, it is evident that while Angela is comfortable hearing and 
recording some sounds in words, she stil needed some support to hear and record the 
sounds accurately. She showed a budding awareness of speling paterns, thinking at 
first that “ar” would be an accurate fit at the end of the word, and with nothing more 
than the teacher’s prompt of “close” she tried another option. This demonstrated how 
valuable a space the instructional context is to observe the developing orthographic 
awareness of young writers.  
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This stands in contrast to her writing in the second observation, when she wrote 
the sentence “I fel last time we had recess and now I have a sore knee.” This time she 
wrote the words “I,” “fel,” “last,” “time,” “we,” “had,” “and,” ”I,” “have,” “a,” and 
“sore” independently, hearing and recording the sounds quickly and eficiently and 
contributing the speling paterns without prompt. In addition to this, she contributed the 
"ss" to recess with no prompt, demonstrating a more sophisticated use of visual 
information in print. The increased fluency with which Angela used both leter-sound 
relationships and visual information to write words is noteworthy. Her rubric ratings on 
both items, and of her overal fluency, went from 2 to the maximum score of 3 for each 
construct (see Appendix P). 
Active monitoring and searching with subtle refinements. In terms of 
behavioral evidence that implied that she was searching for information as she wrote, 
monitoring that her message looked and sounded right, and crosschecking to see that 
what she was writing matched what she wanted to say, Angela’s ratings on the EWOR: 
Part A stayed the same. In particular, although she was by no means completely 
independent in monitoring the production of her message, she did monitor and search 
with only minimal teacher assistance to redirect her. Analysis of change over time using 
the event matrix, along with field notes from observations, showed a gradual refinement 
in terms of her crosschecking behaviors. 
Take, for example, her rereading behaviors during her first observation, which 
implied that she was crosschecking to ensure that what she was writing matched her 
intended message. The message she co-constructed with her teacher was: “Smarty Pants 
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fel in the water.” As she wrote each of the first three words, she cycled back to the 
beginning of the sentence to gather meaning, rereading the message from the start of the 
sentence each time, as noted in this excerpt from my field notes: 
She wrote smarty with help from the teacher. After geting it down on the page 
the teacher redirected her, “now let’s try pants.” She voiced “smarty pants” as 
the teacher drew boxes on the practice page. She heard and recorded in 
sequence and went down to write it on the writing page. Then reread “Smarty 
pants” and searched for the next word (fel) on her own. Again wrote on her 
own and then reread “smarty pants fel.” Each time she searched for the next 
word, she reread from the beginning of the sentence. 
(Field Notes, January 21st 2015). 
 
This rerunning to the beginning of the sentence stood in contrast to Angela’s 
actions while she wrote during the last observation. On this occasion, she got seven 
words into the sentence without rereading, before the teacher prompted her to reread. 
When she did reread (without prompt) further into the sentence, when she had writen “I 
fel last time we had recess and now I,” she only went back as far as the word “and” to 
gather meaning. 
In reading, Clay (2001) posits that the strategic activities implied by these 
observable behaviors, such as rereading smaler and smaler chunks of information, 
suggest an increase in power of the literacy processing system. Perhaps this is also the 
case in writing, as evidenced by Angela’s use of smaler chunks of text to gather 
meaning. Similarly, perhaps there is a relationship between her active “doing” as she 
wrote, as evidenced by her noticing if she made an eror and rereading smaler parts of 
the sentence, and her consistent rubric ratings in use of sources of information. 
Specificaly, she monitored, crosschecked, and searched for information and this may 
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have led to her increased fluency and less hesitant use of sources of information. 
Angela’s active monitoring of her actions as a writer and refinement of her actions and 
the sources of information she used ran in synchrony with gradual growth in the 
linguistic texture of her messages. 
Emma: marked improvement in actions as a writer. Emma exhibited a 
particularly interesting profile as a writer. If judged solely on the messages she co-
constructed over the course of her Reading Recovery intervention, she appeared to 
demonstrate some very subtle changes in her writing over time, but overal very litle 
growth in terms of the complexity of her writing. Her actions a writer, however, 
improved noticeably over time, and her writing behaviors implied marked improvement 
in her use of sources of information in writing. Furthermore, her actions implied that 
she was monitoring, searching, and gradualy assuming more control of the writing 
process by the end of her Reading Recovery intervention. She was observed on three 
occasions: at week 6 (lesson 24), week 10 (lesson 44), and week 15 (lesson 50). Her 
total score increased by 8 points over this period, from 15/30 at time 1 to 23/30 at time 
3. From time 1 to 2 her using sub-total score stayed constant at 10/18, but by time 3 it 
had increased to 16/18. From time 1 to 2, her using sub-total scores were 5 and 4 
respectively, but increased to 7/ 12 by the last observation (see Appendix Q). 
In the folowing section, I provide a descriptive analysis of how these changes in 
writing behaviors occured, organized into two themes: (1) increased awareness and 
eficiency of using print information sources, and (2) increased fluency and active 
monitoring in writing. 
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Increased awareness and eficiency in use of information sources. In the first 
two observations, Emma was observed to have consistent control of directional 
movement. She was active in the composition process, and in the first two observations 
only needed minimal intervention to compose her message. The teacher would talk to 
Emma about a topic, but she exhibited choice in what she wanted to write. For example, 
in the second observation the teacher asked Emma if she would like to write about 
herself or about a pirate character in a book she read. She replied that she wanted to 
write about herself and pumpkin pie. By the last observation, she was very independent 
and decided quickly what she would write about. 
In terms of her use of leter-sound information and visual information, Emma 
exhibited a gradual control that progressed from needing high teacher support to 
needing minimal or no intervention. Compare for example, how Emma approached 
writing the word “fish” in the first observation and “best” in the second observation, in 
terms of her use of leter-sound information in the co-constructed seting. In the first 
observation, the process was slower, with more direction from the teacher to prepare the 
child for the task and specific instructions to think about the first sound and the last 
sound. Emma also showed some awareness of the fact that the last two leters should be 
two leters, mistaking “ch” for “sh”. 
Teacher: Fishing. Let’s box fish. (draws boxes on PP). You ready to push 
those sounds? 
Emma: (nods) 
Teacher: I gota make my boxes the right way don’t I. Okay, push your 
sounds.  
Emma: /f/ /i/ /sh/ 
Teacher: Good, what’s that first sound that you pushed? 
Emma: (writes F in first box) 
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Teacher: Okay.  
Emma: (writes I in second box). 
Teacher: What about that last sound. What’s that last sound? 
Emma: /sh/ 
Teacher: Do you know how we make that sound? 
Emma:  /sh/ 
Teacher:  Do you know that one?  
Emma: (pause) 
Teacher: That one’s tricky.  
Emma: C-H? 
Teacher: You’re close. It’s gonna be an S-H good job (writes S-H in last 
two boxes). 
(Week 6, Lesson 24). 
From this example, it is evident that Emma was hearing and recording sounds in 
words with high teacher support and direction. In the last observation, however, when 
Emma used the practice page to write the word “best” the teacher drew boxes and 
Emma wrote the leters into the box with only the direction “to push her sounds.” After 
this Emma ran her finger under the boxes, slowly articulated the words, and heard and 
recorded the sounds in sequence, from beginning to end. 
This example is ilustrative of the progressive eficiency with which Emma used 
sources of information in print as she wrote her messages. This patern of change was 
also echoed in her awareness of concept of word. In the first two observations, Emma 
needed help to put spaces between words, and was laying her fingers down (with 
reminders from the teacher) to create a physical space between words. By the last 
observation, Emma was leaving spaces between words with no reminders from her 
teacher, and without the use of her finger to help create a physical aid to put the spaces 
between words. 
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In summary, though Emma’s use of sources of information changed litle over 
the first two points in time, by the third observation there was a marked change in terms 
of the eficiency with which she used sources of information that needed to be 
orchestrated in order to write text. This eficiency was reflected in the fluency that was 
evident by the last observation. 
Increased fluency and active monitoring in writing. Emma also started to 
exhibit several behaviors that implied that she actively monitored her actions as a 
writer. Analysis of change over time demonstrated a constant display of actions that 
suggested Emma was searching for sources of information and gradualy using them 
more frequently. It was, in a sense, as if the actions of thinking of the next word or parts 
of words drove her to become a more eficient writer. 
 Take, for example, this vignete from the first observation, during week 5. 
Emma was writing the sentence “Baby Bear goes fishing and he gets lots of fish.” She 
had just writen the word “fishing.” The teacher reread the sentence up to that point, and 
then Emma proceeded to search for and write the next two words without any prompt. 
Teacher: Baby bear goes fishing 
Emma: And 
Teacher: Okay  
Emma: (writes and). He 
Teacher: Okay 
Emma: (writes he) Gets. 
Teacher: Do we know- do you know gets? (draws boxes on practice page). 
Let’s box that one.  
(Week 6, Lesson 24) 
Perhaps in some way, the action of the teacher rereading up to a point provided 
Emma with the opportunity to have a burst of writing, coupled with the fact that each of 
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these words were writen independently as part of a writing vocabulary. Taken together, 
this suggested that this knowledge (her writing vocabulary) occured hand in hand with 
an instance of active searching for the next word and with monitoring of the message.  
 There was also a sense of resourcefulness with Emma that was unique to her 
profile of progress. During the first observation, she was going to write the word “fish” 
for the second time. Without prompting, she looked up to where she wrote it first, and 
copied it. During the second observation, as Emma went to write the word “cook,” the 
teacher tried to help her by using an analogy, and reminded her that she could write the 
word “look.” In the example below, Emma asked her teacher if she could “peek” in her 
book to check the speling. 
Teacher: Do you know how to spel cook?  
Emma: (shakes head) 
Teacher: Do you know how to spel look?  
Emma: (nods) 
Teacher: Show me look. 
Emma: /l/ ook. Okay, I can I get a peek on look? 
Teacher:  (smiles) Can you get a peek? (Finds look in the book and points 
it out). Got it? Okay. 
Emma: /oo/ O-O-K. 
(Week 10, Lesson 44) 
This vignete ilustrates the active monitoring and connection making that stayed the 
same across time as Emma wrote. It was one of the rare occasions that a child actively 
made the connection between text that she was writing and text that she was reading, 
and independently used a resource to help her to write (cf. Sipe, 1998). 
 In essence, although the complexity of Emma’s writen messages changed only 
subtly over time, they belied the dramatic changes in her actions as a writer. While 
some children demonstrated a synchronous change over time in terms of writing 
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increasingly complex texts, the changes in Emma’s actions as a writer were not 
reflected in the texts she produced. She demonstrated a profile that showed a steady 
activeness in terms of strategic activity, and a growing control of sources of information 
as she wrote. The implications of this profile of progress in terms of assessment and 
instruction in writing wil be discussed in chapter 5. 
Joanna: increased use of sources of information. In her writen messages, 
Joanna exhibited litle growth in micro- and macro-levels of language, and her 
sentences reflected a lack of knowledge of basic concepts about print. Writing events 
from weeks 5 (lesson 21), 15 (lesson 48), and 20 (lesson 52) were observed. It must be 
noted that her atendance and her teacher’s atendance were very haphazard for the last 
few weeks of her program.  
Her total rubric ratings changed from 13 to 16 to 17, out of a total possible total 
score of 30. She exhibited an interesting patern of change over time in her actions as a 
writer, in that while she exhibited some change in her ability to use sources of 
information in text (with sub-total scores ranging from 8 to 11 to 13, out of a total 
possible score of 18), she was not active in behaviors that would demonstrate she was 
searching for the next word or parts of words as she wrote, monitoring her writing, and 
editing what she wrote (with sub-total scores ranging from 5 to 4 to 4, out of 12) (see 
Appendix R). Although her writing behaviors did change, these changes centered on an 
increase in her ability to use sources of information as she wrote rather than in what she 
actively did as she wrote. Two themes emerged in my analysis of what changed, what 
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stayed the same, and what emerged anew: (1) fluctuations in use of sources of 
information, and (2) litle change in doing as she wrote. 
Fluctuations in use of sources of information. Joanna consistently had control 
of directional movement in that she moved left to right with ease. In terms of spacing 
words, during both the first and second observations she needed a reminder to leave a 
space between words, but in the third observation she did not. She also needed minimal 
help to compose her message in the first two observations, but it must be noted that the 
messages she wrote for the first observation was very short (“Tigers are mean”) and 
during the second observation, the composition was more akin to a cloze procedure, as 
the teacher told her to put the word “after” in a sentence. Nonetheless, by the last 
observation she could compose a message independently with no teacher help. 
Interestingly, she exhibited fluctuations in terms of her use of leter-sound 
relationships as she wrote. In the first observation she heard and recorded the initial and 
dominant sounds in words like mean (hearing the “m” and the “n”) and tiger (hearing 
the “t”, “g” and “r”). By the second observation, she could hear and record more 
sounds, only needing help for buried consonants. For example, when writing the word 
“want” she heard and recorded “wat” and with teacher help to articulate the word 
slowly, she recorded the missing “n.” Yet by the third observation she heard initial 
sounds independently, and was reliant on the teacher to articulate other sounds in words 
for her to record them. For example, as wrote the word monkey, she wrote the leter “m” 
independently but the teacher slowly articulated every other sound for her. This 
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suggests only tenuous control of her ability to hear and record sounds in words. 
Consider, for example, her atempt to write the word “bar”: 
Teacher: Now we’ve got to do bars.  
Joanna: BEEEE. R.  
Teacher: (draws Elkonin boxes on practice page). Alright, what’s it start 
with? Sit up. What’s it start with?  
Joanna: /b/ (writes b) 
Teacher: Okay.  
Joanna: /o/ 
Teacher: Now wait a minute 
Joanna: /sss/ (writes rs) 
Teacher: (crosses it out). Alright (re-draws boxes). K there’s /b/ R. Yes 
you hear an R, and what do you hear at the end? Bar/s/ 
Joanna: /s/ (writes s) 
Teacher: alright and then to make it look right, there’s an A in here. S can 
you put bars? 
Joanna: (writes bars in story) 
(Week 20, Lesson 52) 
 
It is evident from this example, that Joanna’s ability to articulate a word slowly 
was not consistent. She articulated the sounds incorectly: she was hearing dominant 
sounds, but was hearing and articulating the wrong sounds for other leter clusters /ee/ 
and /o/ for /ar/. In this session, it was never quite clear that she had ful control of the 
ability to hear and record sounds in sequence without help from her teacher. 
In terms of her use of visual information, the teacher contributed al this 
information in the first observation. For example, in the sentence “Tigers are mean” the 
teacher wrote the “er” in “tiger,” the word “are,” and the “ea” in “mean” for Joanna. In 
other observations at weeks 15 and 20, Joanna demonstrated some orthographic 
awareness in that she wrote some words with iregular speling paterns (“after,” “the,” 
“of”), and she contributed the leter “y” to the word “play” and the “oo” in school (see 
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Appendix S). In general, however, the teacher contributed the missing pieces of 
information for her as she wrote. Overal, Joanna exhibited some movements towards 
independently using leter-sound information and visual information, but it was tenuous, 
and there were many interactions when it was never quite certain how much of this 
knowledge was solidly under her control. 
Litle change in doing as she wrote. Litle changed over time in what Joanna 
did as she wrote, and behaviors like rereading, pausing, holding onto the message, and 
saying the next word, which might indicate that she was monitoring and searching for 
more information as she wrote, were infrequent. In essence, these behaviors were only 
fleetingly obvious, and generaly not apparent. Behaviors that would indicate she was 
searching for more information like thinking of the next word or the next leters as she 
wrote her message were not evident over time. Across al three observations, the 
general patern was that her teacher would do the searching for the next word or the 
next leter for Joanna. Take, for example, this occasion from week 15, when Joanna was 
writing this sentence: “After school, I want to watch TV.” In the folowing vignete, she 
had writen up to the word “to,” and what folows is an example of the control for 
searching being very firmly a role that the teacher is assuming responsibility for. 
Joanna: (writes to) 
Teacher: Okay now we’ve got this watch. I’m gonna help you with it but I 
want you to put the first sound.  
Joanna: (writes W on practice page). 
Teacher: Okay, so you’ve got W. And then you hear this /ah/ sound but it’s 
not an O it’s an A. And then we’ve got this /tch/ sound.  
(Week 15, Lesson 48) 
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This example ilustrates that in this co-constructed seting, the teacher was 
teling Joanna the next word, which did not provide her the opportunity to search for it 
herself. Some element of responsibility was handed over to Joanna by prompting her to 
write the first sound, which required searching for leter-sound information, but then the 
teacher provided the rest of the information for the rest of the word. This patern was 
repeated across time, where the teacher provided most information and the chance or 
opportunity to search only occured with a prompt. 
The patern of interaction, where Joanna’s teacher appeared to assume 
responsibility for providing more information and monitor the writing of the message, 
provided few opportunities to ascertain whether Joanna was actively monitoring what 
she wrote, and to see whether she was crosschecking that what she wrote against what 
she wanted to say. There were occasional glimpses of monitoring (noticing an eror) 
and self-correction (noticing and employing an action to corect an eror 
independently). For example, during the first observation in week 5, Joanna was 
observed to self-corect on one occasion when she wrote the leter “o” instead of “i” in 
the word “tiger;” she noticed she had made the eror and revised it independently. 
Overal, in her actions as a writer, Joanna controled directional movement and 
was wiling and able to compose a message to construct. In her construction of the 
message she demonstrated some limited orthographic awareness as she wrote, exhibited 
fluctuations in what she could hear and record in words, and had control over a smal 
corpus of words that she could write independently. She demonstrated a gradual, but 
tenuous control of sources of information in print as she wrote. 
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Most noticeably, within the co-constructed space Joanna exhibited limited 
writing behaviors like rereading, saying the next leter or words, pausing, or editing – 
al of which might indicate strategic activities and active processing on her part in the 
construction of the message on the blank page. Instead, opportunities for these 
behaviors to reveal themselves were overshadowed by the very active editorial role the 
teacher assumed in the co-construction of the message. It appeared that Joanna’s ability 
to develop her writing behaviors was constrained somewhat by her teacher’s actions and 
the type of support she gave as she co-constructed the messages with Joanna, a trend 
that warants further study. In summary, Joanna exhibited an overal patern of 
asynchronous growth with a flat profile of change over time in terms of her writen 
message, increasing control in the sources of information she used, but litle observable 
behaviors that would imply strategic activity. 
Patricia: decline over time in independence. Patricia presented a particularly 
interesting profile of progress in terms of the complexity of the writen messages that 
she produced. Patricia spoke English as an additional language, and analysis of change 
over time in her writen messages showed that she displayed gradual growth overal, 
particularly in terms of linguistic texture, but that her growth was limited by litle 
change in message length. Most notably, her messages were often grammaticaly 
incorect. As noted earlier in this chapter, she had a somewhat eratic profile of 
progress. Patricia’s writing behaviors were observed on 3 occasions: week 5, week 10, 
and week 15 of her Reading Recovery intervention (see Appendix S). Her total score at 
week 10 was 16/30, at week 15 it was 19/30, and by week 20 it had declined to 15/30. 
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Patricia exhibited change in her writing behaviors that was unexpected, in that as her 
messages became slightly more complex, her ability to use some sources of information 
changed litle, but her ability to do certain things independently (like reread, edit, and 
search for the next word) declined. In this section I present three themes that emerged 
from analysis of her writing behaviors: (1) slow changes in use of language to compose 
a message, (2) fluctuating control of uses of sources of information, and (3) a decline in 
her self-regulation of the writing process. 
Slow change in use of language to compose a message. A notable theme that 
emerged from analysis of field notes, rubric ratings and the event matrix of observations 
of Patricia’s co-constructed writing was gradual control of the use of language to 
compose a message. From time two (week 10, lesson 30) to time three (week 15, lesson 
59), Patricia exhibited a reluctance to compose a message, and needed high teacher 
support in terms of initiating a conversation. An example of how dificult it was for 
Patricia and her teacher to negotiate the co-construction is provided in the vignete 
below from week 10, when Patricia’s teacher tried to initiate a conversation based on a 
book that Patricia had just read. 
Teacher:  Do you like to go fishing? 
Patricia: No.  
Teacher:  You don’t? Have you ever gone fishing?  
Patricia: I never go fish. 
Teacher:  Never? 
Patricia: Never more. One day I go fishing but never more I go fishing. 
Teacher:  Did you like when you went fishing? 
Patricia: Yeah but I want to put that one, I want to put that one in the 
fishing. 
Teacher:  Can you tel me a story about fishing?  
Patricia: No. I don’t think so.  
Teacher:  How about baby bear? 
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Patricia: I don’t want baby bear. 
Teacher:  Mmm? 
Patricia: I don’t want baby bear. 
Teacher:  You don’t want baby bear? 
Patricia: I don’t know what to pick. 
Teacher:  What do you know about baby bear? What does baby bear like? 
Patricia: I don’t know. 
Teacher:  Wel you gota think about it.  
Patricia: Cheries, fish.  
Teacher:  Okay, he likes cheries and he likes fish? 
Patricia: (nods) 
Teacher:  So then can you tel me a story about that?  
Patricia: Baby bear likes fish and cheries. 
(Week 10, Lesson 30) 
 
It is evident from this vignete that Patricia exhibited some control of her oral 
language structures, and she clearly expressed that she did not want to write. For 
example when the teacher asked her “can you tel me a story about fishing,” she replied, 
“I don’t think so.” This patern was repeated in the second observation, and it was only 
at week 20, the last week of her intervention, that Patricia exhibited more control of the 
composition of her message. At that point the teacher provided only minimal input as 
Patricia constructed a sentence to write. This vignete, from the conversation prior to the 
writing event, exemplifies this: 
Teacher:  What can we say about the Sily Bilies for your story? 
Patricia: Um, Sily Bily, they can um those two socks and one is yelow 
one is red. 
Teacher:  Okay, tel me again.  
Patricia: Bily, bily have one yelow sock and one red sock and they 
changed it - it doesn’t work. 
Teacher:  That’s a big story. 
(Week 20, Lesson 54) 
 
It is notable that for this example, Patricia was able use her oral language to 
compose a message, although she stil exhibited some grammatical erors (for example, 
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“have” for “has”). I suggest that these vignetes, which provide evidence about how 
hard it was for her to compose, could in some way be related to the lack of change in 
the macro-levels of language seen in her writen messages. This connection warants 
further study. One issue that remains is this: if we view writing, speaking, and listening 
as reciprocal processes (Clay, 2001), how does the physical reproduction of 
grammaticaly incorect oral language structures as writen text, on a daily basis, feed 
into Patricia’s spoken language? In other words, does writing grammaticaly incorect 
messages reinforce the incorect oral language structure? 
Fluctuating control of uses of sources of information. Analysis of paterns of 
change in terms of other sources of information, such as visual information, leter-sound 
relationships, and concepts about print, revealed litle change for Patricia. From the start 
she had control of directional movement and only once forgot to leave a space between 
words (and in that case she monitored and corected her eror). At al points in time she 
heard and recorded sounds in simpler words (like “fish,” “big,” “had,” and “red”) with 
minimal intervention from the teacher. In terms of visual information in words with 
speling paterns, Patricia showed limited awareness. For example, in week 10 she 
wrote the word “like” and on week 20, folowing prompting she added the “ck” to the 
word “sock.” Over the course of the three observations she was observed to write only 
four words independently. 
 Although Patricia demonstrated over time that she could hear and record sounds 
in words with minimal intervention, my analysis revealed a static patern in terms of a 
limited bank of known words that she could write independently, and her use of visual 
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information to apply a more sophisticated analysis to iregular words. In essence, there 
was realy no growth in her use of sources of information in this co-constructed seting. 
This has implications for her future movement as an independent writer. My analysis 
does not explicate the causes of this “flatline,” but future research into the instructional 
emphasis is in order, shifting the spotlight to the teacher. 
Few observable behaviors to imply strategic activities. Theoreticaly, 
observable behaviors on the part of the writer (e.g. rereading what is writen, editing an 
eror, pausing and noticing an eror, or searching for the next words) imply that 
cognitive processes like monitoring and crosschecking are occuring (Clay, 2001). For 
Patricia, however, these behaviors were barely evident over the course of her early 
literacy intervention, and even though there was a slight increase in self-corection 
overal these behaviors changed litle. In fact, her writing became less fluent over time. 
It was hard to discern any change over time in Patricia’s monitoring and 
crosschecking behaviors since teacher support was so high. Most notably, in the first 
and second observations the teacher consistently provided Patricia with the next word. 
The co-construction of the message, therefore, was more like a dictation than a task 
where she was provided with opportunities to monitor the construction of the message. 
An example of this is provided in the folowing vignete, where the teacher not only 
provided Patricia with the next word to write, but also articulated the next leter as she 
wrote the words: 
Teacher: Your first word is Baby. So what do you hear first?  
Patricia: B (writes B) 
Teacher:  baaaby 
Patricia: Ba-by 
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Teacher:  /b/ /aaaa/ 
Patricia: (writes A) 
Teacher: Bee 
Patricia: B? 
Teacher: Yeah 
Patricia: (writes b) 
Teacher: And then there’s a y. 
(Week 10, Lesson 30) 
 
Evidence of monitoring occured twice during the second observation, when 
Patricia noticed she did not leave a space between words and asked the teacher for some 
tape to fix the eror. On the third observation, however, the only behavior observed that 
might have implied Patricia was monitoring occured when she wrote the message 
“Bily had one red sock”. On this occasion, Patricia paused after writing the word “red” 
and, after a gentle prompt from the teacher that “you know what to do”, she reread the 
sentence to generate the next word “sock.” Most notably, she did not notice erors in 
leter orientation as she wrote, and her writing was generaly slow. 
 Overal, it appeared that the only times Patricia exhibited some monitoring and 
editing behaviors were when the source of information that was dissonant was one that 
she exhibited good control of over time. In other words, spacing and directionality were 
mostly under control, and therefore it seemed that this understanding permited her to 
monitor them when things went awry. 
 Interestingly, it seemed that Patricia’s gradual growth in terms of linguistic 
complexity and control of composition helped her to generate messages that were 
linguisticaly more complex. This linguistic complexity, however, ran or grew contrary 
to her observed control of oral language, leter-sound relationships, and visual 
information. In essence, it appeared that the textual dificulty of the message did not 
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provide a platform or zone within which Patricia could monitor the production of her 
message. 
Summary 
Many of the children in this study already had control of some aspects of print 
information, such as directionality and concept of word. Over time, the children 
increased their ability to use other sources of information to compose and construct a 
message, including oral language, visual information, leter-sound relationships, and a 
writing vocabulary. Observable behaviors like rereading, searching for the next word, 
pausing, and noticing erors increased over time for some children, but appeared to be 
variable. Children were rarely seen to self-corect, or perhaps more accurately, were 
rarely given the time or space to observe whether they could self-corect. 
Among the children who were chosen to represent diferent profiles of progress, 
there were several significant similarities and diferences. Paul, who made the most 
progress in terms of writen message complexity, also made progress in multiple 
dimensions of what he used and did as he wrote. Similarly, both Angela and Paul made 
synchronous positive progress in terms of what they could use and do independently, 
and their skils became more eficient and fluent over time. Emma’s profile of progress 
demonstrated a case where litle change in writen message did not reflect the positive 
progress in her use of sources of information and her actions as a writer. However, 
Joanna, who also exhibited a “flat” path and rate of change in the complexity of her 
writen messages, exhibited growth only in the sources of information she used. Finaly, 
Patricia, in contrast to the other children, displayed an eratic gradual control over 
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language, as evidenced in the complexity of her written messages, but observations of 
her actions as a writer revealed a decline in this particular instructional seting. 
Within this co-constructed seting there was evidence of children gaining control 
of use of sources of information as evidenced by increases in writing vocabulary, ability 
to hear and record sounds in words more proficiently, and to spel with increased 
accuracy. There were also statisticaly significant rates of positive change in these areas. 
There was less evidence, however, of children actively monitoring and editing their own 
work. The implication of this finding wil be discussed in chapter 5. 
In summary, the changes over time in the complexity of writen messages and 
writing behaviors of the children who represented diferent profiles of progress 
demonstrated the variable ways that children move towards expertise in writing within 
the co-constructed seting. Specificaly, they demonstrated that judging progress on 
writen message alone belies the progress some children are making, and indeed the 
roadblocks some children encounter. The analysis of these observations raises several 
issues regarding instructional support, and these wil be discussed in Chapter 5. In the 
next section, I present the results of the analysis of the reliability and validity of the 
EWOR (Parts A and B). 
Reliability and Validity of the Early Writing Observational Rubric 
  The third aim of this research was to establish the basic psychometric properties, 
in terms of initial reliability and validity, of the Early Writing Observational Rubric 
(EWOR). The EWOR is an analytic rubric that can be used to; (a) observe changes in 
the actions of young writers, in terms of the sources of information they use and what 
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they do as they co-construct messages with a teacher and (b) capture changes in 
children’s early writen messages. 
 Reliability. In this section, I first present the results of an assessment of inter-
rater reliability (IRR), to demonstrate the consistency and reliability of the ratings 
assigned to the observations of the co-constructed writing events, and those assigned to 
the writen messages produced by the participants in this study. Next, I report the results 
of the reliability analyses of both parts of the EWOR. Finaly, I describe the results of 
the validity analyses of both parts of the EWOR. 
Inter-rater reliability. In the EWOR Part A, the observer rates the degree of 
self-initiation or control that the young writer exhibits along several dimensions, as the 
writer engages in the process of co-constructing a message with a teacher. EWOR Part 
A is divided into two parts, theoreticaly informed by literacy processing theory (see 
Doyle, 2013). In the “using” section, the sub-dimensions include the degree to which 
the child self-initiates use of sources of information involved in the writing of text. 
These include: use of language to compose a message, use of knowledge of visual 
information, use of knowledge of leter-sound information, and use of knowledge about 
how print works (including concept of word and directionality). In the “doing” section 
of the rubric, the rater considers how often the child initiates or exhibits behaviors that 
imply in-the-head strategic activity. These include: searching for information, 
monitoring and/or crosschecking, self-corecting, and fluency. 
The ratings are assigned along a scale of 0-3. A low rating of 0 would indicate 
that the child did not initiate or struggled to control a certain action in writing, whereas 
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a rating of 3 would indicate that the child exhibited complete independence in this area. 
For example, a rating of 0 in use of visual information would indicate that the child 
exhibited no awareness of the orthographic features of words, and that the teacher 
contributed al this information during the writing event. A rating of 3, in contrast, 
would indicate that the child demonstrated awareness of speling paterns and 
independently controled this aspect of writing, without any teacher help. 
IRR for this aspect of the rubric was established with two other raters, both 
experienced elementary teachers and graduate students in reading and literacy. 
Specificaly, I ascertained the IRR of a portion of my ratings with each rater, and not the 
reliability between the three raters. Folowing an initial meeting to share the rubric with 
both raters and practice with a video observation of my teaching, it became apparent 
that establishing a standard way of recording the actions the writer took during the 
writing event would be helpful, to ensure that rater could observe and rate in a more 
precise and standard manner. A coding scheme was devised (see Appendix G) and 
shared with the raters at a second meeting. Folowing this meeting, each rater was 
assigned 11 videos (21% of the total amount of videos) to rate. The videos were chosen 
at random. 
The results for IRR are presented in Table 23. Two statistical variables were 
calculated to assess IRR for this part of the rubric. Cohen’s kappa was calculated to 
measure the observed level of agreement between each rater (raters B or C) and me 
(rater A), corecting for agreement that would be expected by chance (Halgren, 2012). 
The kappa ratings ranged from κ=.62 to κ=1.0, which indicated that the inter-rater 
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agreements for each sub-construct obtained were substantial to perfect. As kappa 
statistics are more suitable for nominal ratings, I also calculated an intra-class 
corelation (ICC) as it is more suited to the analysis if IRR is obtained with ordinal, 
interval, and ratio variables, and since it would also incorporate the magnitude of 
disagreement into the ICC estimate (Halgren, 2012). The ICC indicates what 
proportion of variance is due to ratee performance rather than eror (Graham et al., 
2012). IRR was assessed using a two-way mixed, consistency, average-measures ICC, 
to assess the degree to which coders provided consistency in their ratings of the sub-
constructs of the EWOR: Part A with a 95% confidence interval. The resulting ICC 
values were between .78 and 1.0 (p<.05). Results such as these have been described as 
excelent (Halgren, 2012, p.11) and suficient for research purposes (Graham et al., 
2012). 
 
Table 23 
Inter-rater Agreement for the EWOR: Part A 
        Rater A and B       Rater A and B  
 Kappa ICC  Kappa ICC  
Composition .79 .89  .64 .85  
Use of visual information .84 .95  .67 .84  
Use of leter-Sound Information .74 .87  .79 .89  
Production .74 .87  1.00 1.00  
Concept of word .86 .96  .71 .89  
Directionality .62 .78  .62 .78  
Searching .73 .94  .73 .94  
Monitoring/ crosschecking .73 .92  .86 .96  
Self-correcting 1.00 1.00  1.00 1.00  
Fluency .84 .95  .69 .89  
p<.05 for al values 
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 In summary, the results of the assessment of the IRR for the EWOR: Part A 
demonstrated that there was reliability between the ratings I assigned and those assigned 
by two other raters. These estimates of IRR, obtained for a randomly selected sub-set of 
samples of writing observations, can be confidently generalized to the larger sample of 
writing observations (Halgren, 2012). 
 IRR was also assessed for the EWOR: Part B. This part of the rubric was used to 
rate the complexity of the writen message produced by the child. It contains five sub-
dimensions: quality of transcription, linguistic complexity, linguistic texture, 
punctuation and capitalization, and organization. The rater considers the writen 
message along each sub-dimension and assigns each a rating of 0-3, with a total 
possible score of 15. To achieve ful credit along al sub-dimensions, a child would need 
to write a logicaly organized two- or three-sentence message that contained three or 
more cohesive ties. The message would also need to be perfectly legible, with 
uniformity in height and width of corectly formed leters, and have accurate use of 
capital leters and punctuation. 
 Folowing a meeting with both raters, each was assigned a random sample of 
100 writen messages each. Each rater, therefore, rated approximately 10% of the total 
sample of writen messages. Based on feedback from both raters, it was agreed that I 
would provide more information about cohesive ties, in particular examples of cohesive 
ties in text. Drawing on Haliday and Hassan (1976), a guide-sheet was provided to give 
examples of cohesive ties in text (see Appendix D). Three measures of IRR were 
calculated for this part of the rubric. Absolute agreement along each construct of the 
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rubric ranged from 72% to 96%. The highest rates of absolute agreement were for the 
organization element of the rubric, and the lowest were for the linguistic texture element 
of the rubric (see Table 24). The kappa ratings ranged from κ=.51 to κ=.65, which 
indicated that the inter-rater agreements for each sub-construct obtained were 
substantial. 
 
Table 24 
Inter-rater Agreement, EWOR Rubric: Part B 
      Rater A and B Rater A and C 
 n % Agreement  Kappa ICC % Agreement Kappa  ICC 
Legibility 100 79% .51* .75* 80% .56* .76* 
Linguistic Complexity 100 84% .60* .80* 80% .56* .70* 
Linguistic Texture 100 74% .62* .86* 72% .57* .87* 
Punctuation/ Capitalization 100 83% .56* .78* 81% .58* .70* 
Organization 100 96% .65* .88* 93% .51* .81* 
*p<.05 
 
I also calculated the intra-class corelation (ICC), as it is more suited to the 
analysis of IRR with rating scales (Halgren, 2012). Specificaly, I used a two-way 
mixed, consistency, average-measures ICC to assess the degree to which coders 
provided consistency in their ratings of the sub-constructs of the EWOR: Part B. The 
resulting ICC values, between .70 and .86 (p<.05, see Table 23), were suficient for 
research purposes (Graham et al., 2012). Graham et al. (2012) suggested that the value 
of the ICC depends on variance of ratings along sub-dimensions, and high values should 
not be expected if specific areas receive similar ratings. 
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Descriptive statistics. I rated 52 of the participants’ co-constructed writing 
events using Part A of the EWOR rubric, and entered ratings into SPSS statistical 
software (Version 22.0). Ratings on each sub-construct range from 0 to 3. The 
maximum sub-total score for the “using” section of the rubric was 18 and the maximum 
sub-total score for the “doing” section of the rubric was 12. The maximum total score 
possible, therefore, was 30. I calculated sub-total scores for the using and doing sections 
of the rubric, and a total score for each of the 24 participants, at the first and last 
observation time-points. 
Measures of central tendency and variability for each item score are presented in 
Table 25. There was more variability in the ratings of the using section of the rubric, as 
represented by the standard deviations, at the final observation compared to the first 
observation. The one exception to this was the standard deviation for the constructs that 
measured concept of word and directionality, where there was litle variation in ratings 
at the final observation. At this point many children were observed to have complete 
control of concept of word and left to right directionality. 
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Table 25 
Means and Standard Deviations of the First and Final Observations of EWOR: Part A 
 First Observation Final Observation  
 n M SD n M SD  
Section 1: Using 
Composing 
 
24 
 
1.75 
 
.53 
 
24 
 
2.25 
 
.74 
 
Use of visual information 24 .63 .58 24 1.29 .75  
Use of leter-sound 
information 
24 1.33 .48 24 1.67 .64  
Production 24 1.71 .46 24 1.67 .64  
Concept of word 24 2.54 .59 24 2.75 .44  
Direction 24 2.83 .38 24 2.96 .20  
Sub-total Using 24 10.58 1.74 24 12.58 2.21  
Section 2: Doing 
Searching 
 
24 
 
1.54 
 
.59 
 
24 
 
1.58 
 
.58 
 
Monitoring/crosschecking 24 1.33 .64 24 1.42 .50  
Self-correcting 24 .29 .75 24 .42 .72  
Fluency 24 1.50 .72 24 1.92 .72  
Sub-total Doing 24 4.42 1.72 24 5.33 1.86  
Total Score 24 15.00 3.09 24 17.92 3.76  
 
 Measures of central tendency were also calculated for the 1,150 EWOR: Part B 
ratings of the writen messages produced by the 24 study participants (see Table 26). 
The minimum total score was 1 and the maximum total score was 15. The median total 
score was 9.00. There was litle variability in terms of organization (M=2.03, SD= .31). 
This means that many students wrote only one simple sentence every day over the 
course of the intervention. 
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Table 26 
Means and Standard Deviations Rubric Part B Items and Total Score 
 n M SD  
Total Score 1,150 9.13 1.78  
Legibility 1,150 1.79  .64  
Linguistic Complexity 1,150 1.53  .53  
Linguistic Texture 1,150 1.91  .90  
Punctuation 1,150 1.87  .48  
Organization 1,150 2.03  .31  
 
Internal consistency. Internal consistency, as represented by the alpha-
coeficient variable, describes the estimates of reliability based on the average 
corelation among items in a test (Nunnaly & Bernstein, 1994). The alpha-coeficient 
for the EWOR: Part A ratings for the first observation was .76, which is acceptable 
(Nunnaly & Bernstein, 194). Eliminating the composition sub-dimension would have 
raised the alpha co-eficient by .03 (see Table 27). Eliminating the searching sub-
dimension would have reduced the alpha coeficient by .07. None of the other items 
would have raised or reduced the alpha coeficient by any degree greater than those 
described. 
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Table 27 
Internal Consistency of EWOR: Part A Ratings: First Observation 
 n Alpha if Item Deleted 
Composition 24 .79 
Use of Visual Information 24 .72 
Use of Leter-Sound Information 24 .74 
Production 24 .75 
Concept of word 24 .74 
Directionality 24 .74 
Searching 24 .69 
Monitoring/ crosschecking 24 .72 
Self-correcting 24 .77 
Fluency 24 .73 
 
The alpha coeficient for the EWOR: Part A ratings for the final observation was 
.82 (see Table 28). Deleting any of the items would not have raised the alpha co-
eficient; rather, it would have either have kept the value the same or reduced it by up to 
.05.  
 
Table 28 
Internal Consistency of EWOR: Part A Ratings: Final Observation 
 n Alpha if Item Deleted 
Composition 24 .79 
Use of visual information 24 .77 
Use of leter-sound information 24 .80 
Production 24 .81 
Concept of word 24 .81 
Directionality 24 .82 
Searching 24 .78 
Monitoring/ Crosschecking 24 .79 
Self-correcting 24 .82 
Fluency 24 .77 
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Analysis of the internal consistency of the EWOR: Part B was also conducted. 
There were 1,150 writen messages from 24 students. As this measure was repeated 
daily, there was, potentialy, a great deal of homogeneity. In consideration of the fact 
that this is similar to testing each student an average of 47 times I instead selected six 
samples from each child at times 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50. This resulted in a sample of 
120 items from a range of time points, therefore increasing the heterogeneity of 
samples. I then used a random assignment tool to randomly assign the samples to one of 
three groups. Next, I calculated the alpha coeficient for each random sample group. 
The alpha co-eficient values were .73, .75, and .76 (see Table 29). The best estimate 
for the alpha coeficient, therefore, was .74 (α=.74). The internal consistency results 
across the three groups demonstrate that the internal consistency was reduced if the 
legibility or capitalization and punctuation items were deleted and was not increased by 
deleting any of the other items. 
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Table 29 
Internal Consistency of EWOR: Part B 
 
 
 Random Group 1  Random Group 2  Random Group 3 
 Alpha Alpha if 
Deleted 
Alpha Alpha if 
Deleted 
Alpha Alpha if 
Deleted 
Alpha Co-
Eficient 
.73  .74  .76  
Legibility  .53  .60  .68 
Linguistic 
Complexity 
 .73  .75  .76 
Linguistic Texture  .71  .71  .71 
Punctuation and 
Capitalization 
 .60  .63  .66 
Organization  .72  .73  .74 
 
In sum, the results of the measures of internal consistency for the both parts of 
the EWOR provide evidence of the reliability of the rubric. Another source of evidence 
is the inter-item corelations between items on the rubric. 
Inter-item correlations. Corelations were calculated between items, between 
each item and the coresponding sub-total of the section that it was in, and between each 
item and the total score. This was calculated at the first (see Table 30) and last 
observation (see Table 31). For the first observation, use of language to compose a 
message did not have a statisticaly significant corelation with either the using sub-
total, r(48)=.31, or the total score, r(48)=.21. This patern was also noted in the initial 
piloting of the rubric. Interestingly, by the final observation composing did have a 
statisticaly significant corelation with both the using sub-total score (r(48) =.74, p<.01), 
and the total score, (r(48)=.68, p<.01). This implies that by the last observation, the 
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ability to initiate and compose a message independently was corelated with the total 
score and the using sub-total score. 
The corelations between the items in the using section of the rubric and the 
using sub-total score were greater than the corelations with the doing sub-total score, at 
both the first and final observations. This patern was reciprocated for the items in the 
doing section of the rubric, in that they were more highly corelated with the doing sub-
total score at both the first and final observations. 
At the first observation, the corelations between al items and the total score 
were positive and statisticaly significant (except for self-corection r(48) =. 3). At the 
final observation, the corelations between al items and the total score were positive 
and statisticaly significant (except for directionality r(48) =.28). It should be noted that 
observations of self-corection were rare across al children for their first observation, 
and by the final observation most children received the maximum score possible for 
directionality as they were al moving left to right across text with ease
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          Table 30 
          Inter-item Correlations, Item-Subtotal Correlations, and Item-Total Correlations: EWOR Part A, First Observation 
  
                                              242   
Item   1   2  3   4   5   6   7  8  9  10  11  12  13 
1.  COMP -             
2.  VI .25  -            
3.  LSI -.92 .38  -           
4.  WV -.70 .42* .25  -          
5.  COW -.14 .19 .33 .13   -         
6.  DIRECT .06 .42* .22 .17  .33  -        
7.  SEARCH .21 .49* .25 .40  .51* .28  -       
8.  MCC .29 .54* .17 .31  .13 .46* .62**  -      
9.  SC -.17 .08 .09 .41* -.21 .15 .21 .11  -     
10. FL -.13 .16 .42* .27  .31 .41* .52* .32 .38  -    
11. USESUB .31 .79** .59** .59** .55** .57** .65** .55** .09 .42*  -   
12. DOINGSUB .71 .43* .37 .31 .43* .47* .82** .72** .54** .81** .60**  -  
13. TOTAL .21 .68** .54** .51* .55** .58** .82** .70** .35 .68** .90** .89**  - 
 
COMP = Composition; VI = Use of visual information; LSI = Use of leter sound information; WV= Writing vocabulary; COW = Concept of 
word; DIRECT = Concepts about directionality; SEARCH = Searching; MCC = Monitoring and/or crosschecking; SC = Self-correcting; FL = 
Fluency; USINGSUB = Using sub-total score; DOINGSUB = Doing sub-total score; TOTAL = Total score. 
Note: *p<.05, **p<.01 
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          Table 31 
          Inter-item Correlations, Item-Subtotal Correlations, and Item-Total Correlations: EWOR Part A, Last Observation 
  
                                              243  
Item  1  2  3   4   5   6   7  8  9  10  11  12  13 
1.  COMP  -             
2.  VI .41*  -            
3.  LSI .19 .49*  -           
4.  WV .46* .30 .14   -          
5.  COW .33 .49* .15  .00  -         
6.  DIRECT .07 .08 .22 -.11 .36   -        
7.  SEARCH .46* .49* .43*  .43* .08  .21  -       
8.  MCC .29 .35 .45*  .18 .29  .18 .62**  -      
9.  SC .12 .33 .22  .22 .20  .12 .23 .22  -     
10. FL .62** .53** .32  .32 .48*  .27 .54** .46* .32  -    
11. USESUB .74** .81** .61** .58** .56**  .25 .62** .47* .33 .69**  -   
12. DOINGSUB .51* .58** .47*  .39 .37*  .27 .78** .73** .64** .80** .72**  -  
13. TOTAL .68** .76** .58** .53** .51*  .28 .74** .64** .51* .80** .91** .94** - 
 
COMP = Composition; VI = Use of visual information; LSI = Use of leter sound information; WV= Writing vocabulary; COW = Concept of 
word; DIRECT = Concepts about directionality; SEARCH = Searching; MCC = Monitoring and/or crosschecking; SC = Self-correcting; FL = 
Fluency; USINGSUB = Using sub-total score; DOINGSUB = Doing sub-total score; TOTAL = Total score. 
Note: *p<.05, **p<.01 
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       In relation to the EWOR: Part B, the part concerned with the writen message, 
the corelations between each item and the total score were positive and statisticaly 
significant (see Table 32). Linguistic texture had the highest corelation with the total 
score, r(48) =.73, p<.01. 
 
Table 32 
Inter-item correlations: EWOR Part B 
Item 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1. Legibility -      
2. Linguistic Complexity .14** -     
3. Linguistic Texture .11** .51** -    
4. Punctuation .19** .20** .11** -   
5. Organization .10** .32** .14** .48** -  
6. Total Score .52** .71** .74** .53** .50** - 
p<.01 
 
I also corelated the mean EWOR: Part B (message) total score for each student 
with mean EWOR: Part A (writing behaviors) total score. I found that there was a 
positive corelation between average ratings in what children produced and observed 
writing behaviors (r24=.43, p<.05) 
In summary, the corelations between the items considered in the EWOR: Part A 
indicated that the items contained within the rubric constitute part of the construct of 
early writing actions, and that there is a positive relationship between what a child uses 
and does during the co-constructed writing event and his or her total score. Crucialy, 
the corelations between items are not so high that one might suspect that they are 
measuring or capturing the same information. This patern was similar for the items in 
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the EWOR: Part B, and again indicated that the sub-dimensions were positively related 
but not so strong that they measured the same construct. I also found that there was a 
positive relationship between mean scores of writen messages and observed writing 
behaviors. 
Validity. In considering the validity of an assessment tool, one considers the 
extent to which the tool measures what it is intended to measure (AERA, APA, & 
NCME, 1999). Sulivan (2011) likewise described the process of determining validity 
as an on-going, evidence-based argument regarding how wel an instrument measures 
what it is supposed to (p. 119). Accordingly, in this section of the chapter, I present the 
analysis of how wel the EWOR measured what it was supposed to measure: writen 
message complexity and observed writing behaviors in young writers. Nunnaly and 
Bernstein (1994) stated that the validation of any instrument is an unending process, and 
the process of establishing the validity of the EWOR is certainly ongoing as a tool in 
development.  
In Chapter 3, I described how dificult it was to establish the concurent, 
criterion or content validity of the EWOR. In particular, because there was no other test 
that aimed to rate observable writing behaviors and the complexity of very simple 
messages, it was hard to compare the scores obtained in the EWOR with other 
assessments. With this in mind, I aimed to begin the process of establishing construct 
validity. Cronbach and Meehl (1955) suggested a framework of experiments that could 
be brought together to form an evidence-based argument regarding the construct 
validity of an assessment. 
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The ‘Hearing and Recording Sounds in Words’ and ‘Writing Vocabulary’ tasks 
in the OSELA (Clay, 2013) measure phonological encoding, encoding, and production. 
One way to assess the validity of the EWOR: Part A was to consider whether these 
tasks corelated with the items in the EWOR: Part A that purported to measure the same 
constructs, namely; production, use of leter-sound relationships, and use of visual 
information items. To do this I conducted a bivariate corelation between average rates 
of growth in the EWOR: Part A items of use of leter-sound relationships and visual 
information with children’s exit OSELA (Clay, 2013) ‘Hearing and Recording Sounds 
in Words’ and ‘Writing Vocabulary.’ 
My results demonstrated that there was a significant relationship between 
growth in use of leter-sound relationships and exit writing vocabulary (r=.53, p <.01), 
as measured by items on the EWOR: Part A, and total score (r=.61, p<.01). There was a 
corelation between the use of leter-sound relationship item and exit hearing and 
recording sounds in words but it was not statisticaly significant (r=.33, ns). There was a 
statisticaly significant relationship between growth in use of visual information and 
exit writing vocabulary (r=.43, p <.01) and total score (r=.51, p<.01). There was a 
corelation between the use of visual information item and exit hearing and recording 
sounds in words but it was not statisticaly significant (r=.33, ns). Taken together these 
results provide evidence of convergent validity in that the constructs in the EWOR: Part 
A that capture the constructs of phonological and orthographic coding are corelated 
with measures that capture the same constructs in another assessment. 
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Another source of evidence that would support an argument regarding the 
construct validity of the EWOR is that it is sensitive to change over occasions, an 
essential feature of this study. To establish whether the EWOR: Part A was sensitive to 
change over occasions, I used a dependent samples t-test to compare each student’s first 
and final ratings for the using sub-total, doing sub-total, and total score. Results 
demonstrated that total scores were significantly higher at the final rating observation 
(M=18.04, SD=3.78) compared to the first observation (M=15.41, SD=3.09), as 
indicated by a significant t-test, t (23) =3.72, 95% CI [1.16,4.09], p<.001. Using sub-total 
scores were significantly higher at the final rating observation (M=12.71, SD=2.22) 
compared to the first observation (M=10.79, SD=1.72, as indicated by a significant t-
test, t(23) =4.18, 95% CI[.97, 2.86], p<.001. Doing sub-total scores were significantly 
higher at the final rating observation (M=5.33, SD=1.86) compared to the first 
observation (M=4.62, SD=1.74), as indicated by a significant t-test, t(23), 2.06, 95% CI[-
.01, 1.42] p<.05. In summary, the EWOR: Part A was sensitive to change over 
occasions for the participants in this study. 
 In terms of the validity of the EWOR: Part B, and in particular the sensitivity of 
the instrument to change over time, the empirical growth plots and statistical analyses 
presented in the results section for research questions 1 and 2 (change over time in 
writen message complexity and writing behaviors) support the argument that this part 
of the rubric is indeed sensitive to change over time. Hierarchical linear modeling of 
growth over time indicated positive rates of change in writen messages and children’s 
problem solving actions as writers as measured by the EWOR: Parts A and B. 
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Some children in the study presented profiles of progress that had statisticaly 
significant rates of growth. This conclusion, however, is somewhat hampered by the 
lack of variability in terms of the length of the messages writen by the participants in 
this study. In other words, because many of the children wrote only one sentence, the 
rubric could not index changes over time in terms of message organization and 
linguistic complexity. To further investigate the validity of the rubric, there is an urgent 
need to use it with a larger sample of children, spanning a wider range of ages and 
instructional contexts. 
Summary 
For this part of the study, I sought to ascertain the initial reliability and validity 
of the EWOR. Good levels of inter-rater reliability were atained with two other raters, 
and the process of establishing inter-rater reliability provided valuable information 
about the types of information that raters needed in order to provide consistent ratings 
across samples and children (for example, definitions of cohesive ties). The results 
demonstrated that the EWOR has good reliability and validity, although there is a need 
to continue the process of establishing reliability and validity with a sample of 
participants that are more varied. This would include using it with a wider age and 
ability range in terms of observations of writing behaviors. It would also be helpful to 
use the EWOR: Part B with a wider range of writen messages, where the instructional 
context alows greater variation in terms of the linguistic complexity of the writen 
message at both a macro and a micro level. 
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Conclusion 
The scope of this study was broad. I aimed to describe change over time in the 
writing of children in a co-constructed seting with writing being defined broadly as 
complex problem-solving process that involves generation of an idea that is then 
purposefuly constructed and communicated from leters, words and sentences and 
involves orchestration and control of directional and strategic behaviors, phonological 
and orthographic coding and fine motor skils (Clay, 2001; Alamargot & Fayol, 2009; 
Graham & Haris, 2009). 
As children gained expertise in writing, I posited that this would be reflected in 
the complexity of the writen message in terms of legibility and macro- and micro-
levels of language. To capture this change and in the absence of a theoreticaly 
satisfactory measure, I developed and established the reliability and validity of the Early 
Writing Observational Rubric, a rubric designed to capture change in both the 
complexity of writen messages and observation of changes in the child’s problem-
solving actions as they wrote. 
 My results suggested that, for the participants in this study, there were variable 
paths and rates of progress in the complexity of writen messages. While there was 
variability in the micro- (word and sentence) levels of language, there was litle change 
in terms of macro-levels of language. This finding wil be discussed further in Chapter 
5. Further examination of growth over time is waranted with a larger group of children. 
 For one child who exhibited positive progress in terms of the complexity of his 
writen messages, I found that improvements in legibility coresponded with increases 
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in the complexity of language. For another child, legibility momentarily regressed as the 
child progressed in the writing of messages that were increasing in linguistic 
complexity. For children that exhibited flat profiles of progress in the complexity of 
their writen messages, their progress appeared to be constrained by legibility and 
evidence of conceptual awareness of print in the writen messages. Essentialy, it 
appears there is interplay between lower-level transcription skils and higher-order 
compositional processes. In the co-constructed seting, however, this interplay is not 
linear with one preceding the other; rather it appears to move either in a synchronous 
manner or in overlapping waves of fluctuating progressions and regressions. 
 In terms of change over time in writing behaviors, the two children who 
exhibited growth in terms of their writen message also exhibited increasing control 
over both the sources of information they used and their problem-solving actions, or 
what they did as they wrote. One child, Emma, reflected this patern even though she 
demonstrated litle growth in the complexity of her writen messages. This suggests 
that, over this short space of time, growth in actions as a writer is not always reflected 
in writen message. Joanna, in contrast, a child whose writen messages demonstrated 
many erors in terms of concepts about print showed marked improvement in the lower 
level skils (like speling and hearing and recording sounds in words) but not in terms of 
her ability to monitor, edit, or revise her writen messages. This, of course, could be an 
artifact of the instructional focus but raises important question in terms of the balance of 
writing instruction in this co-constructed seting. 
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For both Patricia and Joanna, the responsibility for monitoring message writing 
over time appeared to rest with the teacher. Glasswel (1999) found that instructional 
focus on the mechanics of writing produced Mathew efects. In other words, children 
who developed expertise in writing in an instructional seting that focused on lower-
level skils were constrained in terms of writing development. Similarly, my results 
suggest that children who experienced an instructional seting where the teacher 
assumed the role of monitoring the message writing showed litle growth in the 
complexity of their writen messages. 
 Taken together, I suggest that there is merit in conceptualizing writing in a more 
holistic manner one that takes into account the child’s messages and the actions as they 
write in a co-constructed seting. Taking al factors into account permits a more detailed 
diagnostic evaluation of writen progress. 
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Chapter 5: Discussion 
 
The purpose of this study was to describe change over time in the writen 
messages and writing behaviors of children in a co-constructed seting and to examine 
how this change varied for children who characterized diferent profiles of progress. To 
do this, qualitative and quantitative methodologies were used and a microgenetic design 
was employed for one aspect of the study. To capture change over time, the reliability 
and validity of the Early Writing Observational Rubric, a rubric designed to capture 
change over time in early writing, was established. 
In this chapter, I discuss the results of this study in light of the literature 
reviewed about writing development and the assessment of early writing in Chapter 2. 
First, I consider the findings about the nature of change over time in the complexity of 
children’s writen messages in light of the literature reviewed. In particular, I discuss 
the lack of change in overal writen message complexity, the role of lower-order 
transcription skils and the orchestration of a literacy processing system, and the early 
indicators of growth in the linguistic complexity of early writen messages. Next, I 
examine the findings about the nature of change over time in children’s writing 
behaviors with particular atention to: potential sources of change in writing and issues 
that arose regarding editing behaviors in the context of this study in relation to extant 
research. Then, I review findings about the assessment of early writing in relation to 
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extant literature and assessments. Next, I discuss the significance and implications of 
both the findings and the methodologies employed in this study. Finaly, I suggest 
future directions for research in this field and criticaly interogate potential limitations 
of this study. 
Results in Light of Literature Reviewed 
Nature of change in the complexity of writen messages. I found that the path 
of change, in terms of the legibility and linguistic complexity of the writen messages 
produced by the study participants was neither linear nor stage like. In other words, the 
language of the writen messages did not move from simple to complex or from 
ilegible to legible in clearly demarcated steps. Rather, change was more variable and as 
progressions were observed in certain facets of the writen message there were 
coresponding regressions in others. This patern was iluminated by the empirical 
growth plots of average weekly ratings of the linguistic complexity, legibility, and 
punctuation and capitalization of the writen messages of the children chosen to 
represent diferent profiles of progress. 
For Paul, the child that made the most growth over time, growth in legibility 
coresponded with growth in linguistic complexity. For al other children who 
represented diferent profiles of progress, however, the empirical growth plots that 
ilustrated average weekly ratings on each item of the EWOR: Part B demonstrated that 
progressions in legibility often coincided with regressions in the linguistic texture, 
punctuation, or capitalization of the writen messages produced, and vice-versa. It 
appears that for these children, regardless of their profile of progress, when efort was 
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driven to improve the legibility of their messages there was coresponding regressions 
in the linguistic complexity or conventionality of their messages. In contrast, the 
production of linguisticaly more complex messages coresponded with regressions in 
legibility. 
This finding echoes Granot’s (2002) description of learning in mathematics but 
extends it to the context of early writing development in a co-constructed seting. 
Granot described development occuring as a series of regressions and progressions, 
with steps forward and backward and fluctuations within a developmental range or zone 
of curent development (p.219). In particular, Granot stated that fluctuations could 
occur when the task, content, context, or activity changes. In other words, when more 
atention is directed to creating a longer sentence there may be regressions in sources of 
knowledge or processes that were previously controled.  
On a broad level, this finding also supports the assertions of complex cognitive 
processing orientations to learning (cf. Siegler, 2002) and perspectives on writing (cf. 
Torance & Galbraith, 2006; Sharp et al., 2008; Ritle-Johnson & Siegler, 1999) and 
literacy (Clay, 2001). These theorists describe learning and the development of learned 
processes (like reading or speling) as idiosyncratic, proceeding in series of progressions 
and regressions that are task dependent. I found that for some of the children who 
characterized diferent profiles of progress, control of lower-order transcription skils 
and higher-order levels of language proceeded in a patern that was reflective of an 
overlapping wave as described by Siegler (2002). Overlapping wave theory, to date, 
generaly has been restricted to descriptions of speling development (Ritle-Johnson & 
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Siegler, 1999; Sharp et al., 2008). This result, however, extends this description of 
development proceeding in an overlapping wave to descriptions of writen messages 
that include levels of language and legibility. 
This finding contradicts the Simple View of Writing (Juel, 1988; Berninger et 
al., 2002), which posits that lower-level transcription skils precede higher-order 
compositional processes. In this co-constructed seting children were able to move 
within a zone of support that enabled control of lower-order transcription skils to move 
alongside higher-order compositional processes.  
Litle change in writen message complexity. I found there was litle change 
over time in the complexity of the writen messages co-constructed by the 24 
participants in this study. In particular, the macro-level linguistic complexity of the 
messages, legibility, and use of capitalization and punctuation did not change in terms 
of rate or path. This result did not vary to any great degree between study participants. 
Many children, over time, wrote linguisticaly simple one-sentence messages on a daily 
basis in a co-constructed supportive instructional seting for a period of 12 – 20 weeks. 
This result might seem bewildering given the high level of individualized 
instruction these children received. I suggest, however, that the result is not surprising 
given my findings about the writing behaviors observed and in relation to theoretical 
accounts about the development of writing. In this section, I explicate my rationale for 
such a statement. 
One might expect a greater degree of change over time given the nature of the 
intensive literacy support that the children received. Study participants were the lowest 
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achieving in terms of literacy learning of their age cohort at the beginning of the 
intervention. The average number of words the group could write independently at the 
beginning of the intervention was 8.45 (SD=6.31). Yet one might expect that over the 
course of 12-20 weeks of daily individual literacy lessons that the messages the children 
co-constructed with their teacher would, over time, become linguisticaly complex, 
more legible, and would have accurate punctuation and capitalization. This, in general, 
did not happen and results demonstrated that many children only wrote one simple 
sentence per day. 
The result is certainly contrary to Clay’s (2005b) instructional recommendation 
that, by the end of the Reading Recovery lesson series, children should be enabled to 
write two to three sentence messages. With such an outcome by the end of the first 
semester of first grade a child would seem wel placed to be able to write a short story 
with a defined beginning, middle, and end which, according to Calkins (2013), would 
be a reasonable benchmark at the end of first grade. 
Given the curricular expectations and the intensive individualized instructional 
that the children received, one might reasonably expect that they should have been 
writing at least two or three sentences to a short paragraph at the end of the intervention. 
I suggest, however, that given my findings in terms of the quality of diferent 
dimensions of the writen message, particularly legibility, punctuation, and 
capitalization, of writen messages and the writing behaviors observed (both in general 
and by children who characterized diferent profiles of progress) in relation to extant 
theory about writing development that the results are less unexpected. In fact, the 
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findings confirm aspects of extant theory about writing development. 
Importance of lower-order transcription skils. According to the Simple View 
of Writing proposed by Berninger and Swanson (in Alamargot & Fayol, 2009) and Juel 
(1988), control of lower-order transcription skils precedes engagement of higher-order 
compositional skils. Lower-order skils include fine motor skils and phonological and 
orthographic coding. Torance and Galbraith (2006) suggested that these lower and 
higher order skils operate in a more complex manner and that demand and use of the 
processes depends on the task. Similarly, according to Clay (in Doyle, 2013), use of 
these sources of knowledge and employment of actions move from hesitant and 
tentative to fast and fluent. Though these perspectives difer in terms of how they 
describe the development of these skils, common to al is an acknowledgement of the 
importance of these lower-order skils in the development of expertise in writing. 
The diferent profiles of progress I presented confirm the importance of these 
skils or systems. Paul and Angela, the children who made the most progress in the 
complexity of their writen messages had, over time, stable control of legibility, 
punctuation, and capitalization. In contrast, Emma and Joanna exhibited no growth in 
terms of the complexity of their writen messages. Emma’s writen messages 
demonstrated a tenuous control of legibility and provided evidence of confusions about 
rules of capitalization. Joanna’s progress seemed constrained by ilegibility and erors in 
capitalization and punctuation. In fact, by the end of her lesson series her writen 
messages showed she was leaving no spaces between words. My findings, therefore, 
particularly for these children that exhibited asynchronous profiles of progress, support 
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the notion that control of these lower-order transcription skils is vital. 
Importance of the orchestration of a literacy processing system. An alternative 
suggestion for the lack of change over time in the complexity of written messages might 
be that, given the seven to ten-minute time limit for the writing section of the lesson, 
one sentence is al one could realisticaly expect a child to produce. I would argue, 
however, that the descriptions of change over time in the writing of Paul and Angela, 
who both exhibited synchronous growth in control of writing behaviors and complexity 
of writen messages, would contradict such a suggestion. These children exhibited 
greater control and fluency in the sources of information they used and the actions they 
took, in addition to both being able to write longer or more linguisticaly complex 
messages by the end of the intervention. The evidence that mean message total scores 
corelated positively with mean writing behavior total scores supports this assertion. 
Taken together, these findings support literacy processing theory (Doyle, 2013) 
in that expertise is reflected in a complex orchestration of many sub-component skils 
that interact in a manner that becomes more fluent. I suggest, therefore, that longer 
messages are possible within the time constraints of the lesson but are the result of a 
complex orchestration of strategic actions and use of sources of knowledge. In the 
absence of such strategic actions (as exhibited by Joanna), growth in complexity cannot 
be reasonably expected. 
It also is plausible that perhaps the production of one-sentence messages is al 
that was expected of the child by the majority of teachers in this study. Perhaps, there 
were children who could have writen more but in the absence of an expectation this is 
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al that was produced. This wil be discussed further in this chapter. 
Early signs of growth in complexity. Despite the fact that there was litle growth 
in the complexity of writen messages at a macro-level there was greater variability in 
terms of linguistic complexity at a micro-level. This was measured by rating the use of 
cohesive ties in the writen messages that were produced. Results from the reliability 
and validity analyses demonstrated that linguistic texture ratings had the highest 
corelation with total score in the EWOR: Part A. For most children, the most variation 
occured in the linguistic texture of their messages. For example, Angela, produced 
messages that, over time, became longer within the confines of one sentence and 
contained more cohesive ties.  
This finding confirms the propositions of King and Rentel (1981) and Haliday 
and Hassan (1976) that evidence and emergence of cohesive ties in writen text is one of 
the earliest indicators of complexity of language in writing. From this perspective, the 
increased use of cohesive ties demonstrates that the child is becoming more aware of 
the ideational and communicative functions of text. Examining texts for the presence of 
cohesive ties, I suggest, is an efective gauge to capture the beginnings of linguistic 
complexity prior to measures that assess macro-levels of language. The grain-size of 
such measures may be simply too large to pick of the subtleties of emerging complexity 
in writing. 
Nature of change over time in writing behaviors. The 24 children in this 
study were observed at two or three points over time engaging in the composition and 
construction of a writen message in a co-constructed seting. I considered how 
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children’s writing behaviors changed in terms of their use of certain sources of 
information: language to compose a message, leter-sound relationships, visual 
information, a writing vocabulary, and concepts about print. I also considered how often 
the child exhibited behaviors like pausing, rereading, generating the next word to write, 
and self-corecting. Clay (2001) suggested that these were al behaviors that would 
imply in-the-head strategic activities like searching, monitoring, and crosschecking. In 
addition to reporting general changes over time at group level in terms of rate of 
growth, I conducted a qualitative analysis examining what behaviors changed, stayed 
the same, or emerged anew in this co-constructed seting for five children who 
characterized diferent profiles of progress. 
In general, I found that most children entered the intervention controling 
directional movement and spacing. In this study seting, the most significant rates of 
change occured in terms of their use of sources of information (writing vocabulary, 
speling, and leter-sound relationships) and there was less evidence of such growth in 
terms of behaviors (like rereading, pausing, editing, and self-corection) that would 
imply strategic activity. 
Sources of change over time in writing. I suggest that control of use of sources 
of information in addition to fluent orchestration of strategic actions are a sources of 
growth in writing. For the two children, Paul and Angela, who exhibited growth in the 
complexity of their writen messages I observed a synchronous growth of their writing 
behaviors that implied control of use of sources of information, problem-solving 
behaviors, and the fluency with which they employed these actions. 
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Paul, the child who made the most progress in terms of growth in complexity of 
writen messages, exhibited greater control over time in the use of sources of 
information. For example, by the last observation he was speling more words 
independently and could use leter-sound relationships to write leters more eficiently 
than he did during the first observation. In addition to this, he controled the actions that 
implied strategic control of the writing process. Over time, he assumed more control of 
the construction of the message, actively searched for the next word as he constructed 
his message on paper, and noticed and sought to corect errors. 
Angela also exhibited a refinement over time of rereading behaviors and active 
monitoring of the accuracy of her messages as she wrote. These paterns contrasted with 
an overal lack of active monitoring and ineficient use of sources of information by 
children, like Joanna and Patricia, who both made litle or less progress respectively, in 
the complexity of their writen messages. 
These observations support Clay’s (2001) description of self-extending literacy 
processing systems but extend these descriptions to the act of writing. Clay (2001) 
suggested that changes or extensions of knowledge are mediated by acts of self-
corection, changes in speed, and successive acts of problem solving. I suggest that the 
acts described in the previous chapter, particularly for Paul and Angela, exemplify the 
self-extension of literacy processing systems that in turn resulted in the production of 
longer more complex writen messages, or synchronous growth in the complexity of 
writen messages and behaviors. 
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This extension of theory requires further investigation. In particular, it is not 
clear which specific behaviors triggered the growth or were more predictive of growth. 
It could have been the eficiency of composing and use of sources of information that 
freed Paul’s processing systems to monitor. Alternatively, perhaps, the active 
monitoring fueled the eficiency of his information use. Additionaly, Paul’s movement 
towards becoming a more eficient writer occured in a specific instructional context, 
and in-depth analysis of the type of support his teacher provided would be invaluable. 
The absence of editing behaviors. There was a notable patern across the co-
constructed writing events of less, or in some cases a complete lack of, editing 
behaviors. To reiterate, editing or self-corecting behaviors include active monitoring 
leading to identification of a discrepancy, diagnosis of a next step and execution of a 
self-corection (Fitzgerald, 1987). Editing is an activity that has been established as an 
important component of proficient writing by models of skiled writing (cf. Bereiter & 
Scardamalia, 1987; Flower & Hayes, 197) but the role of editing in developing writing 
has been articulated less clearly. 
Within the instructional context of this study, children grew in terms of their use 
of sources of information (like composing, speling, hearing and recording sounds in 
words, or use of a writing vocabulary) but within this space the responsibility for the 
editing actions were largely controled by the teachers. In other words, teachers often 
drew children’s atention to erors or prevented them from making erors. There was a 
distinct lack of opportunity for children to notice, let alone self-corect, an eror.  
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One factor afecting this result is that teachers often took on the role of 
‘problem-solver’ in the co-constructed seting. This was certainly the case for both 
Joanna and Patricia. My observations, even for high progress children like Paul, 
demonstrated that within the co-constructed seting teachers often assumed this role and 
placed an instructional emphasis on use of sources of information. They rarely, 
however, “handed over the reins” to the child over the period of the intervention to 
actively monitor the construction of the message. 
I propose that there is a dissonance between this finding, the pedagogical 
implications of literacy processing theory (Clay, 2001), and the instructional support 
that the children who characterized profiles of progress received. According to Clay 
(2001), development in reading moves from simple to complex processing, with 
increasingly more sophisticated integration of sources of information and strategic 
actions. This theory informs Reading Recovery instruction. In the context of this study, 
however, instruction seemed to focus on the use of sources of information in writing 
and neglected the actions that are required to integrate these sources of information. 
Another reason that these behaviors were so rarely observed could be tied to the 
simplicity of the messages that were produced. I found that growth in terms of using 
sources of information was negatively corelated to observation of behaviors that 
implied strategic behaviors. In other words, the more accurate children became with 
speling, using leter-sound relationships, and obeying rules about punctuation there 
were less observations of editing behaviors and this was compounded by the simplicity 
of the writen messages. I hypothesize that as children became more accurate in the 
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writing of simple messages there was less evidence of behaviors like editing because it 
was simply not needed. In a sense, like reading, the production of simple texts became 
an easy rather than an instructional task. This in turn denied children the opportunity to 
engage in problem-solving behaviors.  
Assessment of writen messages alone is not satisfactory. Assessments of 
early writing tend to focus on proxy measures (like word writing) or the writen 
message to the neglect of sensitive observation of the act of writing (see Appendix A). 
My findings demonstrate that assessment of the writen message alone is not a 
satisfactory way to capture changes in early writing. 
Judged solely on the discourse level of linguistic complexity in their writen 
messages, as is common with many first-grade writing rubrics (cf. Calkins, 2013), it 
would appear that many of the children in this study made minimal progress in writing. 
Take, for example, the children who exhibited asynchronous paterns of progress. 
Judged solely on message alone, Emma would be defined as a writer who made litle 
progress. A more holistic examination of both the change over time in the messages that 
she produced and her actions as a writer revealed that even though her messages 
changed litle her control of problem-solving actions as a writer improved.  
This result has implications for how we define the progress of early or 
struggling writers. Alamargot and Fayol (2009) asserted that a developmental model of 
writing should predict both the course of the actions involved in writing and the 
characteristics of the writen message. My finding supports this assertion. Given that 
litle change in messages over time is not necessarily reflected in the child’s actions as a 
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writer it would seem neglectful to theorize and assess the development of writing 
without atention to observations of the early writer in action. 
The reliability and validity of the EWOR rubric. Capturing early writing is 
an arduous task. Children’s production of early messages is variable and sensitive to 
task demands. In addition to this, I suggest there is a theoretical incoherence in the field 
of early writing research that is reflected in the assessments used to capture writing 
development. 
The EWOR rubric was designed to provide a means with which to capture 
change over time in both the complexity of writen messages and writing behaviors. My 
results indicate good initial reliability in terms of measures of internal consistency and 
inter-item corelations. In terms of validity the measure was sensitive to change over 
time and there were statisticaly significant relationships between some items of the 
EWOR: Part A and extant measures of writing. 
In my review of extant writing assessments (see Appendix A) and of the 
literature about the assessment of early writing, I found that few rubrics provided 
evidence of reliability and validity beyond inter-rater reliability (cf. Haris et al., 2013; 
Watanbe & Hal-Kenyon, 2011) and that there were no measures that atended to both 
writing behaviors and message in the context of the co-construction of a message. By 
designing, piloting, and establishing the reliability and validity of the EWOR, I have 
contributed a rubric that can be used to capture change over time in both the complexity 
of writen messages and writers actions in a more comprehensive, holistic, and 
theoreticaly satisfactory manner. 
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Significance and Implications 
This research study is significant in terms of its contribution to descriptions of 
change over time in early writing development, methodological considerations in the 
study of change over time, and the assessment of early writing. In this section, I 
consider the significance of the findings of this study and the implications for writing 
research. 
Descriptions of change over time. To describe change over time in early 
writing in a satisfactory manner I wanted to study its evolution, the context in which 
this change occurs, and the intricate ways diferent facets of writing act and interact. 
This is important because knowing more about how writing develops and the individual 
diferences that exist between children permit more accurate descriptions of when the 
orchestration of this complex process either accelerates or go awry. 
For the children who characterized diferent profiles of progress, I found that the 
rate and path of change was not linear or stage-like. I also found that lower-level 
transcription skils were important but acted and interacted with higher-order linguistic 
skils in a series of progressions and regressions. The descriptions of these changes are 
important because, to date, the majority of accounts of writing development have used 
cross-sectional designs that do not capture smal changes over time in individual 
development. Furthermore, extant accounts of micro-developmental changes over time 
in writing were restricted to descriptions of speling. In this study, in contrast, I 
considered individual changes in the micro- and macro-levels of language, legibility, 
punctuation and capitalization of children’s early writen messages. 
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Control of lower-order transcription skils. The findings support the notion 
that, for the children in this study, lower-order skils had a central role to play in the 
production of more complex messages. It was evident that children who did not exhibit 
adequate control of these skils made litle progress in the production of more complex 
sentences and demonstrated less observable behaviors that signaled self-regulation of 
the writing process. 
Within this seting there was a symbiotic relationship between the legibility and 
linguistic complexity of children’s writen messages. For example, control of legibility 
would regress as either language became more complex and vice-versa. It appears, 
therefore, that in this co-constructed seting those lower-order transcriptions skils, 
though important, did not proceed in a lock-step manner where transcription skils 
preceded composition. 
This finding presents a chalenge, in terms of instructional implications, 
particularly to both simple cognitive processing and social perspectives on early 
writing. An instructional implication of a simple cognitive processing perspective 
would be that lower order skils would be taught prior to higher-order compositional 
skils. My results demonstrate, that in this instructional seting, instruction could be 
more nuanced and support could be provided and withdrawn in response to what the 
child needed at that particular point, depending on the complexity of the message.  
In contrast, an instructional implication of a more social perspective would be 
that atention would focus on the meaning-making processes of writing to the neglect of 
lower-order transcription skils. My results demonstrate that teachers must carefuly 
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consider the support that is provided to children to control the lower-order skils of 
legibility and conceptual awareness of print in order to facilitate more complex meaning 
making.  
The instructional implications of my findings for educators and those designing 
writing interventions are complex. It seems that, in this instructional seting, teachers 
had a complex task: to support children to use language to compose and construct 
authentic messages in addition to ensuring that that they atend to the fluency and 
legibility of children’s handwriting and evidence of confusions about concepts about 
print.  
Lack of variation in writen messages. I found that there was litle change over 
time in terms of the macro-level linguistic complexity of the messages produced in this 
co-constructed seting. This finding is significant because, at the moment, curicular 
benchmarks for independent writen messages of first grade children would suggest that 
children should be able to write complex two or three paragraph texts (cf. Calkins, 
2013). My finding suggests, that even in a supportive intensive one-to-one literacy 
intervention, children did not produce texts that would be deemed satisfactory in terms 
of these curicular benchmarks.   
The chalenge of this finding is twofold. First, are curicular expectations of 
complexity in writing founded on empirical evidence of what first grade children can 
actualy write? Second, what change should realisticaly be expected in terms of the 
complexity of children’s writen messages in this co-constructed seting? More research 
is needed to ascertain a realistic benchmark in terms of the writen mesages that 
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Reading Recovery students produce compared to those produced by their first grade 
peers. Unlike reading, there is litle empirical evidence about the average complexity of 
writen messages for both children in first grade early literacy interventions or 
classrooms. 
I found that, for children in this study, the complexity of writen messages 
changed litle at a macro-level but that there was variation in terms of micro-levels of 
language. This finding supports the earlier research of King and Rentel (1981) and has 
implications for how we capture the earliest changes in writen message complexity. 
Children do not move from writing their names to paragraphs. Between these two points 
is a complicated movement towards complexity and it seems that the emergence of 
words that signal linguistic texture are a feasible way to capture this change. 
The definition and identification of words that are cohesive ties is, however, 
dificult as evidenced by my experiences in working to obtain inter-rater reliability with 
second coders. An implication of this finding, therefore, is that to efectively identify 
words that are cohesive ties researchers need support to be able to identify and 
categorize such words. 
Problem-solving behaviors. I found that children who characterized 
synchronous profiles of progress grew both in terms of the sources of information they 
used and their strategic actions as writers. For one child, this coresponded with the 
production of increasingly more complex texts, and another wrote more linguisticaly 
textured texts.  
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The majority of children, however, in this study produced only simple one-
sentence messages. In considering writing behaviors, most children made more progress 
in the sources of information they used (visual information, leter-sound relationships, 
and writing vocabulary) compared to exhibition of behaviors that implied problem-
solving actions like editing.  
Taken together, the children who characterized asynchronous profiles of 
progress wrote simple one-sentence messages and became more accurate in their use of 
sources of information. This in turn permited them to write their messages accurately 
but they were not observed to engage in the self-monitoring of the production of these 
messages. In general, I also found a negative corelation between growth in use of 
sources of information and strategic actions on text. I suggest that this relationship 
between what children use and do as they write is tied in some way to the complexity of 
their writen messages. This relationship is complicated but has significant pedagogical 
implications. 
The conundrum is thus: these high-levels of accuracy in the writing of simple 
messages left children without a problem to solve. I suggest that, in the context of this 
study, perhaps there was a detachment between the pedagogical implications of literacy 
processing theory and the writing instruction that children received. In other words, one 
would expect to observe instruction that focused on supporting children to use multiple 
sources of information and engage in problem solving behaviors to produce more 
complex texts. In reality, the teachers supported children to use multiple sources of 
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information but often assumed the role of monitoring the production of the text without 
atention to the production of progressively more complex messages. 
In terms of pedagogy, thus, there are instructional implications for teachers in 
terms of; (a) the space they provide to children to initiate problem-solving, (b) the 
support they provide to children to engage in this problem-solving process, and (c) the 
focus of their instruction.  
In terms of the nature of the relationship between writen text complexity and 
the opportunities it provides for problem solving, I suggest that the relationship is 
reciprocal. More complex writen texts might support the extension of a self-extending 
literacy processing system in that it provides children with opportunities to problem-
solve and engage in editing behaviors. Likewise, children who exhibit more control of 
problem-solving behaviors should, theoreticaly, be able to write longer more complex 
messages. To do this they must, however, be exposed to instruction that provides them 
with the opportunity and space to monitor, search for more information, self-corect and 
edit their own work. 
Methodological significance. A driving force in undertaking this research was 
the unsatisfactory nature of extant descriptions of change over time in early writing and 
the tools used to capture this change. In terms of methodologies, there is a 
predominance of cross-sectional designs that capture slices of change over large periods 
of time with the actual change that occured within these timeframes being infered. 
Many of these studies examine broad changes over time at group level rather than 
individual changes over time. 
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I used mixed-methodologies with a microgenetic design for part of the study to 
provide a more fine-grained picture of change over time. I suggest there were several 
afordances of using such a methodology. First, using a microgenetic design I was able 
to describe what changed over time in terms of the rate, path, breadth, and variability of 
writen messages using descriptive statistics and hierarchical linear modeling 
(Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002). Second, using an event matrix as suggested by Miles et al. 
(2014) I also was able to consider what changed, stayed the same, and emerged anew in 
terms of complexity of writen messages and writing behaviors over time. 
These analytic methods permited a more comprehensive examination of change 
that enabled me to atempt to explicate the sources of change in early writing. This 
aspect was more dificult because there could have been various sources of change but 
providing a comprehensive picture of both writing behaviors and complexity of writen 
messages in a co-constructed seting provided suggestions as to how this occured. 
 Another aspect of the methodological significance of this study is the context in 
which it occurs. Many developmental studies in writing occur in clinical setings to the 
neglect of social context and the delicate act of composition. Extant case studies (cf. 
Sipe, 1998; Dyson, 1988) provide valuable information about the context in which 
individual children’s writing development occurs, but rarely compare across children or 
examine the threads of various aspects of cognition across time. 
In my review of methodologies used to study change over time in writing, I 
found that microgenetic methods had been employed in social contexts (cf. Jones, 1998) 
to best iluminate the micro-developmental changes that occur within an instructional 
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seting (Laveli et al., 2006). No more than cohesive ties provide evidence of the first 
bursts of linguistic complexity; actions within a co-constructed writing event are the 
first actions children take as they develop expertise in writing that may not be evident in 
an independent seting. 
Assessment of writing. I have designed and established the reliability and 
validity of a rubric that could enable researchers and educators to evaluate the 
complexity of early writen messages and to observe the writing actions of children 
working in co-constructed setings. In my review of literature, I could find no measures 
that atended to both aspects of writing and therefore the creation of such a rubric 
contributes to the field of writing assessment. 
Future Research 
I suggest that there are many avenues for future research stemming from this 
study. A logical next step would be to conduct a similar study with a broader sample of 
children over a longer period of time. For example, change over time in the co-
constructed writing of children as they progress from kindergarten to first grade could 
be conducted. Observations could be conducted in weekly increments from 
kindergarten to first grade with a random sample of children and this would provide 
rich, more detailed descriptions of the variety of ways children’s writen messages and 
actions develop and go awry. 
Such a study would also provide information about what a realistic benchmark 
in terms of writen message complexity actualy is for kindergarten and first grade 
children. Many rubrics at the moment seem to be derived from curicular expectations 
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that seem somewhat disconnected from theory. Some avoid, albeit unintentionaly, 
interogating the issue by use of proxy measures. 
While the EWOR rubric had good initial validity and reliability there is a need 
for further reliability and validity analyses to be conducted with a broader more 
representative sample. Such a longitudinal study would provide opportunities to 
conduct analyses about item dificulty and provide norms for diferent age groups. 
Another avenue for research is to further explore whether supporting struggling 
early writers to engage in editing behaviors wil have impact on writing outcomes. One 
possible avenue of research would be to conduct a microgenetic study of writing within 
a co-constructed seting that would involve systematic observation and subsequent 
professional development with an instructional focus that would support aspects of the 
writing process that children are neglecting to orchestrate. 
Limitations 
A potential limitation of this study is that the rubric in itself may not capture 
important aspects, or miss, the nuances of certain aspects of early writing. Through the 
process of item review and piloting I hope to have negated this limitation. I also 
conducted a thorough theoretical review of constructs commonly used in early writing 
assessments to ensure that the rubric was as comprehensive as possible. Additionaly, 
by observing the writing process videos in detail and engaging in the process of keeping 
field notes I endeavored to ensure that my descriptions of the complexity of writen 
messages produced and the writing behaviors exhibited by children who characterized 
diferent profiles of progress were as comprehensive as possible. 
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For certain items on the rubric I was unable to detect much variation. For 
example, as described previously many children only wrote one sentence so there was 
litle variation in items that provided higher ratings for writing more than one sentence. 
In terms of writing behaviors, many children already controled directional movement. I 
suggest that this lack of variation is more a reflection of the homogeneity of the 
instructional seting and participants than lack of sensitivity of the rubric. My intention 
in designing the rubric was not to rate writing in a Reading Recovery seting per se. 
Rather, it was to rate early writing in any co-constructed seting. There is a need, 
therefore, to continue to assess the reliability and validity of the rubric with a more 
heterogeneous group in a variety of contexts. 
Participants. One might suggest that the population that the research was 
conducted with (struggling readers and writers) may not be representative of the greater 
population. I argue that this rubric is intended for use with such a population (although I 
suggest it would have utility with any early writer) and, therefore, it was only 
appropriate to use it with such a group. The fact that the group was engaged in an 
intense intervention means that there was also greater potential for change over time 
and variability in responses to the intervention. Additionaly, the element of the lesson 
that involves writing is standardized in that it involves a task that is of the same length 
and format (writing of a message folowing a conversation). 
Another limitation may be the representativeness of the children who 
characterized diferent profiles of progress. One could argue that with a smal sample 
the profiles may not be generalizable. This, however, was never my intention. Rather, I 
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sought to describe change over time in the complexity of writen messages and writing 
behaviors of 24 children within this co-constructed seting. Theoreticaly, I posit that 
children take diferent paths to becoming more expert writers and thus would argue that 
there is no one ‘representative’ path of progress. In starting the process of colecting 
these profiles of progress, however, I have started a process of capturing common 
paterns across profiles. 
While most children represented a profile that was either synchronous (writen 
messages grew more complex and writing behaviors more independent) or 
asynchronous (writing behaviors became more independent but this was not reflected in 
their writen messages), there were some children with more eratic profiles of progress. 
It may be when the occasions that these children were observed were not representative 
of their writing behaviors in general. There may also have been some measurement 
eror in terms of their rubric ratings. I think that the eratic profiles warant more in-
depth investigation. 
Teaching. The quality of teaching is also a possible threat to the validity of the 
study. Many of the teachers of these children were only in their first year of Reading 
Recovery training and, therefore, may not have engaged in the ful repertoire of 
instructional practices that are part of the intervention. This may have contributed to the 
lack of variation in terms of complexity of writen messages. I suggest, however, that al 
teachers were trained elementary teachers and were experienced in the teaching of 
writing to young children as evidenced by the years of experience they had prior to their 
Reading Recovery training. 
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I agree with Granot, Fischer and Parziale’s (2002) argument that interactions 
with others are part of development reality and behaviors are embedded in context 
(p.136). It is exactly these types of contexts where development needs to be studied, as 
it is only within these instructional contexts that researchers can begin to truly unpick 
the setings where children make accelerated progress or where progress goes awry. 
While dificult, I suggest that studies of development within the instructional context 
they occur provide valuable information about the nature of instruction that supports 
learning. 
A limitation of any microgenetic study is the fact that change is idiosyncratic 
and, therefore, it is hard to pinpoint the exact time period when the most change wil 
occur. For example, in studying a child learning to walk one can only assume that the 
exhibition of certain crawling movements wil herald first steps at some point in the 
near future. I think it quite reasonable to expect change in writing to occur during an 
intense one-to-one intervention folowing one year of formal schooling. It is quite 
plausible, however, that for some children (for example, Joanna) who exhibited litle 
growth in writen complexity but growth in her actions as a writer, that the period of 
greatest change for her might quite feasibly occur after the study. The description of the 
genesis of these changes, however, is valuable in itself. 
Conclusion 
Learning to write is an important milestone for children as they become literate. 
Multiple factors interact as children develop expertise as writers and these factors 
operate within a social context, influenced by the type of support that children receive 
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as they compose and construct writen messages. Freedman et al. (1987) stated that the 
field of writing research is mired by the separation of message from process and 
cognition from context. Over thirty years ago, Martha King (1978) suggested that 
detailed observations of a child’s behavior during writing would yield great insight into 
the process of writing, thus informing a richer conceptual understanding of writing 
development. I agree with Wertsch and Hickmann’s (1987) assertion that observations 
within a co-constructed seting are essential if we are to observe the origins of strategic 
development and self-regulation. 
The aim of this study was to provide detailed descriptions of change over time 
both in the complexity of writen messages and the writing behaviors of 24 children in a 
co-constructed seting atending to cognition, context, writing behaviors, and message. 
The profiles of progress I described, ilustrate the variety of paths the children in this 
study took to becoming more expert writers. I found that the greatest variation in terms 
of linguistic complexity occured in micro-levels of language. There was a symbiotic 
relationship between legibility and linguistic characteristics of writen messages that 
proceeded in a manner similar to overlapping waves as described by Siegler (2005). 
Many children did not, over time, write more complex messages but this was not 
necessarily reflected in their behaviors as writers, which has implications for instruction 
and assessment. Complexity maters, however, as my findings suggest that writing 
simple messages with increasing accuracy in terms of speling and phonology lessens 
the opportunities to problem-solve.  
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The Early Writing Observational Rubric provides a means for both researchers 
and educators to consider the complexity of early writen messages and the self-
regulation of the sources of information that children use and the actions they take and 
what they do as they write. Sensitive observation of writers as they engage in co-
constructed writing provides valuable information about their development of expertise 
in writing, and permits observation of the genesis of actions that the writer wil, 
hopefuly, refine and be able to control in an independent seting as they construct and 
compose meaningful messages.  
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Appendix C: Reading Recovery Writing Book Exemplar 
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Appendix D: Examples of Cohesive Ties in Writen Texts 
Cohesive 
Ties 
Type Definition Words Example 
Reference Personal 
Referents 
Personal 
pronouns and 
their 
possessive 
forms 
I/me/you/us/he/him/she/her/th
ey/ 
Them/it/one/mine/yours/ours/
his/ 
her/theirs/its/my/your/our/his 
Her/their/its/one’s 
She likes 
him (2) 
I like 
you.(2) 
I like 
him(2) 
 
Demonstrative Form of verbal 
‘pointing’. 
This included 
definite article 
‘the +noun’ 
This/ these/that/those 
Her/there/then 
The + noun 
I’d like to 
stay here 
(1) 
Sit on the 
couch (1) 
Comparative Adjectives or 
adverbs 
Same/identical(ly)/equal(ly)/ 
Similar(ly)/additional(ly)Othe
r(wise) 
so/more/lessBeter/more 
I prefer the 
other 
couch. 
Substitiute Nominal Substitution 
involves 
replacement of 
the item with a 
linguistic 
marker or 
counter which 
stands for the 
substitute item 
(King & 
Rentel,p.8), 
Then she tried to remember 
the words. She could 
remember the first words but 
not the last ones (ones 
instead of the noun word). 
One/Ones/s
ome 
Verbal Stop boiling pot. And it did 
(did instead of stopped 
boiling) 
Do/Did 
Clausal Stop it. So she did. So/ not 
Conjunction Additive A word that 
specifies that 
what wil 
folow in the 
text is 
semanticaly 
connected to 
what came 
before (King 
& Rentel, p.9). 
And/ Or/Thus/ 
Furthermore/also/not 
I like Jam 
and bread 
Adversative But/Yet/However/Even 
so/Actualy 
Anyhow/only 
I like jam 
but I don’t 
like 
marmalade. 
Clausal So/Then/Therefore/Conseque
ntly 
For/Because/Otherwise/In that 
case 
 
I like jam 
because it 
is sweet. 
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Cohesive tie Type Definition Words Example 
Substitution Temporoal  Then /Next/iust 
then/At/Once/Soon 
Next day/ meanwhile/ before 
I heard the 
bel just 
then. 
4) Lexis 
The 
cohesive 
effect 
achieved by 
selection of 
vocabulary 
Reiteration (1)Repeating 
the same word 
twice. Or (2) 
by using a 
subordinate, 
synonym or 
more general 
term 
 The house is big. The 
house is tal. 
The house is 
big. The 
cottage has 
doors 
Colocation Cohesive term 
for words that 
have word-
meaning 
relationships 
Pairs/Opposites/Complement
aries 
Part-whole 
Days of 
week 
Door/ceiling
/window. 
 
These definitions draw on the work of: 
Haliday, M.A.K., & Hassan, R. (1997). Cohesion in english. London: Longman. 
King, M.L. & Rentel, V.M. (1981). How children learn to write: A longitudinal study. 
Columbus, OH: Ohio State University Research Foundation. 
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Appendix E: Anchor Ratings for EWOR Rubric: Part A 
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Item:&Legibility&
Rating& Exemplar&and&rationale&for&rating&
0&:&Writing'is'
not'legible.'
Uniformity'of'
height'and'
width'and'
spacing'is'not'
apparent.'
Writing'is'very'
large.'Letters'
mostly'formed'
incorrectly&
'
'The'writing'is'not'legible'in'that'it'cannot'be'conventionaly'read.'The'
letters'are'not'uniform'in'height'and'width'and'there'is'no'spacing.'
Letters,'although'recognizable,'are'mostly'formed'incorrectly.'
1&:&The'writing'
is'legible'in'
parts'and'some'
words'appear'
in'uniform'in'
height'and'
width'and'
spacing,'
although'are'
large.'Some'
letters'formed'
correctly&
'
'This'writing'is'legible'in'parts.'Some'words'are'uniform'in'height'and'
width'(cream,'ice).'Words'are'large'but'letters'are'not'uniform'in'height'
and'width.'Some'letters'formed'correctly'but'most'are'not.'Teacher'wrote'
the'word'‘store’'
2:&The'child’s'
writing'is'
mostly'legible.'
Height'and'
width'and'
spacing'
between'words'
are'not'overly'
large.'Letters'
mostly'formed'
correctly.&
'Spacing'is'mostly'uniforms'as'is'the'height'and'the'width'of'the'words'
although'some'letters'are'disproportionately'large'(the'e'is'large'in'like).'
Letters'are'mostly'formed'correctly'but'some'are'not'(m'in'teammate/'
first's'in'toss)'
3:&The'child’s'
writing'is'
completely'
legible'and'
neat.'Height'
and'width'of'
words'
appropriate'not'
overly'large.'
Letters'formed'
correctly&
''
'
Writing'is'completely'neat'with'even'spacing'and'uniformity'in'terms'of'
height'and'width.'Letters'are'al'formed'correctly'
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Item:&Linguistic&Complexity&
Rating& Exemplar&and&rationale&for&rating&
0&
This'message'
could'not'be'
considered'a'
complete'or'
simple'
sentence.'
'
'This'is'not'a'sentence.'Rather'the'child'wrote'a'list'of'words.'
1&
The'message'is'
a'simple'short'
sentence'(one'
independent'
clause'that'
contains'one'
thought)&
'
'This'message'contains'one'thought.'It'could'not'be'any'shorter'or'it'would'
not'be'considered'a'ful'sentence.'
2&
One'long'
sentence'(one'
clause'with'an'
extension)'or'
two'or'more'
simple'
sentence.'
'This'is'a'long'sentence.'It'contains'one'clause'with'an'extension'(.and'ate'
a'red'apple).'It'could'have'been'parsed'into'two'sentences.'
3&
Two'or'more'
sentences.'At'
least'one'is'
compound'(two'
simple'
sentences'
joined'by'a'
conjunction'–'
and/or/but)'or'
is'a'long'
sentence'(one'
clause'with'an'
extension).'
'
''
The'child'wrote'two'sentences.'One'of'the'sentences'is'a'compound'
sentence'(I'word'with'my'pencils'at'home'AND'at'school).'
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Item:&Linguistic&Texture&
Rating& Exemplar&and&rationale&for&rating&
0&
There'is'no'use'
of'cohesive'ties'
'
'There'are'no'cohesive'ties'in'this'sentence.'
1&
There'is'at'least'
one'instance'of'
use'of'cohesive'
ties.'
'
'The'word'‘her’'is'a'personal'referent.'
2&
There'are'at'
least'two'uses'
of'cohesive'ties.'
'
'The'words'‘I’'and'‘my’'are'both'personal'referents.'
3&
There'are'3'or'
more'instances'
of'use'of'
cohesive'ties.'
'
'The'words'‘I’'and'‘my’'are'both'personal'referents.'The'word'‘the’'is'a'
demonstrative'referent.'It'involves'some'form'of'‘verbal'pointing’'in'that'
the'child'is'referring'to'a'particular'bal.'
& '
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
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Item:&Punctuation&and&Capitalization&
Rating& Exemplar&and&rationale&for&rating&
0&
There'is'no'use'
of'capital'letters'
or'use'of'
punctuation'
'
'The'child'does'not'start'the'sentence'with'a'capital'letter'and'there'is'no'
evidence'of'punctuation.'
1&
There'is'some'
use'of'either'
capital'letters'
or'punctuation'
although'they'
may'not'have'
been'used'
properly.'
'
'The'child'used'a'period'accurately'but'did'not'use'a'capital'letter'to'start'
the'sentence'and'used'a'capital'D'to'start'the'word'‘do’'
2&
There'is'
accurate'and'
appropriate'use'
of'capital'letters'
and'
punctuation'in'
one'sentence.'
'
'The'child'used'a'capital'letter'to'start'the'sentence'and'a'period'to'end'it.'
3&
There'is'
accurate'and'
appropriate'use'
of'capital'letters'
and'
punctuation'in'
two'or'more'
sentences.'
'
'The'child'used'capital'letters'and'periods'accurately'in'two'sentences.'
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
'
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Item:&Organization&
Rating& Exemplar&and&rationale&for&rating&
0&
&
The'writer’s'
message'is'
incomprehensi
ble'to'the'
reader.'
'
'Although'the'start'of'the'message'is'clear'it'is'not'clear'what'the'message'
is'as'it'is'not'complete'
1&
Although'not'
organized'in'a'
logical'manner'
the'child’s'
message'is'
somewhat'clear'
to'the'reader.'
'
'
'
'
'Although'this'message'is'not'organized'in'logical'manner'the'child’s'
message'is'clear.'The'child'is'writing'about'the'bear'that'is'in'the'book'
and'teling'the'reader'the'bear'is'sitting'down.'
2&
The'child’s'
message'is'
comprehensible'
and'logicaly'
organized'in'
one'sentence'
'
'The'child'logicaly'organizes'his'message'into'one'sentence.'
3&
Over'2'or'more'
sentences'the'
child'develops'
an'idea'into'a'
coherent'
sentence.'
'
'Over'two'sentences'the'child'logicaly'organizes'a'message'about'
Christmas.'
'
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Appendix F: Process and Message Event Matrices 
 
! Time!1! Time!2! Time!3!
Message!
!
! ! !
Composing!
!
! ! !
Use!of!Visual!
!
! ! !
Use!of!LS!
!
! ! !
Writing!Vocab!
!
! ! !
Concept!of!Word!
!
! ! !
Direction!
!
! ! !
Searching!
!
! ! !
Monitoring/!
Crosschecking!
!
! ! !
SelfBCorrecting!
!
! ! !
Fluency! ! ! !
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Time!1!to!2!
What%changed% %
What%stayed%the%same%%
What%emerged%anew% %
!
Time!2!to!3!
What%changed% %
What%stayed%the%same%%
What%emerged%anew% %
!
Change!Over!Time!in!Written!Messages:!
Construct% Rating/%
Feature%
Time%__%:%
Lesson%__%
Time%__:%
Lesson%__%
Time%__:%
Lesson%__%
Time%__:%
Lesson%__%
Time%__:%
Lesson%__%
Legibility% Rating% % % % % %
% Feature%
%
(Rating)%
Describe%
(Rating)%
Describe%
(Rating)%
Describe%
(Rating)%
Describe%
(Rating)%
Describe%
Linguistic%
Complexity%
Rating% % % % % %
% Feature%
%
% % % % %
Linguistic%
Texture%
Rating% % % % % %
% Feature%
%
% % % % %
Punctuation% Rating% % % % % %
% Feature%
%
% % % % %
MacroD
levels%
Rating% % % % % %
% % % % % %
%%%
%%MESSAGE% Time%1:%% % % % Time%2:%%
Time%3:%% % % % Time%4:%
Time%5:%%
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Time!1!to!2!
What%changed% %
What%stayed%the%same%%
What%emerged%anew% %
!
Time!2!to!3!
What%changed% %
What%stayed%the%same%%
What%emerged%anew% %
!
Time!3!to!4!
What%changed% %
What%stayed%the%same%%
What%emerged%anew% %
!
Time!4!to!5!
What%changed% %
What%stayed%the%same%%
What%emerged%anew% %
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Appendix G: Coding Scheme for Writing Observations 
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Appendix H: Profiles of Progress 
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 Message Process: Using Process: Doing Process: Total 
Profile Name Base Growth Base Growth Raw 
Score 
Gain 
Base Growth Raw 
Score 
Gain 
Base Growth Raw 
Score 
Gaine 
Synchronous Paul 9.31 .0858 10.358 1.698 +7 4.126 .871 +4 14.268 2.812 +11 
Bela 9.42 .0798 11.355 1.984 +2 7.614 .346 +1 19.003 3.150 +3 
Niamh 8.68 .0330 10.365 1.683 +2 4.158 .830 +3 14.526 2.563 +5 
Lily 8.31 .0319 9.869 1.533 +2 3.172 .944 +2 12.920 2.286 +4 
Angela 9.46 .0275 12.625 2.371 +3 5.886 .588 +2 19.011 3.229 +5 
Asynchronous Robert 7.51 .0180 9.095 1.296 +1 2.865 .968 +1 11.630 2.016 +2 
Josh 8.41 .0178 10.581 1.746 +1 4.593 .726 0 15.151 2.499 +1 
Ciara 9.49 .0033 11.202 1.945 +5 4.158 .830 +3 15.498 2.825 +8 
Jim 9.87 .0023 11.418 2.008 +4 5.579 .613 +1 17.089 2.944 +5 
Katie 9.56 -.0001 9.311 1.358 0 2.865 .968 +1 11.947 2.024 +1 
Melissa 9.44 -.0011 9.653 1.470 +3 3.850 .855 +2 13.244 2.373 +5 
Emma 9.14 -.0048 10.642 1.774 +6 3.868 .899 +3 14.544 2.724 +9 
Marie 9.17 -.0049 10.797 1.809 +0 5.207 .677 +2 16.116 2.682 +2 
Joanna 7.02 -.0057 9.742 1.500 +5 3.944 .731 -1 13.323 2.185 +4 
Ryan 9.15 -.0122 11.571 2.046 +1 4.900 .702 +1 16.757 2.777 +2 
Ruth 10.12 -.0132 11.139 1.921 +3 5.271 .638 0 16.440 2.769 +3 
Sean 10.13 -.0253 11.355 1.984 +2 4.222 .791 +1 15.799 2.674 +3 
Erratic Patricia 8.88 -.0100 11.076 1.896 +1 4.286 .751 -1 15.467 2.507 0 
John 10.01 -.0176 10.239 1.634 -2 4.964 .662 -1 15.135 2.340 -3 
Vanessa 6.35 .0551 10.128 1.598 +1 4.718 .648 -1 14.774 2.158 0 
Ronan 7.78 .0590 10.023 1.571 -1 3.236 .904 0 13.221 2.134 -1 
Chris 7.87 .0308 9.744 1.484 -2 3.236 .904 0 12.897 2.047 -2 
Excluded Joe 10.46 -.0418 10.644 1.771 +3 5.579 .613 +1 16.124 2.761 +4 
Helen 9.49 .033 11.20 1.945 +3 4.158 .830 +1 15.498 2.825 _4 
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Appendix I: Paul Message Event Matrix 
Construct) Rating/Feature)Time)1:)
Week)3)L11)
Time)2:)Week)
5)L19)
Time)3:)
Week)10)L38)
Time)4:)
Week)15)L)48)
Legibility) Av.)Rating) 2) 2) 1.5) 2)
Feature)
)
(3)Writing)is)
completely)
legible.)Height)
and)width)
appropriate.)
Not)overly)
large.)Letters)
formed)
correctly)
(2)The)
writing)was)
mostly)legible)
and)most)
letters)
formed)
correctly.)It)
was)not)
overly)large)
and)spacing)
and)height)
and)width)
mostly)
uniform)
although)
sloping)
(3)The)writing)
was)completely)
legible.)Height)
and)width)and)
spacing)were)
completely)
uniform.)
(2)Writing)was)
legible.)Height)
and)width)of)
letters)was)
mostly)uniform)
although)not)
always)and)
most)letters)
formed)
correctly)
Linguistic)
Complexity)
Av.)Rating) 1) 1.5) 2) 1.5)
Features)
)
(1)Short)simple)
sentence)with)
one)thought.)
(1)The)
message)was)
a)simple)oneQ
thought)
message.)One)
sentence)
(3)Two)short)
sentences.)
(3)Two)
sentences)both)
expanded)with)
details)(with)
lights)on)
Linguistic)
Texture)
Av.)Rating) 2) 2) 3) 2)
Features)
)
(2)Use)of)two)
cohesive)ties)
(and)and)a)
demonstrative)
–)the)
(3)Use)of)3)
personal)
referents)
1/my/my))
(3)4)cohesive)
ties)–)I)
(personal)
reference)and)
three)
demonstratives)
(the/it/it)
(3)I/I/my/it.)
Use)of)personal)
referents)and)
demonstratives)
Punctuation)Av.)Rating) 2) 1.75) 2.4) 2.5)
Features)
)
(2)Accurate)
use)of)ful)stops)
and)
punctuation)in)
one)sentence.)
(2)Accurate)
use)of)capitals)
and)
punctuation)
in)one)
(3)Used)
punctuation)
and)capital)
letters)
appropriately)
(3)Used)
punctuation)
and)capital)
letters)in)two)
sentences.)
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sentence.) in)two)
sentences.)
MacroQ
levels)of)
language)
Av.)Rating) 2) 2) 2.5) 2.5)
Features) (2)The)
message)was)
logicaly)
organized)into)
one)sentence)
(2)Message)
was)logical)
and)organized)
into)one)
sentence)
(3)Message)
was)logicaly)
organized)into)
two)sentences.)
(3)Organized)
message)
logicaly)into)
two)sentences)
Messages)Written:)
Time)1:)I)want)to)go)to)the)mountains.)
Time)2:)I)clean)my)car)with)my)dad)
Time)3:)I)like)the)yelow)car.)It)has)keys)in)the)door.)
Time)4:)I)have)a)Christmas)tree)with)lights)on)it.)I)have)stickers)in)my)bathroom)for)Christmas)
Change'Over'Time'
'
Time'1'to'2'
What)
Changed)
)
Legibility)–)the)writing)became)a)little)less)uniform)in)terms)of)height)and)width.)
)
What)
stayed)the)
same)
The)message)was)a)short)simple)message)with)one)thought,)punctuation)and)capitals)
used)correctly)and)the)message)was)logicaly)organized.)
There)were)more)cohesive)ties)in)the)message)in)the)second)obs)(2)to)3))
What)
emerged)
anew)
Nothing)
'
Time'2'to'3'
What)
changed)
Legibility)–)the)writing)was)completely)legible)and)uniform)in)terms)of)height)and)
width.)
The)message)was)now)two)simple)sentences)–)logicaly)organized)with)correct)
punctuation)and)capitalization.)
There)were)more)cohesive)ties)in)this)message)(3)to)4))
What)
stayed)the)
same)
Nothing)–al)progressed)
What)
emerged)
anew)
Nothing.)
'
Time'3'to'4'
What)
changed)
The)writing)was)stil)legible)but)less)uniform)in)height)and)width.) )
Again)two)sentences)but)they)were)expanded)with)more)details.)
)
What)
stayed)the)
same)
Use)of)correct)punctuation)and)capitalization)in)two)logicaly)organized)sentences.)
Same)amount)of)use)of)cohesive)ties.)
)
What)
emerged)
anew)
Nothing)
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)
Change)over)time.)While)legibility)fluctuated)the)writing)was)most)of)the)time)fuly)legible)with)only)
some)changes)in)the)height)and)width)of)the)messages.)Over)time)the)use)of)cohesive)ties)increased)and)
the)messages)move)from)being)simple)one)sentence)messages)to)two)sentences)and)on)the)last)
occasion)were)more)expanded.)Punctuation)and)capitalization)was)accurate)in)al)observations)whether)
the)messages)were)one)sentence)or)not.)
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Appendix J: Angela Message Event Matrix 
Constru
ct)
Rating/)
Feature)
Time)1:)
Week)3)
(Lesson)13)
Time)2:)Week)
6)
(Lesson)20)
Time)3)
Week)10)
(Lesson)42)
Time)4)
Week)15)
(Lesson)56)
Time)5)
Week)17)
(Lesson)
67))
Legibility) Av.)
Rating)
2) 2.33) 2.25) 2.75) 2.25)
Feature)
)
Writing)was)
mostly)
legible)and)
height)and)
width)was)
mostly)
uniform)
although)
some)letters)
were)overly)
large)(2)
Writing)was)
legible)and)
neat.)Height)
and)width)of)
letters)was)
mostly)
uniform)
although)
some)letters)
overly)large)
(2)
Writing)was)
completely)
legible)and)
spacing)was)
uniform.)
Height)and)
width)
appropriate)
and)not)overly)
large)(3)
Writing)
was)
completely)
legible)and)
height)and)
space)of)
letters)and)
words)
were)
appropriat
e)(3))
Writing)
was)
legible)
and)
spacing)
was)
mostly)
uniform)
although)
some)
letters)
were)not)
uniform)in)
height)(2))
Linguistic)
Complexi
ty)
Av.)
Rating)
1.33) 1.6) 2) 1.75) 2)
Feature)
)
(2)Had)a)
long)
sentence)
that)consists)
of)two)
clauses)
(2)The)
sentence)was)
long)
consisting)of)
two)clauses)
(2)One)long)
sentence)with)
clause)and)
extended)
twice))
(2)One)
long)
sentence.)
Could)have)
been)two)
sentences.)
(2)One)
long)
sentence)
that)could)
have)been)
two)
sentences
.)
Linguistic)
Texture)
Av.)
Rating)
2) 2.33) 2.75) 2.5) 3)
Feature)
)
(3)I/my/and)
Three)or)
more)
instances)of)
referents)in)
text.)
Referring)to)
herself)and)
her)cousins)
(3)I/the/and)
Referred)to)
herself)and)
specified)the)
shop)also)
used)
cohesive)tie)
of)and)
(3)
And/he/and/h
e)
Use)of)2)
referents)(he)
and)two)
cohesive)ties)
(and)
(3)
I/my/and/I
/my/and.)
More)use)
of)
referents)–)
to)herself)
and)her)
parents)
(3)
The/the/a
nd/her/sh
e/and)
Use)of)
referents)
to)the)
tiger)and)
the)paint)
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and)using)a)
cohesive)tie)
(and)
and)her)
computer.)
Use)of)and)
twice.)
and)
personal)
pronouns)
(her)and)
she)and)
use)of)
cohesive)
tie)twice)
(and)
Punctuat
Qion)
Av.)
Rating)
2) 1.8) 2) 2) 2)
Feature)
)
Accurate)
use)of)
capitals)and)
punctuation)
in)one)
sentence)(2))
)
Accurate)use)
of)capitals)
and)
punctuation)
in)one)
sentence)(2))
Accurate)use)
of)capitals)and)
punctuation)in)
one)sentence)
(2)
Accurate)
use)of)
capitals)
and)
punctuatio
n)in)one)
sentence)
(2)
Accurate)
use)of)
capitals)
and)
punctuati
on)in)one)
sentence)
(2)
MacroQ
levels)of)
language)
Av.)
Rating)
2) 1) 2) 1.5) 2)
Feature) Organized)
her)
thoughts)
logicaly)in)
one)
sentence)(2))
Organized)
thoughts)
logicaly)in)
one)sentence)
–)temporaly)
made)sense)
(2)
)Organized)her)
thoughts)into)
one)sentence)
(2)
Logicaly)
organized)
her)
message)
into)one)
sentence.)
(2)
Logicaly)
organized)
her)
message)
into)one)
sentence)
that)was)
temporal
y)
organized)
in)
sequence)
(2).)
)Sentence)1)exemplar:)I)went)to)my)cousin’s)house)to)play)and)eat)outside)
)Sentence)2)exemplar:)I)went)to)the)grocery)shop)and)ate)a)red)apple.)
)Sentence)3)exemplar:)Biscuit)was)so)sily)and)he)curled)up)and)he)wanted)a)snack.)
)Sentence)4)exemplar:)I)played)on)my)computer)and)I)watched)a)movie)with)my)mom)and)dad.)
)Sentence)5:)exemplar:)The)sloppy)tiger)stepped)in)the)paint)and)tore)her)shirt)and)she)cry.)
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
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'
Change'Over'Time'
'
Time'1'to'2'
What)
changed)
Nothing)
What)
stayed)the)
same)
Legibility)stayed)the)same)–)writing)was)legible)and)spaced)but)height)and)uniformity)
of)letters)was)slightly)large.)
Linguistic)Complexity)stayed)the)same)–)a)longer)sentence)with)two)clauses.)
Linguistic)Texture)remained)the)same)in)the)sentencesQ)used)references)to)herself)
and)cohesive)tie)of)‘and’.)
Organized)her)thoughts)logicaly)into)one)sentence)with)correct)punctuation.)
What)
emerged)
anew)
Nothing)
'
Time'2'to'3'
What)
changed)
Writing)became)more)legible)in)particular)letters)were)appropriate)in)terms)of)height)
and)width.)In)terms)of)linguistic)complexity)although)it)received)similar)ratings)(rubric)
constraints)the)sentence)was)longer)and)was)extended)twice.)
What)
stayed)the)
same)
Use)of)referents)–)personal)pronouns)and)the)words)and)x2)
Use)of)punctuation)and)organizing)thoughts)into)once)sentence)
What)
emerged)
anew)
Nothing)
'
Time'3'to'4'
What)
changed)
More)use)of)cohesive)ties)in)the)texts)(5)–)references)to)herself)and)her)parents)her)
computer.)Cohesion)x)2)
What)
stayed)the)
same)
Legibility)stayed)the)same)and)the)students)organized)thoughts)into)one)sentence)
with)accurate)punctuation)
What)
emerged)
anew)
Nothing)
'
Time'4'to'5'
What)
changed)
Writing)became)a)little)less)uniform.)Reverted)to)a)score)of)2)as)height)of)letters)
were)not)the)same.)Stil)one)sentence)but)could)have)been)parsed)into)two)
sentences.)More)use)of)cohesive)ties)than)previous)time)(6).)Referring)to)herself,)the)
tiger,)personal)pronouns)and)here)(and)x2).)
Although)only)using)one)sentence)the)sentence)was)temporaly)organized)–)the)tiger)
stepped)in)the)paint)and)tore)her)shirt)and)she)cry.)
What)
stayed)the)
same)
Accurate)use)of)punctuation)and)organized)her)thoughts)into)one)sentence.)
Emerged)
anew)
Nothing.)
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)
Over)time)Angela)and)her)teacher)coQconstructed)one)sentence)every)day.)This)rarely)changed.)Her)
daily)messages)were)one)sentence)and)her)she)logicaly)organized)her)message)into)one)sentence)
with)correct)punctuation.)Her)writing)was)always)legible)although)uniformity)of)letters)in)terms)of)
height)fluctuated.)Over)time)she)showed)growth)in)terms)of)her)use)of)linguistic)texture)in)her)
messages.)Although)stil)writing)one)sentence)mostly)her)sentences)became)longer)and)she)use)
cohesive)ties)to)refer)to)her,)her)family)and)other)things)in)text.)NB:)Linguistic)texture)within)the)one)
sentence.)Quality)of)sentence)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
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)
)
)
Appendix K: Emma Message Event Matrix 
'
Construct) Rating/)
Feature)
Time)1:))
Lesson)13)
Time)2:)
Lesson)26)
Time)3:)
Lesson)46)
Time)4:)
Lesson)60)
Time)5:)
Lesson)
72.)
Legibility) Av.)
Rating)
2) 1.75) 2.5) 1.33) 1.6)
Feature)
)
(2)Writing)
was)legible)
and)height)
and)width)
and)
formation)
of)letters)
was)mostly)
uniform)
with)some)
exceptions.)
(1)Writing)is)
legible)and)
spaced)
accurately)
but)letters)
are)large)and)
mostly)
irregular)in)
height)and)
width)
(2)Writing)is)
mostly)legible)
and)height)and)
width)of)
letters)is)
uniform)
although)
wavers)up)and)
down)a)little.)
(2)
Writing)is)
mostly)
legible)
and)
letters)are)
mostly)
uniform)
and)
mostly)
formed)
correctly.)
(1)
Writing)
is)legible)
but)
letters)
are)quite)
big)and)
mostly)
not)
uniform)
in)height)
and)
width.)
Linguistic)
Complexity)
Av.)
Rating)
1.5) 1.5) 2) 1.33) 1.5)
Feature)
)
(2)The)
sentence)
was)long)a)
statement)
with)an)
extension.)
(1)The)
sentence)is)
short)with)
one)thought.)
(2)A)longer)
sentence)
extended)(at)
school))
(1)The)
message)
is)a)simple)
short)
message.)
(1)The)
message)
is)a)
simple)
short)
one)–)
one)
thought.)
Linguistic)
Texture)
Av.)
Rating)
1.5) 1.75) 2.75) 1.33) 1.75)
Feature)
)
(3)The)
child)used)
three)
cohesive)
ties)
(I/my/the)
(2)There)
were)two)
uses)of)
cohesive)ties)
(I)and)a)
demonstrativ
e)referent)
(the)
(1)There)was)
one)instance)
of)use)of)
cohesive)tie)–)
her)
(2)There)
are)two)
cohesive)
ties)(and/)
the))
(1)There)
is)one)
cohesive)
tie)–)a)
personal)
referent)
–)she)
Punctuation) Av.)
Rating)
)
2) 1.5) 2) 1.66) 2)
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Feature)
)
(2)
Accurate)
use)of)
capitals)
and)
punctuatio
n)in)one)
sentence)
(1)Accurate)
use)of)
punctuation)
but)1)
inaccurate)
use)of)
capitals)(I)in)
swing)
(2)Accurate)
use)of)capitals)
and)
punctuation)in)
one)sentence)
(1)
Accurate)
use)of)
capital)
letter)at)
the)
beginning)
of)the)
sentence)
and)ful)
stop)but)
incorrect)
use)of)
capital)at)
beginning)
of)second)
line)
)
)
(1)
Accurate)
use)of)
capitals)
and)
punctuat
ion)in)
one)
sentence)
MacroQ
levels)of)
language)
Av.)
Rating)
2) 2) 2) 2) 2)
Feature) (2)The)
message)
was)
organized)
logicaly)
into)one)
sentence.)
(2)Message)
logicaly)
organized)
into)one)
sentence.)
(2)Message)
logicaly)
organized)into)
one)sentence.)
(2)
Message)
logicaly)
organized)
into)one)
sentence.)
(2)
Message)
logicaly)
organize
d)into)
one)
sentence
.)
)Time)1:)I)see)my)cat)going)to)the)house.) ) Time)2:)Here)I)am)on)the)swing)
)Time)3:)Sam)wants)her)mom)to)stay)at)school.) Time)4:)Mom)and)Ben)made)the)best)cake.)
)Time)5:)She)went)fishing)with)grandpa.)
)
Change'Over'Time'
)
Time'1'to'2'
What)
changed)
Writing)became)a)little)less)legible)–)particularly)in)terms)of)height)and)width)of)
letters.)
Complexity)–)the)message)became)shorter.)
Texture)–)There)were)less)cohesive)ties)in)the)message)sampled)although)on)
average)that)week)the)texture)rose)slightly.)
There)was)accurate)use)of)capitals)for)the)first)letter)and)punctuation)but)there)was)
also)use)of)capital)letters)within)the)message.)
What)
stayed)the)
same)
Organization.)The)message)was)logicaly)organized)into)one)sentence.)
What)
emerged)
anew)
Nothing)
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'
Time'2'to'3'
What)
changed)
The)writing)became)more)legible)particularly)in)terms)of)height)and)width)of)letters.)
Spacing)remained)consistent.)
Complexity)–)the)message)was)a)longer)extended)sentence.)
Cohesion)–)in)the)exemplar)there)was)less)cohesive)ties)but)on)average)it)increased.)
What)
stayed)the)
same)
There)was)accurate)use)of)punctuation)and)capitalization)in)one)logicaly)organized)
sentence.)
What)
emerged)
anew)
Nothing)
'
Time'3'to'4'
What)
changed)
LegibilityQ)the)writing)was)more)legible)and)there)was)uniformity)in)the)letters)
Complexity)–)the)messages)reverted)(in)the)exemplar)and)on)average)into)a)
simple)short)sentence.)
Capitalization)–)the)child)used)a)capital)letter)to)start)the)sentence)but)used)
capitals)within)the)sentence)inaccurately)as)wel.)
Cohesive)ties)increased)slightly)in)the)exemplar)but)on)average)decreased.)
What)stayed)
the)same)
The)message)was)logicaly)organized)into)one)sentence.)
What)
emerged)
anew)
Nothing)
'
'
Time'4'to'5'
What)
changed)
LegibilityQ)the)writing)became)less)legible)–)letters)were)big)and)not)uniform.)
Capitals)and)punctuation)were)used)accurately.)
Cohesion)increased)slightly)in)average)rating)but)decreased)in)the)exemplar.)
What)
stayed)the)
same)
The)message)was)logicaly)organized)into)one)sentence,)it)was)a)short)message.)
What)
emerged)
anew)
Nothing)
)
For)this)child)legibility)fluctuated)over)time.)The)message)was)always)legible)and)spaced)accurately)
but)height)and)width)of)the)letters)and)formation)fluctuated.)Punctuation)was)always)used)
accurately)and)the)message)always)started)with)a)capital)letter)but)capitals)were)used)throughout)
the)message)on)cohesion.)Cohesive)ties)were)evident)over)time)but)they)did)not)increase)
significantly)over)time.)The)message)was)generaly)a)short)one,)logicaly)organized)into)one)
sentence.)In)short:)Nothing)much)changed)over)time)and)diferent)constructs)fluctuated)
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Appendix L: Joanna Message Event Matrix 
Construct) Rating/)
Feature)
Time)1:)
Lesson)12)
Time)2:)
Lesson)17)
Time)3:)
Lesson)25)
Time)4:)
lesson)35)
Time)5:)
lesson)41)
Legibility) Av.)
Rating)
.5) .8) 2) .75) .25)
Feature)
)
(1)The)
writing)was)
legible)in)
parts)and)
could)be)
read.)Some)
letters)
were)
overly)large)
and)some)
letters)
formed)
correctly.))
(1)The)
writing)was)
legible)but)
height)and)
spacing)of)
letters)was)
not)
uniform.)
Some)
letters)
formed)
correctly)
(1)The)
writing)was)
legible)but)
height)and)
width)of)
writing)was)
mixed)and)
some)letters)
formed)
incorrectly)
(1)Writing)
was)legible)
but)height)
and)width)of)
letters)was)
not)uniform,)
some)letters)
formed)
incorrectly)
and)spacing)
not)
consistent)
(1)Writing)
was)legible)
but)there)
was)no)use)
of)spacing)
and)letters)
were)not)
uniform)in)
height)and)
width.)
Letters)
mostly)
formed)
correctly)
Linguistic)
Complexity)
Av.)
Rating)
1) 1.2) 1.5) 1.25) 1.5)
Feature)
)
(1)The)
message)
was)a)
simple)
message)–)
one)
thought.)
(1)The)
message)
was)a)
simple)one)
thought)
message.)
One)
sentence)
(1)The)
message)
was)a)simple)
one)
containing)
one)
thought.)
(1)The)
message)
was)a)simple)
one)thought)
sentence)
(2)One)
long)
sentence)
Linguistic)
Texture)
Av.)
Rating)
2.5) 1.8) 2.5) 2) 1.75)
Feature)
)
(3)Use)of)
three)
cohesive)
ties)i/my)
and)
specified)
the)(the)
bal))
(1)Use)of)
one)
cohesive)
tie)–)I)
(2)There)
was)use)of)
two)
cohesive)
ties)in)the)
text)(I/my))
(2)There)
was)two)
personal)
referents)
(I/my)
(2)Used)
two)
cohesive)
ties.)AfterQ)
temporal)
conjunctio
n)and)I)
Punctuatio
n)
Av.)
Rating)
)
1) 1.4) 1.5) 1) 1)
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Feature)
)
(1)Used)
capital)
letters)for)
names)and)
at)
beginning)
of)sentence)
but)used)
capital)
letters)
throughout)
writing)
inappropria
tely))
(1)Used)
capital)
letters)at)
the)
beginning)
of)the)
sentence)
and)a)ful)
stop)but)
used)
capital)
letters)
throughout)
the)
message)
(2)Used)
capital)
letters)and)
punctuation)
appropriatel
y)in)one)
sentence)
(1)Used)a)
capital)letter)
at)beginning)
of)sentence)
and)a)period)
but)also)
used)capital)
letters)
throughout)
the)
sentence.)
(1)Used)
period)
appropriat
ely)and)
capital)for)I)
but)did)not)
have)a)
capital)
letter)
starting)the)
sentence)
and)used)
capitals)
inappropria
tely)(d/t)
)
MacroQ
levels)of)
language)
Av.)
Rating)
2) 1.8) 2) 2) 2)
Feature) (2)The)
message)
was)
logicaly)
organized)
into)one)
sentence)
(2)
Message)
was)logical)
and)
organized)
into)one)
sentence)
(2)Message)
was)logical)
and)
organized)
into)one)
sentence.)
(2)
Organized)
the)message)
logicaly)into)
one)
sentence.)
(2)The)
message)
was)
comprehen
sible)and)
logicaly)
organized)
into)one)
sentence)
Time)1:)I)like)to)play)footbal)with)my)teammate)Semaj.)
Time)2:)I)made)a)snowman)out)of)rocks.)
Time)3:)I)played)Mario)party)on)my)wi.)
Time)4:)I)want)to)do)my)grinch)
Last)Week:)After)lunch)I)am)going)to)do)math)centers)
 
Change'Over'Time'
'
Time'1'to'2'
What)
changed)
The)message)had)less)texture)linguisticaly)then)the)first)week)(and)on)average))
What)
stayed)the)
same)
PenmanshipQheight)and)width)of)letters)and)words)was)not)uniform)and)only)some)
letters)formed)correctly.)
Message)was)one)short)sentence,)organized)logicaly.)Used)a)capital)letter)for)
beginning)of)sentence)and)a)period)but)used)capital)letters)intermittently)
throughout)text.)
What)
emerged)
anew)
Nothing)
'
'
'
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Time'2'to'3'
What)
changed)
There)was)more)evidence)of)linguistic)texture)on)average)in)messages)(same)as)
time)1).)
Used)capital)letters)and)punctuation)appropriately.)
What)
stayed)the)
same)
Penmanship)–)same)pattern)as)before.)
One)sentence)organized)logicaly.)
What)
emerged)
anew)
Nothing)
'
Time'3'to'4'
What)
changed)
Nothing)(see)spacing)issue))
What)
stayed)the)
same)
One)sentence)organized)logicaly.)Used)capital)letter)at)beginning)of)the)sentence)
but)then)intermittently)in)al)words.)Used)punctuation)appropriately.)Same)level)of)
use)of)cohesive)ties)in)text.)
Penmanship)was)again)legible)but)not)uniform)and)letters)formed)incorrectly.)
What)
emerged)
anew)
Spacing)was)not)consistent)
'
'
Time'4'to'5'
What)
changed)
The)length)of)the)sentence)was)longer.)
What)
stayed)the)
same)
Accurate)use)of)punctuation)and)organized)her)thoughts)into)one)sentence.)
Linguistic)texture)was)the)same)as)before.)
What)
emerged)
anew)
Did)not)respect)boundaries)between)words)–)no)spaces)between)words.)
Letters)mostly)formed)correctly.)
Did)not)use)a)capital)at)the)beginning)of)the)sentence)
)
Over)time)child)wrote)one)sentence)that)was)always)logicaly)organized.)In)terms)of)linguistic)texture)
and)complexity)although)ratings)went)up)and)down)the)ratings)stayed)much)the)same.)Concepts)
about)print)like)use)of)space)and)appropriate)use)of)capital)letters)were)not)secure)as)evidenced)by)
her)written)samples)and)declined)over)time.)Her)writing)although)legible)in)the)sense)that)it)could)
be)read)was)not)uniform,)spaces)were)often)missing)and)letters)appeared)to)be)formed)incorrectly.)
Over)time)spacing)became)an)issues)and)things)which)appeared)secure)(like)the)use)of)a)capital)
letter)at)the)beginning)of)the)sentence)faded.)NB:)COW,)spacing,)capital,)punctuation,)low)ratings)
for)penmanship.)
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Appendix M: Patricia Message Event Matrix 
Construct) Rating/)
Feature)
Time)1:)
Lesson)12)
Time)2:)
Lesson)19)
Time)3:))
Lesson)31)
Time)4:)l)
Lesson)40)
Time)5:))
Lesson)53)
Legibility) Av.)
Rating)
1) 1.5) 1.33) 1.2) 1.66)
Feature)
)
(1)Writing)
was)legible)
but)was)
large)and)
letter)height)
and)width)
was)uniform)
for)some)
words.)
(2)The)
writing)was)
mostly)
legible)and)
most)letters)
formed)
correctly.)It)
was)not)
overly)large)
and)spacing)
and)height)
and)width)
mostly)
uniform.)
)
)
(2)The)writing)
was)mostly)
legible/)most)
letters)formed)
correctly.)It)
was)not)overly)
large)and)
spacing)and)
height)and)
width)mostly)
uniform.)Was)
trailing)
(1)Writing)
was)legible)
but)the)
height)and)
width)of)
the)letters)
were)not)
uniform)
and)many)
letters)
were)not)
correct)
(2)
Writing)
was)
mostly)
uniform.)
Height)
and)width)
mostly)
uniform)
and)most)
letters)
formed)
correctly)
Linguistic)
Complexity)
Av.)
Rating)
1) 1) 1.66) 2) 1.66)
Feature)
)
(1)The)
message)
was)a)simple)
message)–)
one)
thought.)
(1)The)
message)
was)a)simple)
oneQthought)
message.)
One)
sentence)
)
)
(1)A)longer)
sentence)with)
two)parts.)
(1)A)long)
sentence)
(2)One)
long)
sentence)
with)two)
clauses.)
Linguistic)
Texture)
)
)
)
Av.)
Rating)
0) 2) 1.33) 2) 1.66)
Feature)
)
(0)No)use)of)
cohesive)
ties)
(3)Use)of)
three)
cohesive)
ties)–)I/my)
and)
temporal)
conjunction)
Q)after))
(1)One)
cohesive)tie)–)
demonstrative)
reference.)
(3)Use)of)
demonstrat
ive)referent)
(the)x2)
and)
personal)
pronoun)
(3)
the/and/t
he/it)–)
used)
three)
demonstr
ative)
referents)
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and)a)
additive)
conjunctio
n)
)
)
Punctuati
on)
Av.)
Rating)
1.33) 2) 1.66) 2) 1.66)
Feature)
)
(1)Used)
punctuation)
but)no)used)
of)capital)
letters)at)
beginning)of)
the)
sentence)
(2)Accurate)
use)of)
capitals)and)
punctuation)
in)one)
sentence.)
(2)Used)
capital)letters)
and)
punctuation)
appropriately)
in)one)
sentence)
(2)Used)
capital)
letters)and)
punctuatio
n)
appropriat
ely)in)one)
sentence)–)
used)
quotation.)
)
(2)Used)
period)
appropria
tely)and)
capital)at)
sentence.)
MacroQ
levels)of)
language)
Av.)
Rating)
1) 2) 2) 2) 2)
Feature) (2)The)
message)
was)logicaly)
organized)
into)one)
sentence)
(2)Message)
was)logical)
and)
organized)
into)one)
sentence)
(2)Message)
was)logical)
and)organized)
into)one)
sentence.)
(2)
Organized)
the)
message)
logicaly)
into)one)
sentence.)
N>B)
grammar)
(2)The)
message)
was)
comprehe
nsible)and)
logicaly)
organized)
into)one)
sentence)
nb)
grammar.)
)Time)1:)nick)sat)in)a)horse) ) ) ) )
Time)2:)I)went)to)my)house)after)school.)
Time)3:)Lucky)don’t)sit)when)the)teacher)said)sit.) )
Time)4:)“)I)help)the)lion)get)out)of)the)net”)said)mouse.)
Time)5:)Jordan)kick)the)bal)and)the)boys)got)it.)
'
Change'Over'Time'
Time'1'to'2'
What)
changed)
Legibility)–)the)writing)got)smaler)and)was)not)overly)large.)Became)more)
uniform)
Used)a)capital)letter)to)start)the)sentence)by)time)2.)
What)stayed)
the)same)
The)message)was)a)short)simple)one)sentence)message)that)was)logicaly)
organized.)
Punctuation.)
What)
emerged)
anew)
The)use)of)cohesive)ties)from)time)one)to)two)(0)to)3))
)
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'
Time'2'to'3'
What)
changed)
The)message)became)longer.)
There)was)less)cohesion)in)this)message)(3)to)1))
What)stayed)
the)same)
Legibility)stayed)the)same)–)mostly)uniform)but)some)letters)formed)incorrectly.)
One)sentence)with)appropriate)use)of)punctuation)and)capitals)and)was)logicaly)
organized.)
)
What)
emerged)
anew)
Nothing.)
'
Time'3'to'4'
What)
changed)
The)writing)was)less)legible)–)in)particular)height)and)width)of)letters)were)not)
uniform.)
Increase)in)use)of)cohesive)ties.)
What)stayed)
the)same)
One)long)sentence,)logicaly)organized)with)appropriate)punctuation)and)use)of)
capitals)
What)
emerged)
anew)
Use)of)quotation)marks)
'
Time'4'to'5'
What)
changed)
The)writing)was)mostly)uniform)in)height)and)width)and)most)letters)formed)
correctly)
A)longer)sentence)with)two)clauses.)
What)stayed)
the)same)
Long)sentence,)logicaly)organized)with)appropriate)use)of)capitals)and)
punctuation.)
Use)of)linguistic)texture)as)before.)
What)
emerged)
anew)
Nothing)
)
Over)time)Patricias’s)legibility)fluctuated)although)it)was)mostly)legible)and)became)smaler)and)more)
uniform)in)height)and)width.)Message)was)by)and)large)one)sentence,)logicaly)organized)with)
appropriate)use)of)capitals)and)punctuation)by)the)end)of)the)intervention.)The)linguistic)texture)of)
the)messages)became)richer)over)time)with)more)use)of)additive)conjunctions)and)demonstrative)
referents.)Interestingly,)only)one)of)the)sentences)sampled)was)grammaticaly)correct.)
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Appendix N: Paul Process Event Matrix 
) Time'2) Time'3) Time'4)
Message) I)wil)play)cars)with)my)
sister.)
I)love)my)baby)sister)and)
my)dad.)
I)have)a)lot)of)pencils)
in)my)pencil)box.)I)
work)with)my)pencils)
at)home)and)at)
school.)
Composing) (1)Teacher)introduced)
conversation)by)talking)
about)a)book.)Asked)
him)what)he)could)do)
with)his)little)sister.)He)
hesitated)so)she)asked)
for)some)more)details)
(do)you)play,)read).)He)
said)play.)
I)wil)play)with)cars)with)
my)sister.)A)high)level)of)
teacher)support)needed)
to)construct.)
(2)I)heard)you)had)some)
good)news)at)your)house.)
He)talked)about)his)baby)
crying.)She)asked)what)
he’d)like)to)write)about)his)
sister)–)and)his)dad.)He)
talked)about)he)loved)
them)too)much)eventualy)
decided)on)a)message)
about)his)baby)sister)and)
his)dad.)
(3)Teacher)started)a)
conversation)about)
the)Bily)goats)but)he)
said)he)didn’t)want)to)
write)about)that.)He)
wanted)to)write)
about)his)pencil)box)
and)he)quickly)
formulated)a)message)
to)write.)
Use)of)Visual) (0)Teacher)added)the)
second)L)in)wil,)the)y)in)
play.)Teacher)added)er)
in)sisters.)
(2)Got)the)e)in)love/)
wrote)my)x2)
The)y)in)baby)
(2)K)in)work/)have/)
my.)Wrote)home.)
Use)of)LS) (1)Teacher)used)
counters)to)help)him)
hear)and)record)sounds)
in)p/l/a)(she)added)y).)
Used)counters)for)cars)
but)needed)a)lot)of)help)
to)HRSIW.)HR)SI)in)
sisters)and)teacher)did)
rest.)
)
(2)Teacher)used)boxes)for)
sister)and)he)got)
s/i/s/t/r/e.)Was)hearing)
and)recording)sounds)in)
sequence.)
(2)Lot.)Needed)help)
with)pencils)(hearing)I)
instead)of)e).)HRSIW)
for)pencils/)home/)
lot.)
Writing)
Vocab)
(1)Wrote)my.) (2)I)/)love/)my)/)baby/)
and/)my/dad)
(2)I/)have/)a/in/my/)
at)
Concept)of)
Word)
(2)Used)spaces)needed)
one)reminder)to)leave)a)
space.)
(3)Left)spaces)with)no)
reminder)to)do)so)
(3)Left)spaces)with)
no)reminder.)
Direction) (2)Moved)left)to)right)
but)the)teacher)had)to)
help)him)move)to)the)
(3)Moved)left)to)right)
with)ease)and)moved)to)
next)line)when)needed)
(3)Moved)left)to)right)
and)to)new)line)with)
ease.)
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next)line) with)no)prompt.)
Searching) (1)I)play.)with)–)once)
volunteered)the)next)
word.)
(2)He)was)writing)next)
word)independently)
without)prompt)and)with)
some)speed)although)
needed)help)with)some)
words.))
(2)Searched)for)the)
next)word)after)a)lot)
of….)Pencils)(in)my)
pencil)box).)Looking)
at)endings)in)pencil/)
pencils.)
Monitoring/)
Crosschecking)
(0)Told)him)next)words)
–)wil/)cars/my/sister.)
Did)not)monitor)without)
teacher)prompt)
(1)When)teacher)pointed)
out)error)in)love)he)fixed.)
Prompted)to)reread)and)
he)did.)Did)not)notice)
errors.)Did)once)indep)
(reread)
(1).)Do)I)need)an)s)in)
pencils?)Teacher)told)
next)word)(box).)Told)
to)use)period.)Told)‘I)
work’.)Made)an)error)
with)work)(er)
teacher)noticed)and)
told.)Teacher)told)
next)work)(I)work)
with…).)Wrote)and)
the)instead)of)and)at.)
Teacher)noticed)and)
then)he)fixed.)
Self)
Correcting)
(0).)When)he)made)an)
error)he)did)not)notice)
and)the)teacher)brought)
his)attention)to)this.)
Wrote)wil)instead)of)
with.)Read)wil)instead)
of)with.)
(0)Wrote)h/l)in)love.)
When)he)wrote)re)for)
sister)the)teacher)
intervened)quickly.)He)
didn’t)notice.)
(1)I)did)a)wrong)T)in)
lot)and)fixed.)
)
TIME'1'to'2'
What'
changed'
'
Using)+)
Using)+)
Using)+)
Using)+)
Using)+)
Doing)+)
Doing)+)
'
)
)
+)Composition)–)did)not)need)the)high)level)of)teacher)support)to)write.)FN)
teacher)started)with)a)topic.)
+LS)relationships)–)he)went)from)needing)counters)to)help)him)HRSIW)to)using)
just)boxes.)Was)slowly)articulating)for)some)words)as)he)wrote.)
+)WV)–)went)from)writing)1)word)on)his)own)to)writing)7)
+)COW)–)He)needed)one)reminder)to)leave)spaces)in)the)first)obs)but)by)the)
second)obs)needed)none.)
+)Direction)–)He)needed)a)reminder)to)go)to)next)line)in)first)obs)but)by)second)
obs)was)doing)this)alone.)
+)Searching)–)was)searching)for)next)word)or)letter)with)prompting.)
+)Fluency)–)writing)was)generaly)slow)in)the)first)observation)and)they)worked)
on)some)letter)formation)but)by)second)obs)had)picked)up)except)for)some)
letter)formation.)
What'
stayed'the'
same'
Doing))
He)did)not)edit)or)revise)any)mistakes.)When)he)made)an)error)the)teacher)
intervened.)
What'
emerged'
+)Monitoring)–)when)he)was)prompted)to)monitor)he)did.)In)first)obs)teacher)
was)consistently)teling)him)the)next)word)to)write.)
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anew'
Using)+)
Doing))
+)Orthography.)Whereas)the)teacher)added)al)the)information)in)the)first)obs)
he)was)adding)some)endings/)speling)patterns)during)second)obs.)
)
TIME'2'to'3'
What'
changed'
Using)+)
Composition)–)was)much)faster)and)more)fluent.)He)knew)what)he)
wanted)to)write)and)he)was)ready)to)go)with)a)complex)message.)
Message)was)much)longer.)
+))
What'
stayed'the'
same'
)
Using)
Using)
Using)
Using)
Doing))
Doing)
)
Orthography)–)demonstrated)awareness)but)stil)needed)some)intervention)
(minimal)from)the)teacher.)
Phonology)–)hearing)and)recording)in)sequence)but)stil)needed)some)
intervention)(minimal)from)the)teacher.)
Spacing)–)no)dificulty)
Direction)–)no)dificulty.)
Searching)–)was)searching)for)next)words)and)letters)with)minimal)help)from)
teacher)in)the)form)of)prompts.)
Monitoring)–)teacher)was)teling)next)word)most)of)the)time.)Once)he)stopped)
and)wondered)did)he)need)to)put)an)s)on)pencils.)
What'
emerged'
anew'
Doing)
+)SelfQcorrected.)He)wrote)T)incorrectly)–)noticed,)teacher)put)tape)in)and)he)
fixed.)
Using'
)
Over)time)he)showed)more)control)over)the)process)of)composing.)Teacher)contributed)al)
orthographic)information)in)first)obs)but)by)second)and)third)he)showed)awareness)of)
orthographic)features)of)words.)He)needed)high)support)at)the)beginning)to)hear)and)record)
sounds)in)words)but)was)doing)this)with)minimal)intervention)by)the)end.)Concepts)about)print)
faltered)at)the)beginning)but)he)had)this)under)control)by)the)second)and)third)observation.)
'
Doing'
There)was)no)evidence)of)selfQcorrecting)but)by)last)obs)it)was)seen)once.)He)began)to)monitor)
by)the)second)observation)but)general)was)prompted)to)do)so.)He)searched)for)the)next)word)
in)text.)
'
In'general.'
Over)time)showed)a)progression)in)what)he)wrote,)what)he)used)and)what)he)did.)His)message)
was)produced)with)high)teacher)support)at)the)beginning)but)by)the)end)he)was)composing)two)
sentence)messages.)His)growth)in)writing)seemed)to)be)in)both)process)and)message.)Maybe)
you)need)that)growth)in)process)in)order)to)produce)those)longer)more)complex)messages???)
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Appendix O: Paul Transcript 
 
 
 
1. S: And I am learning a litle bit of new words.  
2. T: Yeah you’re learning new words. You’re gonna get it, remember this is a 
new level for you.  
3. S: Is that a level 10? 
4. T: I think it’s…it’s 11.  
5. S: You put it together? 
6. T: I did put it together, you’re right. 
7. S: (inaudible- bel rings) 
8. T: The Bily Goats like to eat green green grass, don’t they. So they go over 
the bridge every day, so they always have green green grass to eat. What 
are you going to eat? 
9. S: I don’t like to eat- 
10. T: You don’t like to eat grass, I know.  
11. S: Yes.  
12. T: Wel what do you like to eat? 
13. S: Um.  
14. T: What do you think we can write?  
15. S: No (inaudible) pencils. I know what pencils to write.  
16. T: What do you know to write? 
17. S: I have a lot of pencils in my pencil box. I work with my pencil at my 
house and at the school with every stuf.  
18. T: I work with my pencils  
19. S: Every stuf 
20. T: What? On everything you mean? 
21. S: Yes.  
22. T: Okay, I have a lot of pencils in my pencil box. I work with my pencils at 
home and at school.  
23. S: And at my and at my house.  
24. T: Wel we wrote it like that. I work with my pencils at home and at school. 
Can we write it like that?  
25. S: Yeah.  
26. T: I have a lot of pencils in my pencil box. I work with my pencils at home 
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and at school. Can you write that?  
27. S: Yes. (TIME 2:35). (writes I, starts to write next word) 
28. T: Make sure you do a space, honey.  
29. S: (writes I have a ) 
30. T: Let’s try a box.  
31. S: Lot? 
32. T: Mmm Hmm. Can you say the sounds for lot? 
33. S: /l/ /o/ /t/ (writes in boxes as he goes. Then writes it in his story). I did a 
T.  
34. T: You did. (gets out white tape).  
35. S: (fixes mistake).  
36. T: What do you write next?  
37. S: (pauses). My? 
38. T: Think about it. I have a lot  
39. S: Pencils.  
40. T: Of pencils.  
41. S: (writes of). (Inaudible) 
42. T: Pencils.  
43. S: (writes P-I-N) 
44. T: Almost- it’s peeen. Pencils not pincils. (covers up with white tape). P-E-
N 
45. S: (writes P-E-M) 
46. T: Pen not pem. Pen. (covers up M with white tape). What leter makes the 
/n/ sound? 
47. S: N.  
48. T: N. Put an N there.  
49. S: (writes N) 
50. T: (finishes word “pencil” for S) Pen- cilS.  
51. S: S-O 
52. T: Just an S. I have a lot of pencils.  
53. S: in my pencil box.  
54. T: Mmm hmm.  
55. S: (writes in my pencil) 
56. T: (inaudible- covers up something with white tape). Pencil box.  
57. S: (writes box).  
58. T: Put your period. What did you say next? I have a lot of pencils in my 
pencil box. I work  
59. S: (writes I, starts to write work W-R) 
60. T: No (covers up with white tape). Sounds like it would be R, but it’s 
actualy O-R. What’s that sound? WoorrK. (emphasizes /k/ sound) What 
comes at the end?  
61. S: K 
62. T: I work with.  
63. S: With- with my pencils 
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64. T: Mmm hmm.  
65. S: I don’t need, I don’t need an F?  
66. T: On with? No.  
67. S: (writes with my) It’s a lot of.  
68. T: It is a lot of words. I work with my pencils at home and at school.  
69. S: (writes pencils) I don’t need an S at the end of pencils? 
70. T: You do need an S this time. 
71. S: (writes pencils) 
72. T: At 
73. S: At (writes at) 
74. T: Home 
75. S: (starts to write home) 
76. T: Let’s do boxes, okay? 
77. S: Okay. (writes home in story) 
78. T: (draws boxes) 
79. S: I already have it.  
80. T: Oh you do have it, we won’t need the box, okay. And at school.  
81. S: Of at school? 
82. T: And at school.  
83. S: (writes and the school) 
84. T: You wrote and THE school and we want to write AT school. Can you 
write at right there? (covers up THE with white tape).  
85. S: (writes at). 
86. T: Put your period. (TIME 10:15).  
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Appendix P: Angela Process Event Matrix 
Composing' Time'1:'6:00'minutes) Time'2:'10:02)
Use'of'Visual' (2)The)child)exhibited)control)of)parts)
of)the)conversations)and)composition.)
With)teacher)help)and)support)
expanded)the)message.)Would)you)like)
to)write)about?)What)did)that)clown)
do?)Smarty)pants)fel)in…)What)was)it)
he)fel)in?)Teacher)looked)to)the)book)
and)found)it.)He)fel)in)the)water.)Is)that)
what)you)want)to)writing)about.))
(3)In)our)story)the)dog)had)a)sore)
paw.)Have)you)ever)had)a)time?)
Child)went)on)to)tel)teacher)about)a)
time)she)fel.)She)dictated)the)
message)but)then)revised)to)say)my)
knee)is)sore))
Use'of'LS' (2)The)child)demonstrated)awareness)
of)speling)patterns)like)the)l)in)fel)and)
the)th)in)the.)
(3)Demonstrated)orthographic)
awareness)of)most)words)–)
fel/time/recess/have/sore/now)
Writing'
Vocab'
(2)Heard)and)recorded)phonemes)from)
beginning)to)end)with)minimal)help)
from)teacher)other)than)boxes)to)help)
her)separate)sounds.)
(3)Heard)and)recorded)in)sequence)
and)was)independent)and)did)not)
need)teacher)assistance)at)al.)Was)
quick)and)eficient.)
Concept'of'
Word'
(2)Wrote)pants/)in/the/)fel)
independently)and)with)speed.)
()2)Wrote)
I/fel/last/time/we/had/and/I/have/a)
/sore.)Just)needed)help)with)
now/recess)and)knee.)
Direction' (3)Moved)left)to)right)and)went)to)a)
new)line)with)no)reminder)from)the)
teacher.)
(3)Moved)left)to)right)quickly)and)
eficiently)and)needed)no)reminders)
to)attend)to)this.)
Searching' (2)The)child)was)searching)for)the)next)
word)and)the)next)letter)most)of)the)
time.)
(2)She)searched)for)the)next)part)in)
letters)with)minimal)help)but)needed)
a)reminder)once)to)think)about)what)
would)come)next)in)knee)and)now.)
Monitoring/'
Crosschecking'
(2)She)reread)her)message)twice)wrote)
smarty)pants)(reread)wrote)fel)(then)
reread)again)to)the)beginning.)
(2)She)reread)to)make)sure)the)
sentence)made)sense)once)without)
returning)to)the)beginning)of)the)
sentence)(and)now).)Needed)a)
prompt)at)one)point)to)return)to)the)
beginning)of)the)message.)
Self'
Correcting'
(0)Made)two)errors)e/y)in)smarty)and)
o/a)in)water)but)did)not)notice)and)the)
teacher)intervened)showed)her)the)
error)and)showed)her)how)to)fix.)
(1)Noticed)an)error)–)wrote)letter)I)
in)lower)case)and)then)giggled)and)
fixed)it.)
Fluency' (2)Was)fast)and)fluent)for)her)known)
words)but)then)had)to)slow)down)for)
(3)Transcription)of)the)message)was)
fast)and)fluent)–)wrote)speedily)and)
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words)she)was)articulating)letter)by)
letter.)
even)for)words)she)was)working)on)
she)moved)fast)as)she)wrote.)
 
COT: Time 3 to Time 4 
What'
changed'
'
Using'+'
Using'+'
Using'+'
Doing+'
Doing+'
Composition:)Between)the)two)times)points)she)went)from)needing)teacher)
help)and)support)to)expand)her)message)to)expanding)and)revising)her)
message)independently.)At)first)the)teacher)has)to)question)her)
)
• In)the)second)observation)she)was)quicker)to)compose)and)added)to)
the)message)herself.)
• She)went)from)demonstrating)orthographic)awareness)of)words)most)
of)the)time)to)consistently)doing)this.)She)knew)the)l)in)fel.)The)e)in)
time.)The)e)in)have.)
• Went)from)needing)boxes)as)an)aid)to)hear)and)record)in)sequence)to)
doing)this)independently.)
• Wrote)many)more)words)independently)(3)to)(10).)
• She)went)from)rereading)the)whole)sentence)to)search)for)the)next)
word)to)rereading)part)of)the)sentence)to)search)for)the)next)word.)
• At)first)when)she)made)errors)(occurred)twice)she)did)not)notice)and)
the)teacher)intervened)to)show)her)the)error)and)how)to)fix)it.)In)the)
second)observation)she)noticed)an)error,)giggled)and)fixed)it.)
• She)searched)for)the)next)letter)in)words)most)of)the)time)and)in)the)
second)observation)she)did)this)faster.)
Her)transcription)became)fast)and)fluent)for)words)she)was)slowly)articulating)
as)wel)as)for)known)words.)
What'
stayed'the'
same'
'
Using''
Using'
Doing'
Doing'
Doing'
'
'
Spacing)and)direction)were)under)control)both)times.)
)
What'
emerged'
anew'
Nothing)
)
Between)the)time)points)Angela)became)more)independent)n)the)composition)of)the)message.)
At)first)she)needed)help)to)shape)the)composition.)In)the)second)observation)she)was)able)to)
change)the)composition)without)help.)She)showed)more)awareness)of)orthographic)patterns)in)
words)in)the)second)observation.)She)was)able)to)write)patterns)without)prompt.)She)also)
produced)more)words)independently)and)fluently.)She)needed)boxed)in)the)first)observation)and)
in)the)second)observation)was)articulating)slowly)and)writing.)She)went)from)rereading)the)
whole)sentence)to)search)for)the)next)word)to)rereading)smaler)chunks)of)the)sentence)to)
gather)meaning)to)continue)writing.)She)was)observed)to)selfQcorrect)an)error)on)one)occasion)in)
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the)second)observation.)Spacing)and)direction)were)never)an)issue)for)Angela)and)she)put)spaces)
between)words)without)prompt)and)controled)directional)movement.)Transcription)became)
faster)for)even)words)she)was)working)on)in)the)second)observation.)
NB:))Fluency:)transcription)of)know)words)and)words)she)was)working)on)
• Monitoring:)Rereading)the)whole)sentence)twice)to)portions)of)the)text.)
• Use)of)LS)relationship)and)orthographic)patterns:)Showed)LS)relationship)and)speling)
pattern)awareness)independently)without)prompt.))
• Composing)with)prompt)to)revising)message)without)prompt.))
) )
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Appendix Q: Emma Process Event Matrix 
' Time'1) Time'2) Time'3)
Message' Baby)Bear)goes)fishing)
and)he)gets)a)lot)of)fish)
I)wil)make)pumpkin)pie) Mom)and)Ben)made)
the)best)cake.)
Composing' (2)Yesterday)you)wrote)
about)Joly)Roger)or)
Baby)Bear.)What)are)we)
going)to)write?)Tel)me)
your)sentence.)She)then)
dictated)a)sentence)
independently)
(2)Are)you)going)to)tel)
me)about)Joly)Roger)or)
Emma)–)I)want)to)talk)
about)thanksgiving)–)I)wil)
make)pumpkin)pie)
(3)Tel)me)about)
Ben)and)his)cake)–)
what)happened?)Ben)
and)his)mom)were)
making)a)cake.)Right)
you)know)how)to)
start…)Child)just)
started)writing)
straight)away.)
Use'of'Visual' (1)Teacher)gave)y)in)
baby.)Gave)ch)for)sh)in)
fish)–)close.)Gave)the)e)
in)goes.)
(1)Teacher)told)second)L)
for)wil.)Teacher)wrote)the)
rest)of)pumpkin.)And)the)
rest)of)pie.)
(2)Teacher)
contributed)the)e)for)
made.)Wrote)the)
word)cake)on)her)
own)
Use'of'LS' (1)Heard)the)b/b)in)
baby.)Using)boxes)
heard/recorded)F)in)fish.)
Got)the)ing)in)fish.)
Heard)g/i/t/s)for)gets.)
(1)W)–)heard)initial)sound)
and)last)sound)and)needed)
help)to)hear)middle)sound.)
Heard)the)H/P)in)help)
needed)support)for)middle)
letters.)Heard)c/k)in)cook.)
(3)Slowly)articulated)
BEN)but)confused)
i/e.)Slowly)
articulated)made)to)
get)M/A/D.)Used)
teacher)boxes)to)
make)best)but)she)
traced)fingers)
underneath)and)got)
to)best.)
Writing'
Vocab'
(2)Wrote)and/)he/)of) (2)I)/my/)mom/in)(in)
pumpkin).)
(3)Mom/)
and/the/cake.)
Concept'of'
Word'
(1)Teacher)reminded)to)
space.)Using)fingers)for)
spacing)
(1)Needed)teacher)
support)to)leave)spaces)
between)words.)
(3)Needed)no)
support)to)leave)
spaces)between)
words.)
Direction' (3)Had)L)to)R)under)
control)and)did)return)
sweep)on)2)occasions)
with)no)reminder.)
(3)Had)L)to)R)direction)
under)control)and)return)
sweep.)
(3)Moved)left)to)
right)with)ease)and)
needed)to)reminder)
to)move)to)a)new)
line)
Searching' (2)Teacher)gave)(goes).) (1)She)wrote)first)word.) (2)She)was)
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Teacher)reread)and)
paused)he)gave)next)
word)x)2.)She)gave)next)
word)and/)gets)without)
prompt.)Looked)to)first)
writing)of)‘fish’)to)write)
the)second)time.)
Told)next)word)wil.)She)
searched)for)next)word)
(my).)Asked)for)a)peek)at)a)
book)to)see)look)to)make)
cook.)Needed)a)lot)of)
teacher)support)to)find)the)
next)part)of)the)letter.)
searching)for)the)
next)word)and)next)
letters)and)paused)
for)a)while)as)she)
wrote)cake)(looking)
for)the)e)but)wrote)
on)her)own)in)the)
end.)
Monitoring/'
Crosschecking'
)(2)Teacher)reread)x)4.)
She)initiated)rereading)
on)two)occasions)
independently)
(2)Noticed)she)didn’t)
leave)a)space.)
Initiated)reQreading)(I)wil)
help)my)(I)wil)help)my)
mom).)
(2)Reread)–)mom)
and)be)to)gather)
meaning.)Was)
rereading)on)a)few)
occasions.)Was)
pausing.)
Self'
Correcting'
(0)When)she)made)an)
error)she)did)not)notice.)
(0)When)she)made)an)
error)she)didn’t)notice.)
(1)She)noticed)she)
made)a)spacing)error)
and)fixed)it)after)
teacher)put)tape)
down.)
Fluency' (1)Writing)was)
generaly)slow)especialy)
in)terms)of)formation)of)
letters)and)words)were)
very)large.)
(1)Writing)was)generaly)
slow)and)formation)was)
slow.)For)known)letters)it)
picked)up.)
(2)Writing)was)
generaly)fast)and)
she)slowed)down)for)
words)he)was)
working)on.)
'
Change'Over'Time'
'
Time'1'to'Time'2'
What'
changed'
Doing))
Searching)–)she)seemed)to)be)search)for)more)information)slightly)more)on)
the)first)observation.)On)both)occasions)she)used)previous)text)as)a)resource)
to)help)her)write.)
What'stayed'
the'same'
UsingQ)
Using)Q)
Using)–)
Using)–)
Using)–)
Using)Q)
Doing)–)
Doing)Q)
Composition)–)she)showed)that)with)minimal)teacher)intervention)she)could)
compose)a)message)to)be)written.)She)dictated)in)a)monotone)voice)but)
showed)control)over)the)composition)of)the)message.)
Orthography)–)teacher)was)contributing)this)information)on)both)occasions)
and)she)showed)minimal)awareness)of)irregular)speling)patterns.)
LetterQsound)relationships)–)one)both)occasions)she)was)hearing)and)
recording)sounds)at)the)beginning)and)end)of)words.)Hearing)dominant)
sounds)
Writing)vocab)–)she)heard)some)words)independently)Q)3)and)4)on)time)1)and)
2)
COW)–)on)both)occasions)she)needed)reminders)to)leave)spaces.)
Direction)–)on)both)occasions)had)L)to)R)under)control.)
Monitoring)and/or)crosscheckingQ)she)on)both)occasions)initiated)rereading)
without)prompt)on)some)occasions.)
SC)–)on)neither)occasion)noticed)AND)corrected)an)error.)
Fluency)–)on)both)occasions)was)generaly)slow)–)especialy)in)the)slow)
careful)formation)of)letters.)
)
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What'
emerged'
anew'
)
Nothing)
'
Time'2'to'Time'3'
What'
changed'
Using+)
Using)+)
Using)+)
Using)+)
Doing)+)
Doing+)
)
Composition)–)in)the)first)observation)she)needed)minimal)teacher)
intervention)to)construct)her)sentence)but)by)the)second)observation))she)
composed)quickly)and)wrote)on)the)run.)
)
Orthography)–)she)showed)some)awareness)of)irregular)speling)patterns)in)
her)known)words)but)by)the)second)observation)she)was)writing)more)words)
with)irregular)patterns)on)her)own.)
)
LS)–)In)the)first)observation)she)was)just)hearing)initial)and)final)sounds)and)
teacher)contributed)middle)sounds)but)by)the)second)obs)she)was)slowly)
articulating)on)her)own)and)breaking)simple)words)apart.)
)
Spacing)–)she)needed)high)teacher)support)to)leave)spaces)in)the)first)
observation)but)by)the)second)observation)was)spacing)independently.)
)
SearchingQ)she)needed)teacher)support)in)the)first)obs)to)find)the)next)letter)
or)part)of)word.)She)did)this)with)minimal)intervention)on)the)second)
observation.)
)
FluencyQ)her)transcription)went)from)generaly)slow)to)mostly)fluent)in)the)
second)observation.)
What'stayed'
the'same'
Using)+)
Using+)
Doing+)
WV)–)She)wrote)4)words)in)each)observation)on)her)own)independently)
)
Direction)–)in)both)observations)she)controled)directional)movement)and)
went)to)a)new)line)without)reminder.)
)
Monitoring/crosschecking)–)in)both)observations)he)was)rereading)with)
minimal)intervention)to)gather)meaning.)
What'
emerged'
anew'
Doing+)
SelfQcorrecting)–)she)was)observed)to)selfQcorrect)once)by)the)second)
observation.)
)
Over)time)showed)improvement)in)terms)of)her)use)of)sources)of)information)about)letter)sound)
relationships)and)orthographic)features)in)words.)Her)composing)became)more)independent.)Her)
concept)of)word)became)more)refined.)Her)understanding)about)the)directional)rule)of)print)
remained)stable)and)correct)over)time.)She)monitored)as)she)wrote)with)minimal)intervention)
and)crosschecked)what)she)wrote)(the)text)with)her)message.)In)the)second)observation)she)
searched)for)more)parts)of)words)and)not)just)the)next)word.)Her)fluency)increased)over)time.)
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Appendix R: Joanna Process Event Matrix 
) Time'1) Time'2) Time'3)
Message' Tigers)are)mean)
)
3)words)
After)school)I)want)to)
watch)TV)
7)words)
I)would)play)on)the)
monkey)bars)and)
swing)of.)10)words)
Composing' (2)The)teacher)started)of)
by)talking)about)what)they)
might)write)out)–)perhaps)
the)book)about)the)tiger)
and)whether)he)could)swim)
but)child)quickly)corrected)
her)and)said)no)she)wanted)
to)write)about)how)tigers)
were)mean.)Teachers)asked)
how)she)could)extend)that)–)
by)adding)a)period)!)
(2)The)teacher)told)her)
they)would)write)a)
sentence)with)the)word)
after)in)it.)She)hesitated)
a)little)bit)and)then)the)
teacher)suggested)
‘After)school’)she)then)
composed)quickly.)
(3)The)child)was)in)
control)of)the)
conversation.)She)
had)a)conversation)
with)the)teacher)but)
then)revised)her)
message)completely.)
Use'of'Visual' (0)Teacher)contributed)al)
this)information)–)wrote)are)
and)showed)her)speling)
pattern.)The)e)in)er)and)the)
ea)in)mean)
(1)Wrote)to)
independently)and)
after)also)wrote)oo)in)
school.)Teacher)
contributed)ch)in)watch)
and)ch)in)school.)
(1)Wrote)play/)the)
on)her)own)but)
teacher)contributed)
orthographic)
information)for)
would/)ey)in)
monkey/)ar)in)bars.)
Use'of'LS' (1)She)heard)and)recorded)
initial)sounds)in)mean)and)
tiger.)Heard)dominant)
consonants)(m/n)in)mean)
and)t/g/r)in)tiger.)
(2)She)initiated)slow)
articulation)in)words)
and)heard)and)
recorded)most)
phonemes)in)words)
from)beginning)to)end)
with)only)some)help)for)
embedded)sounds)like)
the)n)in)want)
(1)Hearing)initial)
sounds)like)the)w)in)
would/)the)/mon/)in)
monkeys)and)the)s)in)
swing)but)teacher)
slowly)articulating)for)
other)words.)
Writing'
Vocab'
(0)She)wrote)no)words)
independently)and)teacher)
helped)with)every)word)
(1)Wrote)after/)I/to/TV)(2)Wrote)
I/on/the/and/of.)
Concept'of'
Word'
(2)Needed)reminder)once)
to)leave)a)space)but)other)
than)that)spaced)words)
(2)Needed)a)reminder)
once)to)leave)a)space)
between)watch)and)TV)
(3)Spaced)accurately)
with)no)reminders.)
Direction' (3)Moved)left)to)right)with)
fluency.)Did)not)need)a)new)
line)
(3)Moved)left)to)right)
and)moved)to)a)new)
line)when)needed)with)
(3)Moved)left)to)
right)and)to)new)line)
with)no)reminders.)
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no)reminder.)
Searching' (1)She)searched)for)the)
next)letters)in)tiger)but)
mostly)needed)prompts)–)
check)it)to)search)for)next)
letter)or)word.)
(1)Searched)for)next)
letters)in)want)but)
needed)teacher)
intervention)and)
prompting)other)than)
this.)
(1)She)searched)for)
next)letters)in)
monkeys)(mon)and)
then)next)words)‘bars)
–)and’.)Needed)
prompting)especialy)
via)teacher)slow)
articulation)to)work)
on)next)letters.)
Monitoring/'
Crosschecking'
(1)She)noticed)she)wrote)a)
p)instead)of)an)A)but)didn’t)
know)how)to)fix)it.))
(1)She)initiated)
rereading)once)(After)
school)…)I)but)other)
than)that)teacher)was)
prompting)her)to)
remember)next)word)or)
teling)next)word.)
(1)Teacher)told)the)
child)the)next)word)
on)6)occasions)but)
she)reread)on)one)
occasion)to)gather)
meaning.)
Self'
Correcting'
(1)She)wrote)an)O)instead)
of)an)I)and)revised)
(0)She)did)not)notice)
and)correct)any)errors)
independently.)
(0)When)she)made)
errors)the)teacher)
told)her)and)worked)
on)revising)with)her.)
Fluency' (1)Slow) (1)Slow)at)times)but)
picked)up)pace)
(2)Picked)up)pace)at)
times)
Faltered)with)
formation.)
'
Change'Over'Time'
'
TIME'1'to'2'
What'
changed'
Using)+)
Using)+)
Using)+)
Doing)Q)
)
++Orthography.)The)child)demonstrated)some)orthographic)awareness)of)words)by)
writing)the)oo)in)school)without)prompt)compared)to)the)first)obs)when)the)
teacher)contributed)al)this)information.)
++Phonology)–)in)the)first)obs)the)child)has)hearing)the)first)and)last)sounds)and)
this)changed)in)the)second)obs)to)her)hearing)and)recording)in)sequence)and)only)
needing)minimal)amounts)of)help)to)hear)and)recorded)embedded)sounds)like)the)
n)in)want.)
++WV)–)The)child)went)from)needing)help)to)write)al)words)to)producing)three)
words)independently.)
Q)SelfQcorrecting.)Went)from)selfQcorrecting)once)to)no)sc)
What'
stayed'
the'same'
Using)
Using)
using)
Doing)
Doing)
doing)
)
Composition)–)the)teacher)started)of)with)a)topic)and)some)questions)and)the)
child,)reluctant)at)first)then)composed)with)some)extension)questions.)
Spacing)–)was)mostly)in)control)but)needed)a)reminder)once)on)both)occasions)to)
leave)a)space.)
Direction)–)on)both)occasions)had)left)to)right)wel)under)control.)
Searching)–)did)some)searching)for)the)next)letter)but)mostly)was)prompted)to)do)
this.)
Monitoring)–)she)noticed)a)mistake)on)the)first)occasion)but)couldn’t)fix)it)and)she)
initiated)some)rereading)to)gather)meaning.)
FluencyQ)writing)was)mostly)fast)and)fluent)but)faltered)over)formation)of)letters.)
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What'
emerged'
anew'
Nothing)
'
'
TIME'2'to'3'
What'
changed'
Using)+)
Using)+)
Using)+)
Using)+)
Using)Q)
)
++She)wrote)a)longer)sentence.)
++Composition:)She)was)in)complete)control)of)the)conversation)and)she)revised)her)
message.)
Q)LS)–)this)time)she)was)hearing)and)recording)initial)sounds)but)teacher)was)doing)a)lot)of)
slow)articulation)for)her.)
+)Spacing)Q)needed)no)reminders)
++)WV)–)she)wrote)more)words)independently.)
What'
stayed'the'
same'
Using))
Using)
Doing)
Doing)
Doing)
Doing)
)
OrthographyQ)she)demonstrated)orthographic)awareness)of)some)words)but)teacher)had)to)
support)this.)
)
Direction)
She)searched)for)the)next)letter)in)a)words)and)the)next)word)but)mostly)searched)only)
when)prompted.)
Monitoring)–)she)reread)only)once)to)gather)meaning.)
SC)–)did)not)sc)
Fluency)–)fast)and)fluent)for)known)words)but)faltered)a)lot)over)formation)
What'
emerged'
anew'
Nothing))
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Appendix S: Patricia Process Event Matrix 
) Time'2) Time'3) Time'4)
Message) Baby)bear)like)fish)and)
berries)
6)words)
I)got)a)big)tree)
)
5)words)
Bily)had)one)red)sock)
and)one)yelow)sock.)
9)words)
Composing) (1)Do)you)like)to)go)
fishing?)The)teacher)
asked)about)fishing)and)
she)spoke)about)it)and)
then)she)said)do)you)
want)to)tel)me)about?)
I)don’t)want)to)write)to)
about.)I)no)write)about)
fishing.)
(1)I)don’t)know)about)
that.)I)don’t)know)what)
to)write)about)that.)
Child)was)very)reluctant.)
Slow)to)initiate.)But)
eventualy)composed)a)
simple)sentence)that)
didn’t)seem)related)to)
conversation)start)
)
(2)What)can)we)say)
about)the)sily)bilies)
in)your)story?)She)
thought)of)a)message)
and)caled)it)out)and)
the)teacher)got)her)to)
say)it)again.)
Use)of)Visual) (1)Wrote)like)(got)e).)
But)teacher)
contributed)the)ea)in)
bear.)The)rest)of)
berries.)
(2)Put)two)rr)in)tree.)
Knew)it)needed)two)
letters.)Correctly)speling)
for)rest)of)sentence)
(1)Teacher)
contributed)info)for)
rest)of)bily.)And)the)
information)for)one.)
She)got)the)ck)in)sock)
after)prompting.)
Teacher)wrote)yelow.)
)
Use)of)LS) (2)She)heard)and)
recorded)in)sequence)–)
fish.)Minimal)input)
from)teacher)to)HRS)in)
sequence.)Slow)artic)
for)and)and)berries)
)
(2)She)heard)and)
recorded)sequence)big)
and)got)needed)teacher)
help)to)practice.)
(2)Heard)B)in)Bily.)
Heard)and)recorded)
sounds)in)had)(but)did)
make)a)b/d)sub))
Writing)Vocab) (2)Wrote)and)/)like)
)
(1)Wrote)I/)got) (1)Wrote)the)word'
and)
Concept)of)Word)(3)Left)spaces)with)no)
reminder)to)do)this.))
(2)Forgot)spaces)but)
monitored)this)and)
correcting.)
)
(3)Spaced)accurately)
with)no)reminders.)
Direction) (3)Moved)left)to)right)
fast)and)moved)to)new)
line)when)he)needed.)
(3)Moved)left)to)right)
and)moved)to)a)new)line)
when)needed)with)no)
reminder.)
)
(3)Moved)left)to)right)
and)to)new)line)with)
no)reminders.)
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Searching) (1)She)searched)for)
next)word)(bear)
needing)prompt)to)do)
this.)Mostly)needed)
prompting)
(2)Searched)for)next)
letters)and)words)but)
needed)some)help)to)
think)of)next)letters)in)
tree.)
(1)She)searched)for)
the)next)word)on)one)
occasion)(and)and)
second)time)she)wrote)
sock.)
)
)
)
Monitoring/)
Crosschecking)
(1)Teacher)dictated)–)
baby/)bear.)The)
teacher)always)
prompted)her)to)
reread.)She)knew)she)
had)made)a)mistake)
writing)AND)but)
couldn’t)fix.))
(1)Noticed)that)she)
didn’t)leave)a)space)x2.)
Was)writing)sentence)
independently)rereading)
herself)on)one)occasion)
(after)got)reread)
(1)Teacher)prompted)
her)to)check)speling)
hab/had.)Prompted)
her)to)reread)x)2.)Told)
her)what)she)had)
written)x)1)She)reread)
‘Bily)had)one’)to)think)
of)next)work)(red).)
)
Self)Correcting) (0)Did)not)fix)any)
errors)without)prompt.)
Made)a)mistake)and)
teacher)intervened)
with)sh)
(3)Asked)for)tape)to)fix)
space.)X)2)
(0)Wrote)b/d)twice)
and)didn’t)notice.)
Teacher)intervened)to)
edit)on)these)
occasions.)
Fluency) (2)Writing)was)fast)and)
fluent)and)she)slowed)
down)for)words)she)
was)working)on)
(2)Writing)was)fast)and)
fluent)but)she)faltered)
over)formation)of)some)
letters.)
(1)Writing)was)
generaly)slow.)
'
Change'Over'Time'
'
TIME'1'to'2'
What'
changed'
Using)+)
Using)Q)
UsingQ)
Doing)Q)
)
+Orthography)–)showed)some)more)awareness)in)the)second)obs)to)teacher)
contributing)al)info)in)first)obs.)
+She)searched)for)the)next)letters)and)words)and)needed)minimal)intervention)
from)the)teacher.)
Q She)wrote)only)one)word)independently)for)second)obs.)
Q Spacing)–)forgot)spaces)in)the)second)obs)however)she)was)monitoring)
this)and)corrected)it)with)the)help)of)the)teacher)(asked)for)tape))
What'
stayed'the'
same'
Using)
Using)
using)
Doing)
Doing)
The)sentence)length)stayed)about)the)same.)
Composition)–)child)was)reluctant)to)compose)and)slow)to)initiate.)On)both)
occasions)expressed)a)wish)that)she)couldn’t)write)and)that)she)didn’t)know)‘how)
to)say)it’.)
LS)–)heard)and)recorded)in)sequence)with)minimal)input)from)the)teacher.)
Direction)–)moved)L)to)R)with)ease.)
Monitoring)–)noticed)she)didn’t)leave)spaces)but)only)reread)once)to)gather)
meaning)without)prompt.)
Fluency)–)writing)was)fast)and)fluent)but)faltered)over)formation)of)some)letters)
What'
emerged'
anew'
+SelfQcorrected)twice)asking)for)tape)to)fix)mistake)
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)
TIME'2'to'3'
What'
changed'
Using)+)
Using)Q)
Using)+)
DoingQ)
DoingQ)
DoingQ)
DoingQ)
)
The)sentence)was)longer.)
+Composition)–)she)thought)of)what)she)wanted)to)write)and)told)the)teacher)
about)it)who)helped)her)to)reshape)it)somewhat)(he)had)a)long)message)and)she)
helped)bring)it)down)in)size).)
QSpeling)–)she)only)contributed)one)speling)pattern)with)prompt)most)of)the)time)
the)teacher)contributed)this)info.)(e)on)one,)y)in)bily,)the)word)yelow).)
+Spacing)–)spaced)accurately)no)reminders.)
QSearching)–)searched)for)the)next)word)on)one)occasion)was)mostly)looking)for)
teachers)help)(or)looking)away)when)searching)for)next)letters).)
QSC)–)she)made)two)errors)and)on)both)occasion)she)did)not)notice)and)the)teacher)
intervened.)
QFluency)–)was)generaly)slow)(was)it)hard)to)hold)onto)the)message?))
What'
stayed'the'
same'
)
Using))
Using)
Using)
Doing)
)
LS)–)heard)and)recorded)sounds)in)sequence.)
Production)–)wrote)just)one)word)independently.)
Direction)–)moved)L)to)R)and)new)line)no)reminders)
Monitoring)–)she)reread)once)to)gather)meaning)but)most)of)the)time)teacher)was)
prompting)her)to)reread)or)to)check.)
What'
emerged'
anew'
Nothing)
 
